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Abstract -Streaming large files such as video and audio 

contents from the internet has become an increasingly 

common practice with users and content providers. Content 

delivery presents serious challenge for content providers, 

with the increased cost of hosting and transmitting large 

video files, the existing client server system is experiencing 

problems. The high server load incurred by the client model 

is costing hosts considerable resources.  Peer to Peer (P2P) 

technology alleviates some of these problems by distributing 

transfer work among multiple hosts (peers). P2P works by 

sending and receiving data directly with other peers that are 

participating in the network. It distributes resources and load 

across the network. This can solve the problem of the client 

server system resource overload. The purpose of this 

research is to propose a method which is suitable for 

streaming using P2P and solve the problem of client server 

system’s resource overload. We aim to realize stable video 

streaming, low latency playback, and reduction of the 

number of breaks due to buffering protocol. 

 

Keywords: Content delivery, Streaming, Peer to Peer 

network, BitTorrent, BiToS. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The video and audio content delivery service using the 

internet, such as YouTube [1] and NicoNico Douga [2], has 

become an increasingly common practice, and it is capturing 

the attention from broad directions, such as political use and 

commercial use, etc. Moreover, by the development of 

broadband service and improvement of terminal 

performance of individual use, it is expected that the video 

and audio content as a medium for disseminating 

information continues to grow. In the prediction and 

investigation of Cisco [3], it is expected that two-thirds of 

the world's mobile data traffic will be video by 2017. Mobile 

video will increase 16-fold between 2012 and 2017, 

accounting for over 66 percent of total mobile data traffic by 

the end of 2017. As streaming large files such as video and 

audio content from the internet has become an increasingly 

common practice with users and content providers, the 

content delivery presents serious challenge for content 

providers, with the increased cost of hosting and 

transmitting large video files, the existing client server 

system is experiencing problems. The high server load 

incurred by the server-client model is costing hosts 

considerable resources. 

Peer to Peer (P2P) technology alleviates some of these 

problems by distributing transfer work among multiple hosts 

(peers). BitTorrent [4] is one of the most popular P2P 

protocols. File transfer operates by splitting the file into 

many pieces. Peers transfer the pieces out of order in a 

distributed fashion then re-assemble the original file. The 

order of the pieces transferred is determined by the 

RarestFirst algorithm [5][6]. However, it is bad for 

streaming because pieces are transferred out of order and it 

is hard to predict the next piece. BiToS (BitTorrent 

Streaming) [7] was proposed to solve the streaming P2P 

problems of BitTorrent. This allowed somewhat smoother 

playback, but there were still delays or pauses (breaks). And 

some new methods to shorten breaks’ time and reduce the 

number of times of breaks are called for. 

We propose a method which is suitable for streaming 

using P2P. The emphasis must be placed on reduction of the 

number of breaks in playback. To this end, we must do 

something different if there is a gap in download pieces 

between current playback position and the next available 

piece. Improved peer and piece selection methods, such as 

special priority for pieces near playback position may 

hopefully alleviate the problems with BiToS and RarestFirst 

algorithm. Specifically, if the piece closest to the playback 

position is not yet downloaded then the proposed method 

will set an emergency priority. Within the high priority 

group we must request missing pieces from the peer with the 

fastest connection. In order to verify the proposed method’s 

effectiveness when compared to the established methods of 

RarestFirst and BiToS, we performed simulations and 

experiments. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, 

we describe detailed algorithm of BitTorrent and BiToS. In 

section 3, we present our proposed solution for better peer 

and piece selection. In section 4, details of the 

implementation on software simulator is described. In 

section 5, we report experimental evaluation of our proposed 

method. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6. 

2 BITTORRENT AND BITOS 

BitTorrent is one of the most popular P2P protocols. 

Holding, sending, and receiving of all content are performed 

by only the peers. The tracker manages information about 

peers in a swarm; it coordinates initial connections and 

keeps a table of connected hosts and the download/upload 

statistics of each peer (Fig.1). 
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As shown in Fig.2, BitTorrent uses swarming techniques 

in which the torrent file (the content that is distributed), is 

split in pieces. A user who wants to upload a file first acts as 

a seed and distributes content information through 

BitTorrent nodes. Peers (leecher) can simultaneously 

download pieces from other peers. While the peer is 

downloading pieces of the file, it uploads the pieces that it 

has already acquired to its peers. Each time the peer has a 

new piece, it advertises this information to its peer set (the 

peers that the peer is connect to).  

Peers transfer the pieces out of order in a distributed 

fashion then re-assemble the original file. This distributed 

method is suitable for large-capacity content delivery. 

 

 

 

The order of the pieces transferred is determined by the 

RarestFirst algorithm. This algorithm tells peers to send the 

least common pieces amongst the swarm first, causing 

convergence faster. RarestFirst transfer makes P2P very 

efficient when compared to the random out of order method. 

However, it is bad for streaming because pieces are 

transferred out of order and it is hard to predict the next 

piece. Streaming requires in-order transfer for smooth 

playback. The method proposed in this paper aims to 

provide more predictable transfer to allow for smooth 

playback. 

BiToS was a previous attempt to solve the streaming P2P 

problems (Fig.3). It was a research to reduce the number of 

breaks when streaming using BitTorrent. The BiToS method 

changed from RarestFirst so that pieces near deadline mark 

have higher priority than later pieces. This allowed 

somewhat smoother playback, but there were still pauses. 

BiToS method works by assigning a priority to two groups 

of pieces. If the probability of selecting a piece from the 

high priority group is “p” then low priority group probability 

is “1-p”. The parameter “p” represents the balance between 

the immediate need for a piece and the future need. Within 

each priority group we simply use RarestFirst method. 

Currently downloading pieces in high priority group and 

low priority group are moved to the group of received pieces 

after they are downloaded. If a piece cannot meet its 

playback deadline, then it will not be asked to be 

downloaded (or its download can be aborted) and will be 

marked Missed. A peer at any given time can have at 

maximum a fixed number of currently downloading pieces. 

The number of pieces (cardinality) of the higher priority 

group remains fixed. Using BiToS, we receive pieces closer 

to the playback position sooner. This is more suitable for 

content delivery than pure RarestFirst method.  

However within each group the RarestFirst method is still 

used, so there may be breaks if the priority group has not 

rare pieces close to the playback position. This means pieces 

are still sent out of order within each priority group. This 

causes gaps in playback when the playback position reaches 

a missed piece. 

 

 
 

 

3 PROPOSED SOLUTION 

To propose a method which is suitable for streaming using 

P2P, emphasis must be placed on the reduction of the 

number of breaks in playback. To this end, we must do 

something different if there is a gap in download pieces 

between our deadline position and the next available piece. 

Here, the deadline is the time limit after that, the received 

piece is not useful and will be discarded. 

 

Tracker

Peers

Content
(Torrent file)

Tracker

Leecher/ 
Peer

Seed Download

Upload

Upload

Downloaded piece

Un-downloaded piece

1   2   3   4       5   6  7   8      9  10 11 12 13 14 15 16

All pieces of content

Deadline

High priority 
group

Low priority group

To player
buffer

Received
pieces

Missed player deadline

Currently
Downloading piece

Figure 1: Network configuration of BitTorrent. 

 

Figure 3: Outline of BiToS piece selection 

method. 

 Figure 2: File transfer operates by splitting the file 

into many pieces 
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Improved peer and piece selection methods, such as 

special priority for pieces near deadline position may 

hopefully alleviate the problems with BiToS and RarestFirst. 

Specifically, if the piece closest to the deadline position is 

not yet downloaded then the proposed method will set an 

emergency priority (Fig. 4). Within the high priority group 

we must request emergent pieces from the peer with the 

fastest connection (Fig. 5).  

 

 

  

 

 
 

If there is enough buffered content then the new method 

may download pieces from a lower priority group using 

simple RarestFirst (Fig. 6). Thus it is still possible to 

contribute to the distribution of rare pieces on low priority 

groups and improve convergence speed.  

The proposed method solves the problem of BiToS where 

pieces close to playback position are not always chosen. 

This leads to a more stable delivery and smooth playback. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION ON A SOFTWARE 

SIMULATOR 

In order to verify the proposed method’s effectiveness 

when compared to the established methods of RarestFirst 

and BiToS, it is necessary to perform simulations and 

experiments. One such proposed experiment is to provide a 

peer that implements each method on a software simulator.  

We used General Purpose Simulator for P2P network (GPS) 

[8] which is capable of simulating BitTorrent algorithm. 

 

 

 

As for the software structure of GPS, various search 

protocols such as Chord [9], CAN [10], etc. are located on 

top of the physical network layer at the bottom of the 

structure. The layer of P2P algorithms come on the search 

layer. Some Hybrid P2P algorithms including BitTorrent 

exist in the same layer as the search layer, because they 

don't use provided general search protocols like Chord etc. 

but they mostly implement original search protocols using 

the server systems.  

The methods of previous works and our proposed method 

are implemented on top of the P2P algorithms layer, and 

they can be switched according to the experimental situation. 

However, it is not possible to make peers who adopt 

different methods on the same network at present.  

Moreover, in the operation of the various methods, since it 

is necessary to acquire the information of the playback 

position, and to measure the number of times of breaks and 

duration and frequency of breaks, which is the evaluation 

indices, we added virtual video player part on top of the P2P 

algorithm layer. 

 

All pieces of content

Deadline

1   2   3   4              5      6   7   8    9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

High priority Low priority

If the piece closer to the deadline position is not yet 
downloaded then set an emergency priority

Received
pieces

5

Fast connenction peer

5

Slow connection peer

All pieces of content

Deadline

1   2   3   4              5      6   7   8    9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

High priority Low priority

Request emergent piece 
from the peer with fastest 
connection 

Received
pieces

All pieces of content 

Deadline

1   2   3   4              5   6   7   8    9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Apply RarestFirst within 
the low priority group

Received
pieces

Figure 4: Introduction of emergency priority. 

 

Figure 5: Request emergent pieces from the peer 

with the fastest connection. 

Figure 6: Enough buffered content then download 

pieces from a lower priority group. 

Figure 7: Display image of the simulation by 

General Purpose Simulator for P2P network. 
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5 EXPERIMENTS 

The peer and piece selection method proposed by this 

research, RarestFirst and BiTos are compared by measuring 

evaluation indices such as the number of breaks and the total 

duration of breaks under various video download conditions. 

5.1 Outline of the experiment 

First, the peer who had all the pieces (original content) is 

generated on the simulator. Then a peer who does not have 

any piece participates one at a time to the network with 

certain interval and starts content downloading. Playback is 

started when the head piece of the content is downloaded at 

the peer. All the peers continue remaining in the network 

until the last peer completes the download. All the peers 

who participated to the network complete the download of 

whole content and finish the playback then the simulation 

stops.  

The transmission speed of peers are classified into two 

types such as high speed and low speed, and randomly 

assigned to each peer. In the communication between low-

speed peers, bandwidth is set to 5Mbps, between a high-

speed peer and a low-speed peer 10Mbps, and between 

high-speed peers 15Mbps.  

Simulations are iterated 10 times for each method 

respectively, and the results are compared on the average 

basis. 

5.2 Contents and parameters used for the 

simulation 

The details of parameters used for the simulation are 

shown in Table 1. The content sizes are two kinds, 128 MB 

and 256 MB. 

The size per one piece, in consideration of the size length 

used widely when dividing a file by BitTorrent, is set as 1 

MB. Even if the content size is the same, the playback time 

differs according to the content quality, high and low image 

quality. We experiment two cases of playback time, i.e., 0.5 

seconds and 4 seconds per one piece, supposing two content 

qualities. 

 

 

 Table 1: Details of the contents and parameters used for 

the simulation 

 

5.3 Experimental results and evaluation 

5.3.1 Content size 128MB ， 4 seconds of 

playback time per one piece 

The experimental result in case of content size is 128 MB 

and the playback time per one piece is 4 seconds is shown 

here. Fig.9 is a graph of the total of the duration of breaks in 

average at each peer during the playback by each method. 

The total duration of breaks at the peer which completed 

download earlier is large and decreases as the number of 

peers increases for all methods. This is because when few 

peers are in the network, the number of downloadable peers 

is small, but it increases as more peers participate to the 

network and the feature of P2P algorithm that a download 

speed rises using a communication line effectively as the 

number of peers increase is shown here. From the graph, 

significant difference is not seen as a whole by each method, 

but when the average was taken for each method, it turned 

out that the total of the duration of breaks in average is the 

shortest in our proposed method than RarestFirst or BiToS.  

Fig.10 shows the frequency distribution of the duration of 

breaks at each peer for each method. In our proposed 

method, many peers have shorter duration of breaks 

compared to other methods and it could be assumed that 

many peers have achieved shorter download time of the 

content as a whole.  

On the other hand, about the number of times of breaks, as 

shown in Fig.11, no method is stable and no significant 

difference is seen in average here. 

 

 
 

 

Physical network

Search protocol (Chord,CAN…)

P2P Algorithm (BitTorrent, Gnutella …)

RarestFirst, BiToS, Proposed method Virtual video player

General P2P Simulator

Content size (Mbyte) 128MB 256MB

Size of a piece (Mbyte) 1MB

Playback time per a piece (sec) 4 0.5 4 0.5

Number of peers 50

Participating interval of new peers (sec) 60 

Ratio of the high priority group (%) 5

Probability of selecting a piece from high 
priority group (%)

90 

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49

SEC

Total of the duration of breaks in average

RarestFirst

BiToS

提案手法

Peer number (in order of download completion) 

Proposed method

Figure 8: Software structure of GPS. 

Figure 9: Total of the duration of breaks in 

average at each peer (Content size 128MB，4 

seconds of playback time per one piece). 

. 
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5.3.2 Content size 128MB， 0.5 seconds of 

playback time per one piece 

The experimental result in case of content size is 128 MB 

and the playback time per one piece is 0.5 seconds is shown 

here. Form the graph of Fig.12, the total duration of breaks 

in average at each peer during the playback shows similar 

trend as the case of 4 seconds of playback time per one 

piece, and it turned out that the total of the duration of 

breaks is the shortest in average in our proposed method. 

The frequency distribution of the duration of breaks at 

each peer in Fig. 13 shows that the number of peers of less 

than 100 seconds of duration of breaks is the largest in our 

method.  

On the other hand, about the number of times of breaks, no 

big difference is seen among methods just like the case of 4 

seconds of playback time per one piece. 

 

 

  

 

5.3.3 Content size 256MB ， 4 seconds of 

playback time per one piece 

The experimental result in case of content size is 256 MB 

and the playback time per one piece is 4 seconds is 

discussed here. The proposed method has shown poor 

performance here and the total duration of breaks in average 

at each peer is the largest as shown in Fig.14. 
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Figure 10: Frequency distribution of the duration 

of breaks at each peer in average (Content size 

128MB，4 seconds of playback time per one piece). 

Figure 11: Number of times of breaks in average 

(Content size 128MB， 4 seconds of playback 

time per one piece). 

Figure 12: Total of the duration of breaks in 

average at each peer (Content size 128MB，0.5 

seconds of playback time per one piece). 

Figure 13: Frequency distribution of the duration of 

breaks at each peer in average (Content size 128MB，
0.5 seconds of playback time per one piece). 

Figure 14: Total of the duration of breaks in 

average at each peer (Content size 256MB，4 

seconds of playback time per one piece). 
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In terms of the frequency distribution of the duration of 

breaks at each peer, the number of peers of less than 200 

seconds of duration of breaks is the largest in our method. 

The number of breaks in average is the smallest in our 

method, but no significant difference is seen by methods. 

5.3.4 Content size 256MB， 0.5 seconds of 

playback time per one piece 

The experimental result in case of content size is 256 MB 

and the playback time per one piece is 0.5 seconds is 

discussed here. Here also the proposed method performed 

poorly in terms of total duration of breaks in average. The 

frequency distribution of the duration of breaks shows the 

distribution is high in the area of 130-200 seconds and over 

250 seconds area in all methods. The number of breaks in 

average is the smallest in our method, but no significant 

difference is seen by methods here also. 

5.4 Consideration 

In case of content size 128MB, in both cases of 4 and 0.5 

seconds of playback time per one piece, the number of times 

of breaks is rather small in all peers and no significant 

difference was seen by each method. It is considered that 

since the communication with sufficient bandwidth is 

secured by any method because the size of the content is 

small enough for the environment with assumed number of 

peers and line speed. On the other hand, there is less number 

of times of breaks in case the playback time per one piece is 

4 seconds rather than the case of 0.5 second. This indicates 

that long playback contents with low image quality have less 

frequent breaks. About the duration of breaks, in both cases 

of 4 and 0.5 seconds of playback time per one piece, the 

average duration of breaks is the smallest by our proposed 

method. In many peers, average duration of breaks 

distributes between 50 to 120 seconds. In case of 0.5, the 

duration came between 50 to 100 in most of peers by our 

method, and our proposed method performed better than 

other methods.  

In case of content size is 256MB, in both cases of 4 and 

0.5 seconds of playback time per one piece, average number 

of times of breaks is smallest by our method, but no 

significant difference is seen among methods. This is 

because the content size is rather large and pieces are too 

many for the assumed environment in this case. For the 

duration of breaks, in both cases of 4 and 0.5 seconds of 

playback time per one piece, the average duration of breaks 

is the largest by our method. And from the frequency 

distribution of the duration of breaks, distribution of short 

breaks is almost same by all methods, but breaks of long 

duration are seen in many peers by our method. This is 

considered that when the system downloads pieces with 

emergency priorities, download requests from other peers 

also swarm about a certain peer and causes a long waiting 

time for the download request. 

 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this research is to propose a method which 

is suitable for video streaming using P2P while solving the 

problem of client server system resource overload in the 

content delivery market. The research has proposed a new 

method of peer and piece selection in a P2P streaming 

environment using BitTorrent. The proposed simulations 

examine the effectiveness of the new methods for improving 

on the established BiToS and RarestFirst methods. It is the 

research’s sincerest hope that the proposed method 

alleviates some of the current challenges facing streaming 

content delivery. 
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Abstract - In-vehicle information devices such as car nav-
igation systems and smartphones are now widely used and
they provide drivers with a lot of information, such as traffic
jam information, weather forecast, etc., by a communication
function such as cellular networks. These services gather a
lot of information from cars or traffic sensors on the road,
which results in many small pieces of data being transmitted
over cellular networks. We propose a method that, by pre-
dicting car behavior, reduces the amount of such data. We
observe the amount of traffic data, simulate vehicle behavior,
and evaluate our models. Our conclusions show good results.

Keywords: Telematics service, ITS, Smartphone, Probe
data, Car navigation System

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of many telem-
atics services. For example, vehicle information devices can
assess traffic conditions and display the fastest route to a des-
tination. Such services provide information obtained from
traffic sensors, historical traffic data, and in-vehicle informa-
tion devices or smartphones, which are in widespread use
[1][2][3][4].

Nevertheless, vehicle information devices for these services
have to connect the cellular networks, and drivers have to
pay additional costs for telematics services. If drivers use
smartphones, then they do not have to pay these additional
costs; however, the display sizes on these devices are too
small. A new device called“Display Audio”[5] can display
the same image with a smartphone connected by wireless or
wired communication functions.

Therefore, smartphones can become popular telematics ter-
minals that have several sensors and wireless communication
functions[6]. Each smartphone frequently transmits a small
amount of probe data. Therefore, a large amount of probe
data can be transferred from vehicles to telematics service
providers (TSPs). However, such increasing volumes of data
traffic need to be regulated because of the high communica-
tion costs for both users and TSPs.

In a previous study [7], we proposed data compression meth-
ods for probe data by considering only the data itself, but we

Figure 1: Telematics service

wereunable to reduce the amount of communication of con-
trol information that is a task that requires peak cutting meth-
ods. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new method for
reducing probe data on the basis of vehicle behavior predic-
tion.

2 TELEMATICS SERVICE

2.1 What are Telematics Services

Telematics services are services that provide useful infor-
mation to the driver. These services have to gather a lot of in-
formation from each in-vehicle device (See Figure 1). There
are four types of telematics services:

1. A TSP gathers a large amount of information from in-
vehicle information devices through the cellular net-
work for each service; such information includes traffic
jam information, weather information, route guidance,
etc. The TSP then analyzes the data and delivers useful
information to each in-vehicle information device.
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2. If an accident takes place, the in-vehicle information
device calls an emergency center, providing, automat-
ically or manually, location information synchronized
with the airbag information.

3. Entertainment services such as SNS, messaging, Inter-
net, etc.

4. Vehicle relationship management (VRM), which gather
a large amount of different types of information from
the controller area network (CAN) for monitoring the
vehicle status, etc.

Current in-vehicle information devices communicate with
the TSP’s server through a cellular network. Therefore, most
of those services are able to run on the smartphones. Many
drivers have smartphones and can use the cellular network at
fixed costs and without having to pay additional money.

However, smartphones’displays are too small to show
drivers a map or other information, which they cannot use
when they are driving. In the near future, it is expected that
display-audio devices, which show the smartphones’display
image on the in-vehicle devices, will be used widely.

2.2 What are Probe Data

Probe data are gathered from many vehicles to the TSP’s
servers, as shown in Figure 2. There are three types of probe
data:

1. Probe data that are gathered from various vehicles at
short fixed intervals (e.g., 1 min and 5 min). This data
includes average speed, travelling time, location infor-
mation, and wiper information. The data are analyzed
for traffic information, weather forecast, etc.

2. Probe data that are transported to the TSP or other ser-
vices as soon as possible; these include airbag infor-
mation and broken information for making emergency
calls.

3. Probe data that should be stored and gathered to the
manufactures for VRM; these include error logs in var-
ious Electronic Control units (ECUs), etc.

In this paper, we focus on the first type probe data. The size
of each data is very small, but the number of communications
is very large. Therefore, we have to solve the following three
problems:

• Minimizing the probe data

• Minimizing the control information for each communi-
cation

• Minimizing the number of communications

In our previous research, we proposed a compression method
for (1). In this paper, we propose a new method for reducing
the number of communications in telematics services.

Cellular Network TSP: Server

Service Service

ProbeData

Smartphones

In-Vehicle 

Information 

Devices

Figure 2: Probe data
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Figure 3: Number of vehicles and total size of probe data

2.3 Amount of Probe Data

Let x be the number of vehicles in a fixed area, which are
able to communicate with the same base station through a
cellular network. Lets be the size of probe data transmitted
in a single communication. Lett be a fixed time. In this case,
the total sizeT of the probe data is given by the following
equation:

T =
∑

stx (1)

In our previous research [7], we proposed a data compres-
sion method. The data size depended on the number of ve-
hicles. When the number of vehicles is small, the data are
not compressed effectively; but when the number is large, the
data can be compressed effectively. The relation between the
number of vehicles and the total size of probe data is shown in
Figure 3. If all in-vehicle information devices transmit probe
data, the total size of probe data increases monotonically.
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3 RELATED WORKS

Thereare many studies on the reduction of probe data in a
cellular network. These studies may be categorized into three
types:

1. Reducing the number of vehicle information devices
that communicate to TSPs through a cellular network.
In [9], inter-vehicle communication technologies (V2V)
were used, and good results were obtained. However,
few vehicles have the equipment required for V2V com-
munications, which accounts for a significant problem.
In [10], roadside communication (V2R) technology was
used, but the covered area was very small.

2. Reducing the data size.
Our previous method [7] showed good results, but it
could not be used for peak cutting.

3. Controlling the number of vehicles driving in a fixed
area.
In [9], the TSP sent a message to a vehicle and guided it
along its route. In this case, control of the vehicle was
limited.

We thus propose a new space and time model for reducing
the size of probe data without requiring V2V or V2R tech-
nologies.

4 METHOD OF REDUCING PROBE DATA
SIZE

4.1 Proposed Architecture

Figure 4 shows the architecture of a telematics service sys-
tem based on a telematics agent model that we propose. In
this model, there are two types of agents: one runs on smart-
phones, whereas the other runs on the servers in a TSP.

The TSP agent monitors vehicular traffic in certain areas di-
vided into zones. If the number of vehicles in a zone exceeds
a certain threshold, the TSP agent selects smartphones ac-
cording to the space-and-time strategy and instructs the smart-
phone agents to cease probe data transfer.

The basis of this idea is that the amount of probe data that
is needed to provide a large amount of information is not very
large. Therefore, we can select some appropriate vehicles.
The number of selected vehicles is defined by two threshold
values as follows (Figure 5).

1. If the number of smartphones is less than the threshold,
all vehicles are selected.

2. If the number of smartphones is less than the threshold
and greater than the threshold number1, a fixed number
of vehicles are selected.

3. If the number of smartphones is greater than the thresh-
old, a fixed numbers of vehicles are selected.

The number of selected vehicles is limited and fixed. There-
fore, communication traffic through the cellular network is
limited.

Cellular Network
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Figure 4: Proposed Architecture
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Figure 5: Number of vehicles and number of selected vehicles

4.2 Space and Time Strategy

The algorithm for selecting smartphones that should not
transmit probe data is based on the following conditions.

1. In a particular area, a fixed number of smartphones are
allowed to transmit probe data.

2. A smartphone transmits probe data only when its be-
havior cannot be predicted.

Thus, the volume of communication is limited. Actually, if
there is less traffic in an area, then the number of smartphones
will be relatively small. Hence, all the smartphones in the area
can connect to the TSP. Conversely, if an area has heavy traf-
fic, it will have a large number of smartphones. Therefore,
only a fixed number of smartphones will be allowed to trans-
mit probe data.
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Figure 6: Atsugi City (nearthe Kanagawa Institute of Tech-
nology)

4.3 How is the Behavior of a Vehicle Predicted

The prediction algorithm for the behavior of a vehicle is as
follows:

• If a smartphone uses a route guidance application, the
TSP can predict the route. Therefore, the smartphone
can communicate with the TSP only illegally.

• If the smartphone does not use the route guidance ap-
plication, it is difficult to predict the route. However, in
many cases, the vehicle may be on a long street. There-
fore, the smartphone can communicate with the TSP
either illegally or drive on any route except the main
route.

• In a fixed area, the number of smartphones that com-
municate with the TSP is limited. Therefore, the TSP
provides communication ratio as it decides.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluated our algorithm by carrying out a traffic sim-
ulation [11]. In a previous study [7], simulations were con-
ducted using real traffic data and maps. We adopted the same
approach in the present study to obtain accurate results.

5.1 Base Experimentation

Table 1 shows the average speed and Table 2 shows the
average travelling time.

We observed the amount of traffic near the Kanagawa In-
stitute of Technology. Figures 6 and 7s of that area.

On a weekday morning, the number of vehicles in an hour
is 1,729, which is normal in that area and is not considered as
crowding. The number of signal turns is 52.

In addition to these numbers, for the simulation, 2,593 (150%)
vehicles constitute a crowded case, and 864 (50%) vehicles
constitute a sparse case.

Figure 7: Atsugi City (nearthe Kanagawa Institute of Tech-
nology (zooming))

Table 1: Average Speed in that area

Sparse case 8.3 m/s
Nomarl case 7.5 m/s

Crowded case 5.3 m/s

Table 2: Average travelling time

Sparse case 196s
Nomarl case 216s

Crowded case 328s

We then changed thenumber of vehicles and obtained the
probe data from each vehicle. Figure 8 travelling time in that
area, and Figure 9 shows the average speed of each vehicle in
that area.

5.2 Reducing the Probe Data Based on the
Space Model

We get the probe data from selected vehicles by space model.
Selected ratio in that area is from 3% to 100%. Table 3,4, and
5 show the average speed and average travelling time from
each simuralation.

This result means we have to select the smartphone at least
20% in the crowded case.
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Figure 8: Atsugi City (Travelling time in that area)

5.3 Reducing the Probe Data Based on Time
Model

We obtained probe data from the selected vehicles using the
time model. The selection ratio for each vehicle varied from
20% to 100%. Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the average speed and
average travelling time from each simulation.

The results indicate that we can reduce the number of se-
lected smartphones in at least 80% of the normal cases in the
time model. In other words, each smartphone should commu-
nicate with a TSP 20% of the time.

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed a new method for reducing the amount of
probe data in telematics services. In addition, we confirmed
the effectiveness of the proposed method by conducting sim-
ulations using real traffic data and maps.

In future work, the time and space models will be com-
bined, and we will perform simulations on larger areas.
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Table 3: Average speed and travelling time on space model
(sparse)

Selecting ratio Average speed Average Travelling Time
100% 8.3m/s 195.8s
50% 8.3m/s 196.4s
20% 8.2m/s 197.4s
10% 8.4m/s 196.7s
5% 8.5m/s 194.1s
3% 8.7m/s 194.9s

Table 4: Average speed and travelling time on space model
(normal)

Selecting ratio Average speed Average Travelling Time
100% 7.5m/s 216.5s
50% 7.5m/s 216.2s
20% 7.4m/s 220.3s
10% 7.5m/s 216.0s
5% 7.6m/s 216.8s
3% 7.1m/s 232.3s

Table 5: Average speed and travelling time on space model
(crowded)

Selecting ratio Average speed Average Travelling Time
100% 5.3m/s 328.2s
50% 5.3m/s 326.2s
20% 5.4m/s 322.6s
10% 5.5m/s 318.1s
5% 5.6m/s 311.9s
3% 5.7m/s 315.1s

Table 6: Average speed and travelling time for each selecting
ratio on time model (space)

100% 8.3m/s 195.8s
50% 8.3m/s 194.8s
33% 8.3m/s 194.0s
20% 8.3m/s 192.0s

Table 7: Average speed and travelling time for each selecting
ratio on time model (normal)

100% 7.5m/s 216.5s
50% 7.5m/s 215.5s
33% 7.5m/s 214.5s
20% 7.5m/s 212.4s

Table 8: Average speed and travelling time for each selecting
ratio on time model (crowded)

100% 5.3m/s 328.2s
50% 5.3m/s 327.2s
33% 5.3m/s 326.2s
20% 5.3m/s 324.0s
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Abstract

To augment reliability of IP networks against link/node fail-
ure, several IP fast reroute schemes have been proposed so
far. They proactively compute backup paths and activate them
when failure occurs to prevent packets from losing at the fail-
ure link/node. However, it is known that the network per-
formance considerably degrades in the failure state of IP fast
reroute schemes, because congestion hot spots often appear
near the failure link/node. In this paper, we propose a reactive
load balancing method that can be applied to the major IP fast
reroute schemes that covers single failure. Our scheme works
when an IP fast reroute scheme is activating its backup paths,
and reduces the degradation of network performance due to
failure. In our load balancing scheme, with the overhead of a
few bit field on packet header, we can largely reduce the per-
formance degradation in the failure state and mostly keep the
throughput as it was in the normal (no-failure) state.

1 Introduction

The Internet has grown as a social infrastructure in the
world, for which high-level reliability is required. Even a
short-time disruption of a network may reflect on significan-
t cost because various indispensable communications depend
on this high-speed network. However, when link or node fail-
ure occurs in an IP network, it is difficult to avoid service
disruption for a certain time as long as we deploy a traditional
routing protocols such as OSPF [1] and IS-IS [2]. Unfortu-
nately, the frequency of failure is not low enough, as refer-
ence [3] reported.

To augment reliability of IP networks, several IP Fast Reroute
(IPFRR) techniques have been proposed [4] [5] [6]. They
proactively compute backup paths and activate them when
failure occurs to prevent packet loss at the failure links or n-
odes. Typically, they cover every single link or node failure,
so that path disruption in an IP network can be eliminated
in every single link or node failure scenario. These IPFR-
R schemes complement the network performance during the
failure state, i.e., during the time period until the failure is
repaired.

However, with IPFRR schemes, it is known that using back-
up paths in face of failure brings congestion on links around
failure, which degrades the performance of the network [7].
Although network resources may be insufficient in failure s-
tate, it is strongly desired to reduce the degradation level of
the network performance.

In this paper, we propose a reactive load balancing method
that works in the failure state of IPFRR schemes. Namely,
the proposed method tries to reduce the degradation of net-
work performance in the time period in which IPFRR is acti-
vating its backup paths. When congestion occurs around the
failure, our method utilizes the unused backup paths of the
IPFRR scheme to have a part of the traffic escape from the
congestion. With this two-level rerouting, we make use of
the unused resources of networks around failure to reduce the
degradation of network performance. Through traffic simula-
tion, we show that the network throughput in case of failure is
considerably improved and it comes to be a comparable level
to the normal state where failure is not present.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe several major IPFRR schemes that covers single fail-
ure, and present several existing approaches on the load bal-
ancing techniques over IP networks as well as IPFRR schemes.
In Section 3, we describe the proposed method in detail, and
give the result of traffic simulation in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude the work in Section 5.

2 Load Balancing in IP Fast Reroute Schemes

2.1 IP Fast Rerouting and Their Modeling
To augment reliability of IP networks against failure, many

IP fast reroute (IPFRR) schemes have been proposed. We first
describe the literature of IPFRR schemes as an underlying
technology of the proposed method.

IPFRR is a scheme that proactively computes backup paths
to prevent packet loss due to failure. In IPFRR, if a router
detects the failure of the next-hop link (or node), the backup
paths are immediately activated to forwards packets, instead
of forwarding them to the failed components. One of the well-
agreed goals of IPFRR is to cover single link/node failure with
low overhead. Several schemes that achieved single-failure
coverage are proposed so far.

One of the major approaches for such IPFRR schemes is
the tunneling approach such as NotVia [5] [8] [9]. NotVia
computes a tunnel in advance for every single-failure scenario
i.e., for protection against single-node failure, every node has
its tunnel that reachs the next-next-hop node on the shortest
path without going through the next-hop (i.e., failure) node.
When a packet meets failure, the packet is encapsulated to be
forwarded into the tunnel to bypass the failed component.

Another major approach is the two-table approach, in which
the secondary routing table is proactively computed to be ac-
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Figure 1: Model of IP Fast Reroute Schemes

tivated in case of failure. FIFR (Failure Inferencing based
Fast Rerouting) [4] [10] would be the representative propos-
al in this approach, which covers every single link/node fail-
ure scenario. In FIFR, routers infer failure according to the
in-coming network interface of packets, i.e., if a packet for
a destination arrives from an unusual interface, the packet is
forwarded using the secondary routing table to avoid the fail-
ure node. To improve the computational cost of FIFR, Xi, et
al. proposed a time-efficient algorithm to compute the sec-
ondary routing table [11].

As an extension of the two-table approach, SBR (Single
Backup-table Rerouting) was proposed [12] [13] [6]. SBR,
which covers single link/node failure scenarios, achieved to
prevent packet loops in case of multiple-failure to improve re-
liability of networks by utilizing a 2-bit field on packet header.

In this paper, we treat most of those IPFRR schemes that
covers single link/node failure as an integrated model. In this
model, (i)we first assume that every node uses a shortest-path
based algorithm to compute the primary routing table, and (i-
i)every node has a backup path to forward packets without
visiting the next-hop link or node. Also, (iii)the traveling
paths of packets in these schemes can be splitted into three
sections as shown in Fig. 1. I.e., the first section is the path a-
long the shortest path that is used by the packets that have not
met failure, the second section is the path along the backup
routing configuration that is used after packets meet failure,
and the third section is the path along the shortest path that the
packets escaped from the second section uses to reach their
destination. We call those three sections as normal, backup,
and finish sections, respectively.

we hereafter treat this integrated model rather than treating
each of IPFRR schemes in order to propose a general frame-
work of load balancing for IPFRR.

2.2 Related Work on Load Balancing in IP
Networks

Several load balancing methods have been proposed for
shortest-path based IP networks, which is independent of IP
fast reroute schemes. For instance, Antić, et al. proposed TPR
(Two Phase Routing) [14], which distributes traffic into sev-
eral paths using intermediate nodes, i.e., TPR once forward-
s packets to some intermediate nodes using IP tunnels and
then forwards them to their destinations using normal shortest
paths. Mishra et al. proposed S-OSPF (Smart-OSPF) [15], in
which source nodes distribute traffic to their neighbor nodes
to balance traffic load among those neighbors, i.e., among the
shortest paths that start from the neighbors to a destination.

They work effectively with relatively low overhead. Howev-
er, in case of failure under IPFRR schemes, they do not work
well immediately because they have to decide the distribu-
tion ratio of traffic among several possible paths based on the
measured traffic load given as the demand matrix of the net-
work. Namely, when failure occurs, they first have to mea-
sure the traffic load over the network, and then compute the
optimal distribution ratio. This process inevitably includes
considerable delay before these load balancing schemes work
effectively, even though IPFRR schemes achieves 50msec re-
covery from failure.

As a load balancing scheme using backup paths of the IPFR-
R schemes, Hara et al. proposed a method to utilize backup
paths of IPFRR not only the failure state, but also in the usual
(no-failure) state to provide load balancing functionality [16].
In their scheme, they watch congestion using the output queue
length of routers, and when congestion is detected in the pri-
mary link, packets are rerouted into the backup path. Note
that the rerouted packets may cause other congestion. If the
congestion invokes another rerouting of packets, this endless
chain of rerouting leads harmful confusion over the network.
To prevent this, the rerouted packets are given less priority
than the original packets, and they are dropped by priority
in face of congestion. This method can utilize backup paths
effectively even in case of the normal state. However, their
load balancing functionality does not work in the failure state
because backup paths are occupied to protect routes against
failure.

There is a few load balancing method that works in the fail-
ure state of IPFRR schemes. For instance, Ho, et al. pro-
posed a new IPFRR scheme with load balancing functionality
in which packets are distributed to several intermediate nodes
using tunnels when a flow meets failure [17]. In [18], Zhang,
et al. also proposed a post-failure load balancing method over
LFA (Loop-Free Alternate) [19], in which packets are dis-
tributed to several neighbor nodes. They compute the distri-
bution ratio over several backup paths based on the measured
traffic matrix. Thus, they require the overhead and the de-
lay to estimate the traffic matrix. Furthermore, their IPFRR
schemes do not provide full coverage of single failure.

In the current state of the art, no load balancing method
seems to be present that works in the failure state of full-
coverage IPFRR schemes. We in this paper propose the first
one that distributes traffic load by reusing backup paths of the
major full-coverage IPFRR schemes.

2.3 Base Load Balancing Scheme over IPFRR
Schemes

In this section, we give an in-depth description of the load
balancing scheme of Hara et al. [16]. The method that we
propose in this paper is an extension of their method.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, packets in IPFRR schemes travel
through the three sections of the forwarding paths. In [16],
they utilize a 2-bit field in packet header to mark packets to
know which section the packets are travelling. We call this
mark the state of packets, and each state corresponding to the
three sections of paths is called as normal, backup, and finish
states.
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Figure 2: Load Balancing using IP Fast Reroute [16]
For the mechanism of [16], see Fig. 2. When a packet of

normal state meets congestion (at router 1), it is forwarded
into the backup section with its state changed to backup s-
tate. To detect congestion (at router 1), the router watches the
length of the output queue: if the queue length for the primary
next-hop interface is longer than threshold T1, the router de-
tects the congestion, and enqueue the packet into the queue of
the backup interface. (See Fig. 3(a) for the behavior of router
1.) When the packet of backup state reaches the end of the
backup section (at router 5 in Fig. 2), the state is changed to
finish state to be forwarded along the shortest path to reach
their destination.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the packets forwarded into the
backup section may cause other congestion. To prevent the
harmful influence of the rerouting chain, this scheme gives
less priority to the backup-state packets to have those packets
dropped as soon as the packets meet congestion again. For
the specific mechanism, see Fig. 3(b). When the backup-state
packets reach Router 3, if the queue length for the backup-
path interface is longer than threshold T2(< T1), the backup-
state packets that are given less priority are silently dropped.
It is shown in [16] that the mechanism scarcely reduces the
performance of the original flows in both delay and through-
put even in a high-load network.

The finish section is almost the same as normal section.
The priority of finish-state packets is as usual so that T2 thresh-
old is not applied to them. However, if we allow reroutes for
finish-state packets, it may cause routing loops in case of mul-
tiple failures. Thus, we can prohibit rerouting of finish-state
packets, or, as is proposed in [16], limit the number of rerout-
ing that a packet can experience.

3 Load Balancing Method for Failure State

3.1 Basic Idea

We propose a reactive load balancing method for IPFRR
that works in the failure state by extending the mechanism
of [16]. Our basic idea is to allow secondary rerouting of
packets to reduce congestion caused by the rerouting packets
coming from failure.

The idea of this two-level rerouting is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Assume that failure of link (1, 2) occurs and packets are for-
warded into the backup section at node 1. Also assume that
the rerouted packets arrive at node 3 and a link (3, 4) is con-
gested as a result. With the conventional method [16], the
rerouted packets are likely to be dropped because the rerout-
ed packets are given less priority. This leads the result where
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Figure 4: Two-level Rerouting of the Proposed Method

only a part of rerouted packets can be saved by IPFRR, which
degrades the network performance.

In contrast, our new method allows to reroute the original
traffic on node 3 that has been using the link (3, 4). This sec-
ondary rerouting makes room on link (3, 4) for the rerouted
packets that come from router 1, which shrinks the congestion
on link (3, 4). In other words, we utilize the resources of the
secondary backup path to reduce the degradation of network
throughput that caused by the congestion on link (3, 4). Note
that we do not allow the third rerouting to prevent the harmful
chain of congestion. This is because the rerouting of pack-
ets includes both benefits and risks over the performance in
communications; If we allow higher-level rerouting, then the
throughput may be improved by utilizing the backup paths of
larger numbers of nodes, while the redundant rerouted traffic
that degrades communication quality may increase over the
wider area of the network. Because we regard it important
to clarify the benefit of the proposed method with the most
elementary condition, we in this paper examine the two-level
case first. Specifically, we give less priority to the secondary
rerouted traffic in the same way as [16] to have them immedi-
ately dropped on the congested link (6, 7).
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3.2 State Transitions
In the conventional scheme [16], they use three states (i.e.,

normal, backup, and finish) of packets to perform priority pro-
cessing of packets. In our scheme, because we have to distin-
guish the primary rerouted packets from the secondary ones,
we introduce another state: when a packet is rerouted due to
failure (i.e., the first-level rerouting is invoked at router 1 in
Fig. 4), the packet state changes to backup state. And, when
a packet of normal state is rerouted due to the followed con-
gestion, (i.e., the second-level rerouting invoked at router 3 in
Fig. 4), the packet state changes to secondary state.

Note that we in this paper do not distinguish the backup
section and the finish section of the rerouting path; the both
sections in the first-level reroute correspond to the backup
state, and those in the second-level correspond to the sec-
ondary state. This is because, as described in Sec. 2.3, the role
of the finish section in [16] is to limit the number of rerout-
ing that a packet experience. This function plays an important
role when we deploy a load balancing function in the practi-
cal scenes, however, to simplify the description of our scheme
in this paper, we do not refer to this function hereafter. I.e.,
we regard that the backup section and the finish section corre-
spond to the same sate.

3.3 Packet Priority Control
In our scheme we give each packet a proper priority to pre-

vent the harmful congestion chains as well as to take the fair-
ness among flows into account.

We first point out that, at the congestion link that caused by
failure (e.g., link (3, 4) in Fig. 4), the original flows and the
rerouted flows should be treated equally. It is because fail-
ure should be concealed from users in IPFRR schemes, and
consequently those flows should be fairly processed. Thus,
we do not apply the rule of T2 threshold (described in Sec.2.3
and Fig. 3(b)) to both the normal- and backup- state packet-
s. It means that the drop probability of normal and backup
packets is the same in the congested link.

On the contrary, we have to prevent the rerouting chain that
causes harmful congestion so that we limit rerouting within
two levels. Specifically, at the congested link that is caused
by the first-level rerouting (e.g., link (6, 7) in Fig. 4), we apply
the rule of T2 threshold into secondary-state packets to drop
them immediately when they meet another congestion.

The formal packet forwarding rule is shown in Table 1.
This table shows the behavior of routers when a packet comes
in, under every possible conditions.

3.4 Enabling Secondary Rerouting
In our scheme, we enable the secondary rerouting only when

failure occurs. In the practical scenes of network manage-
ment, the multi-path load balancing mechanism includes sev-
eral inconveniences such as large jitter or packet reordering.
Thus, many network operators would not wish to use the load-
balancing function as usual. To reduce such degradation of
networks in normal state, we introduce a mechanism to enable
the secondary rerouting mechanism only when the first-level
rerouting is occurring.

Table 1: Forwarding Rule of Proposed Scheme
Conditions Operations

packet state failure queue length forward to state change
normal No l(p) ≥ T1 backup Path To secondary

T1 > l(p) primary path -
Yes - backup path To backup

backup No l(b) ≥ T1 drop -
T1 > l(b) backup path -

Yes - drop -
secondary No l(b) ≥ T2 drop -

T2 > l(b) backup path -
Yes - drop -

∗ l(p): queue length for primary path, l(b): queue length for backup path
∗ “Failure” means the failure existence on primary nexthop for normal-state

packets, on backup nexthop for backup- or secondary -state packets.

Table 2: Simulation Settings in Random Network
Item Value
Topology Waxman Model
#Nodes 30
#Links 60
Link Bandwidth 1.0 Mbps
Link Delay 1 msec
Flow Type CBR
Rate of a Flow 200 kbps
Packet size 1 kbytes
Output Queue size 50 packets
Threshold T1 10% of queue size
Threshold T2 100% of queue size
#flows 20-150

To control the load-balancing function, we introduce a 1-
bit flag for each interface on every router that indicates the
load-balancing is enabled or not. I.e., only if the flag is true,
a normal-state packet that uses the corresponding interface
as its primary next-hop interface can be forwarded into the
backup section with its state changed to secondary state, when
it meets congestion.

The 1-bit flag is initially false, and is changed to true when
a backup-state packet that uses the corresponding interface
arrives at the router. The flag becomes false when no such
backup-state packet arrives at the router in the past certain
time.

Table 3: Simulation Settings in Rocketfuel Network
Item Value
ISP Name Telstra EBORN Tiscali Exodus Abovenet
#Nodes 104 87 161 79 138
#Links 151 161 328 147 372
LinkBandwidth 5 / ilink weightj Mbps
Link Delay Obtained from Rocketfuel
Flow Type CBR
Rate of a Flow 200 kbps
Packet size 1 kbytes
Output Queue size 50 packets
Threshold T1 10% of queue size
Threshold T2 100% of queue size
#flows 50-150
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Figure 5: Throughput with Various Random Network Load (Average of 30 trials)
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Figure 7: Ratio of Rerouted Flows in Proposed Scheme

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Scenario
We evaluate the proposed method using the ns-2 simula-

tor [20]. As a base IPFRR scheme, we chose a link protec-
tion scheme SBR-LP (Single Backup-table Rerouting - Link
Protection) [13] because SBR-LP is convenient to cooperate
with the proposed load balancing method in that it utilize a 2-
bit field of packet header. Note that SBR-LP provides backup
paths against every single link failure, in which the algorithm
to compute backup paths is similar to [11]. We implemented
SBR-LP and the proposed method over SBR-LP on ns-2.

In this evaluation, we designed the scenarios in which two
different types of topologies are used. In scenario 1, we use
the randomly generated topologies that model the Internet. In
scenario 2, we use the topologies of real networks retrieved
from a public database.

First, we describe scenario 1. The underlying network is a
random network based on Waxman [21] model topology gen-
erated by a topology generator BRITE [22], where the num-
ber of nodes is 30 and that of links is 60. The bandwidth of
every link is 1.0 Mbps and its transmission delay is 1 msec.
Note that, although the link speed is extremely low compared
to the practical networks, we can estimate the throughput of
high-speed networks using the proportion of link speed. We
generate CBR flows randomly, i.e., we select a source and

destination node randomly from the network. The packet size
is 1 kbytes and the transmission rate of every flow is 200 kbp-
s. The output queue size is as large as 50 packets. Threshold
T1 and T2 is set at 10% and 100% of the queue capacity each.
We vary the number of flows generated between 20 and 150
with interval of 5. For each case of flow numbers, we per-
formed 30 trials of the simulation; we use 5 different random
topologies with 6 different random seeds. The overview of
simulation settings in scenario 1 are shown in Table 2.

On the other hand, in scenario 2, evaluation is done through
simulations using real network topologies. We used five topolo-
gies, Telstra, EBONE, Tiscali, Exodus, and Abovenet, ob-
tained from the topology database site Rocketfuel [23]. We
set the bandwidth of every link to be in inverse proportion to
its weight. Specifically, the link bandwidth is set to 5/weight
Mbps. Flows are generated in the configuration similar to S-
cenario 1. The transmission rate of every flow is 200 kbps.
The packet size is 1 kbytes and the output queue size is as
large as 50 packets. Threshold T1 and T2 are set at 10% and
100% of the queue capacity, respectively. We vary the num-
ber of flows generated between 50 and 150 with interval of
10. For each case of flow numbers, we performed 12 trials of
the simulation with different random seeds. The overview of
the simulation settings in scenario 1 is shown in Table 3.

In both scenarios 1 and 2, we measure the performance in
case of single link failure, i.e., the failure scenario that IPFR-
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Figure 8: Throughput in Time Series
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Figure 9: Ratio of Drop Packets per Flow

R schemes can cover. To this end, we generated flows at 1
second from start, and make a single link failure randomly 5
seconds later. We measured the throughput of 4-second peri-
ods of both before and after the failure occurs; we measured
the time period between 2-6 seconds from start as the per-
formance of the normal state, and measured the time period
between 7-11 seconds from start as that of the failure state.
Note that, we did not measure the throughput of all flows,
but we measured the throughput of the flows that are affected
by the failure. Specifically, we defined the affected flows as
the flows whose packets are rerouted by the proposed scheme
in the failure state, and measured the throughput of them to
compare the performance of two schemes.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Random Topology Scenarios

We describe the result of scenario 1. Fig. 5 shows the average
throughput of the affected flows for each case of flow num-
bers in the failure state. The throughput is shown as the ratio
compared to the throughput in the normal state, i.e., 100%
means the same throughput as the normal state. Although
the throughput of the conventional method (i.e., SBR-LP) de-
creases as the flow number increases, the throughput of the
proposed method keeps the same level. Note that in several
cases the throughput of the proposed method in the failure s-
tate is larger than the normal state, i.e., it exceeds 100% in
Fig. 5. This is because the congestion that was occurring in
the normal state can be reduced by the proposed method, due
to the mechanism described in Sec. 3.4, which enables the
secondary rerouting only when failure occurs.

Fig. 6 indicates the average link occupancy of each case of
flow numbers in the normal state, and Fig. 7 shows the ratio of
rerouted flows, i.e., the ratio of the flows that did not experi-
ence reroutes, that experienced reroutes caused by failure, and
that experienced reroutes caused by congestion, in the failure
state of the proposed scheme. These figures show that, as
the link occupancy grows, the flows rerouted due to conges-
tion increase, and accordingly the difference of throughput
between the conventional and the proposed schemes grows
larger.

Fig. 8 shows the time series of throughput measured with
0.2 second interval, in a typical case of 150-flow scenario. As

the figure shows, the throughput of SBR degrades immediate-
ly when failure occurs, while the proposed method keeps the
same level of throughput. It shows that the proposed scheme
works immediately after failure, without delay. Note that the
throughput of the proposed method in a few second just after
failure is a little lower than following several seconds. This
is caused by the queueing delay that rapidly increases when
failure occurs due to the congestion on the backup paths. Al-
though the effect of the queueing delay is kept in a few second
in this scenario, the queueing delay in practice will shrink sig-
nificantly as the link speed is far larger than that.

Fig. 9 shows the ratio of drop packets of the affected flows
in the same scenario. Although there are several exceptions,
most flows reduce the drop packet ratio compared to SBR.
This is the gain brought from the secondary rerouting.

4.2.2 Real Topology Scenarios

We describe the result of scenario 2. Figs. 10-14 show the
throughput of the affected flows in the failure state in each of
five topologies. Same as Fig. 5, these figures show the ratio
of the throughput in the failure state compared to the normal
state

Throughput of the proposed method is higher than SBR-
LP in all topologies. These results show that the proposed
method is also effective in the real topology.

In both SBR-LP and the proposed method, there are the
cases where the throughput after failure exceeds the through-
put before failure. In SBR-LP, such a case occurs when the
rerouting packets reduce the traffic in the shortest paths, and
consequently reduce congestion in these paths. In the pro-
posed method, this tendency goes greater than SBR-LP. This
is because the secondary rerouting in the proposed method
often reduces the congestion that have been occurring even in
the absence of link failure.

4.3 Discussion

We proposed a load balancing method for the failure state
of IPFRR schemes. In the state where packets are rerouted by
IPFRR against failure, the proposed method further reroutes
packets at the congestion that are generated by the rerouted
packet, using detour paths of IPFRR to reduce the conges-
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Figure 10: Throughput with Various
Telstra Network Load
(Average of 12 trials)

Figure 11: Throughput with Various
Tiscali Network Load
(Average of 12 trials)

Figure 12: Throughput with Various
Exodus Network Load
(Average of 12 trials)

Figure 13: Throughput with Various Abovenet Network Load
(Average of 12 trials)

Figure 14: Throughput with Various Abovenet Network Load
(Average of 12 trials)

tion. Through the evaluation, we confirmed that the proposed
method reduces the congestion that occurs in the backup path-
s, and prevents the degradation of throughput performance in
case of single failure.

Note that, since the proposed method reduces the conges-
tion that occurs on backup paths using secondary rerouting,
the proposed method compels flows, that are not directly af-
fected by link failure, to reroute. Thus, the proposed method
causes larger jitter and packet reordering by a part of packets
in these flows rerouted.

Through the simulations, we have shown that the through-
put in the failure state is as large as, or more than that of the
normal state with the proposed method. Throughput is ac-
tually the most important criterion to measure network per-
formance and so the proposed method is effective to improve
the network performance. However, the degradation of com-
munication quality from the viewpoint of jitter and packet re-
ordering is not still negligible.

For this kind of quality degradation, several methods that
reduce the harmful influence of packet reordering have been
proposed in the literature. In general, in this area of research,
the granularity of load distribution has been discussed as one
of the essential tradeoff issues; if we distribute traffic in the
per-packet fashion, the effect of reordering goes significan-
t, and if we do it with larger granularity, the load balancing
performance degrades. The traditional method to reduce the
effects of reordering is to use the granularity of flows instead
of that of packets, using a hash function [24] [25]. Sever-
al studies provide more sophisticated packet manipulations

for traffic distribution that are robust against packet reorder-
ing [26] [27]. New TCP protocols to endure packet reorder-
ing are also presented [28]. One of the future tasks is to apply
them to the proposed method, and evaluate the performance
against packet reordering.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a reactive load balancing scheme
to reduce degradation of network performance in the failure
state of IPFRR schemes. Our scheme works over major IPFR-
R schemes that covers single failure, and reuses their backup
paths reactive to distribute traffic into wider area of networks
around the failure component. Therefore, it requires smal-
l overhead of packet marking compared to the existing load
balancing techniques, which instead requires the overhead of
estimating traffic matrix. The evaluation using a network sim-
ulator clarified that we can achieve at least the same level of
the throughput as the normal state even in the failure state.

One of the problems in this scheme would be the problem
of packet reordering. If a traditional TCP is used in this net-
work, the packet reordering degrades the throughput of flows,
which reduce the effect of the proposed scheme. Accordingly,
one of the future tasks is to apply existing techniques [26] [27]
[28] to reduce the harmful influence of packet reordering, and
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method against
packet reordering. To grasp the level of harmful influence of
packet reordering in comparison with the good aspect of the
proposed method over throughput is one of the essential task
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for the future.
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Abstract- Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is attractive as 

an effective communication method in unstable network 

environments where frequent disconnections occur easily. 

DTN routing is based on the store-carry-forward paradigm. 

So far, various DTN routing schemes corresponding to the 

temporal and spatial characteristics of contacts between 

nodes have been proposed. However, name resolution 

between a source and a destination is difficult in a network 

environment that consists of only wireless terminals such as 

DTN. In this paper, we present a DTN routing scheme based 

on the publish/subscribe model that enables flexible 

communication by using topics of information. In the 

proposed scheme, messages are sorted by the subscription 

lists and the contact condition of nodes in order to deliver to 

destinations with a short delay. We compare the 

performance of the proposed scheme with that of existing 

schemes through simulations. 

 

Keywords: Delay Tolerant Networking, Store-Carry-

Forward, Publish/Subscribe Model. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, as a development of near field communication 

technology and mobile devices, network services are 

becoming available in areas where a communication 

infrastructure is not set up and disaster areas. However, if 

nodes move frequently in such environments, frequent 

disconnections occur easily, so users cannot use the 

networks continually. 

Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is attractive as an 

effective communication method in such unstable network 

environments [1]. DTN is intended to optimize 

communication performance and share network resources. 

To reach these goals, source nodes, relay nodes, and 

destination nodes work together and control the transmission 

of information. DTN has been primarily studied as a 

technology to be applied to communication in the sea, space, 

and disaster areas etc. However, in recent years, the number 

of applications and experiments that use DTN technology is 

increasing, such as communication in developing countries 

and the delivery of local news and advertising. 

DTN routing is based on the Store-Carry-Forward 

paradigm [2]. In this paradigm, each node moves while 

keeping messages until it becomes possible to communicate 

with other nodes. When it meets the other nodes, it forwards 

replications of the message to them. 

Generally, in DTN routing schemes, the message delivery 

delay is shorter as the number of  replications of a message 

increases. This is because the chance that the relay nodes 

having the replication meet the destination node is increased. 

However, buffer consumption of the relay nodes is larger as 

the replications of a message increase. Because of these 

properties, there is a trade-off between message delivery 

delay and buffer consumption. 

So far, various DTN routing schemes have been proposed 

in order to resolve this trade-off and to transmit information 

effectively. Existing schemes are classified into several 

communication models. An example of these models is  

one-to-one communication models based on the host address. 

This communication model requires the name resolution 

between a source and a destination. However, the name 

resolution based on the host address is difficult in a network 

environment that consists of only wireless terminals such as 

DTN. Other examples of the models are the information 

dissemination-based communication model and information 

collection-based communication model for targeting all 

users. These models can be realized without the name 

resolution between a source and a destination. However, 

communi-cation between the specified nodes is not possible. 

Therefore, in the DTN routing based on the existing 

communication models, each user in the network cannot 

select and get the information they wants. 

In this paper, we present a DTN routing scheme based on 

the publish/subscribe model [3] that enables flexible 

communi-cation by using topics of the information. The 

proposed scheme can communicate without checking each 

host address between sources and destinations because the 

name resolution is achieved on the basis of the topics of 

information. In addition, we proposed an algorithm that sort 

messages by the subscription lists and the contact condition 

of nodes in order to deliver to destinations with a short delay.  

We compare the performance of the proposed scheme with 

that of existing schemes through simulations and show the 

effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 

2 RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

In this chapter, we discuss the functions of DTN routing 

and the publish/subscribe model as techniques related to our 

research. In addition, we discuss existing research on 

applying publish/subscribe model to DTN routing. 

2.1 DTN Routing 

Functions of DTN routing based on Store-Carry-Forward 

are classified into selecting relay nodes, selecting messages, 

and managing the buffer. In this section, we discuss the 

details of the three functions.  
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(1) Selecting relay nodes 

With this function, each node selects the relay nodes to 

forward messages preferentially from several nodes within 

the communication range. The following is typical DTN 

routing schemes. 

 Epidemic Routing [4] 

Each node forwards the replications of the message to 

all nodes that it contacts. In this scheme, many 

replications of a message are generated, so the message 

delivery delay is short but buffer consumption is large. 

 Two-Hop Forwarding [5] 

Source nodes forward the replications of the message 

to all nodes that they contact, but relay nodes forward 

the replications of the message to only destination nodes. 

In this scheme, few replications of a message are 

generated, so the message delivery delay is long but 

buffer consumption is small. 

 Spray and Wait [6] 

In this scheme, the limit on the number of replications 

that can be generated from a message is set. After this 

limit is reached, each node waits to make contact with 

the destination nodes. In this scheme, the limited on the 

number of replications is set, so it is possible to control 

the trade-off between message delivery delay and buffer 

consumption. 

 PRoPHET [7] 

The relay nodes that are most likely to meet the 

destination node is selected from records of past 

communications of each node, and they receive the 

replication. 

(2) Selecting Messages 

With this function, the order to send messages is decided. 

It is expected that the session between nodes breaks down 

before each node forwards all messages to communication 

partners in DTN routing. Therefore, when they meet other 

nodes, they decide which message preferentially is 

forwarded from their buffer in order to improve the 

communication performance. Examples of the algorithm are 

FIFO (First In First Out), which messages in the order from 

oldest received time, and LIFO (Last In First Out), which 

messages in the order from newest received time. 

(3) Buffer Management 

In this scheme, each node decides which message is 

removed in their buffer if the capacity of their buffer is 

exceeded because of an accumulation of messages. 

Examples of the algorithm are FIFO and LIFO as well as 

the function that select messages. In addition, another 

approach is to use recovery schemes that remove messages 

that are no longer needed after reaching destination nodes 

[8]. 

2.2 Publish/Subscribe Model 

The publish/subscribe model [3] is a communication model 

that implements asynchrony between senders and receivers. 

The structure of this model is shown in Figure 1. It consists 

of three systems: publishers to send information, subscribers 

to receive information, and an event broker to relay 

information between publishers and subscribers. Publishers 

send the event broker the information they want to provide 

in the network. Subscribers send the event broker requests 

for information they want to get from the network. An event 

broker checks the requests from subscribers and the 

information from publishers and sends subscribers the 

information that matches the requests. 

 

 
Figure 1: publish/subscribe model 

 

Using a communication model based on the name 

resolution based on the host address is difficult in a network 

environment that consists of only wireless terminals such as 

DTN. In contrast, the publish/subscribe model can 

communi-cate without checking the host address between 

sources and destinations because the event broker achieves 

the name resolution based on the topics of information. 

Therefore, this model has the following advantages. 

 It is not necessary that senders and receivers are 

synchronized temporally and geographically. Therefore, 

when the senders send messages, receivers do not need to 

be in the network. 

 It is not necessary that senders and receivers notify their 

presence to each other because information is distributed 

on the basis of the content and topic of information. 

 One-to-many communication, many-to-many is possible. 

2.3 Publish/Subscribe-based DTN Routing 

DTN assumes unstable network environments where 

frequent disconnections occur easily. The publish/subscribe 

model achieves asynchrony between the sender and the 

receiver. Therefore, these technologies are considered 

compatible, so the combination of them is attractive. In this 

section, we discuss related researches on DTN routing 

schemes based on the publish/subscribe model. 

Kure proposed a routing scheme in which  all nodes have 

the functions of the publishers, subscribers, and event 

brokers in DTNs constructed in disaster areas [9]. In the 

affected areas, all users who own a wireless terminal can be 

subscribers and publishers. In addition, special nodes that 

mediate between publishers and subscribers do not exist in 

the network all the time. Assuming these cases, each node 

processes communication on the basis of functions of 

subscribers, publishers, and event brokers. With the function 

of publishers, the nodes that generated messages forward the 

replications to all nodes in communication range at the 

present moment. With the function of subscribers, the nodes 

forward requests that contain the topics of information they 
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want to all nodes that they meet. In addition, the requests 

that they receive from other nodes in the past are forwarded. 

With the function of event brokers, if the nodes receiving 

the requests have messages corresponding to the request in 

their buffer, they propagate the messages by Epidemic 

Routing and deliver them to the node requesting. This 

routing scheme makes it possible for all the nodes in disaster 

areas to share the information with request and response. 

However, messages to be forwarded to the relay nodes are 

sorted by FIFO. Therefore, it is not always possible to 

deliver messages efficiently to all the destination nodes in 

the network. 

Janico proposed a communication process (DPSP) for 

when two nodes meet [2]. The sequence of the 

communication based on DPSP is shown in Figure 2. When 

two nodes establish a session, they first exchange their 

subscription lists that contain the topics of information they 

want (1). Then each node builds a queue of the replications 

of the message from the local storage in order to forward the 

messages to the partner (2). After building the queues, the 

messages whose probability to be delivered is not improved 

when they are replicated to the partner are removed (3). This 

process has the effect of reducing the buffer usage of the 

relay nodes. Then, each node sorts the messages in their 

queue by their priority (4). After that, the nodes send the 

messages from the queues until the queues are empty or the 

session breaks down (5). 

 

 
Figure 2: Communication process based on DPSP 

 

In addition, Janico discussed several approaches for (3) 

filtering and (4) sorting the messages. Janico believed that 

message delivery rate and delivery delay are optimized by 

using these approaches properly depending on the network 

environment such as the message creation interval and the 

number of nodes. However, it is difficult for either approach 

to maintain consistently high communication performance 

without depending on the changes of the network 

environment. In addition, when the messages are sorted on 

the basis of the subscription lists, the communication 

performance of each topic may be uneven because of 

difference in the number of subscribers. 

3 RESEARCH TASK 

In this paper, we aim to establish a flexible system in 

which each user can select and get the information they 

wants in a network environment that consists of only 

wireless terminals. Therefore, we need to discuss the 

efficiency of DTN routing based on the publish/subscribe 

model that communicates with topics of information. The 

challenge of this routing scheme is ensuring that the 

messages of each topic are delivered to subscribers with 

high probability and a short delay. 

The capacity of each node's buffer and the time that it can 

communicate with other nodes are limited in a DTN 

environment. We need to improve the efficiency of message 

delivery under these constraints. In addition, our task is to 

reduce the bias in the communication performance of each 

topic without depending on the number of subscribers. 

4 PROPOSED SCHEME 

In this chapter, we propose a DTN routing scheme based 

on the publish/subscribe model detailed in section 2.3 and 

chapter 3. In the following, we discuss the assumed network 

environment and give a summary of the proposed scheme. 

4.1 Assumed Environment 

The proposed scheme is assumed to distribute information 

in a DTN that consists of only mobile nodes. Examples of 

the applications are services to deliver information on events, 

advertisements in the surrounding areas and news with high 

locality.  

The nodes in the network are mobile phones, tablet 

devices, laptops, etc. All the nodes in the network can 

distribute information (messages) and receive it. Each 

message that is distributed in the network is belongs to a 

topic. Topic types are determined in advance, and new 

topics are not added. Each message is completed as one 

packet, and it is removed when TTL (Time To Live) expires. 

4.2 Summary of Proposed Scheme 

In the proposed scheme, all nodes have functions of 

publishers, subscribers, and event brokers that are based on 

the publish/subscribe model. Each node relays messages on 

the basis of the subscription lists and the contact condition 

of communication partners in order to deliver each message 

to the nodes subscribing to them. A use case diagram of the 

proposed scheme is shown in Figure 3. 

Each node generates messages on topics that are specified 

as publishers. The header of a message is shown in Table 1. 

The nodes register the topics in which they have an interest 

in their subscription lists as subscribers. The elements of the 

subscription list are shown in Table 2. The nodes can set the 

order to receive messages and the priorities of the topics 

when registering the topics.  

The nodes that receive messages and subscription lists 

relay the messages to the nodes that they meet as event 

brokers. The messages are sorted on the basis of the 

subscription list and contact condition of each node. In 

addition, each node delivers the messages matching the 
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topics in the communication partner's subscription lists as 

event brokers. 

 

 
Figure 3: Use case diagram 

 

Table 1: Header of a message 

Element Detail 

From 
Address of the node that generates a 

message 

TopicID Topic ID to which a message belongs 

MsgID 

Message ID, which contains a sequence 

number of a message to be counted 

independently for each node 

CreateTime Time that a message was generated 

ReceivedTime Time that a node received a message 

TTL TTL (Time To Live) of the message 

 

Table 2: Elements of the subscription list 

Element Detail 

SubID Unique ID that a subscription list has 

TopicID Topic ID to which a message belongs 

Order 

Order in which to receive the message, which 

is selected from the ascending CreateTime of 

a message or descending 

Priority Priority of a topic 

ContactCnt 
Number of times that a node meets other 

nodes registered to the same topic 

 

End to end communication is realized by each node 

processes communication on the basis of the above 

functions when it meets other nodes. The communication 

process between two nodes is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Communication process between two nodes 

 

When two nodes meet, they first exchange their 

subscription lists (1). The subscription lists contain topics of 

information for each node and the nodes that it met in the 

past want. 

After exchanging the subscription lists, they exchange their 

contact lists (2). The contact lists contain the average value 

of the contact time (i.e., how long each node is in contact 

with other nodes) and the average value of inter-contact time 

(i.e., the time between the end of a previous contact and the 

beginning of a new contact). They judge which of their 

contact condition is better by comparing their contact lists 

each other. 

Then each node builds a queue of messages from the local 

storage to forward to the partner (3). After building the 

queue, the nodes sort the messages by the subscription lists 

and the contact lists (4). The details of this sorting algorithm 

are discussed in Section 4.3. After that, the nodes send the 

messages from the queues until the queues are empty or the 

session breaks down (5). 

4.3 Sorting Messages 

In a DTN environment, the session between nodes may 

break down before each node forwards all messages to a 

communication partner. Therefore, in the proposed scheme, 

the messages are sorted and transferred to the 

communication partner in the order of the highest priority. 

The sorting of messages has two steps. In the first step, the 

priority of the topics to which the message belongs is 

determined (sorting topics). In the second step, the priority 

of messages that belong to the same topic is determined 

(sorting messages). Each node forwards the messages in the 

order that is determined through these steps. 

In the proposed scheme, the messages are forwarded to the 

communication partner in three phases on the basis of the 

subscription lists and the contact lists. The procedure of 

forwarding the messages is shown in Figure 5. 

(a) Forwarding the subscribed messages. 

Each node forwards messages belonging to the topics that 

the communication partner registers. The sorting of topics 

is done in ascending the Priority that the partner sets when 
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registering the topic. The sorting of messages follows the 

Order that the partner sets when registering the topic.  

(b) Relaying messages on the basis of the contact lists 

Each node forwards the messages belonging to the topics 

in the subscription lists with the nodes that the partner met 

in the past. First, two nodes compare each contact 

condition by using the contact lists. Then, the messages 

with low reachability are relayed to the node whose contact 

condition is better, while the messages with high 

reachability are relayed to the node whose contact 

condition is worse. The messages of all topics are evenly 

propagated in the network by this process. 

Vcontact is defined below as the indicator for evaluating the 

contact condition. 

 

er

contact
contact

T

T
V

int



                        
 (1) 

 

In general, the number of messages that can be transferred 

during contact tends to increase as contact time Tcontact 

increases. The number of opportunities that for the node to 

contact with other nodes tends to increase as inter-contact 

time Tinter decreases. Therefore, a node whose Vcontact is 

large can communicate with many nodes for a long period 

of time. In this phase, as a result of comparing each node's 

Vcontact, a node whose Vcontact is large relays messages with 

step (b-i), and a node whose Vcontact is small relays the 

messages with step (b-ii). 

(b-i) A node whose Vcontact is large forwards messages 

with high delivery probability to a node whose Vcontact is 

small. The sorting of topics is done in descending 

ContactCnt in the partner's subscription lists. If some 

topics have the same ContactCnt, the topics are sorted in 

descending Priority. The sorting of messages follows 

FIFO. 

(b-ii) A node whose Vcontact is small forwards messages 

with low delivery probability to a node whose Vcontact is 

large. The sorting of topics is done in ascending 

ContactCnt in the partner's subscription lists. If some 

topics have the same ContactCnt, the topics are sorted in 

ascending Priority. The sorting of messages follows FIFO. 

(c) Forwarding the unregistered messages 

The node forwards the messages that the partner's 

subscription lists are unregistered to. The messages are 

sorted by FIFO without sorting topics. 

Both the messages of the popular topic and those of the 

unpopular topic are evenly propagated in the network by 

sorting the messages on the basis of the contact lists, not 

only the subscription lists. Therefore, the proposed scheme 

makes it possible for messages to be delivered to all 

subscribers more evenly than by sorting the messages on 

the basis of only the subscription lists. 

 

 
Figure 5: Procedure of forwarding messages 

 

In addition, the messages are removed by FIFO if the 

capacity of their buffer is exceeded because of an 

accumulation of messages. This is because it is considered 

that the oldest message that each node has is relayed to other 

nodes sufficiently. 

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

5.1 Experiment Environment 

We implemented the proposed scheme on the network 

simulator The ONE (The Opportunistic Network 

Environment Simulator) [11] and compared the performance 

of the proposed scheme with that of existing schemes in 

order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 

The ONE is a simulator that was developed for evaluating of 

routing and application protocols in DTN environments. 

The structure of the network that was used in this 

simulation is shown in Figure 6, and the simulation 

parameters that are shown in Table 3. There are three types 

of message topics that are distributed in the network: topics 

A, B, and C. There are 240 nodes that subscribe to topic A, 

and half of them move in Cluster P, and the other half move 

in Cluster S. There are 120 nodes that subscribe to topic B, 

and half of them move in Cluster Q, and the other half move 

in Cluster S. There are 40 nodes that subscribe to topic C, 

and half of them move in Cluster R, and the other half move 

in Cluster S. 

Therefore, the nodes that subscribe to the same topic 

frequently contact with each other in Clusters P, Q, and R, 

and the nodes that subscribe to a different topic frequently 

contact with each other in Cluster S. In the simulation, it 

was evaluated whether messages belonging to each topic are 
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delivered to the nodes whose contact condition is different 

in the network. 

A node is assumed pedestrian and moves by Random 

Waypoint. A message is assumed advertisements and news 

and is generated by a node selected randomly from all nodes. 

The message size is determined by a normal distribution 

when the message is generated. Messages are generated 

until 30 minutes before the end of the simulation time. A 

communication standard of a node is assumed Bluetooth. 

 

 
Figure 6: Structure of network 

 

Table 3: Simulation parameters 

Simulation time 12 [hour] 

Moving speed of node 1.8 - 5.4 [km/h] 

Wait time 0 - 120 [sec] 

Communication range 10 [m] 

Communication speed 250 [Kbps] 

Buffer size 50 [MB] 

Message size 0.5 - 3.0 [MB] 

Message creation time 11.5 [hour] 

TTL 120 [min] 

5.2 Evaluation Policy 

In the experiment, the proposed scheme is compared with 

the existing schemes in terms of average message delivery 

rate and average delivery delays as the message creation 

interval changed. In addition, the standard deviation of each 

scheme was compared in order to evaluate the effect that the 

number of subscribers has on the communication 

performance. The definition of each evaluation indicator is 

the following. 

 Message delivery rate (Avg.) 

The rate of the subscribing nodes who received each 

generated message 

 Message delivery delay (Avg.) 

The average time between the creation and arrival of the 

message that was delivered to the subscribing node 

The existing schemes compared with the proposed scheme 

are Epidemic Routing, Two-Hop Forwarding, and 

Subscription-based Routing (SBR). The SBR is basically the 

same mechanism as the proposed scheme, but the messages 

are sorted on the basis of only the subscription lists without 

the contact lists. Therefore, the messages are forwarded to 

all nodes in the order of (a), (b-i), and (c) in Figure 5. In 

addition, the messages are sorted by FIFO in Epidemic 

Routing and Two-Hop Forwarding. 

5.3 Results of Experiment and Discussion 

The average message delivery rate is shown in Figure 7, 

and the average message delivery delay is shown in Figure 8. 

As shown in Figure 7, the average message delivery rate of 

the proposed scheme was always more than 99% in parallel 

with Epidemic Routing and SBR. It is considered that the 

DTN routing scheme based on the publish/subscribe model 

can reliably forward messages to each subscribing node 

through this result. 

As shown in Figure 8, the average message delivery delay 

of the proposed scheme was about 80 - 100 seconds shorter 

than that of Epidemic Routing and SBR, and about 400 

seconds shorter than that of Two-Hop Forwarding. This is 

because messages with a lower priority were propagated 

actively by the nodes with good contact condition. 

. 

 

 
Figure 7: Message delivery rate (Avg.) 

 

 
Figure 8: Message delivery delay (Avg.) 
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In addition, the standard deviation of the message delivery 

delay of the proposed scheme, Epidemic Routing, and SBR 

are shown in Figure 9. The standard deviation of the 

proposed scheme was smaller than that of other schemes as 

the message creation interval decreased. It is considered that 

the proposed scheme prevents an increase in the message 

delivery delay due to the number of subscribing nodes 

because each message is relayed in accordance with the 

priorities and the contact condition even if the message is 

generated frequently. 

 

Figure 9: Standard deviation of message delivery delay 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a DTN routing scheme based on 

the publish/subscribe model with the aim of establishing a 

flexible system with which each user can select and get the 

information they wants in the network environment that 

consists of only wireless terminals. We compared the 

performance of the proposed scheme with that of existing 

schemes on the network simulator The ONE in order to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Through 

the results of the experiment, the proposed scheme was 

confirmed to deliver messages to subscribing nodes with 

high probability. In addition, message delivery delay of the 

proposed scheme was about 80 - 100 seconds shorter than 

that of the existing schemes, and its dependence on the 

number of subscribing nodes was low.  

It is considered that the effectiveness of the proposed 

scheme increased as the simulation map had a high 

characteristic of the mobility of nodes, because the messages 

are sorted by the contact condition of the nodes, although 

the mobility model of the nodes was set for Random 

Waypoint in this experiment. Therefore, we will implement 

a map and a mobility model that are closer to the real world 

and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. In 

addition, our challenge is also to study approaches that 

reduce buffer consumption. 
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Abstract -This paper explains Web form of an inquiry, Web 
form of reports download, and seminars registration form as 
an aid of the cognitive improvement in the importance of the 
website for BtoB as an action tool (marketing tool) in a 
website. I describe the change in the number of accesses, the 
sales and marketing support effect, and increase in 
efficiency and real-time nature as an examination of Web 
forms. In BtoB, since the user is performing the input as part 
of work from these things on behalf of the organization to 
which the user belongs, it is rare to be interrupted on the 
way, and can be observed that Web form does not become a 
factor which reduces the number of accesses. It is easy to 
manage the data inputted into form by RDB (Relational 
DataBase), since the merit of the form can distinguish a mail 
address and an address, the diversion to an e-zine or direct 
mail becomes easy, and it also tends to take statistical 
information. For this reason, in every form, the efficiency of 
the work of data reduction can be increased. 

 
Keywords: Web, Web Form, BtoB, Sales and Marketing, 
Marketing Tool, Action Tool. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

This paper explains sales and marketing support of the 
website of Mitsubishi Electric Information Technology 
Corporation (MDIT). MDIT is a company that performs 
manufacture, sales, and maintenance for computers of BtoB. 
BtoB (Business to Business) refers to the business for 
corporations, and, on the other hand, BtoC (Business to 
Customer) refers to the business for individual customers. 
When only the number of accesses is compared simply, 
usually BtoB is far less than BtoC [2]. Generally, in Japan, 
the door-to-door sales with personal business in BtoB are in 
the mainstream. Also making the selling structure using the 
Internet is behind the times.  There are not many BtoB 
companies which recognize and understand the importance 
of website. This paper explains Web form of an inquiry, 
Web form of reports download, and seminars registration 
form as an aid of the cognitive improvement in the 
importance of the website for BtoB as an action tool 
(marketing tool) in the website. An action tool here refers to 
the dynamic page on the website made by programming 
languages, such as Java.  

 

2 SALES AND MARKETING SUPPORT 
FUNCTION OF WEBSITE FOR BTOB 

 In 2009, I was ordered carrying out sales expansion 
using a website from the company. Then, I investigated in-

company needs while investigating the trend of the 
improvement direction of a website. The characteristic of a 
website is outlined to 2.1 and the improvement means of a 
site is outlined to 2.2. In response to the request of Web 
form from the sales and marketing division in the company, 
I developed Web forms in 2010. Since the first proposition 
was "carrying out sales expansion using a website", activity 
here is evaluated as (2) BtoB site of 2.1. 

However, the thing concerning (1) Company brand of 2.1 
was also contained in the request of a sales and marketing 
divisions. In improvement of a site, carrying out all the 
improvement indicated to 2.2 is being continued repeatedly. 
The action tool in the website for BtoB explained in this 
paper belongs to (2). 

 

2.1 Characteristic of Websites 

Kiga[3] divided the website into three from the 
characteristic, as shown below.  

 
(1) Company brand sites 
Generally a corporate section manages this kind of site.  

The goal will become improvement in company brand 
awareness. This goal is long-term and is not necessarily easy 
to measure. Elsewhere, an education sites also have these 
characteristics. 

 
(2) BtoB sites 
Generally an operating department manages this kind of 

site. The goal can be made into the item which can be 
measured in the short term. For example, the number of 
inquiries, the number of orders received.   Elsewhere, 
product brand sites and campaign sites also have these 
characteristics. 

 
(3) EC (Electronic Commerce) sites 
 EC site can be judged a value more directly, and can 

consider a success as trade. Elsewhere, WebEDI(Electronic 
Data Interchange) sites also have these characteristics. 

 

2.2 Improvement Means of Sites 

Tomaru[4] divided the improvement means of a site into 
three as shown below. In addition, these improvements are 
carried out repeatedly.  
 
(1) Access analysis  

First, access analysis is conducted and the directivity of a 
Web improvement is defined. 
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(2) Contents enriching 

Next, contents are enriched because increase the amount 
of information for the purpose of stay and conversion of 
access. 
 
(3) SEO (Search Engine Optimization) solutions, Web 
advertisements 

Furthermore, visitors are gathered using the measures 
against search engines (setup of keywords), or Web 
advertisements. 

 

3 THE SITE MAP OF MDIT 

The website of MDIT has taken 3 general hierarchy 
organizations of the Web server, the application server, and 
DB server, as shown in Figure 1 server block diagram. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The site map of MDIT (extract) is shown in Figure 2. The 

top page of MDIT is shown in Figure 3. From the top page, 
visitors can move to the page of Hot news, News release, 
Corporate information, Job opportunities, Inquiry and 
introduction of products and services which MDIT offers. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The page of Data analysis platform “AnalyticMart” which 
is one of about 50 kinds of products and the services is 
shown in Figure 4. Visitors can move to the page of 
Products composition, Brochures / Customer reports, 
Services, Inquiry, and Seminars further from the page of 
Data analysis platform “AnalyticMart”. 
 

Top page of MDIT 
  Products and services list (About 50 kinds)  
    ・ 
    ・ 
    ・ 
    Data analysis platform “AnalyticMart” 
       Products composition 
       Brochures / Customer reports 
           Reports download （form） 
       Services 
       Inquiry  
          Personal information policy  
            Inquiry（form） 
             Seminars 
                   Seminar list 
                    Seminar Information  
                       Personal information policy  
                          seminar registration （form）  
     ・ 
     ･ 
     ・ 
  Hot news, News release, Corporate information,  
  Job opportunities and Inquiry 

PC 
(web browser ) 

Web server
(Apache) 

App server
(Java) 

DB server
(MySQL) 

www.mdit.co.jp 

request  

request  

response  

response  

Figure 1: Server block diagram. 

Figure 2: The site map of MDIT (extract). 

Figure 3: The top page of MDIT (only in Japanese). 
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4 WEB FORM  

Web form of inquiry (4.1), Web form of reports 
download (4.2), and seminars registration form (4.3) 
described in this paper explain the page displayed, 
respectively when Inquiry, Brochures / Customer reports, or 
Seminars is chosen. Users push Inquiry button in order to 
send an inquiry to MDIT, users push Brochures / Customer 
reports button in order to download PDF of Brochures or 
customer reports, and users push Seminars button in order to 
write a registrant to the seminar about products and services. 

 

4.1 Web Form of Inquiry 

I developed Web form of inquiry in response to the 
request from in the company. Figure 5 shows the page 
which presents the information about the inquiry before 
setting Web form. Before setting Web form, Web of MDIT 
did not have an action tool, and then the website of MDIT 
has taken only 1 hierarchy organization of the Web server. 
Since the Web server did not have an action tool, MDIT had 
eased the burden of security countermeasures when 
managing the server. And the security merit was the reason 
why my section did not give a server an action tool. 
However, since members of sales and marketing divisions 
desired Web form of the inquiry, my section installed the 
action tool in the server. The website of MDIT became three 
hierarchy organizations then. Figure 6 shows Web form of 
inquiry. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

4.2 Form of reports download (Potential 
customer information acquisition) 

 
Before setting form of reports download, we provide the 

user with PDF of Brochures and customer reports freely. 
However, we set the form into which visitors input a 
visitor's personal information before reports download, and 
we provide these input information as a potential customer's 
information to the sales and marketing divisions. Figure 7 
shows the report download form. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Product introduction page  
(example: Data analysis platform “AnalyticMart”). 

Figure 5: The inquiry page (Plain text). 

Figure 6: Web form of inquiry. 
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I prepared the program for form generation, in order to 

generate reports download forms in a site. An operator only 
specifies "the logo of product", a "report name", "an actual 
report", and "the mail address for in-house use which a 
program mails at the time of download" to the program, and 
can generate report download form. 
 
 

4.3 Seminar Registration Form  

 
The marketing activities using a seminar are effective as a 

method of gaining a potential customer. Figure 8 shows 
seminar registration form. A seminar registration form 
consists of seminar information, a questionnaire, and a 
visitor information input. 

The questionnaire item in middle of the screen "Who 
guided this seminar" can be changed for each seminar. 
Figure 9 shows the screen that sets up seminar registration 
form. Operators set up seminar information and a 
questionnaire. And, operators have to specify the mail 
addresses that tell the arrival of registration, the e-mail 
signature of a registration confirmation mail and the URL of 
seminar information other than a setup of seminar 
information and a questionnaire. When there was no seminar 
registration form, we had obtained seminar registration by e-
mail or FAX. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

5 AN EXAMINATION  OF WEB FORM 

I describe the sales and marketing support effect, the 
change in the number of accesses, and increase in efficiency 
and real-time nature as an examination of Web form. 
 

5.1 Sales and Marketing Support Effect 

This paper describes three sorts of Web form. Web form of 
report download has the sales and marketing support effect 
clearly (Table 1, Table 2). Before, even if the information of 
the user who downloaded the report analyzed the log of 
Web, it understood only the user's IP address (in addition, a 
company name may be able to become clear from an IP 
address). At the time of download, potential customer 
information can be economically obtained now because user 
information comes to hand. On the other hand, there is no 

Figure 7: The reports download form. 

Figure 8: Seminar registration form. 

Figure 9: The screen that sets up seminar registration form. 

After choosing the reports to download, visitors 
input a variety of information. After the input frame 
"Company name" of a screen, the input frame an 
"Department and/or section name", a "postal code", 
the "address", "PHONE", "E-mail", and a " 
Remarks" continues. 
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change in the information on sales and marketing which can 
obtain an inquiry and seminar registration. 
 

Table.1 Number of Personal Information Acquirement 
FY Visits Acquirement Conversion rate 
2009 252,000 653 0.3%
2010 Web Forms are developed 
2011 263,000 1,592 0.6%
2012 226,000 1,323 0.6%
 

Table.2 Number according to Form 
FY Acquirement Inquiry Download Seminar 
2009 653 333 0 320
2010 Web Forms are developed 
2011 1,592 315 963 314
2012 1,323 291 712 320
 

5.2 Number of Accesses 

There was no big change in the number of accesses before 
setting form, and after setting form (Table 3). As Web form 
of inquiry was requested by sales and marketing divisions in 
the company, we expected that the number of accesses 
would increase by Web form. However, number of accesses 
did not increase. On the contrary, as a possibility of 
interrupting an input triggered by the inconvenience which 
must be indicated in a fixed form became high, we expected 
that the number of accesses became fewer. However, there 
was no big change in the number of accesses. Since users 
are performing the input as a part of work from these things 
on behalf of the organization to which the user belongs, 
there are rare to be interrupted on the way. And we can 
observe that Web form does not become a factor which 
reduces the number of accesses. 
 

Table.3 Changes of Access (Conversion) 
FY Visits Inquiry Seminar 
2009 252,000 333 320
2010 Web Forms are developed 
Average 
(2011-2012) 

245,000 303 317

Change -3% -9% -1%
 

5.3 Increase in Efficiency and Real-Time 
Nature  

 
The seminar application form has an effect of reducing the 
work in MDIT. By introducing seminar registration form, 
when the visitor registered, the visitor can do a check by the 
E-mail, and MDIT could know arrival of registration by the 
E-mail. As the change state of seminar registration of Figure 
10 shows, the program checks no vacancy in real time, and 
if it becomes no vacancy, it will end registration. However, 
if there is application cancellation also in the state of no 
vacancy, acceptance will restart in real time. Compared with 
the seminar application using FAX or E-mail, seminar 

registration form automates no vacancy management, and 
increases the efficiency of seminar receptionist work. 
 

 
 

 
 
It is easy to manage the data inputted into form by RDB, 

since the merit of form can distinguish a mail address and an 
address, the diversion to an e-zine or direct mail becomes 
easy, and it also tends to take statistical information. For this 
reason, in every form, the efficiency of the work of data 
reduction can be increased. 
 

6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 From partial optimization to overall 
optimization 

Three sorts of action tools described in this paper also 
have the sales and marketing support effect. However, there 
were few population parameters of the conclusion number 
and we were not able to show a basis to the extent that it 
becomes significant statistically. According to Hanzawa [2], 
the effect of the site at the time of the merchandise purchase 
of BtoB is 26.5%, and the effect of the site at the time of the 
merchandise purchase of BtoC is 7.6%. That means the 
BtoB of the role of Web is larger than BtoC. As the 
background, we assume that the visitor of BtoB judges 
synthetically various sources of information containing a 
website as work, on the other hand, the visitor of BtoC 
purchases in the shop, without investigating the contents of 
goods by Web. In addition, in BtoB, it has possibility that 
only one access will lead to a big-ticket order received, and 
worth of access is high. There is a gap in judgment of worth 
of Web by the customer and a supplier, and it sees low in 
the supplier side. For this reason, we are not necessary to 
evaluate the Web independent sales and marketing support 
effect, but we need to estimate the whole sales and 
marketing process including the sales and marketing support 
by Web. For example, a user company name is searched for 
from an IP address, and the customer who received the 
proposal letter and the estimate from MDIT is analyzed 
through Web access. We need to consider optimization in 
the whole sales and marketing process includes Web. 
 

In addition, a state "a seminar 
stops". 

Under acceptance No vacancy

No vacancy  

Application cancellation 

End of 
registration 

Registration end date 

Figure 10: The change state of seminar registration. 
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6.2 From Information Publishing Site for 
Sales Partners to WebEDI 

The sales partner-oriented information publishing site was 
established also by MDIT as BtoC has a member site. The 
purpose to install the information site for sales partners is 
strengthening of the existing sales channel. The main roles 
of the information site for sales partners are offer of the 
newest price information, and offer of products and services 
information concerning sale. The action tools in this site are 
a function which carries out visible control of the model 
which can be treated from the corporate information to 
which a user belongs, and the function to adjust an offer 
price from the past volume of sales. The model information, 
which controls a display for each user, is based on the sales 
partner contract. Control of a display is managed as an 
attribute of user information (refer to Figure 11). From the 
past volume of sales, as a function to adjust an offer price, 
several price lists are prepared, and it adjusts manually 
(refer to Figure 12). Before establishment of this partner’s 
site, E-mail was used for transfer of price information or 
products and services information. After establishment of 
this partner’s site, the work and cost concerning information 
publishing have been reduced for MDIT (Table 4). And the 
partner can peruse information in real time. We would like 
to try WebEDI and to go as strengthening of the further 
existing sales channels by Web in order that we may 
incorporate MDIT products and services information into 
the system of partners or customers. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table.4 Cost reduction 
（Information Publishing Site for Sales Partners） 

 
5minutes  × 600 Letters/year × 10Branch 

= 3man-month 
 
 
 
 
 

Operators upload the standard price table 
which are called the rank 0 and three price 
lists for partners (rank A-C), after setting up 
the date of issue, a title, a classification, and 
the file name at the time of download. The 
price lists for a partner become partner's cost 
price. A cost price will also become cheap if 
a rank increases. Operators specify the rank 
of a certain user's price by the user 
management previously shown in Figure 11. 

Operators choose the rank according to 
model with a pull down menu for each 
company of users. When a user's 
download is required, the price list of the 
rank of the number specified here will be 
downloaded. If operators specify a model 
rank as "0 (standard)", the display item of 
"the price list for partner" will disappear 
from a partner's (user) screen. An 
operator's specification of "please 
choose" will vanish all the corresponding 
model buttons from a user's screen (it 
becomes a model which cannot treat the 
specified model).  

Figure 11: User information management. 

Figure 12: Price information management. 
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7 CLOSING REMARKS 

I am wishing the following two things. Standardization 
should move on and anyone can use form easily as a 
mechanism [12] [13] [14]. Web Service should spread, there 
are no collateral conditions, such as hardware, and anyone 
can use form easily. 
 

APPENDIX OUTLINE OF MDIT 

Since the state of a website is affected from the state of a 
company, the outline about MDIT is shown below. 
 
Yearly turnover: 31,900 million yen (320 million USD, the 
2011 fiscal year). 
The number of employees: 953 persons (the 2011 fiscal 
year) 
The number of products models: 46 kinds 
Custom-made and general-purpose ratio of products: 76% of 
the Products are general-purpose products. 
 

APPENDIX WEB ANALYTICS （FY 2012） 

 Page View   ：878,000 
 Visits(Session)   ：226,000 
 Unique User   ：148,000  
 Average Session Duration ：00:01:59 
 

COPYRIGHT 

The copyright of all the Web pages published in this paper is 
reserved by MDIT. 
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Abstract -E-learning is used in various places. However, 

many systems do not show advantages, such as online 

exams, and simply enumerate the teaching material, etc. In 

our An Individual Reviewing System (abbreviated AIRS), 

contents of each user are optimized according to 

recommendations using Collaborative Filtering (what we 

call CF). This system multiplies the load to the user by 

smoothly improving study efficiency. However, this CF 

method has disadvantages in that if insufficient data is 

available, recommendations may show poor accuracy. To 

overcome that disadvantage, we suggest Attribute 

Correlation method that uses metadata which users have. 

We experimented with this method, and the result was not 

good. A new approach (called collaborative attribute 

method) is proposed to address the problems identified and 

show the experimental results. 

Keywords: Recommender System; Web Digital Texts; E-

Learning; Cold-Start Problem. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

E-learning, in which students can learn anywhere, at any 

time, has been coming into broader use in universities, 

corporate training and other settings. Many existing systems, 

however, simply make teaching materials available and 

conduct online testing, without providing the full range of 

unique learning advantages available through e-Learning. 

With an individualized reviewing system (AIRS), provision 

of content is tailored to the specific learner, as described in 

Wada, Matsuzawa, Yamaguchi, and Dohi [1]. This system 

uses an algorithm that helps students learn efficiently, based 

on the student’s own historical data and the historical data of 

other learners, as discussed in Wada, Hamadume, Dohi, and 

Sawamoto[2]. One disadvantage, however, is that it cannot 

handle recommendations before any historical data have 

been accumulated. To solve this, we proposed an attribute 

correlation method using the background data of the user, 

and evaluated the usefulness of this approach in Wada, 

Segawa, Sawamoto and Sato[3]. The results, however, did 

not show this method to be particularly useful. So, we have 

proposed a different approach. 
1
 

                                                         
1
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• We proposed an attribute correlation method using the 

background data of the user. 

• We tested subjects using the proposed method, and 

evaluated the results. 

• Is the proposed method effective?  

• We proposed a different method, after considering 

improvements to the proposed method.  

2 RELATED REASEARCH 

Research in systems that anticipate user preferences and 

recommend contents is currently advancing, with a number 

of Web services using this approach. For instance, with the 

EC services used by Amazon[4], products are recommended 

that are likely to appeal to the user, based on the user's 

product page viewing history, purchasing history and other 

data. Many of these systems use collaborative filtering (CF), 

as shown in Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstorm, and 

Riedl [5]. In terms of education, however, research in the 

use of CF as opposed to education based on classroom 

lectures and other realistic environments is being conducted, 

as discussed in Kitamura[6], but there are few cases in 

which this has actually been incorporated into e-Learning 

systems. With AIRS, learning content is recommended to 

the learner. With CF, however, a problem called Cold-Start 

exists, in which the user has to use the contents to some 

extent, or no history can be obtained, and this makes it 

impossible to provide recommendations with a high level of 

accuracy, as described in Schein, Popescul, Unger, and 

Pennock[7]. This poses a drawback for users who want to 

use the system to solve questions in content learned through 

lectures and other means, or to review content already 

acquired. The research presented here proposes the attribute 

correlation method, which focuses on the Cold-Start 

problem. 

3 COLLABORATIVE  LEARNING 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Collaborative learning recommendations are 

recommendations carried out through the same procedure as 

CF. Hereafter the user will be referred to as the “learner”, 

and the historical data as "learning history ".The procedure 

for making collaborative learning recommendations 

comprises the following sequence of steps. 
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3.1 Extraction of Similar Learners 

Other learners who have preferences similar to those of 

the learner for whom contents are to be recommended are 

extracted as “similar learners”. A database of the learning 

histories of learners is compiled, and correlations are drawn 

between learners based on that database, with learners being 

sorted in sequence based on the size of the correlation 

coefficient. Higher-order learners with a particularly large 

correlation are extracted as similar learners.  

3.2 Extraction of Recommendation Contents 

The actual content to be recommended is extracted from 

among the learners extracted as similar learners. The 

learning histories of similar learners are used to identify 

difficulties encountered by those persons, and analogies are 

drawn based on the way that those difficulties were 

overcome in order to extract relevant content.  

3.3 Presentation of Recommendation Results 

The extracted content is presented to the user via the 

system. This involves the system interface, and will not be 

addressed here. 

4 ATTRIBUTE CORRELATION METHOD 

As described above, collaborative learning 

recommendations are formulated by selecting recommended 

content based on the history of the learner. For this reason, 

similar learners cannot easily be extracted for learners who 

do not already have a learning history, or learners for whom 

a certain level of learning history has not been compiled 

(hereafter, we will call these “new learners”). As a result, it 

will not be possible to present highly accurate 

recommendation results. Given this, we propose a method of 

extraction in which background data for new learners is 

compiled and treated as attribute data, and learners with 

attribute data similar to that of the learner for whom 

recommendations are being provided are extracted as 

persons with similar attributes. 

4.1 Overview 

A primary reason for the Cold-Start problem that occurs 

in the collaborative learning recommendation method is that 

new learners do not have extensive histories, making it 

difficult to identify similar learners, as described in Section 

3.2. In other words, this problem could possibly be solved if 

correlations between new learners and existing learners 

could be evaluated by other means. Figure 1 shows an 

overall flowchart incorporating the proposed method.  

4.2 Attribute Data 

Attribute data are acquired from meta-data, for example, 

age, sex, hobbies and preferences, strong subjects, weak 

subjects, and other personal data. This data is certain to be 

available for new learners, even if they do not have a 

learning history. 
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Figure 1: Attribute correlation method flow chart. 

 

4.3 Systematization of Attribute Data 

In attribute data, there is relevance among data items. For 

example, no relevance can be identified in a high school 

education between writing and physics, but a certain degree 

of relevance can be found between items that are both in a 

science curriculum, such as mathematics IA and physics. 

Systematizing attribute data within itself and expressing it is 

believed to be a necessary step, the reason being that one 

can envision that there will be little attribute data that can be 

compared to the learning history and used. 

With learning attributes, taking, for instance, a high 

school education as an example, coursework subjects are 

classified into root nodes, with science-based classes and 

literature-based classes as sub-nodes. These sub-nodes are 

further classified into generalized coursework classifications. 

Even more detailed names and definitions of classes are 

provided at the next layer, and a hierarchical structure is 

created. Moving further down the hierarchical layers, data 

become more specific, and thus carry greater weight as 

information. This weight can be expressed in terms of 

points: the first layer directly beneath the root node is 

counted as 0.5 points; and underlying layers are counted as 1, 

2, and 4 points respectively, so that each layer has double 

the weight of the layer just above. This is done to increase 

the estimated value of the deeper layers. Figure 2 shows an 

example of the systematization of attribute data pertaining to 

learning. Here, only those types of attributes necessary for 

the evaluation, such as "learning" and "occupation", are 

created. 
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of attribute data. 

 

4.4 Extraction of the Degree of Attribute 

Data Similarity and Users with Similar 

Attributes 

Conformances of attributes between new learners and all 

other learners are compared, and scores of all of the 

attributes are added together. A ranking is then created, with 

the highest scores at the top, and learners with particularly 

high conformance values are taken as learners with similar 

attributes. In the example shown in Table 1, Learner N is 

strong in the subject of physics, and thus has information in 

science and in science-category classes, which are upper-

level nodes. Learner X matches completely, so 2 points are 

assigned, while Learner Y matches only in science-category 

subjects, and is thus assigned 0.5 points. Consequently, at 

this stage, Learner X will be a learner with similar attributes. 

The available attributes continue to be added up in this way. 

Ultimately, learners with the highest scores are extracted as 

learners with similar attributes. 

 

Table 1: Attribute table 

 

 

Science-

category 
class 

Natural 

Science 

Physics Chemistry 

 

Math-

ematics 

 

N 

 

0.5 

 

1 

 

2 

 

0 

 

0 

 

X 

 

0.5 

 

1 

 

2 

 

0 

 

0 

 

Y 

 

0.5 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

1 

4.5 Relationship between Similar Learners 

and Users with Similar Attributes 

The flowchart in Figure 3 shows that when a sufficient 

learning history is available, the attribute correlation method 

is bypassed and recommendations are based on the normal 

algorithm for collaborative learning recommendations. This 

is because it can be surmised that the attribute correlation 

method will not produce better results by extracting similar 

learners based on learning history. This is because the 

recommended content itself is used as the history when 

extracting similar learners. In comparison, the background 

information of the learner, which has no direct relation, is 

used with attribute correlation. When these two approaches 

are compared, the learning history clearly constitutes pure 

information in terms of the system. For example, in order to 

recommend books to a person who has not read any books 

to date, the thinking is incorporated that books will be 

recommended that may appeal to that person's preferences, 

based on elements such as other interests and skills. The 

primary aim of this method is to solve the Cold-Start 

problem. 

5 TESTING 

Testing was conducted on subjects to clarify the outcomes 

of the proposed method. The following two items were 

evaluated. 

• Is the proposed method effective?  

• Was the hypothesis pertaining to attribute data 

selection proven? 

5.1 Hypothesis Pertaining to the Selection of 

Attribute Data 

1 point 
 

 

Root Node 

Coursework Subject 

0.5 point 

Literature-based Class Science-based Class 

2 point 

Classical Contemporary Writing Listening Math.1A Math.2B Physics Chemistry 

Japanese Science English Mathematics 
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As described in Section 3.1, attribute data serve as the 

meta-data for learners. However, not all of the personal data 

of learners is necessarily required. For example, if one were 

recommending exercises to help a person stay fit, physical 

information such as height and weight would be important, 

but this type of information is not necessary when 

recommending novels. In other words, it was theorized that 

attributes that are relevant to the content being 

recommended will probably demonstrate a high correlation. 

Here, because we are creating a recommendation system to 

be used in an education support system, information relating 

to learning will demonstrate a high correlation compared to 

attributes that are not particularly related to learning. 

5.2 Test Content 

Advance preparation: To prepare for testing, courses 

from a high school curriculum were systematized as 

attributes related to learning, and hobbies were systematized 

as attributes other than learning-related attributes. The 

reason for choosing hobbies as attributes was that learners 

acquire and actively choose hobbies, as opposed to inherent 

information such as height, so these were assumed to closely 

reflect learner preferences. High school courses were 

selected as learning attributes in order to eliminate 

differences based on school year, since the students taking 

part in the testing were university students. As no models 

existed that were systematized with respect to hobbies, 

systematization was done based on speculation. For high 

school courses, however, we referred to the “Senior High 

School Education Guidelines” issued by the Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, as 

shown in [8]. Attribute hierarchies were each organized into 

three layers, with the objective of suppressing any bias 

created by differences in scores occurring as a result of 

changes in the weight of scores based on the depth of the 

hierarchy layer. Attribute data obtained as a result consisted 

of two attributes and three hierarchical layers.  

 

Subjects: Subjects were grouped into two groups 

comprising a total of 18 students, and a questionnaire was 

conducted prior to the testing. Participants answered the 

following two questions. 

• What were your strong subjects when you were in 

high school? (Learning attributes) 

• What are your current hobbies? (Hobby attributes) 

Attributes of subjects were compiled based on the 

questionnaire. As a large number of attributes could be 

selected, the questionnaire was conducted in a self-reporting 

format, but in cases where the student did not respond 

correctly, that student was asked the question again by the 

tester, for the purpose of normalizing the attribute 

information. Subsequently, the following three items 

pertaining to the contest of the test were explained to the 

subjects, and testing was conducted. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Outline of experiment. 
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• Learning time would be 15 minutes. 

• Content would be in the form of a database. 

• An achievement test would be performed after the 

study time had ended.  

Moreover, the database comprising the content was 

something that could not be learned in its totality in 15 min, 

so subjects were asked to select portions that they did not 

understand, and to focus on those items when learning. This 

was done in order to avoid having subjects start at the 

beginning and study the contents in sequential order. The 

achievement test was also designed to increase the 

motivation of subjects to study efficiently in a short period 

of time, and would not affect the test evaluation itself. 

 

Analysis method: Figure 3 shows a schematic for the 

testing. The degree of similarity (similar learners) was 

calculated based on the learning history obtained from the 

15-min period of learning, and the degree of similarity 

(learners with similar attributes) was calculated based on the 

compiled attribute data. The two were then compared and 

evaluated. Specifically, the same number of rank 

correlations was acquired as the number of subjects, and 

correlations were acquired in relation to the rankings of 

similar learners and learners with similar attributes obtained 

from each of the two similarity scales noted above. The 

Jaccard coefficient was used to calculate the degree of 

similarity based on learning history, as described in 

Segaran[9], and Kendall’s rank coefficient correlation was 

used to calculate the rank correlation, as shown in Iwasa and 

Yadohisa [10]. The attribute correlation method is designed 

only to address new learners. The degree of similarity based 

on learning history shows a high degree of reliability, and so 

was used as the reference. In other words, the aim was to 

obtain the rank correlation between the ranking for the 

degree of similarity based on learning history (similar 

learners) and the degree of similarity calculated based on the 

proposed method (learners with similar attributes), so if the 

average of all subjects was high, reliability in terms of the 

extraction of similar learners would be seen as high, and the 

approach could be considered effective. 

5.3 Test Results 

Table 2 and Table 3 show test results for the two groups. 

The figures represent mean and standard deviation for the 

group as a whole, calculated based on the rank correlation 

between the ranks of learners with similar attributes and 

those of learners with similar learning histories. As the rank 

correlation is a correlation coefficient, values were taken 

from between -1 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the 

stronger the correlation. The closer the value is to -1, the 

stronger the inverse correlation. The closer the value is to 0, 

the weaker the correlation. As can be seen from the two 

tables, the average was |0.1| or less for both, so no 

correlation was demonstrated, and no significant results 

were obtained. Moreover, with respect to learning attributes 

and hobby attributes, the only differences were due to error, 

so the hypothesis was negated. Except for one item, standard 

deviations were all0.2 as well, indicating that this 

conclusion is appropriate. 

Table 2: Experimental results for group 1 

 Learning 

Attribute 

Hobby 

Attribute 

Whole 

Attributes 

 

Average 

 

-0.077 

- 

0.044 

 

-0.095 

 

Table 3: Experimental results for group 2 

 Learning 

Attribute 

Hobby 

Attribute 

Whole 

Attributes 

 

Average 

 

0.1032 

 

0.0238 

 

-0.0397 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Considering the causes of the results produced, the 

possibility arises that the amount of attribute data was 

insufficient. In that light, looking at the individual data for 

each subject, in the rankings based on attribute correlation, it 

was seen that rankings at the same ratio occurred for many 

subjects. Among these, there were a number of cases in 

which hobby attributes ended up being the same numeric 

values as those for other subjects as a whole, and no ranking 

correlations could be determined. However, despite the 

small volume of sample data, the fact that the average value 

for correlation coefficients was close to zero cannot be 

ignored. One other problem was that the relationship 

between the content being recommended and the attribute 

data was not clear. As indicated in Section 4.5, the reliability 

of attribute data is unclear, from an objective standpoint. 

6 COLLABORATIVE ATTRIBUTE 

METHOD 

In the collaborative attribute method of testing described 

in Section 5, usefulness could not be confirmed, for the 

reasons described in Section 5.4. Given that, we used the 

background information as attribute data. The collaborative 

attribute method is proposed here as a method for extracting 

new learners. 

6.1 Overview 

Using the background information of the learner as 

attribute data is the same approach used in the attribute 

correlation method. The attribute correlation method 

consisted of systematizing this data before use, but the data 

are not systematized in the method proposed here, but rather 

used as is. The degree of similarity between learners is 

surmised with reference to the degree of similarity between 

learners based on learning history, and to the attribute data.  

6.2 Degree of Similarity between Attribute 

Data 
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Figure 4: Calculating similarities between attribute data. 

 

 

The degree of similarity between attribute data was 

calculated in advance. Here, we take Learner I and Learner J, 

for whom a certain amount of learning history has been 

compiled. Attribute data for these two users were acquired 

when they were new learners, so we already have degrees of 

similarity in learning histories and respective attribute data 

at this stage. Amounts of attribute data are not determined in 

particular, but let us assume in this example that we have 

two attribute data: A and B. Taking the degree of similarity 

in learning histories between these two persons as X, we can 

say that the combination of attributes for these two persons, 

for some reason, has similarity X. If this combination is also 

seen among other learners, we take the average. These 

degrees of similarity are then accumulated in a database. 

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of this.  

6.3 Deriving the Degree of Similarity 

When actually making recommendations for new learners 

for whom no degree of learning history similarity exists, we 

refer to similarities between attribute data that have been 

accumulated, and extract learners having combinations with 

the highest degrees of similarity between attribute data as 

learners with similar attributes, as shown in Figure 5. 

Content is then recommended based on these users. 

6.4 Differences between This Method and 

the Attribute Correlation Method 

In the attribute correlation method, attributes are 

systematized and the number of points is totaled. In the 

collaborative attribute method, however, similarities 

between attributes are measured using similarities in 

learning histories, which are reliable, as a resource. As a

 

 

 
Figure 5: Extract the attribute analogy. 
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result, the data can be expected to be more reliable. 

Conversely, because the approach taken is similar to that in 

CF, recommendations will similarly be less accurate if only 

small amounts of data have been accumulated. 

6.5 If the Amount of Attribute Data 

Accumulated Is Insufficient 

As indicated in Section 6.4, this method also involves 

accumulated attribute data, and there are concerns that the 

extraction of persons with similar attributes will be less 

accurate if insufficient information is available. If the 

amount of attribute data accumulated by forming 

combinations of attributes of a learner for whom 

recommendations are being made is smaller than a 

stipulated amount, attributes A and B are split and 

calculated, as shown in Figure 6.  

Now, assume that we want to find the similarity of   and 

 . We load combinations that include   and    from a table 

of attribute data similarities that have been accumulated, and 

we take the similarity of each of these and divide the 

number of points by the ratio of the number of elements. For 

example, if the ratio of the number of elements of A and the 

number of elements of B is 1:2, and the similarity between  

 and   is 0.6, this result of 0.6 would be 

divided by 1/3 to obtain a result of 0.2. This would be 

carried out for the number of combinations of    and  , 

and the average of all values would be taken. This would be 

done as many times as there are combinations of the 

attributes of A and B, and recommendation content would 

be extracted from users having the combinations with the 

highest values.  

6.6 Experimental Results 

We experimented with the collaborative attribute method 

using the same data as those in Section5. Table 4 shows the 

results of rank correlations. 

Table 4: Experimental results of rank correlation with 

collaborative attribute method 

 Rank Correlation 

 

Average 

 

0.188 

 

Average  

 

0.237 

 

We can see that the collaborative attribute method 

provides better results than the attribute correlation method 

in Table 4, but they are not so high values. Some values of 

the rank correlations which are above 0.4 exist among the 

results before averaging. So, we can expect the averaged 

rank correlation will be higher if we can collect more data.  

7 CONCLUSION 

In the testing described in Section 5, the usefulness of the 

attribute correlation method was not able to be proved. This 

was attributed to the fact that the relationship between 

attribute data and learning history is not understood, and a 

collaborative attribute method is proposed in which 

similarities in learning history are referenced and attributes 

are used. At the same time, however, this method has not yet 

been perfected and still has scope for improvement. In 

addition, it may simply be that not enough testing has been 

conducted on the attribute correlation method. In the future, 

we intend to continue conducting testing on the attribute 

correlation method, and to develop, implement and test a 

collaborative attribute method. 
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Figure 6: Algorithm for split attributes. 
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Abstract - At the present time, with spread of the internet
business, many business systems have become to be built as
distributed systems. Accordingly, the database is also dis-
persed to plural business systems as the distributed database.
By the way, in the actual business systems, a lump-sum up-
date of a great deal of data has often to be performed con-
currently with the online transactions. However, in this case,
there is a problem of efficiency in the conventional update
methods, which update databases by the chain of many di-
vided transactions. For this problem, we have shown the ef-
ficient lump-sum update method for centralized business sys-
tems, which use the transaction time. However, as shown by
the distributed transactions, some transaction features for the
distributed database are different from the centralized database.
Therefore, in this paper, first we show the problems on apply-
ing this method to the distributed databases. Secondly, we
propose their measures. Moreover, through the evaluations
using a prototype, we confirmed that our measures are valid
and this method can be applied to the distributed databases.

Keywords: database, distributed database, distributed trans-
action, business system, nonstop service.

1 INTRODUCTION

With spread of the internet business and decentralized tech-
nology, many business systems have become to be built as
distributed systems at the present time. That is, each system
performs its business by mutual cooperation with other sys-
tems [7], [11]. For example, in corporations, business systems
are built at each branch office, and the business of this office is
performed using its system. On the other hand, each business
system is operated as a part of the distributed system, since
each system accesses the data of the other systems when it
is necessary. In this way, the distributed business system as
the whole corporation is composed. And, it is possible to re-
duce the communication cost and perform the suitable system
operation for the each office. On the one hand, as for the on-
line services on a wide range of Internet such as net shops,
non-stop services have become common because of the con-
venience of customers, the globalization and so on. So, it is
difficult to stop the online service for the particular business.

However, in such a business system, a great deal of data
often has to be updated in a lump-sum. So, formerly, it was
executed as a night batch to avoid the time zone of the online
service. However, because of the spread of nonstop service,

it has to be executed concurrently with the online service at
present. Therefore, some methods were put to practical use
to execute it concurrently with the user entry of online ser-
vice (hereinafter “online entry”). Here, these conventional
methods divide the updating of a great deal of data into short
time transactions, and then execute and commit them one af-
ter another. Therefore, though its impact on the online entry
is small, there are problems: the intermediate results of the
updating can be queried by the other transactions, that is, the
isolation cannot be maintained; its processing efficiency de-
clines because of the increase of its commit number.

For these problems, we had proposed an updating method
that utilizes the records about the transaction time[2]. More-
over, we had shown the following evaluation result as for the
updating of a great deal of data in the centralized systems:
it executes the update more efficiently than the conventional
method with maintaining the ACID property[3]. Since the
transaction time is a kind of time of the temporal database,
hereinafter we call it “temporal update” method. However, in
order to apply this method to a distributed database, it is nec-
essary to measure against not only the distributed transaction
but also the various problems of the distributed environment.

Here, the temporal update has the characteristic of its pro-
cess as follows: the completion time of updating is set before-
hand; as for the commit of this method, its execution control
has to be performed for the serialization between the online
entries. However, there are problems: the dispersion in the
update time is often increased by the efficiency of the net-
work and cooperative business system environments; the syn-
chronization between plural servers often causes the decline
of efficiency. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method
for applying the temporal update method to the distributed
databases. Moreover, we show the following experimental
results of the prototype: the problems can be solved by the
proposal method; since the implementation of the destination
server of data transfer is easy, this method is valid for a data
distribution system having many destination servers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 shows the related works about the update transaction;
an overview of the temporal update method; the problem about
applying it to the distributed databases. In Section 3, we pro-
pose the method for this problem, and show its implemen-
tation in Section 4. In Section 5, we show the experimental
results of the prototype, and show our considerations in Sec-
tion 6.
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2 PROBLEM OF DATABASE UPDATE IN A
LUMP-SUM

2.1 Related Works

As for the update of the database, it is necessary that the
transaction maintains the ACID properties: atomicity, consis-
tency, isolation, and durability[1]. Here, since a lot of users
use the online entry concurrently, a lot of corresponding trans-
actions access the database concurrently. Therefore, database
updates are serialized by locking the data to be updated by
each transaction, and we can obtain a result as if transac-
tions were executed sequentially. On the other hand, in the
actual business systems, it is necessary to update a great deal
of data in a lump-sum. For example, in the banking systems,
the ATM is provided as the online service, and a lot of users
perform online entry at the same time. On the other hand, a
great deal of account transfer that is entrusted from the credit
card company and so on is executed as the lump-sum update.

Since the update time of such a lump-sum is often so long,
there is the problem that it can’t lock the whole target data
to serialize between the online entries. It makes the online
entries wait for a long while. So, some methods were put
to practical use to execute it concurrently with the online en-
tries. In the mini-batch, a great deal of data is divided into
small units, and they are updated and committed individually
to shorten each update time. That is, the lump-sum update is
performed by a set of short transactions. Also, in sagas, they
compose a sequence of transactions and are performed one
after another. It has a configuration to recover by executing
the compensating transaction corresponding to each transac-
tion in the case of fault [1], [10]. But, in these methods, the
update and commit are repeated alternately many times. And,
it makes the problems: the intermediate results of the updat-
ing can be queried by the other transactions; the efficiency
declines because of the increase of commit number.

Here, in the distributed databases, the transaction needs
not only the update and commit feature as for the individual
database but also the feature for simultaneous update of mul-
tiple databases. So, the distributed transaction feature was put
to practical use, in which the concurrency control across mul-
tiple databases is performed by two-phase commit and so on
[6]. In this way, as for the distributed database, the differ-
ent transaction feature from the centralized database has to be
introduced.

By the way, the temporal database was proposed from the
viewpoint of the record management about the time [8]. The
transaction time is one of the times of this database: the time
that a fact is valid in the database, which is expressed by the
half-open interval[Ta, Td). Here,Ta shows the addition time
that the data of the fact was added to the database;Td shows
the deletion time that it was deleted from the database. Even
in the case of data deletion, data is deleted only logically by
setting the deletion time, so the data record is left. Inciden-
tally, if the data wasn’t deleted, the value of attributeTd is
expressed bynow [9]. It shows the current time and changes
with passage of time. The relationRt of the table having the
transaction time is expressed below.

Before online entry 

Online entry 

Figure 1: Change ofdata by temporal update method.

Rt(K,Ta, Td, A) (1)

Here,Ta andTd are the above-mentioned transaction time.
Let q[Ta] be the value of attributeTa of tupleq. Then the data
set of the snapshot ofRt at the designated timet is expressed
by the followingQ(t).

Q(t) = {q|q ∈ Rt; q[Ta] ≤ t ∧ t < q[Td]} (2)

Here,K is the primary key attribute of the snapshot;A is
the other attribute. The transaction time is not exposed to the
users. Since the update of the online entry is performed at the
current timet = now, the data of Equation (2) at any past
time can be queried without the conflict with the online entry.

For a data update method, we can use the optimistic con-
currency control [4] by utilizing the transaction time. The
lump-sum updates are often performed by the following pro-
cedure: reading the target data; generating the update data
from it; updating the database. In this method, the transaction
confirms the transaction time of the target data again at the
update timing. And, if it was not changed from the read tim-
ing, it shows the data was not updated by another transaction.
However, the transaction needs to lock the data between this
confirmation and the commit.

For another update method which utilizing a time, there is
the timestamp-ordering concurrency control. It uses the time
stamps (start time) of transactions{T1, T2, ..., Tn}, which com-
pose the ordered set. The time stamp is stored in data when
a transaction accesses the data, and the order of transactions
that access to each data is maintained by it [4]. However,
when one transaction is updating a data, the other transactions
that update the same data have to wait until the commit.

Thus, these methods intend for short time transactions. For
example, since the lump-sum update takes a long while, the
other transactions are also waited for a long while. That is,
it disturbs the non-stop services. Moreover, we can’t find the
lump-sum update method for a great deal of data with main-
taining the ACID property.

2.2 Temporal Update Method

As for the centralized database, we proposed the tempo-
ral update method that utilizes the transaction time to up-
date a great deal of data in a lump-sum with maintaining the
ACID property of the transaction [2]. Figure 1 shows the data
change with the transaction time in the case of the database
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Figure 2: Serialization ofbatch update and online entry.

update by this method. In this method, the lump-sum update
is executed by both the batch update (1) and OB update (the
online batch update) (3). Here, the batch update (1) corre-
sponds to the usual lump-sum update. It updates the data at
the past timetq, and stores the update results at the future time
tu that was “beforehand” established. Incidentally, though the
online entry (2) is executed even during the batch update (1),
it updates the data at the current timenow. So, the competi-
tion between (1) and (2) can be avoided. On the other hand,
since the batch update also has to update the data changed by
the online entry, the OB update performs the process corre-
sponding to it individually.

As a result, at time tu, three kinds of results are stored: the
batch update, the online entry and the OB update. Therefore,
we query only the high-priority data by the following order of
priority, and we can get the query result as if the batch update
and online entry were performed in a series.

(A) First, for each value of the primary key K of Equation
(1), we select the data that was updated at the latest time.
Here, we usetq to the updated time as for only the batch
update.

(B) Second, if there are plural data having the same key value,
we select the data by the following priority of update pro-
cess: the OB update, the online entry, the batch update.

In the case of Figure 1, since both results of the OB update
and online entry were updated at the latest time, the OB up-
date result is queried based on above-mentioned (B). Also, if
there is no online entry as for the case of Figure 1, there are
the online entry data entered beforetq (“Before online entry”
in the Figure) , and the result of the batch update. So, the
batch update result is queried based on above-mentioned (A).
That is, in this method, all the updated data are stored, and
only the valid data is queried. As a result, we can perform the
lump-sum update and the online entry concurrently, without
their competition.

However, at the end of a batch update, the control for the
serialization between it and the online entry is necessary. That
is, the online entry, which is begun before timetu, is accom-
panied by the OB update to reflect the batch update. On the
other hand, another one begun aftertu has to be performed
using the result of the batch update. We show this in Figure
2. Therefore, in this method, the commit of the batch update
is executed after the online entries (Sb) that are begun before
time tu; the other online entries (Sa), which are begun after
tu, are waited until this commit.

2.3 Problem about Application to Distributed
Database

As for the temporal update method, we had been assuming
the centralized database and the controlled operation. That is,
as mentioned in Section 2.2, we assumed that the batch update
time tu can be established beforehand; the individual online
entry completes in a short time. In the actual systems, the for-
mer feature is often used in the lump-sum update executing at
the designated time: the bank transfer at the designated time;
the change of organization data at the designated date; and so
on. However, as for the case where we apply this method to
the distributed database, it has to be executed in the various
environments. So, the following problems occur.

First, the dispersion of the batch update time is very larger
than the centralized database. Though the batch update up-
dates plural databases at the same time, the individual envi-
ronment in this distributed system is varied: the traffic on the
network; the load and performance of each server. So, the
prediction of the timetu is extremely difficult. Therefore,
in the case that the prediction time is earlier than the actual
elapsed time, the batch update doesn’t complete bytu. So,
it is aborted, and it has to be re-run. On the contrary, if it is
later, the unnecessary OB update must be continued after the
batch update completion. As a result, there is a problem that
the efficiency as the whole system declines.

Second, the problem that the online entry wait of one server
spreads to the other servers occurs. As for the distributed
database, the related online entries executing in all the servers
have to wait the completion of the commit of the batch update
until tc as shown in Figure 2. However, since the systems
were built individually at each branch office, there may be the
online entries having a long time transaction. Therefore, there
is a problem about the delay of the commit of the batch up-
date, which is caused by some online entry. And, it delays the
online entries in the all related servers.

3 PROPOSAL METHOD FOR
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE

To solve the problem for applying the temporal update to
the distributed database, we propose the following two meth-
ods.

3.1 Setting Method of Dynamic Batch Update
Completion Time

For the problem about the elapsed time of the batch update,
we propose the method to perform its commit immediately af-
ter the batch update. Here, as shown in “Table” of Figure 3,
since the predicted completion time is set to every updated
data by the batch update and OB update, it takes time to up-
date these time again. Therefore, in this method, we use a
view table to change these times when these data are queried.

Figure 3 shows the overview of this method. Here, time is
shown as date: year, month and day. The predicted comple-
tion time of the batch update is set as the temporary time, and
its first digit is replaced by “@” as an example. In the case
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Correspondence table

Figure 3: Change ofaddition time of business data.

of Figure 3, the addition timeTa, which is equal to the com-
pletion time, is set to “@0130530” and “@0130601”. Also,
its “Process” column shows the classification of the update
process of the data: O (the online entry), B (the batch update)
and OB (the OB update). In this case, the data entered by
the online entry on 5/1 of 2013 was updated by the batch up-
date on 5/29, which above-mentioned completion time (Ta) is
“@0130530”. And, the OB update was performed along with
this. In addition, the batch update with the completion time
“@0130601” was performed after this.

When the batch update completed, its completion time is
set (“Time” of “Correspondence table”), which corresponds
to the temporary timeTa. Incidentally, it is set tonull un-
til this completion. Only if the the completion time is set to
“Time”, Ta of data of “View table” is replaced with it. In
the case of Figure 3, “@0130530” of this is replaced with
“20130531”; “@0130601” isn’t replaced.That is, even if there
are many target data, allTa of them can be replaced by up-
dating only one data. Therefore, this update process can be
executed by a short time transaction. Incidentally, since the
value of “@” is larger than any numerical value, the data hav-
ing the temporary time (with “@”) isn’t queried by Equation
(2) with designating time.

3.2 Serialization Method without Lock
Feature

To solve the problem shown in Figure 2, we propose the
serialization method between the online entry and batch up-
date. In(A) and(B) of the Figure 4, we show the case that
the online entry is executed across the batch update comple-
tion timetu. Incidentally,(C) shows the case that there is no
online entry, as the reference. Here, the black hatching shows
a transaction of the online entry; the broken line shows the
data that should not be queried though it is exists.

First, (A) of Figure 4 shows the success case of the on-
line entry. Transaction(A) continues across the batch up-
date completion timetu. If the batch update result(a − 1)
is queried between timetu and the completion time of this
transaction, it becomes a phantom read. Therefore, the mech-
anism, which makes this data not to be queried, is necessary
to maintain the consistency. Incidentally, after the transaction
completed, data(a) is deleted logically by setting the deletion

Figure 4: Query resultas for online entry spanningtu.

time; the online enrty data(a− 2) is inserted; the OB update
data(a− 3) is inserted if data(a) was the target of the batch
update. So,(a − 1) is not queried, though either(a − 2) or
(a− 3) is queried.

Next,(B) of Figure 4 shows the abort case of the online en-
try. Transaction(B) continues across the batch update com-
pletion timetu similar to (A), and its result is undecided at
tu: success or abort. Therefore, as for data(b−1), the mecha-
nism similar to(A) is necessary. In the case of the abort, data
(b) remains without change, since the rollback of the transac-
tion is performed. And, since the batch update was executed,
its result(b− 1) has to be queried after the completion of the
transaction. That is, for the serialization, the temporal update
has to be composed to obtain the following query result.

• During the online entry: the batch update result is not
queried, but the data just before the start of the online
entry transaction is queried.

• After the online entry completion (success):either
the online entry result or the OB update result is queried.
Incidentally, in only the case of this data being target of
the batch update, the latter occurs.

• After the online entry completion (abort): the batch
update result is queried.

Therefore, in the case that the online entry transaction con-
tinues across the batch update completion timetu, the con-
sistency of the query result is maintained by the mechanism:
the batch update result is not queried until the completion of
the transaction. Therefore, we propose a method using a table
that manages the key of the data being updated by online en-
try transactions. And the data, which key is registered in this
table, is excluded from the query result of the batch update.
This table has the following relation.

Re(t name, t key) (3)

Here, t name shows the nameof the target table;t key
shows thevalue of the primary key of the online entry data.
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Figure 5: ER diagramof control tables.

And, (t name, t key) composes the primarykey of this table.
In this way, it is possible to perform the serialization by the
tableRe without the lock feature between the onlien entry and
batch update.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

First, Figure 5 shows the ER diagram of the Control ta-
bles, which are used for the implementation of the proposal
method. These tables save the data to control the temporal
update and are placed in each target database of the temporal
update. Batch management tabled0t batch manages the time
of thetemporal update, and it saves the following data: Table
namet name; Addition times time, Start timeq time; Up-
date timeb time. Here,b time is used to setthe completion
time of the batch update at the timing of its completion dy-
namically as shown in Figure 3. That is, if the estimation
of the completion time of the batch update is difficult be-
forehand, a temporary time and null are set to eachs time
andb time at the timing ofits beginning. Then, the comple-
tion time tu is set tob time at the timing ofits completion
to query the updated data having the addition timetu. Also,
Mask tabled0t mask is an implementation ofthe relation of
Equation (3). Commit time tabled0t commit stores the lat-
est completiontime tu in b time for each targettable which
name is set tot name. And the resultof the batch update and
OB update whichs time is beforeb time is queried.

Stock Management tablestock is an example of the busi-
ness data table, and we use it for the experiment in Section
5. Here, as for the stock management, various kinds of dis-
tributed databases are used. For example, in the retail com-
panies, each branch has its database system and manages its
stock. On the other hand, the database serves as a part of
the distributed database in the case of the stock movement
among branches or the delivery from the distribution sector.
Similarly, in the manufacturing industry, the supply chains of
the parts are built among the related companies.

As for the attributes ofstock, the following are correspond
to the attributes(K,Ta, Td, A) of the relationRt shown in
Equation (1): Product IDp ID; Addition Times time; Dele-
tion Timee time; Departmentdep id and Propertyproperty.
In addition, we add the following properties for the temporal
update. Data Timed time shows the updateorder of the data
as shown in Section 2.2; Process Classp flg showthe classi-

  

Figure 6: Composition oftemporal update.

fication of the update process of the data shown as “Process”
column in Figure 3; Deletion Flagdel flg showsthe data was
deleted if it is set. Here,del flg is usedto exclude all data
having the same primary keyK from the query result. For ex-
ample, in the case that the OB update (3) is deletion in Figure
1, the other data (1) and (2) also not have to be queried. For
this purpose, we exclude the unnecessary queried data (3) af-
ter the query, and as a result, the other data is also not queried.

Second, the concurrency control between the online entries
and batch update is necessary as shown in Figure 4. For this
purpose, we implemented the Control class by the Java to per-
form this control as shown in Figure 6. It exposes a method
getStatus that is the interface of business programs, and the
programs call this method at the timing of the start and com-
pletion each of the online entry transaction and batch update.
Then, the updating of the control tables and the control about
the serialization are performed by this method.

In the case of the batch update,getStatus(begin) is called
at the timing of start to set the control data of the batch up-
date tod0t batch of all related databases.getStatus(end) is
called at the timing of its completion similarly, and it sets the
completion time tob time of d0t batch and updates
d0t commit. Thus, the batchupdate result can be queried.
In the case of the online entry,getStatus(begin) is called
at the timing of its transaction start similarly, and confirms
whether or not the batch update updates the target table. If
it is not being updated, only the usual online entry transac-
tion is performed. On the contrary, if it is being updated, the
transaction’s data is set tod0t mask by this method. And,
thetransaction performs the OB update after the online entry,
and callsgetStatus(end) to delete the data ofd0t mask at
the timing of itscompletion.

Third, The business programs query the table through its
view table, if it is the target of the temporal update. The
view table is created by the DDL (Data Definition Language)
shown in Figure 7 and has the following feature.

(a) It changes the addition timeTa of the view table as shown
in Figure 3.

(b) It controls query results of the batch update and OB up-
date by using the time changed in (a): only the data,
which Addition Times time is older than UpdateTime
b time of d0t commit (including b time), is queried.
Incidentally,every online entry result is queried.

(c) It excludes the data from the query result of (b) by using
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Figure 7: Example ofDDL to create view table.

Figure 8: Experimental systemcomposition.

d0t mask, which is beingupdated by the online entry
transaction.

Using these view table, there are the following effects: since
it doesn’t allow to query the intermediate state of the tem-
poral update shown in Figure 4, the ACID properties of the
database can be maintained; the developer can build the pro-
gram efficiently by it, since it conceals the above-mentioned
procedure.

On the other hand, these view tables aren’t always updat-
able. So, though it is necessary that the table is updated di-
rectly by the business programs, transaction time attributes
of the table are not exposed to users:e time, d time and
s time of STOCK. Therefore the methodupdateMethod
is provided, and the business programs update tables using
this method. In addition, the above-mentioned features about
databases were implemented by MySQL: InnoDB for the trans-
action feature; XA transaction for the distributed transaction
[5].

5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

5.1 Overview of Experiments

To evaluate the proposal method, we built the prototype
of a stock management system, and performed experiments
by it. We show the composition of the experimental system
in Figure 8. This system is a distributed system consisting of
two servers, and each server has its own database. Its business
table is the stock management table shown in Figure 5. And,
we assume this system is a non-stop service system. That is,
its data can be deleted by the online entry transactions at any
time when the corresponding goods are sold.

Figure 9: Query resultof proposed temporal update.

The stock movements fromDatabase1 to Database2 are
performed in a lump-sum when necessary. This is built by us-
ing the temporal update method, and its batch update results,
which is shown by (1) in Figure 1, are inserted tostock of
each database. Among them, as for the data ofDatabase1,
Deletion Flagdel flg is setnot to be queried after the com-
pletion of the temporal update. On the one hand, the data is
inserted into the table ofDatabase2, and they can be queried
after the completion time. In addition, in the case that the data
of Database1 is deleted by the online entry, its movement to
Database2 has to be also canceled by the OB update. Con-
cretely, as forDatabase2, the data with settingdel flg is in-
sertedby the OB update, so the batch update results are also
excluded from the query result.

In the experiment, we performed the online entry in both of
the server, and performed the above-mentioned temporal up-
date on its way. In Figure 9, we show the query result of the
typical data along the passage of time. Among the data,R010
was sold during the data movement by the temporal update;
the sale ofR011 was canceled, that is, the transaction was
canceled by the rollback. As forR020 andR021, the sale of
them continued across the completion time of the data move-
ment, andR020 was sold; the sale ofR021 was canceled.
R100 was only moved. Also, the black circle shows that the
data was queried at the time through the view table in Figure
7; the blank shows not to be queried;

5.2 Evaluations of Validity of Proposal
Method

First, in order to complete the temporal update immedi-
ately after the batch update, we set the temporary time “@0”
(we show only its second, the same in the following) at the
timing of the batch update start. Then, we set its completion
time “11” to Update Timeb time of both of d0t batch and
d0t commit at the timing ofthe batch update completion.
As shown byR011 andR100, we could complete the tempo-
ral update immediately after the batch update and query their
update result.

Next, for the serialization between the online entry and
batch update without the lock feature, we insertedd0t mask
the corresponding data tothe online entry at the timing of its
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start; we deleted thedata at its completion. As a result, during
online entry, the batch update results are not queried, but the
data before the online entry is queried as shown byR020 and
R021. That is, as for the sold dataR020, the data before its
selling is queried until the completion of the online entry; it
can’t be queried after the completion. Also, it didn’t be moved
to Database2. As for R021 in the case of sale being can-
celed, since it was moved at the timing of the completion of
the online entry transaction, it can’t be queried inDatabase1
after the completion; it can be queried inDatabase2. As de-
scribed above, the temporal update results are queried after
the online entry transaction, that is, the serialization between
them could be controlled.

5.3 Evaluations of Implementation in
Distributed Environment

As for the data movement by the temporal update, its busi-
ness programs in the destination server could be composed by
only local transactions. That is, as shown in Figure 8, as for
Stock Management Tablestock in Database2, since the ex-
isting data in another database is only inserted by both of the
batch update and OB update, there is no competition with the
online entry. Also, since Control tables are used only inside
of the view table and hidden from the above-mentioned pro-
grams, these tables could be implemented without influences
on the existing programs ofServer2 except the implementa-
tion about the view tables.

On the other hand, as for the business program in the server
where the temporal update is performed, the implementations
about it were necessary. As for the updating of Control ta-
bles, by developing the control class for the temporal update,
the business programs could be configured to call its methods
at the timing of start and end of the online entry transactions
as shown in Figure 6. So, these tables are hidden from the
business programs. However, since the OB update has to be
executed as a part of the online entry transaction, it had to be
integrated into the corresponding online entry program. By
the way, as for the implementation of this method, since the
data ofd0t mask has to be insertedbefore the online entry
transaction start, the transaction of this method had to be exe-
cuted separating from it. Similarly, in the case of abort, since
the rollback of the online entry transaction is executed, the
data ofd0t mask had to be deletedby another transaction.
In addition, in the case of success, the deletion could be exe-
cuted in the same transaction.

As for the batch update, the serialization control between
the temporal update and the online entry transactions had to
be executed at the start and end of the transaction. On the
other hand, since this control wasn’t necessary except these
timing, the business tables of each database could be updated
by the local transactions one after another. In particular, in the
case of the number of the updating data was small, its com-
mit was not necessary in the middle of the updating. So, the
updating features could be implemented by only using SQL
statement without the cursor operations, and we could imple-
ment it more efficiently than the mini-batch.

6 CONSIDERATIONS

We found that the temporal update can be completed im-
mediately after the completion of the batch update by this
method. As for the temporal update, since the OB update
has to be executed as a part of the online entry transaction, its
execution time is considered to become long particularly in
the distributed environment. Therefore, from the viewpoint
of the efficiency, to reduce the execution time of the temporal
update is effective.

Incidentally, we consider that the method to reserve the
completion time of the temporal update is also useful in both
of the centralized and distributed systems. It can be used in
the case to change great deal of data in a lump-sum at the des-
ignated time and so on. For example, we discuss the case that
the share of product of each branch is changed at the prear-
ranged date in Figure 8. In this case, we execute the temporal
update with reserving its completion time at 0 a.m. of the
designated date and the stock of each branch office can be
updated at once with reflecting the sale earlier.

Also, we found that the serialization between the temporal
update and online entry can be composed without the lock
feature. It has been pointed out that the long time transactions
and the lock feature cause the fault in the distributed systems.
So, we consider that the lump-sum update can be composed
more secure by this method.

Moreover, in the case of the data movement from one server
to another server, we found that we need to implement only
the control tables and the view tables as for the latter; the
existing business programs are not affected except the imple-
mentation about the view table. In particular, even the lock
feature for update isn’t necessary, because the lump-sum up-
date can be executed by only the insertion of data. That is, this
method is valid in the case of data transfer from the specified
administration server to the other servers widely.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In IWIN2012, We showed the temporal update method in
a centralized database is effective in the viewpoint of main-
taining the consistency and updating data efficiently. How-
ever, to apply this method to the distributed database, there
are problems: it is difficult to estimate its completion time; an
online entry wait is spread to the other servers at the comple-
tion timing of this method, because the serialization between
the batch update and the online entry transactions has to be
performed. For these problems, we propose the method in
this paper for the following purpose: the beforehand estima-
tion of its completion time becomes unnecessary; the serial-
ization can be executed without the online entry waits. And,
we confirmed by experiments that these feature was valid and
could be implemented in the distributed database. Moreover,
we find through these experiments this method is also valid
in the case of data transfer from the specified administration
server to the other servers in a wide area.

The future challenge is the evaluation of the operational
efficiency and performance in the viewpoint of the business
system in order to adopt it to the actual distributed systems.
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Abstract––Simple electroencephalographs (EEG devices), 

which have recently been used commercially to an 

increasing extent, are portable and wearable, such that they 

do not restrict a wearer's actions. This convenience of use 

allows the ordinary use of electroencephalography 

inexpensively and widely. This study examines the 

construction of a system that can feed back EEG 

information obtained using a simple EEG devices for 

instruction assistance in distance learning. This paper 

presents a discussion of the characteristics of a simple EEG 

device and the state of EEG, and describes an experimental 

comparative analysis of correlation of cognition and 

memorization during a student's learning act with EEG data 

obtained by EEG measurement. The results revealed the 

effectiveness of β/α as an index for stress and attention level 

in cognition. Results reveal that Low-γ, which reflects 

memorization work, is effective as an index for estimating 

memorization-oriented learning approaches. 

 

Keywords: Brain wave sensor; Meditation, α wave and β 

wave, Distance Learning, e-Learning 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Electroencephalography (EEG), which provides biological 

information, is widely used as a performance index of 

information processing taking place in the brain. Frequency 

response among EEG characteristics is known to be related 

closely to cognitive processes such as learning, language, 

and perception [1]. By virtue of continued development of 

brain science and technology, electroencephalographs (EEG 

devices) that used to be expensive and bulky have been 

miniaturized for portability. Simple EEG devices that are 

wearable and sufficiently compact to permit a wearer to 

have unrestricted movement have become commercially 

available recently. We specifically assess the merits of a 

simple EEG device and explain the construction of a system 

that feeds back EEG information for use with distance 

learning. 

Distance learning systems are beneficial because the 

progress and results of learning can be fed back and checked 

immediately. However, there are shortcomings: student 

learning cannot be observed directly, and insufficient 

information such as the learning state and progress 

information can offer only limited support. It is therefore 

indispensable to observe the cognition and mental condition 

of user students with biological information obtained from 

EEG, to enable the support of students in light of their actual 

conditions. Such a system for observation can be expected 

to improve distance learning shortcomings and to encourage 

instruction assistance and student learning. 

This paper presents a discussion of the characteristics of a 

simple EEG device and the state of EEG, describes an 

investigation of whether EEG information is useful as an 

external index of cognition state at EEG measurement, and 

explains an experimental comparative analysis of correlation 

of cognition and memorization during a student's learning 

with EEG data obtained from EEG measurements. 

2 ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 

Electroencephalography (EEG), which can measure an 

index of human information-processing steps, is widely 

employed in medicine for integrative functional evaluation 

of a brain, and for investigation of brain disorders through 

epileptology and angiopathy. An electrical signal arises in 

the event of neural ignition or synaptic transmission in a 

brain. This biological signal can be recorded using an 

electrode placed on the scalp as it emerges as brain potential 

change. It is designated as an electroencephalogram [2]. The 

EEG data are classified into five types according to the 

frequency range. Listed below are the designation, 

frequency range, and typical mental state of the appearance 

of each wave. 

- δ waves, 1–4 Hz, in sleep 

- θ waves, 4–8 Hz, in sleep/attention 

- α waves, 8–12 Hz, relaxed/eyes closed 

- β waves, 15–20 Hz, concentrated/moving 

- γ waves, 30 Hz -, processing memory and vision 

Fourier analysis of original collected EEG data yields the 

power spectrum of each frequency. 

However, EEGs show many individual differences. The 

relation between EEG and the cognition state varies with 

circumstances even for the same person. The emergence of α 

waves does not always imply that a subject is relaxed. 

Accordingly, it is necessary to perform repeated 

measurements and to compare data with EEG obtained in 

various circumstances. 
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3 SIMPLE 

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH 

An EEG device measures and records 

electroencephalographic data. Conventional experimental 

studies of brain physiology use a large-scale apparatus. 

However, such an EEG device is unsuitable for ordinary use. 

Medical-grade instruments with many electrodes bother 

subjects because of their inconvenient requirements for 

wearing and restriction of movement, which burden subjects 

with stress. This situation might inhibit their learning, which 

is the objective of this study. When medical level precision 

is necessary for acquisition of EEG data, EEG equipment 

should be used. However, small portable EEG devices that 

are easily available are desirable in cases where EEG 

information is used for applications, assuming a simple EEG 

input interface and ordinary use. 

For these reasons, it is easy and effective to use a simple 

EEG device rather than the medical type of EEG device for 

introducing EEG devices to educational use, as in this study. 

Therefore, this study conducts EEG experiments using 

MindSet
TM

 produced by NeuroSky, Inc. [3], which is 

inexpensive and wearable. MindSet transmits digital EEG 

data to a PC. The potential between a sensor on the forehead 

and an electrode on the ear is measured, collected EEG data 

are analyzed with an on-board chip built in an ear pad, and 

data are transmitted to a PC using Bluetooth, a wireless 

communication system. Figure 1 shows communication with 

MindSet and a PC. 

 
Figure 1: MindSet

TM
 and communication. 

 

Features of MindSet are listed below. 

- Measurement point: at the frontal lobe with one sensor 

(international 10 / 20 system (Fp1)). 

- A reference point is set on an earlobe. 

- Dry sensor type EEG module. 

- A chip in the ear pad performs from sensing to analysis. 

- Operable with most processors and DPS. 

- Data transfer to PC employs Bluetooth communication. 

- Sampling at 512 Hz. 

- Each frequency component is extracted using fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) for every second. 

A sampling frequency of 512 Hz assures 512 original EEG 

data obtained every second. Frequency components are 

extracted by application of FFT to these data, which are then 

digitized and transmitted to a PC. Other signals are 

transmitted and received as data aside from these, including 

poor-sig-lev (noise intensity) and e-sense meter (an original 

index of NeuroSky) such as the attention level and 

meditation level. Table 1 shows the range of each frequency 

component at FFT. 

 

Table 1:  Frequency component table of brain wave 

 

There are libraries and applications accompanying the 

simple NeuroSky EEG device, which can facilitate users' 

research and development. The system environment of this 

study collects EEG data using an application provided by 

NeuroSky. 

 

4 STATE OF EEG AND LEARNING 

STATE 

Previous research findings in psychology and brain 

science empirically teach that EEG waveforms are useful as 

an index of a mental condition if observed with a related 

event. The measurement of the following is regarded as 

effective to observe human mental conditions: The power 

spectrum of α and β waves obtained by discrete Fourier 

transform of obtained EEG, the fraction of α or β waves to 

the whole EEG, and the ratio of α waves to β waves [4,5].  

waves are a waveform that is generally observed during rest 

and wakefulness. However, the α wave amplitude is 

generally enlarged in a relaxed state, but it shrinks with 

tension and the appearance of β waves. 

Particularly β waves (13–30 Hz) are considered to be 

closely related to cognition states. Some reports describe 

studies that address the relation between intellectual tasks 

and EEG. Giannitrapani et al. [6] measured the EEG of 

healthy persons during an intelligence test. They discovered 

that the low-frequency component of β waves became 

predominant during reading tests, mathematics tests, and a 

figure alignment tests, but they are less dominant during 

other tests, which demonstrates that β waves are effective to 

some extent as an index for inferring a cognition state. 

 

 

Type 
Measurable 

data (Hz) 
State of mind 

δ waves 0.5–2.75 

Deep sleep without 

dreaming, non-REM sleep, 

unconsciousness 

θ waves 3.5–6.75 

Intuition, creativity, 

remembrance, imagination, 

illusion, dreams 

Low α 

waves 
7.5–9.25 

Relaxed but not lazy, peace, 

consciousness 

High α 

waves 
10–11.75 

Formerly designated as 

sensorimotor rhythm (SMR), 

relaxed but concentrating, 

integrative 

Low β 

waves 
13–16.75 

Contemplation, recognizing 

self and environment 

High β 

waves 
18–29.75 Alert, wakefulness 

Low γ 

waves 
31–39.75 

Memorization, high-order 

cognitive activity 

Mid γ 

waves 
41–49.75 

Visual information 

processing 
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It is assumed that γ waves (31 Hz or over) are related mainly 

to higher order mental activity, which is regarded as a 

mechanism that yields the variance matrix of cognitive 

processing. It allows synchronous and concerted cognitive 

activity such as perception. Because γ waves are prone to be 

affected by motion of muscles and eyeballs, it is important 

that signals be separated carefully for identification. 

 

5 EEG ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

It was necessary to construct an EEG acquisition system to 

record EEG in advance of EEG observation experiments in 

this study. Because the API of MindSet can acquire but not 

record EEG data, a Windows program that records EEG 

data was coded in Java and implemented. Figure 2 depicts 

the schematic diagram of the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of EEG Acquisition system. 

 

MindSet transmits data to a PC through a Bluetooth Driver. 

A server program distributed by NeuroSky (Think Gear 

Connector) is accessed by TCP when extracting data from 

the PC. The Java program prepared in this study performs 

socket communication to the server program and receives 

data. A packet is transmitted every other second and the 

acquired packet is analyzed. This provides the numerical 

data, attention level, relaxation level, and sensor sensitivity 

of each frequency range. Because the received data are big 

endian, log data are written as a text file in little endian, 

floating point format for processing by this system. 

 

6 EEG MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT 
This experiment is aimed at analyzing the relation between 

an EEG and cognition state in a learning state under 

cognitive work with a simple wearable EEG device.
i
 

Accordingly, an EEG under cognitive work is measured, the 

relation between the EEG measured, cognition and 

frequency response are observed, and the correlation 

between a learning state and an EEG is investigated. 

EEG measurement was made possible by cooperation of 

several students in our laboratory as subjects. Measurements 

were conducted in a seminar room, and attention of the 

subjects was controlled by providing sufficient intermissions. 

Power spectra at respective frequency ranges and sensor 

sensitivities were recorded during experiments. Analysis 

was conducted only when sensor sensitivity was the best, as 

a precondition of analysis. δ and θ wave regions below 5 Hz 

were excluded from analysis because they are prone to be 

affected by noise. The mid-γ wave region (41–49.75) was 

also excluded because it is affected strongly by muscle and 

eyeball motion. The Low-γ wave region (31–39.75) was 

analyzed because it is close to the β wave region and is 

influenced slightly. Otherwise, strange numerical values 

occurred among continuous and stable data even at the best 

sensor sensitivity, although rarely. Such cases were excluded 

as noise. 

 

6.1 Experiment Outline 
- Subject: Three men in their 20s (university natural science 

students) 

- Measuring time: Up to 3 min 

- Cognitive themes: 

(Experiment 1) Music appreciation 

(Experiment 2) Learning of arithmetic themes (flash mental 

calculation) 

- Supplement: Survey after experiments 

 

6.2 Experimental Procedure 
A subject who is seated on a chair in front of a PC 

executes a specified cognitive task wearing the simple EEG 

device. The electroencephalogram is produced by the EEG 

device. Then, the standard deviation of each frequency 

parameter and the intensity of each power spectrum are 

analyzed comparatively using spreadsheet software. 

Because the taste of genres in music appreciation and the 

calculation approach in free calculation might depend on 

each subject, ambiguous parts were supplemented by survey 

from a subject after experiment. 
- Taste of genres from three kinds of music appreciation 

- Approach at free calculation 

- Good or poor at calculation and memorization 

 

6.3 Experiment 1 – Music Appreciation 
Subjects listen to music in designated genres for 3 min. 

Measurement is conducted with eyes open. The genres to be 

appreciated are as follows. 

- Music appreciation (electronic) 

- Music appreciation (classical) 

- Music appreciation (jazz) 

(1) Experimental result 

Table 2 presents results of music appreciation based on the 

survey result after experiments. The table has a ranking of 

each subject's favorite genre, the spectral average of α and β 

components, and the average of β/α. Figure 3 is a graph 

showing the ranking of each subject's favorite genre and the 

average of β/α. 
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Table 2: Result of music appreciation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Favorite Genre ranking and β/α average. 

 

6.4 Experiment 2 – Arithmetic Theme 
Subjects must solve 10 problems, each requiring addition 

of five numbers continuously displayed at an interval of 0.5 

s. The problems are given one task after another with an 

interval of 3 s, conducted under the following guidance: 

- Free calculation (no guidance provided, each subject can 

tackle the problem freely) 

- Calculation-oriented (compute tasks one by one as soon 

as they are displayed without memorization) 

- Memorizing-oriented (compute tasks after memorizing 

five numbers displayed in advance) 

(1) Experimental result 

The approaches the subjects used to solve free calculation 

problems were assessed. Most subjects selected the 

calculation-oriented or memorization-oriented approach 

according to a general situation to tackle problems, in spite 

of differences in detail. 

Subject A: calculation-oriented; memorizes and then 

computes only when pushed for time. 

Subject B: calculate first up to the second – third numbers, 

then memorizes remainder and computes. 

Subject C: calculates only numbers that are easy to compute, 

and if judged as difficult, then memorizes and calculates. 

It was also surveyed how good or poor the subjects were at 

calculation and memorization. Tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show 

experimentally obtained results for this point. The table has 

β/α and the average and dispersion of Low-γ of the 

following three subjects considering results of Experiment 

1: Subject A, who favors electronic music and who is good 

at calculation; Subject B, who favors classical music and 

who is good at memorization; and Subject C, who favors 

jazz music and has no special capabilities for calculation and 

memorization. Figures 4 and 5 respectively show 

comparisons of β/α and the average of Low-γ of each subject. 

 

 

Table 3-1: Subject A, who favors electronic music and is good at calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  Music genre 
Favorite 

ranking 

α 

Average 

β 

Average 

β/α 

Average 

Subject 

A 

Electronic 1 3.35895  1.74865  0.65167  

Classical 3 2.36037  1.39479  0.78461  

Jazz 2 3.25979  1.77580  0.67513  

Subject 

B 

Electronic 3 2.21645  1.32405  0.82492  

Classical 1 2.67938  1.56875  0.72554  

Jazz 2 2.39551  1.45120  0.79272  

Subject 

C 

Electronic 2 2.69348  1.59780  0.76520  

Classical 3 2.38589  1.40642  0.80344  

Jazz 1 2.82039  1.61367  0.74251  

Subject A Cognitive work 
β/α 

Average 

β/α 

Dispersion 

Low-γ 

Average 

Low-γ 

Dispersion 

Music 

appreciation 

Electronic 0.65167 0.23039 0.28196 0.05579 

Classical 0.78461 0.25888 0.30471 0.09386 

Jazz 0.67513 0.20000 0.22446 0.04573 

Arithmetic theme 

Free calculation 0.70166  0.22966  0.24043  0.07013  

Calculation-oriented 1.57748 1.74876 0.27906 0.04940 

Memorization-

oriented 
0.86462 0.22815 0.77958 0.69460 
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Table 3-2: Subject B, who favors classical music and is good at memorization. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3-3: Subject C, who favors jazz music and is both so-so at calculation and memorization. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Average of β/α. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Average of Low-γ. 

Subject B Cognitive work 
β/α 

Average 

β/α 

Dispersion 

Low-γ 

Average 

Low-γ 

Dispersion 

Music 

appreciation 

Electronic 0.82492  0.26036  0.25213  0.02883  

Classical 0.72554  0.27589  0.24604  0.03976  

Jazz 0.79272  0.21514  0.21514  0.06640  

Arithmetic theme 

Free calculation 0.92881  0.74894  0.53062  0.39876  

Calculation-oriented 1.09457 1.18760 0.40270 0.14323 
Memorization-

oriented 
0.74728  0.24607  0.80152  0.74628  

Subject C Cognitive work 
β/α 

Average 

β/α 

Dispersion 

Low-γ 

Average 

Low-γ 

Dispersion 

Music 

appreciation 

Electronic 0.76704  0.28385  0.30986  0.05646  

Classical 0.80344  0.33070  0.28253  0.05584  

Jazz 0.74251  0.31665  0.30328  0.04828  

Arithmetic theme 

Free calculation 1.18927  0.99259  0.37377  0.09034  

Calculation-oriented 1.37995  1.62096  0.40329  0.08138  
Memorization-

oriented 
0.84637  0.37325  0.62736  0.59020  
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(2) Analysis of experimentally obtained results 

The experimentally obtained results show that β/α of the 

arithmetic theme was considerably greater than that of music 

appreciation. Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate a significant 

upward tendency such that the average of β/α of all three 

subjects exceeded 1 in the calculation-oriented approach. 

The attention level of β/α varied with how good or poor a 

subject was at the task. Change in subject A, good at 

calculation, was the greatest; then C and B followed, which 

is the same order as goodness in calculation. The change of 

β/α in the memorization-oriented approach was about as 

much as that in music appreciation, which revealed that β/α 

varies greatly without any modifying difficulty in an 

experiment theme depending on an approach. 

Next, the Low-γ component is discussed. Table 3 and 

Figure 5 demonstrate an increase in Low-γ component 

instead of change in β/α in the memorization-oriented 

approach. The average and dispersion of Low-γ component 

increased from calculation-oriented, free calculation, to 

memorization-oriented. Especially, the dispersion of the 

Low-γ component in memorization-oriented changed greatly. 

Subject B, who is good at memorization, provided 

interesting results. Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 show the 

transition of Low-γ component in the arithmetic theme of 

Subject B. Low-γ component was observed to change 

greatly in the descending order of calculation-oriented, free 

calculation, and memorization-oriented. The maximum of 

Low-γ component in memorization-oriented approach was 

more than twice that of calculation-oriented approach. 

Furthermore, the graph in the memorization-oriented 

approach had such a drastic change that the Low-γ 

component increased whenever a new problem was given. 
 

 

 
Figure 6-1: Low-γ of Subject B (calculation-oriented). 

 

 
Figure 6-2: Low-γ of Subject B (free calculation). 

 

 
Figure 6-3: Low-γ of Subject B (memorization-oriented). 

 

7 COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION AND 

DISCUSSION 
 

(1) Music appreciation 

Comparison of genre taste, α waves and β/α of each genre 

in music appreciation revealed that β/α was high for a non-

favorite genre, but low for a favorite genre, in spite of little 

change in magnitude. It is considered to be true because 

music of the favorite genre was pleasant and sufficiently 

comfortable that β/α decreased. Consequently, this result 

suggests that β/α is effective in estimating stress level 

representing pleasant and unpleasant sensations depending 

on individual tastes. 

(2) Arithmetic theme 

β/α tended upward because the arithmetic theme required 

cognition compared with music appreciation. Comparison of 

calculation-oriented, free calculation, and memorization-

oriented indicates significant increase in β/α in calculation-

oriented that requires cognition and concentration most, 

which suggests that β/α increases when cognition and 

concentration are needed to activate the brain. 

Comparison of subjects by whether good-or-poor in 

calculation shows that the variation of β/α was influenced 

thereby. In the calculation-oriented approach, β/α was large 

when a subject was good at calculation, although it was 

small when a subject was poor at it. However, β/α changed 
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little in the memorization-oriented approach, which is 

assumed because memorization freed a subject from 

instantaneous calculation and became unhurried. 

Consequently, the change was slight. 

Presumably, β/α changes greatly when instantaneous 

cognition (flash mental calculation) is required and the brain 

is concentrated, whereas change in β/α decreases when a 

subject is not pressed, considering the above and unmodified 

difficulty of the experiment theme. Accordingly, β/α is 

regarded as effective as an index that measures the attention 

level for instantaneous cognition. 

It was also revealed that the more that memorization was 

required, the stronger the Low-γ component was, in the 

order of memorization-oriented, free calculation, and 

calculation-oriented, which indicates that a Low-γ 

component responds in the event of work to memorize. 

Consequently, a Low-γ component is presumed to be 

effective to measure the degree of the memorization-

oriented approach. Furthermore, instantaneous memorization 

required in the experiment is assumed to correspond to the 

short-term memory in cognitive psychology. Accordingly, it 

is necessary to consider experiments on the transition by the 

amount and difficulty of the content to be memorized in the 

future. 

 

8 CONCLUSION 
The comparative analysis of the power spectrum of α and β 

waves and β/α in multiple cognitive processes was 

conducted experimentally in this paper, for the correlation 

analysis of contemplation in learning state using a simple 

EEG device. It is presumed that observation of the β/α 

component is effective as an index to measure the degree of 

stress and attention level for instantaneous cognition. In 

addition, the Low-γ component is presumably effective as a 

criterion of judgment for the measurement of the degree of 

memorization-oriented approach. 

An experiment equipped with the EEG device, an 

unfamiliar device, did not readily comfort subjects to their 

respective ordinary states. For that purpose, it was presumed 

necessary to let subjects get used to the simple EEG device 

first by increasing the occasions of measurement. Detailed 

analysis of these results is expected to elicit a still more 

effective index to assess the attention level of a brain and 

memorization. 

Consequently, detailed analysis and application study of 

these devices and methods will be conducted in the future, 

aimed at employing them for feedback information used 

with a distance-learning system. This study was supported 

by a grant-in-aid for scientific research No. 24501219. 
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Abstract – We propose a web service that incorporates 

Twitter with sugoroku, which is a traditional Japanese game. 

Twitter poses problem questions, and players of the game 

answer it. The problem questions are contributed regularly. 

An avatar in the sugoroku game moves forward when a 

player answers a question correctly. When two or more 

players are at the same position, he/she can view 

information about the other player(s) and contact them via 

Twitter. We applied this service twice in an experiment, 

and the results indicated that users found the game 

interesting (4.6/5.0) and that the interaction between 

Twitter and the sugoroku was rated highly (3.8/5.0). 

 

Keywords: Twitter, quiz, interaction, sugoroku 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Services that provide a way to communicate through the 

Internet have dramatically increased their users in the past 

decade [1]. Twitter [2] is one of those services, and clients 

who can read a tweet are distributed throughout the world. 

(Twitter is a registered trademark of Twitter, Inc.). In 

addition, many services have been developed to allow users 

to collaborate via Twitter, including games. Some services 

post the result of the game as a tweet. However, only a few 

services exist where Twitter is an integral part of the game. 

That is, most services using Twitter are one-way services. 

Twitter and its interactive service are unknown. Two-way  

(or interactive) services between Twitter and other services 

are requested.  

   Therefore, we propose a service with a strongly linked 

interaction between Twitter and the sugoroku, which is a 

traditional Japanese grid game. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Twitter 

   Twitter is a service administered by Twitter, Inc., where 

the user can publicly post a “tweet,” which is a short 

sentence that is 140 characters or less. Users can share a 

tweet with other users as a post to announce or initiate a 

conversation, or they can use a tweet to reply to another. 

The Twitter API is provided to third-party applications to 

be able to access Twitter functionality. 

2.2 Dotwar 

   Dotwar [3] is a game that uses a user’s profile image from 

Twitter. The profile image of the user is divided into dots, 

which become a group of soldiers, who fight against the 

dots from the profile image of another user. The profile 

image is acquired automatically when a user enters a 

Twitter account ID in the game. The user can also tweet the 

result of the play. This game is not an interactive game 

completely. 

2.3 Fuurai no shiren 4+ 

   Fuurai no shiren 4+ [4] is an RPG game. Users search 

in dungeon, which is generated at random. The game 

system itself is not related to Twitter, but the result of the 

game could be tweeted by the user. That is, a one-way 

service. 

   Many Twitter-related games exist, but most of the games 

simply post to Twitter and do not integrate other types of 

Twitter functionality. 

3 THE SYSTEM 

3.1 Design policy 

 
The design policy of the service is shown below: 

(1) Mutual interaction between Twitter and the service 

  Few games work with Twitter in a cooperative sense. 

Therefore, we provide a game that interacts with Twitter 

mutually. 

(2) A user-friendly interface and service 

  The game must be usable by anyone, regardless of age or 

gender. Therefore, the user interface must be easy to use.  

  We developed a service composed of a quiz and the 

sugoroku game, which are well-known in Japan. 

 

3.2 Development environment 

 
  We use the twitteroauth library from the Twitter API [5] 

and Flash to develop the sugoroku system.  

Table 1 shows a list of software that comprises this 

service.  
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Table 1: Software constitution. 

Component Software 

Web server Apache 

RDBMS MySQL 

Scripting language PHP, Action Script3.0, 

Flash 

 

3.3 Function 
This service consists of Twitter and a game (sugoroku). 

Players answer problems in Twitter, and the results are 

translated as the progress in sugoroku. Figure 1 shows the 

relation between Twitter and the sugoroku game. 

 

 
 

Figure1: Relation between Twitter and the sugoroku game. 

 

(1) Problem contribution function 

This function posts the description of the problem and 

four choices for the problem as one tweet. The problem is 

randomly selected from a database. Figure 2 shows an 

example of a problem that was posted on Twitter. 

 
Figure2: An example of a problem that was posted on 

Twitter. 

 

(2) Right or wrong judgment function 

This function judges whether the answer provided by a 

player is right or wrong. If the response tweet includes the 

choice number of the correct answer or the words of the 

correct answer, this function concludes that the player 

answered it correctly. If the response tweet does not include 

the correct answer, the function concludes that the answer 

is incorrect. 

 

 

(3) Correct answer contribution function 

This function posts the correct answer to a problem as a 

tweet. Figure 3 shows an example of a posted correct 

answer. The characters of “and 4164” of Fig.3 is an 

identifier. The number of steps that a player advances in the 

game is included in the tweet. Figure 4 shows an example 

of a tweet whether each player posted the right or wrong 

answer. The number of advancing steps is also included. 

 
Figure 3: An example of a posted correct answer. 

 

 
Figure 4: An example of a reply indicating whether each 

player provided the right or wrong answer. 

 

(4) Sugoroku state update function 

This function updates the state of the game, including the 

new position of the players and the number of turns taken 

by the players. If a player answers a question correctly, the 

avatar moves forward two steps. If the answer is incorrect, 

the avatar moves forward one step. If a player does not 

respond to a problem, the avatar does not move forward.  

 

(5) Goal arrival contribution function 

This function posts the name of the player who arrived at 

the goal and the number of turns taken to arrive at the goal. 

The post is a normal tweet, not a reply. Figure 5 shows an 

example of a tweet indicating the arrival of a player at the 

goal. The characters of “and939” of Fig,5 is an identifier.  
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Figure 5: An example of a screen of a tweet generated by 

the goal-arrival contribution function. 

 

(6) Sugoroku state indication function 

  This function displays the state of the sugoroku game. 

Figure 6 shows an example of a screen of a sugoroku game. 

The avatar of the player is displayed using the player’s 

profile image in Twitter on the load-carrying platform. The 

avatars of other players are displayed as small circles  in the 

ten steps. Each player starts at the top-left step. 

If two or more avatars are in the same step, those players 

can communicate with each other, and their details are 

shown, so that they could access each other’s Twitter pages. 

 

 
Figure 6: An example of a screen of the sugoroku game. 

 

(7) Other player information indication function 

   This function displays the Twitter information about 

other players in the same step. 

 

(8) Other player tweet indication function 

   This function displays tweets from other players in the 

same step. Figure 7 shows an example of a tweet from 

another player. 

      
Figure 7: An example of a tweet from another player. 

 

(9) Twitter home access function 

    This function shows the Twitter home of a player in the 

same step. Figure 8 shows three players in the same step in 

the lower-right side. If the player clicks the area indicated 

by the white arrow, then the Twitter home of that player is 

displayed (bottom part of Fig.8). 

             
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8: An example of a screen that enables access to 

another player’s Twitter page. 

 

3.4 Operation 
To participate in this service, the GameMaster account 

must be followed in Twitter. The GameMaster account in 

Twitter posts the questions that players must answer. This 

system considers any player responding to the GameMaster 

account to be a service participant. By responding to the 

GameMaster account, the posted problem is displayed on 

the player’s timeline. Figure 9 shows the flow of the service. 

The GameMaster account posts questions regularly. 

However, the participants of the game must answer the 

problem within a time limit. The player can answer many 

times as long as the replies are within the time limit, but 
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only the last answer of the player is considered the final 

answer. 

After the time limit passes, the GameMaster account posts 

the correct answer. The player advances on the sugoroku 

game only for the steps mentioned in the tweet. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: The progress of the service. 

The questions are created and posted regularly. One of 

the questions is shown below: 

 

“What is the public transportation in Seattle?” 

The answer is chosen from the options below: 

1: A cable car, 2: An underground bus, 3: A subway, 4: A 

ropeway 

 

   2: An underground bus is the correct answer. 

 

   Examples of other question are shown in Appendix A. 

 

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Experiment 

 Eleven students from Wakayama University were the 

subjects for our experiment. Most (10/11) have used 

Twitter. The subjects were asked to use the accounts that 

we prepared. The subjects were divided into two groups  

with differences in intervals between questions.  

   The subjects were free to post tweets during the 

experiment and to use the service. The subjects do not 

know the names of the other players. The experiment was 

conducted in one full day. Figure 10 shows an example of a 

screen of tweets. A player answers a question. Every player 

can view the answer. The answers are checked every five 

minutes. Table 2 shows details of the experiments. 

 
Figure 10: An example of a screen of tweets. 

 

Table 2: The details of the experiments. 

 Number 

of the 
subjects 

Number of 

the 
questions 

Questions 

interval 
(min.) 

Answer 

time 
(min.) 

Exp.1 5 19 60 30 

Exp.2 6 32 45 30 

 

 

4.2 Experimental results 
    
   The result of Experiment 1 is shown in Table 3. Only 

Subject D reached the goal. The number of questions is 19.  

 

Table 3: Result of Experiment 1. 

Subject Number of 

answers 

Position at the end 

of the game 

A 1 2 

B 3 6 

C 5 9 

D 8 10 

E 3 4 

 

   The result of Experiment 2 is shown in Table 4. Subjects 

A, B, C, D, and E reached the goal. The number of 

questions is 32.  
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Table 4: Result of Experiment 2. 

Subject Number of 

answers 

Position at the end 

of the game 

A 15 10 

B 5 10 

C 7 10 

D 6 10 

E 5 10 

F 5 8 

 

  Table 5 shows the results of a questionnaire about the 

problems and answers in Twitter. These questions were 

rated using a five-step scale.  

 

Table 5: Results of questionnaire about the problems and 

answers in Twitter. 

Question Exp.1 Exp.2 

Q1: Was the interval between 

questions appropriate? 

4.0 3.8 

Q2: Was the number of the 

questions within one day 

appropriate? 

2.8 4.0 

Q3: Was it easy to answer the 

question? 

4.8 4.3 

Q4: Was Twitter pleasant to 

use for the questions and 

answers? 

4.6 5.0 

   1: I strongly disagree, 2: I disagree, 3: I neither agree nor  

   disagree, 4: I agree, 5: I strongly agree 

 

   Table 6 shows the results of a questionnaire about Twitter 

and the sugoroku game. These questions were rated using a 

five-step scale. The evaluation value is the mean for all 11 

subjects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Results of questionnaire about Twitter and the 

sugoroku game. 

 

Question Evaluation 

Q5: Did you become interested 

in the other players?  

3.8 

Q6: Did you feel inclined to 

answer a problem in Twitter by 

the sugoroku game?  

3.8 

Q7: Did you feel that the 

sugoroku and Twitter worked in 

tandem?  

4.2 

Q8: Was this service pleasant to 

use?  

4.6 

     1: I strongly disagree, 2: I disagree, 3: I neither agree nor 

     disagree, 4: I agree, 5: I strongly agree 

 

4.3 Discussion 

   First, we discuss the problems and answers in Twitter 

(Table 5). 

   Q1: “Was the interval between questions appropriate?” 

The ratings are 4.0 (Exp.1) and 3.8 (Exp.2); therefore, the 

interval between questions is better around 60 minutes than 

45 minutes.  But, in the case of Exp.2, everybody aimed at 

the goal. Experiment 2 (every 45 minutes) may be better to 

concentrate on a game. 

   Q2: “Was the number of the questions within one day 

appropriate?” The ratings are 2.8 (Exp.1) and 4.0 (Exp.2); 

therefore, we think that more questions are better. 

   Q3: “Was it easy to answer the question?” The ratings are 

4.8 (Exp.1) and 4.3 (Exp.2). Both results are high. We think 

that the design of the system is good; for example, the reply 

system using Twitter and the issue of choice. 

   Q4: “Was Twitter pleasant to use for the questions and 

answers?” The ratings are 4.6 (Exp.1) and 5.0 (Exp.2). Both 

results are high. Answering in Twitter is regarded as a 

pleasant game experience. Because, the answer of other 

player can be viewed, players can suppose the answers 

(Fig.10). 

   The subjects needed knowledge on a wide variety of 

subjects. A player enjoys the game more if he/she has such 

knowledge. 

   Next, we consider the interaction between Twitter and the 

sugoroku game. 

   Q5: “Did you become interested in the other players?” 

The rating is 3.8, which is comparatively high. We think 

that we can promote interest in other players on the same 

step by displaying their information on a sugoroku screen. 
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   Q6: “Did you feel inclined to answer a problem in Twitter 

by the sugoroku game?” The rating is 3.8, which is 

comparatively high. We could conclude that answering 

questions in Twitter was encouraged by the sugoroku game. 

  Q7: “Did you feel that the sugoroku and Twitter worked in 

tandem?” The rating is 4.2, which is high. We think that the 

cooperation between Twitter and the sugoroku game are 

good, based on the result of Q6 above. 

   The evaluation about Q8:“Was this service pleasant to 

use?” The rating is 4.6, which is high.  

   We believe the rating was generally high, because of the 

players’ knowledge on a wide variety of subjects. 

5 CONCLUSION  

We proposed a service that uses Twitter in a sugoroku 

game. We tested this service twice, and the results of 

experiment indicated that the game was interesting (4.6/5.0) 

by Q8, and the interaction between Twitter and the 

sugoroku game was evaluated relatively high (3.8/5.0) by 

Q5 and Q6. However, we should compare other related 

games. 

In the future, we would like to modify the questions 

based on the progress of the sugoroku game and to enable 

participation of more people. 
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APPENDIX A 

The following are examples of the questions posed to the 

players: 

 

Question: What is the capital of Australia? 

(Answer: Canberra) 

 

Question: What prefecture includes the highest mountain   

in Kyushu? 

(Answer: Kagoshima) 

 

Question: What is the name of the food created with the  

water used to boil the jaja noodles of Morioka? 

(Answer: Chitantan) 

 

Question: What is the sexagenary cycle of 2009? 

(Answer: The Ox) 

 

Question: What is the deep-fried chicken called in  

Hokkaido? 

(Answer: Zangi) 

 

Question: Which company runs the route bus with the  

longest route in Japan? 

(Answer:  Nara Kotsu Bus Lines Co., Ltd.) 

 

Question: Which company supplies electricity in  

Yakushima? 

(Answer: YAKUSHIMA DENKO CO., LTD.) 
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Abstract – Enterprise Architecture needs to cover various 
aspects of the target enterprise, starting from business 
strategy to communication protocols. However, business 
environment changes daily, and new technologies are 
constantly introduced. There is a need to define a basic 
mechanism for integrating new technologies into Enterprise 
Architecture. This paper presents a candidate mechanism for 
integrating recently accepted technology elements, such as 
mobile/cloud computing, and social network. The proposed 
mechanism is for RM-ODP viewpoint language based 
Enterprise Architecture, which includes modification 
approach to meta-models and UML Profiles. Findings and 
discussion covers integration approaches, relationship with 
model driven software development, and openness or 
interoperability of Enterprise Architecture. 
 
Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, RM-ODP, Mobile 
Device, Cloud Computing, Social Network, UML 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Enterprise Architecture 

Enterprise Architecture is a widely recognized term for 
designing enterprise’s software and system architecture. 
Examples include Zachman Framework [1][2], TOGAF [3], 
and Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) [4]. In standards 
domain, RM-ODP [5][6][7] is an ISO/IEC/ITU-T standard 
for specifying Open Distributed Processing, which can also 
be considered as an Enterrpise Architecture Framework. It 
provides foundational concepts and standard viewpoints 
including languages and structuring rules for specifying 
enterprise systems. The viewpoints of RM-ODP include 
Enterprise, Information, Computational, Engineering, and 
Technology. Other frameworks use different classification 
scheme: Perspectives in Zachman Framework, Architecture 
Domains in TOGAF, and sub-architecture domains in 
Federal Enterprise Architecture. Because of its neutrality, 
openness, availability of tools, we chose RM-ODP to 
represent Enterprise Architecture for use in this paper. 

One issue with Enterprise Architecture is that they are 
designed to be stable, which is good but at the same time 
that may imply it is hard to modify the architecture or 
difficult to introduce new architectural elements. Therefore, 
there is a need to study how Enterprise Architecture can be 
designed to become flexible enough to incorporate changes 
in consistent manner. 

1.2 Modeling Software Architecture 

Widely used modeling language for specifying software 
systems is UML or Unified Modeling Language [12]. It 
provides a means for defining structural and behavioral 
aspects of the target system, using its modeling elements 
such as Class, Component, and Activity. Although it is a 
general purpose modeling language, with its profiling 
mechanism users can define customized modeling elements 
for specific domains such as embedded systems, real-time 
systems, and Enterprise Architectures. Example profiles 
covering Enterprise Architecture domain include UML 
Profile for DoDAF and MODAF [23] and Use of UML for 
ODP system specifications [8][9]. It usually starts with 
defining meta-model for clarifying relevant domain 
concepts, followed by defining its UML profile. This 
approach is also used for defining meta-model elements of 
other types of technologies described in the next clause, so 
that we can work on integration of those meta-models and 
UML profiles. 

2 RECENT TECHNOLOGIES’ IMPACT 
ON ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE 

Growing popularity of mobile devices such as smart 
phones and tablets, cloud computing, and social networks 
are examples of the changes we have witnessed recently. 
Although those are just examples, those technologies were 
not really considered in Enterprise Architecture ten years 
ago, but we need to integrate them today. We will examine 
kinds of impact those technologies bring to Enterprise 
Architecture. 

2.1  Mobile Devices 

Mobile devices at the time were mainly portable laptop 
PCs and communication means were limited. 

Reason for success may include Moore’s law, people’s 
welcome of mobile devices (actually computer systems), 
and acceptance of living in cyber world (emails, social 
networks etc.). 

Impact on Enterprise Architecture includes addition and 
processing of new data elements like object’s location, 
position, direction and time-stamp. Additional work of 
adjusting UI for mobile devices and increased security 
concerns e.g. by stolen devices or less secure network is also 
part of the impact. Mobility may be applied to people and 
things, such as software elements and hardware elements, 
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specified in Enterprise Architecture. The impact would be to 
all the viewpoints. 

2.2 Cloud Computing 

Application Service Provider or ASP might be 
conceptually close to today’s SaaS (Software as a Service). 
PaaS (Platform as a Service) equivalent did not exist, and 
rental server services or hosting services of the time could 
be considered as services similar to IaaS (Infrastructure as a 
Service) with limited capability. 

Reason for success may be that cloud computing usually 
provides better ROI of IT resources than internal investment 
in hardware, software, system administration, training, and 
system development. 

Impact on Enterprise Architecture includes increased use 
of external application services (SaaS), and external 
platforms to run the applications (IaaS and PaaS). There are 
various types of clouds: public cloud, private or internal 
cloud, hybrid cloud, and personal cloud. NIST’s definition 
of cloud computing [10] is widely accepted. However, the 
use of external resources requires strong governance over 
security and regulatory issues. The impact would be to 
enterprise viewpoint for external applications and to 
computational/engineering/technology viewpoints for 
integration with this technology. 

2.3 Social Network 

Except for forums provided by e.g. online service 
providers, there was nothing comparable with today’s social 
networks in popularity and scale. 

Reason for success may be that enterprises realized the 
importance of people aspect, including e.g. managers, 
developers and operators in enterprise systems, by looking 
at its success in consumer market. It is, therefore, logical to 
consider including this capability into enterprise computing 
systems. 

Impact on Enterprise Architecture includes addition and 
processing of new data elements (social profile and people 
oriented network information), which leads to a new class of 
applications that contributes to better performance by 
enabling posting, reading, reacting to messages to construct 
his/her social networks and analyzing social network [11], in 
the context of enterprise systems. The impact would be to all 
the viewpoints. 

Those three elements, mobility, cloud computing, and 
social network, can have the following relationship (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1: Relationship/Dependencies between mobile 

devices, cloud computing, and social networks 
 
Mobility enhances access capability to a part of enterprise 

system running on cloud platform, cloud computing’s 
scalability and reliability supports dynamic traffic changes 

of social networking, and mobile access to social network 
will accelerate the use of social network. 

3 ANALYSIS AND PROPOSED 
MODIFICATIONS ON RM-ODP 

We analyze these three technology areas and consider 
meta-models or UML Class diagrams representing MOF 
[13] model, consisting of their core concepts and its 
relationships among them, and with RM-ODP concepts, in 
order to define integrated meta-models for UML Profile 
development. Note that some concepts from three areas may 
already be defined in RM-ODP, and we will analyze the 
difference, give priority to existing concepts, and add 
necessary semantic differences to the model element when 
needed. Other elements are assumed to be independent and 
to be integrated into RM-ODP meta-model as domain-
specific extensions. This can be explained with the use of 
UML’s package merge and package import, like the 
following diagram (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: Meta-model integration with package merge 

3.1 Mobile Devices 

In case of mobile devices, mobility elements were not 
present in the most Enterprise Architectures. Some did have 
location concept but it was not meant to be dynamic, e.g. 
specified department’s location such as “Stockholm, 
Sweden” does not change every minute. In order to add 
mobility to an object, it needs to have a mobility attribute or 
an optional link to mobility. Mobility attribute or mobility 
consists of time-stamp and location. If necessary, velocity of 
moving object can be computed using this record 
(v=∆location/∆t). There is a prior work on defining UML 
Profile for Mobile Systems, which shows place or location 
as important concept to be introduced [14]. 

Modifications to RM-ODP are the followings. 
Enterprise/Computational/Engineering/Technology 

Languages: Optional link to Mobility added to Viewpoint 
Objects 

Information Language: No change [since information 
models do not change depending on time and location] 

As proposed changes to RM-ODP concepts, Mobility can 
be defined as a combination of LocationInTime and 
LocationInSpace (Fig. 3, fragment of the modified meta-
model), both are defined terms in RM-ODP. Geographic 
Information standard could be used for 
LocationInSpaceType. 
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Figure 3: TimedLocation 

3.2 Cloud Computing 

In case of cloud computing, especially in business domain, 
the major concerns are actually on business execution, and 
underlying technologies such as computing platform are 
considered as engineering issues. However, use of cloud 
computing based external services can become an impact. 
When they are incorporated into business processes, they 
will work as action/activity or step implementations within 
certain business processes. Those external cloud 
applications usually provide services using web interfaces. 
Therefore, to incorporate external services, support of web 
interfaces or Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [15] will 
be needed in the architecture. In addition, integration with 
existing systems (legacy systems) could also be done in the 
same fashion. Interaction with external services, though, 
will require its policy to cover agreement for using external 
services and/or regulatory restrictions. NIST has published 
Cloud Taxonomy as part of its Cloud Computing Reference 
Architecture, where major cloud computing concepts are 
introduced [16]. 

Modifications to RM-ODP are the followings. 
Enterprise/Computational/Engineering/Technology 

Languages: Optional link to CloudService was added to 
Objects, and a new datatype “CloudServiceType” was 
introduced. 

Information Language: No change [since information 
models do not change depending on where and how they are 
managed] 

As proposed changes to RM-ODP concepts (Fig. 4, 
fragment of the modified meta-model), CloudNature can be 
defined as a combination of CloudSupport (Boolean) with 
CloudType ((Public, Private, Hybrid) & (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS)). 
Also in Enterprise Viewpoint, a Step may be labeled with 
CloudNature, showing that an Object with Cloud Support is 
supporting the Step. 

 
Figure 4: CloudNature 

 

3.3 Social Network 

When a person starts working for an enterprise, he/she 
will be given a title or role in an organization, which is 
connected to what the person is obligated to do, allowed to 
do, and prohibited to do, or job description. This model 
needs to be modified to incorporate sociality, which is 
described in the person’s social profile (Fig. 5, fragment of 
the modified meta-model). A new data types such as 
person’s interests, experience, and participating social 
communities with roles within need to be there. Person is 
usually modeled as Party, which can have a relationship 
with other Parties. RM-ODP’s Community concept is a 
good fit to represent social community. The resulting 
architecture will include parties, services, processes, etc. 
within the enterprise just like normal business processes to 
make best use of people’s capability. There is a work related 
to our meta-model, which lists similar concepts that we have 
here [17]. 

Modifications to RM-ODP are the followings. 
Enterprise Language: Optional link to SocialProfile with 

SocialRelationship were added to Party, and definition of 
SocialProfile was added. 

Information/Computational/Engineering/Technology 
Language: No change 

We use Party as defined in RM-ODP and introduced 
SocialRelationship, Social Profile, and Social Community, 
which is a subclass of Community. We can also use suitable 
Viewpoint Language elements. 

 
Figure 5: SocialProfile 

4 UML PROFILES 

The changes to conceptual model need to be reflected in 
the UML Profile. There is an ISO/IEC/ITU-T standard 
called “Use of UML for ODP system specifications” or 
UML4ODP for short, with which ODP models can be 
created with UML tools. 

There are two ways for modifying UML Profile. First is 
to modify the existing stereotypes, and the second is to 
define and introduce new stereotypes such as MobileObject 
and CloudObject by inheriting from existing stereotypes. 
The latter will lead to a creation of many subclass 
stereotypes such as NV_MobileBinder and 
NV_CloudBinder. In order to avoid the too-many 
stereotypes and the need to introduce new diagrams, we 
chose modifying existing stereotypes approach. 

This integration can also be explained with the use of 
UML’s package merge and package import. The mapping of 
modified parts of the meta-models to UML Profiles is 
discussed below. 
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4.1 Mobile Device and Cloud Extension as 
UML Profile 

Each viewpoint object’s stereotype (EV_Object, 
CV_Object, NV_Object, and TV_Object) is enhanced to 
include attribute definitions covering mobility and cloud-
ness (Fig. 6). An attribute “mobility” is a Boolean with 
default value false, meaning if it is true the object is mobile 
object. Only in that case, time and location attributes are set. 
In the same manner, an attribute “cloud-ness” is a Boolean 
with default value false, meaning if it is true the object is 
cloud-supported object. In this case, cloud type and cloud 
service type attributes are set. 

 
Figure 6: Stereotypes for Mobility and Cloud 

4.2 Social Network Extension as UML 
Profile 

EV_Party was enhanced to have sociality, social 
information, and social communities attribute definitions. 
EV_Community was enhanced to have sociality and 
participants attribute definitions A new stereotype 
SocialRelationship, which extends UML Association, was 
also introduced (Fig. 7). The details of 
SocialInformationType are not defined here. 

 
Figure 7: Stereotypes for Social Network 

5 IMPACT ON ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS 

We have applied those stereotypes together to see what 
kinds of impact Enterprise Architectures receive. 

5.1 Mobile Device 

We observe the following impact. 
1) Enterprise Viewpoint: The most part of this 

viewpoint model does not get impact of mobile object, since 
this viewpoint model mainly talks about why and what. 
However, a Role, an abstraction of behavior performed by 
Object, may get influence by mobile object. Especially, 
policy value will need update to include the cases where 

some Roles are performed by mobile object. For instance, if 
a mobile object performs a part of the process or interaction, 
e.g. new security policy X may apply. 

2) Information Viewpoint: No impact 
3) Computational Viewpoint: Although this viewpoint 

does not care about distribution, mobility is functionality, 
and a mobile object can still be introduced. That will give 
surrounding objects some impact. For instance, an object 
providing geographical map based on a mobile object’s 
TimedLocation information may be introduced to support 
mobile objects. 

4) Engineering Viewpoint: A case of a mobile object 
moving from Node A to Node B becomes a possibility. Also, 
a mobile object may need multiple channels for 
communication, since available channel may be different 
from place to place and from time to time. 

5) Technology Viewpoint: Technology objects 
representing software, hardware, and network will be 
categorized into mobile and non-mobile object. 

5.2 Cloud Computing 

We observe the following impact. 
1) Enterprise Viewpoint: The same observations as 

above (5.1 1)) apply. Policy value will need update to 
include the cases where some Roles are performed by cloud 
object. For instance, if a part of the process (or a step) or 
interaction is performed by a cloud object, or an artifact 
used is fulfilled by a cloud object, e.g. new security policy Y 
may apply.  

2) Information Viewpoint: No impact 
3) Computational Viewpoint: Computational 

Viewpoint model specifies distributed transparency 
attributes as a whole (see UML4ODP). Depending on the 
cloud provider or service, a part of distribution transparency 
may be provided by the cloud, which means with cloud 
object computational model may become composite of ODP 
specified distribution transparency part and cloud provided 
distribution transparency part. 

4) Engineering Viewpoint: In case of SaaS, 
Engineering Viewpoint model including cloud objects and 
channels to communicate with them is all we need to define. 
Other elements such as Node for SaaS may be created as 
virtual element. In case of PaaS, a cloud object providing 
specific application functionality and the platform are the 
main elements to be modeled. Other elements such as Node 
for PaaS may be created as virtual element as well. In case 
of IaaS, it is possible to model most of the engineering 
viewpoint except for Nucleus etc. 

5) Technology Viewpoint: Technology objects 
representing software, hardware, and network will be 
categorized into cloud and non-cloud object. 

5.3 Social Network 

We observe the following impact. 
1) Enterprise Viewpoint: SocialParty, 

SocialRelationship and SocialCommunity are additions to 
the viewpoint model, and those need to be defined.  The 
behaviors defined in the model will need updates to reflect 
the new elements. A process to construct social profile, 
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setup/execute social activity, and to achieve some social 
objective with the help of social relationships may be added. 

2) Other Viewpoints: No impact except for normal 
viewpoint modeling of supporting viewpoint objects for 
communicating with social networks. 

6 APPLYING PROFILES TO MAJOR 
ELEMENTS OF ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECTURE 

We have applied all the UML Profile elements described 
before into existing UML4ODP Profile definition. With this 
revised UML4ODP, we can create new kinds of models or 
diagrams as a step towards Flexible Enterprise Architecture. 

6.1 Enterprise Viewpoint Model 

There are various types of model or diagram in Enterprise 
Viewpoint when UML4ODP is used. The following covers 
only major diagrams. 

Objective diagram: A diagram showing Objective 
decomposition 

CommunityContract diagram: A package diagram 
showing Community and Objective, a package of 
EnterpriseObjectTypes, a package of Roles, a package of 
Policies, and a set of Processes. 

EnterpriseSpec diagram: A package diagram showing 
included CommunityContract packages and associated 
FieldOfApplication. 

EnterpriseObjectTypes diagram: A package showing 
included EnterpriseObjectTypes including ODPSystem, and 
the relationships among them 

RolesInCommunity diagram: A Community and a list of 
Roles involved 

RolesObjects diagram: A diagram showing a set of Roles, 
a set of Objects, and FulfilsRole relationships between them 

Interaction diagram: One or more Interactions with 
associated Roles, referenced Artifacts, and Enterprise 
Objects fulfilling the artifact roles 

Process diagram: An activity diagram showing Roles and 
their bahaviors (Steps, Artefact, etc.) 

Policy diagram: A set of Policy Envelope, Policy Value, 
relevant controlling Process, and affected behaviors such as 
Interactions 

A package of Enterprise Object Types can include 
Enterprise Object Types with new attributes (Fig. 8). 
 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Enterprise Objects with Attributes and Roles 

 
Enterprise Objects with new attributes (see Fig. 8 for 

Handset) can also appear in Interaction Model (Fig. 9). 
 

 
Figure 9: Sample Interaction Diagram 

 
Defined Enterprise Objects can also appear in process 

diagram (Fig. 10).  
Although those are RM-ODP specific diagrams, similar 

models can be found in other Enterprise Architecture 
Frameworks. 

 
Figure 10: MobileObject and Step in Sample Business 

Process 
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6.2 Information Viewpoint Model 

We have defined no additional stereotypes for this 
viewpoint. We can, however, still define additional data 
types or Information Objects in Invariant Schema diagram 
using standard UML4ODP (Fig. 11). 

 

 
Figure 11: New Invariant Schema Elements 

6.3 Computational Viewpoint Model 

There are various types of model or diagram in 
Computational Viewpoint when UML4ODP is used. The 
followings are two of the examples. 

Architecture diagram: A diagram showing logical 
grouping of architectural packages such as application 
objects package containing business functions package and 
ODP function package. Components definition can be a part 
of this diagram. 

Interface/Signature diagram: A diagram showing a set of 
interface definition and signature definitions, with datatype 
definitions used. 

A Computational Object can have TimedLocation and/or 
CloudNature as attribute definitions and be used in the 
architecture diagram below (Fig. 12). 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Sample Mobile and Cloud Components 

 

6.4 Engineering Viewpoint Model 

Kinds of diagram in Engineering viewpoint are similar to 
those of Computational viewpoint, and the differences are in 
distribution-awareness and in internal structure of Node and 
Channel. When we use e.g. SaaS, it is the objects on remote 
node to access and use, and in general there is no need or no 
way to describe internals of the target SaaS system. 
However for the purpose of this modeling, we used the same 
stereotypes with attributes (Fig. 13) for describing SaaS 
object. 

 
Figure 13: Sample Channel from Mobile Device to Cloud 

Services 

6.5 Technology Viewpoint Model 

Technology Object with mobility or cloud-ness can be 
used to specify elements of hardware, software, or network. 
However, in case of cloud computing, and if it is a private 
cloud, there is not much difference with ordinary in house 
servers case (Fig. 14). However, if it is a public cloud, there 
is a limit for defining technological architectures, since 
internal of cloud services is not visible, and cannot be 
specified, from outside. 

 

 
Figure 14: Sample Technology Object for Mobile Device 
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6.6 Viewpoint Correspondence Model 

RM-ODP provides concept of Correspondence, with 
which we can specify a model element in one viewpoint is 
related to another model element or model elements in other 
viewpoint. This is implemented in UML4ODP, and without 
modifications, we can use this capability in our example as 
well (Fig. 15). 

 
Figure 15: Sample Correspondences 

 

7 FINDINGS IN BRINGING FLEXIBILITY 
INTO ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE 

7.1 Summary of Proposed Extension 
Mechanism 

The mechanism we have employed can be summarized as 
follows. First, we need to have meta-models for Enterprise 
Architecture and new technologies in the context of 
Enterprise Architecture. Note it is necessary to understand 
the domain enough to define mata-models. Second, the 
meta-model for Enterprise Architecture, as a receiving 
package, package-merges with one or more of meta-models, 
as merged packages, for new technologies. When there is a 
conflict, a process to resolve the conflict described below 
(7.2, 7.3) should be followed. Third, based on those meta-
models, we define UML Profile definitions. UML Profile 
definitions can also use package merge by treating UML 
Profile for Enterprise Architecture as a receiving package 
and UML Profile for new technologies as merged packages. 

7.2 Relatively Independent Cases 

If target new technologies were relatively independent 
from existing Enterprise Architecture elements, we should 
list the overlapping domain concepts, analyze the difference, 
use the domain concept in Enterprise Architecture as a base 
concept, and develop additional elements to cover missing 
semantic elements. There would be at least two 
enhancement strategies for integration. The first strategy is 
to add the semantic elements at meta-model level (package 
merge of meta-models), and enhance existing elements at 
UML Profile level (package merge of UML Profile). The 
second strategy is to add the semantic elements at meta-
model level (package merge of meta-models), and at UML 
Profile level (package import of UML Profile). With the 
first strategy, users will need to understand the updates for 
each stereotypes, but will be able to use the same set of 
stereotypes. This can be used in the case that quick 
implementation is required. With the second strategy, users 
will need to learn new stereotypes. This can be used to get 
better modularity of UML Profile, but too many stereotypes 
may become an issue.  

7.3 Conflicting Cases 

If the target new technology meta-model has some 
conflict with existing Enterprise Architecture elements, the 
conflicting portions need to be resolved. In such cases, 
meta-model elements from both sides need to be matched in 
detail to clarify the differences. One such example is SOA 
concepts against RM-ODP concepts. Key concepts are quite 
similar but they use different terminologies with the 
different scope. Similar package merge is used here. 
Possible resolution for the conflict is to either choose 
primary one over the other and gradually migrate the second 
choice to the first one, or to not change anything but treat 
these as independent and just add correspondence in formal 
way (e.g. using OCL) or even in informal way. If we need to 
bring SoaML [18] into UML4ODP, the conflict may be 
around Interaction (RM-ODP) and Collaboration (SoaML). 
In this case, choose the one that is more suitable for defining 
behavior. Another example is BMM (Business Motivation 
Model) [19] and the conflict is between Objective (RM-
ODP) and Vision/Goal/Objective (BMM). In this case it 
would be less difficult to resolve the case, since BMM 
provides wider and richer model. It just depends on how 
deep objective model you need. 

8 DISCUSSIONS 

8.1 Flexible Extension Mechanism 

The question we started with was “is it possible to design 
flexible or extendable Enterprise Architecture, preparing for 
the time new technology emerges?” We developed an 
extension mechanism described in 7.1 Summary of 
Proposed Extension Mechanism. In the final step of merging 
UML Profiles, we need to add/modify stereotypes, attribute 
definitions, and constraints of UML4ODP. When doing this, 
use of modeling tool is helpful, especially when you already 
have meta-model data to be revised and profile data to be 
revised. Modeling tool may also provide validation 
capability. Even without tooling, it is still possible to take 
the same steps. However, if you did it by hand, it would be 
hard to avoid errors and inconsistencies. 

8.2 Enterprise Architecture and Model 
based Software Development 

Enterprise Architecture usually means high-level 
description of the entire enterprise system. That may not 
change, but if Enterprise Architecture is presented as e.g. a 
UML model, we can at least make consistent modifications 
to the model with the help of UML tools.  When the idea of 
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [20] was introduced, 
there was no MDA tooling available. Today, there are some 
commercial and open-source products for model 
transformations, e.g. eclipse modeling project. Once source 
model is prepared, it can be used as an input to model 
transformation tool chains. Enterprise Architecture in UML 
is a reasonable starting point for this process. Also, if it is 
UML model, whole or a part of the model may become 
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candidate for reuse. The real challenge would be to achieve 
step-by-step model-to-model transformation chains. There 
are several UML tools that support RM-ODP, Zachman 
Framework, and TOGAF (e.g. MagicDraw). With those 
tools and with enhancement support mechanism in place, 
UML model representing enhanced Enterprise Architecture 
can be created for consumption by the tool chains. In this 
case, development of model transformation logic is required 
but once done it may be possible to reuse, since it is built 
against standard UML models. Another possibility is use of 
Domain-Specific Language or DSL [21]. Some people 
prefer DSL to general purpose UML for its simplicity. If a 
DSL is designed to describe Enterprise Architecture, then 
created model in XMI form can also be used as an input for 
the tool chains. In this case, however, development of model 
transformation logic is required for each DSL and reuse may 
become an issue. 

8.3 Interoperability among Enterprise 
Architecture Frameworks 

As of today, there is no interoperability among different 
Enterprise Architecture Frameworks, which produced silos 
of Enterprise Architectures. The required actions towards 
interoperability are to make their meta-model open and 
encourage development of transformations between them, or 
to make one of the meta-models as standard and each 
framework provider to develop and provide transformation 
to/from the standard. The issues in doing this are in 
resolving the difference in scope or coverage of the concepts 
in different Enterprise Architecture. The first thing to do is 
to agree on common core set of concepts for Enterprise 
Architecture framework. Among the three frameworks 
mentioned in this paper, RM-ODP based one is the most 
neutral and open, and this could be used as a base for the 
discussion on the common core. 

9 CONCLUSION 

In order to integrate new technologies into Enterprise 
Architecture, we will need to take the following steps: 
analyze the domain that new technology is applied and 
follow the steps described in 7.1 Summary of Proposed 
Extension Mechanism. The use of “package merge” is for 
getting flexibility: it allows merging only necessary set of 
packages into Enterprise Architecture package. The steps 
handling UML Profile may be replaced with other steps, e.g. 
generating DSLs using eclipse modeling project, for non-
UML model case. 

It is likely that new technology provides new capability to 
things or persons. In this case, new meta-model element 
related to the capability should be related to Object or Party 
(Person) so that the capability is explicitly visible to UML 
Profile designer. 

If the Enterprise Architecture model is used in model 
driven environment as an input file, it should be 
interpretable by model transformation engines. This means 
input file should better be in the form of UML or XMI [22]. 

Regarding openness and interoperability of Enterprise 
Architectures, we will need a chance to discuss and find 

common core concepts. Until this is done, RM-ODP based 
Enterprise Architecture would be the most open one, since it 
is an ISO/IEC/ITU-T standard, and standard document, 
meta-model data, and UML Profile data are available on the 
Internet.  
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Abstract - When a large disaster happens, medical work-
ers need to determine the priority of medical treatment and do
triage first in order to save more people with the limited health
resource available. However they cannot use both hands be-
cause of writing triage result on triage tags. This hinders the
necessary medical treatment that they must conduct in paral-
lel, and slows down the speed of triage. In addition, since
the training is very important for medics to get accustomed to
disastrous situation, conducting disaster-relief training is of
great importance, but frequent training is impractical as the
reproduction of a real disaster site is difficult. In this study,
we propose an input interface of the triage where medics get
information through a monocular HMD (Head Mount Dis-
play) and control the system via voice input, so their hands are
free to conduct necessary treatment even while doing triage.
Moreover, our system can reproduce the situation through the
HMD and allow sharing the training status. The evaluation
shows that our system enables to perform triage quickly and
accurately with medics’ hands free and make disaster-relief
trainings more meaningful.

Keywords: First-Triage; Monocular HMD; Voice Input;
Disaster-Relief Training; Augmented Reality

1 INTRODUCTION

When a large-scale disaster occurs, a large number of peo-
ple are injured at the same time, so medical workers first need
to do triage in order to decide the priority for treatment de-
pending on their severity of injury and the urgency of treat-
ment. The purpose of triage is to save more lives through
efficient use of a limited medical resource. To determine the
priority of medical treatment for injured people, it is essential
to have deep knowledge and experience related to health care.

Currently, paper triage tags are often used to indicate the
condition of injured people and to record information of their
injuries. However, in a confused situation, it may be difficult
to record information due to loss of paper tags attached to the
injured people and it may be impossible to respond and ad-
just quickly to fast changing conditions. In addition, writing
something on paper tags is also one of the factors that disturb
diagnostic actions from busy medic’s hands.

Therefore, in recent years, electronic triage systems have
been researched in order to support lifesaving emergency ac-
tivities. The goal of electronic triage systems is to manage
injured people information in real time by digitalizing paper
tags and utilizing a wireless sensor network. We have been
developing an electronic triage system where injured peo-
ple information is sensed by electronic tags and is presented

Figure 1: STARTmethod

to PDA (Personal Digital Assistance) terminals which health
care workers hold.

In this study, we have developed an input interface of the
triage where medics can get information such as injured vital
signs through a monocular HMD (Head Mount Display) and
can control the system via voice input, so that medics’ hands
are free to conduct necessary immediate medical treatment
even while doing triage.

In addition, training is very important for medics to be ac-
customed with real disaster situations and to know how the
electronic triage system works before it is actually used. Our
system can reproduce realistic situations through monocular
HMDs and allow sharing the training status among partici-
pants.

In Section 2, we provide outline and discuss issues of the
triage and the training. In Section 3, we show our proposal
of solving the issues. Section 4 explains the implementation
of our interface. Section 5 discusses the assessment of our
system. Finally, section 6 presents our conclusion.

2 CURRENT STATE OF TRIAGE AND
TRAINING

2.1 Medical Services Based on Triage

In Japan, medics perform the first-triage based on START
(Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment) method shown in Fig-
ure 1 at a triage post [1]. The purpose of the first-triage is to
classify injured people according to their vital signs such as
respiratory rate and pulse rate, so medics only perform‘astric-
tion’ and‘ airway control’ as immediate medical treatment.
Injured people are categorized for their treatment priority into
the following four: Red (immediate)→ Yellow (delayed)→
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Figure 2: Paper triagetag

Green (minor)→ Black (dead). After each triage, a medic
writes necessary information, such as person’s name, age,
blood type, transportation, organization and the name of the
medic in charge, on a paper tag shown in Figure 2, removes
unnecessary colors, and attaches it to the injured person [2].

After the first-triage, injured people are taken to each tag
color’s post and medics perform the second-triage in order
to determine priority with transportation to hospitals. In this
paper, we focus only on the first-triage.

2.2 Current State of Disaster-Relief Training

After the Hanshin-Awaji Great Earthquake in 1995, resi-
dents of the surrounding area have had more opportunities
to participate in disaster training with medics. Furthermore,
since JR Fukuchiyama Line derailment accident, the concept
of triage in lifesaving emergency activities has been widely
recognized, and triage training has become essential in or-
der to perform actual triage quickly and accurately in a real
situation [3]. Triage training process and its procedure may
differ by medical centers, but the basic procedure is as fol-
lows. People who play injured role have a piece of paper de-
scribing their imitating symptoms and biological information.
They need to pretend the written symptoms to medics. Then,
medics determine the priority for treatment by observing the
behavior of an injured role and information on the paper. Af-
ter that, medics writes necessary information on a paper tag
and makes an order to transport the injured role to the corre-
sponding color triage tent.

For example, Fuji city has conducted a training of doing
triage, conducting treatment, recording information and trans-
porting injured people depending on the result of triage [4].
Yamanashi School of Medicine has also conducted an exper-
iment of an electronic triage system, TRACY, where FeliCa
IC cards are used [5]. The system aims to share widespread
disaster information. In addition, the Emergo Train System,
which is a disaster training system with desktop simulation,
has also been employed in recent years [6]. Using this train-
ing system, medics can study proper arrangement of person-
nel by moving magnets instead of injured people and medics
on a whiteboard which represents a disaster site and hospitals.

2.3 Related Work and Issues

In recent years, systems based on RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) tags and sensors have been researched to be
used for emergency lifesaving in disasters [7]. In the Code-
Blue Project [8], vital signs obtained from sensors are col-
lected through an ad hoc wireless network. MEDiSN [9] is
a sensor network platform for automating physiological mon-
itoring of patients in hospitals and in mass disasters. Fur-
thermore, studies that collect injured vital signs using mobile
information terminals, such as PDA (Personal Digital Assis-
tance), have been conducted [10], [11].

However, it is difficult to get vital signs in real time using
RFID. Moreover, in order to check information and to en-
ter information, medics have to hold the PDA on their hand.
Therefore, they cannot use any hands prohibiting them from
performing necessary immediate medical treatment in paral-
lel. In addition, there are other problems in current training
systems. In the case of current training systems, biological in-
formation of injured people does not change as an actual dis-
aster situation, because medics make diagnosis based on writ-
ten paper. Moreover, medics perform treatment action and
transportation action according to the given manual. An addi-
tional problem is that frequent training is impractical, because
it requires participation of many medics and people acting in-
jured people, and also requires considerable time and effort
to create a scenario of the training and setting up the equip-
ment. The Emergo Train System allows for frequent training
because it does not need any actors to play patients, but it
does not reproduce a real disaster site or gives a sense of re-
ality. Moreover, the existing training systems cannot utilize
triage records or action histories.

3 DISASTER-RELIEF TRAINING SYSTEM
FOR ELECTRONIC TRIAGE USING
VOICE INPUT

We have been developing an electronic triage system where
changes in symptoms and biological information of injured
people can be monitored in real time [12]. However, medics
need to use their both hands to obtain information such as
respiratory rate and pulse rate from the system and use again
their both hands to enter triage result on PDA. This hinders the
necessary immediate medical treatment that they must con-
duct in parallel, and slows down the speed of triage. There-
fore, we need to develop an input interface of the first-triage
system where medics can perform triage with their hands free.
In addition, disaster-relief trainings need to be done frequently
in order to make effective use of the developed system in real
disaster situations, but sharing the status of training is insuf-
ficient in the current training system. Therefore, we need to
address these issues in our electronic triage training system.

3.1 The Voice Input in the First-Triage

It is desirable to conduct triage in less than one minute per
injured person. However, in a chaotic situation, there is a
possibility that medics may make a mistake to determine the
priority, or may forget the detail of the START method. Fur-
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Figure 3: Monocular HMD andWi-Fi camera

thermore, they cannot use any hands while writing paper tags
or using PDA, and cannot fully perform treatment actions al-
lowed for the first-triage, such as ‘astriction’ and ‘airway con-
trol’. As a result, the first-triage may take more time.

We have designed voice input function with which medics
can perform triage quickly and accurately while keeping their
hands free. In addition, we use Vuzix’s TacEyeLT as our
monocular HMD, Ai-Ball’s Trek as our Wi-Fi camera to rec-
ognize AR (Augmented Reality) markers attached to injured
people, and Apple’s iPhone4S as our terminal for screen out-
put to the HMD (Figure 3). Medics operate our system by
answering questions displayed on the HMD screen. The ques-
tions are also offered as sounds through the earphone so that
they can operate without relying wholly on the screen. An-
swers to the questions are either two choices such as ‘Yes’ or
‘No’ or simple choices which they can answer easily. More-
over, the questions are customized according to each injured
person’s vital signs that are automatically collected by the
sensors. These functionalities reduce the burden of the think-
ing of the medics and their mistakes of triage.

3.2 Reproducing Disaster Situation

In triage based on the START method, biological informa-
tion such as respiratory rate, pulse rate andSpO2 (oxygen
density in blood) become the key element to determine the
priority. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare those biological
information upon conducting a training. However, it is diffi-
cult to ask persons who are actually injured to participate in
a training. Although biological information can be gathered
from healthy participants, their values are normal and cannot
be used for the training to detect any abnormality. In a current
training, abnormal values of biological information are writ-
ten on a piece of paper and triage is performed by referring to
those static information. However, actual biological informa-
tion changes constantly. It is sometimes necessary that some
play a role of indicating a sudden change to symptoms. There-
fore, an electronic triage training system is desirable which
can reproduce situations where biological information is con-
stantly changing.

In addition, it is important in a real diagnosis to see the
positional relationship between a injured person and a medic.
A medic approaches an injured person, touches the body di-
rectly and checks the detail of injury. In order to make a

Figure 4: Configuration of thesystem

diagnosis correctly, a medic needs to see the body closely.
Therefore, we need to reproduce the state changes associated
with the positional relationship in the training system. In our
system, the distance between a medic and an injured person
and the direction are used to change how much information is
shown.

3.3 Sharing of Training Result

One of the important things in training is to repeat basic
trainings [13]. Especially, it is important that medics can
find their weak points by themselves after each training is
done. However reviewing the result of training is really hard
because current training systems use a whiteboard to share
training logs such as progress of triage, injured people’s bio-
logical information, medics’ actions, and so on. Only those
who wrote texts on the whiteboard may understand them. The
training is more effective when it is carried out with a group
of people. After the training, it is important to review the
training logs as well as to understand the situation of other
participants. Reviewing the action history after the training
enables to analyze mistakes of triage.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 System Configuration

Figure 4 shows the overall configuration of the system. A
medic and an instructor use the system as a pair. The medic
who performs triage is equipped with an iPhone and a monoc-
ular HMD to which an earphone-mike and a Wi-Fi camera are
attached. Sight of user’s one eye is not always be completely
blocked, and users can see the HMD screen by looking at the
upper part of the glasses. The instructor evaluates medic’s
training using an iPad.

First, in the training site the instructor places AR markers
which are used instead of injured people. When the medic
looks at an AR marker via the Wi-Fi camera, the scenario of
the patient corresponding to its ID number can be read. Be-
forehand, the instructor sets up each injured person’s biolog-
ical information such as vital signs and the tag color, as that
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Figure 5: First-triage input flow

person’s scenario. During the training, the biological infor-
mation simulating a real injured person is generated depend-
ing on the tag color, and the information management server
keeps updating the information at regular intervals. When
viewing the AR marker, the medic can carry out triage with
voice input by referring injured person’s information in the
monocular HMD. After the first-triage result is stored, medics
can check the tag color by looking at the AR marker again.
Via the network, the database stores scenario information cre-
ated by the instructor, the voice inputs from the medic, the re-
sult of triage, the result of marker detection and the result of
monocular HMD output. This database enables output of the
training result in real time.

4.2 Input Interface of the First-Triage

Figure 5 shows the input interface of the first-triage. The
bar on the top of the screen shows the best timing of voice
input. Underneath the bar, medics can see respiratory rate,
pulse rate andSpO2. The questions for determining the med-
ical treatment priority based on the START method are dis-
played in the middle of the screen, and medics can answer the
questions using voice input. We have designed each item so
that it can be recognizable on a small monocular HMD.

If the camera recognizes an AR marker in screen (a), it will
move to the state where triage can be started. If the medic
says “start”, it changes the screen as is shown in (b), and the
medic can answer questions one by one. The system judges
automatically the value of vital signs acquired from the in-
jured person, and the next question is selected. Then, the
triage result is sent to the database, and the HMD displays
the initial screen shown in (a). If the medic makes a mistake,
he/she can say “back” and the triage can be redone from the
beginning. Thus, the medic can conduct triage without using
any hands, and necessary immediate medical treatments can
be performed in parallel. We have designed this input inter-
face so that it can be used in a real disaster scene. In the next
section, we will explain the case where the input system is
used in our disaster-relief training system.

Figure 6: Different scenariodepending on ID numbers

4.3 Training System by Reproducing Disaster
Situation Through the Monocular HMD

In our training system, injured people are represented by
AR markers in a training space. Therefore, the preparation
is easy: placing AR markers in the training space. When a
marker is recognized by a Wi-Fi camera, the patient’s sce-
nario can be read according to its ID number (Figure 6). The
reasons why we use AR markers are: anyone can create them
easily, and they prevent from misreading ID numbers. We use
AR markers looking like alphabets.

The presentation of injured person’s information changes
according to distance and direction of markers. When per-
forming triage, a medic should face the injured person. There-
fore, we reproduced the difference of face-to-face state and
side state by the orientation of markers (Figure 7).

Also Figure 7 shows the states depending on the distance
from markers. For example, triage can be done only when the
distance is less than one meter. According to the distance, the
displayed injured person’s information changes as follows:

• One marker within one meter:
can perform triage and can see all the injured person’s
information.

• More than one marker or one marker beyond one me-
ter:
cannot perform triage and can see only some informa-
tion of injured persons. The scene is displayed from
afar and a diagnosis cannot be made.

• Marker outside of view:
cannot triage and cannot see injured person’s informa-
tion.

If the medic says “start” in the bottom screen of Figure 7,
interface of the first-triage input is displayed at the right side
of the screen (Figure 8).

4.4 Generation of Simulated Biological
Information

Our system generates simulated vital signs such as respira-
tory rate, pulse rate, andSpO2 dynamically as Table 1 accord-
ing to each tag color. The values have been determined from
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Figure 7: Difference bydistance and orientation from markers

Figure 8: Interface ofthe first-triage input during training

Table 1: Vital sign parameters
Triage Consciousness Parameter
color Respiratory Pulse SpO2

Yes or No
(PatternI)

under 10 or
over30 50–180 90–99%

Red
Yes or No
(PatternII) 1–50

under 50 or
over120 90–99%

No
(Pattern III) 1–50 20–180 90–99%

Yellow Yes 10–30 50–120 90–99%
Green Yes 10–30 50–120 90–99%
Black No 0 0 0%

the discussion with emergency medical specialists at Juntendo
University School of Medicine.

The vital signs are generated at random by our system. We
set the upper limit of respiratory rate to 50 breaths per minute
and pulse rate to 180 beats per minute. We also set the delta
per unit time. Breathing rate’s delta is less than 10 breaths
per minute, pulse rate’s delta is less than 20 beats per minute

Figure 9: Interface oftraining result

andSpO2’s delta is less than 1 percent per minute. This is
to eliminate the impractical values and changes in a real sit-
uation. We have three patterns which generate vital signs de-
pending on injured people’s condition in a case that the triage
color is red. Pattern I is when the breathing rate is abnormal
and pattern II is when the pulse rate is abnormal. Pattern III is
when injured people are unconscious. This provides medics
with criteria by means of biological information to decide
who need to be given priority for treatment and transportation
among multiple numbers of casualties with red tag. In our
system, when injured person’s condition changes from green
or yellow tag to red tag, it is defined as ‘sudden change’. If
there is sudden change to somebody, medics can recognize it
via the monocular HMD.

4.5 Interface of Training Result

After a training, reflecting on one’s own actions is very im-
portant. Figure 9 shows the display of the training history
as seen on the iPad by the instructor. The instructor can see
information such as injured person’s image according to its
ID, when each injured person was carried, when each injured
person was transported, when each injured person got sud-
den change, when triage started, when it finished, how long
it took, and how many mistakes were made. The instructor
can look back on the flow of triage and the cause of mistakes
based on this information. In addition, since the information
will be updated in real time during the training, the instruc-
tor can continuously monitor how each medic is performing.
The top left of Figure 9 shows the monocular HMD display as
seen by a medic. The top right shows buttons to change sce-
nario during training. By using these buttons, the instructor
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Figure 10: Example of aninjured person

Table 2: Result of the first-triage input

Paper Tag Our System
Required Time (sec) 67.7 32.7

Correctness (%) 86 97

can add other injured peopleor delete current injured people
and make sudden change to arbitrary injured people.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Evaluation of the First-Triage Input
Interface

5.1.1 Procedure

In the first evaluation, we compare our first-triage input sys-
tem by voice and the current system of using paper based tags.
Each examinee performs ten times of the first-triage based on
the example of the injured people shown in Figure 10. In the
experiment, person type sleeping-bags are used instead of in-
jured people. An examinee performs ‘airway control’ by rais-
ing the injured head, and ‘astriction’ by connecting bleeding
part with a string, and ‘check of consciousness’ by talking to
the injured person. A sheet of paper on which injury is writ-
ten (i.e. Figure 10) and an AR marker are attached to each
injured person (i.e. a sleeping bag). In the case of paper tag
system, we asked to write the injured person number, the start
time, examinee’s name, the tag color, and the diagnostic flow
on the paper tag. In the case of using our system, the system
records these items automatically. We selected ten students
as examinees. Five of them started off with the paper tag sys-
tem and then used our system, and the other five did in the
reverse order. Because we wanted to compare the paper tag
system with our system by the first evaluation, we did not
consider the distance and the direction with the AR marker.
We wanted evaluate whether examinees were able to perform
first-triage using the monocular HMD with voice input.

5.1.2 Result

Table 2 shows the results. Firstly, we focused on the ‘required
time’ for input the first-triage. When our proposed system
was used, the required time for triage per person was short-
ened for 35.0 seconds compared with the paper tag. In ad-
dition, it is desirable to conduct first-triage in less than one

Table 3: Questionnaire result of the first-triage input
Question Score

Was the first-triage inputeasy? 4.5
Were you able toperform medical treatment in parallel? 4.0
Was the screen onthe monocular HMD easy to understand? 3.7
Did you feel tired? 3.8

minute per injured person. withour system the examinee was
able to perform first-triage in 32.7 seconds. In the case of us-
ing paper tags, it was hard to carefully choose selection con-
ditions of the START method and it also took time to record
many things on paper tags. In the case of our system, ex-
aminees only needed to answer to given questions, and could
perform the triage easily. In addition, they were able to per-
form medical treatment in parallel.

Secondly, if we focus on the ‘percentage of correct an-
swers’, our system is 11 point better than the system using
paper tags. The main reason of the improvement is that our
system supports examinees to determine the priority by only
judging injured vital signs so that they may not need to re-
member the START method fully.

Furthermore, Table 3 shows the result of the questionnaire
about usability. In the evaluation, five is best, one is worst
in each item. The questionnaire result shows the first-triage
input was easy and hands free was realized. For those reasons,
we have confirmed the usefulness of our input interface for the
first-triage.

5.2 Evaluation of Simulation Disaster-Relief
Training

5.2.1 Procedure

We examined whether examinees were able to easily con-
struct training environment and perform simulation training
while wearing the monocular HMD. Examinees were put into
pairs consisting of a medic and an instructor, and carried out
preparing a training environment, responding to sudden in-
jured person’s condition changes, transporting injured people,
and performing triage. The disaster scenario used in the eval-
uation was a traffic accident involving two automobiles, and
seven people were injured. There were two persons with red
tag, three persons with yellow tag, two persons with green
tag, and none with black tag. These data are taken from a re-
port of the triage training conducted at the Urayasu Hospital
of Juntendo University School of Medicine.

Before training, the instructor prepares the training envi-
ronment by placing AR markers according to Figure 11 for
the scenario prepared in advance (event A-1). Once the train-
ing started, the medic perform voice input triage while look-
ing at injured people and their information displayed on the
screen through AR marker recognition by the Wi-Fi camera
attached the monocular HMD (event B-1). During the train-
ing, the instructor used the iPad to generate events following
the given temporal sequence. If the medic noticed the added
events, he/she might respond to the events.

• At 3 min: The instructor adds one injuerd person with
red tag and another with yellow tag (event A-2). The
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Figure 11: Evaluation ofsimulation disaster-relief training

Table 4: Average time required for instructors

(A-1) Time required toplace AR markers 75.2 s
(A-2) Time required toplace AR markers for ad-

ditional scenario
18.4 s

(A-3) Time required tocreate scenario when sud-
den change occurs

7.6 s

(A-4) Time required tocreate additional scenario
of removing injured people from scene

9.3 s

Table 5: Average time required for medics

(B-1) Triage time perperson 32.6 s
(B-2) Time required torespond to notice new in-

jured people
8.4 s

(B-3) Time required totake action in response to
noticing sudden changes

47.1 s

(B-4) Time required todecide on which injured
people to transport from scene

73.3 s

instructor place AR markerscorresponding to the in-
jured persons. The medic examines new injured people
and performs triage (event B-2).

• At 6 min: The instructor generates a sudden change to
injured person’s condition (event A-3). The medic goes
to the injured person and handles accordingly (event B-
3).

• At 9 min: Injured people can be transported out from
the scene (event A-4). The medic decides that two in-
jured people assigned red tags should be transported
(event B-4).

After the training, the instructor informs the medic of the
elapsed time and the accuracy rate, and they exchange some
comments. The examinees in this experiment were 10 pairs
of students.

5.2.2 Result

Table 4 shows the average time required by the instructor for
each event, and Table 5 shows the average time required by
the medic for each event.

For instructors, the results show that the required time for
each event was very short. It was possible to construct a train-
ing environment around one minute, and to modify scenario
less than 20 seconds during training. On the other hand, the
required time of medics needed to determine tag colors was
an average of 32.6 seconds per injured person. Because triage
is ideally performed in one minute per injured person or less,
we can say this is a useful result. Events B-2, B-3 and B-4
show that medics completed correct actions in a short time
when instructors added those events. These results show that
medics responded quickly to various situations that occurred
in triage. In addition, Table 6 shows the questionnaire results
about the simulation training. In the evaluation, five is best,
one is worst in each item. The questionnaire results show high
score for all items pertaining to both medics and instructors.
Thus we have confirmed the usability of the training using our
system.

However, according to the network crossing and the light
quantity in the training environment, our system was hard to
detect of AR markers. Furthermore, the pronunciation that
was hard to be performed voice recognition depending on a
user was found. The improvement of the system which is not
influenced by the personality of user and training environment
will be necessary.

6 CONCLUSION

When a large number of people are injured at the same
time, medics first need to perform triage in order to decide
the priority for treatment depending on their severity of injury
and the urgency of treatment. Nowadays, electronic triage
systems that use PDA have been studied intensively. How-
ever, the operation of the devices may slow down the triage
and become an obstacle for conducting necessary treatment
in parallel.

In addition, disaster-relief training is very important for
medics to be accustomed with real disaster situations and to
know how the electronic triage system works before it is ac-
tually used. In the case of current training systems, biological
information of injured people does not change as an actual
disaster situation, and frequent training is impractical. Fur-
thermore, there are many other problems in current training
system.

In this study, we have developed an input interface of the
first-triage where medics can get information such as injured
vital signs through a monocular HMD and can control the
system via voice input, so that medics’ hands are free to con-
duct necessary immediate medical treatment even while doing
triage. In addition, by using the first-triage input system with
voice input, we have also developed disaster-relief training
system with monocular HMD and AR markers. In our train-
ing system, injured people are represented by AR markers, so
the preparation is easy. The presentation of injured person’s
information changes according to distance and direction of
markers and their vital signs are generated at random by the
system. In addition, the training result can be shared after the
training.

After conducting the experiments of triage input and sim-
ulation disaster-relief training, we have confirmed that it is
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Table 6: Results oftraining questionnaire

Question Score
Was it easy tounderstand the presentation of injured people information?4.3
Was it easy tosee patient information on the HMD? 3.7

Medic Did voice recognition work satisfactorily? 3.1
Was it easy tonotice events? 4.6
Did you see improvement in results? 4.1
Did you work withoutfeeling fatigue? 3.5
Was it easy tounderstand the implementation status of triage? 4.3
Was it easy tochange the scenario? 4.5

Instructor Did you feel likean active participant in training? 4.0
Was it easy tofind areas of improvement for the medic? 4.2
Was it easy toimplement training using this system? 4.1
Did you work withoutfeeling fatigue? 4.6

possible to determine the priorityfaster and more accurately
with voice input than the current paper tag system, and make
disaster-relief trainings more meaningful.
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Fig.1 Great earthquake with fire, great tsunamis and an explosion of Fukushima III [10, 11] 
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Abstract Learning of safe evacuation from a sequence of 
great disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis and accidents 
in nuclear power plants etc. and reconstruction of pleasant 
home town is very important. We propose a disaster library 
system “d-Library” with an seven layered core information 
base and a “field-agent” that allows citizens to not only 
study the right knowledge information but also get a chance 
to study how to ensure the safety with latest objective 
information in the world. We discuss methods to avoid 
danger by psychological causes such as catastrophe 
forgetting and normalcy bias. We also propose easy tools for 
learning the sequence of great disasters in order to easily 
evacuate in the safe direction against the great disasters and 
the concealment by the government and the companies.  
 
Keywords: disaster library system, a sequence of disasters, 
learning evacuation, catastrophe forgetting, field-agent 

1 ITRODUCTION 

Unpredictable scale of disasters has caused tremendous 
number of deaths and serious man-made accidents in 
nuclear power plants [13]. People must quickly start 
evacuation and survive in case of surprise attack of a 
sequence of great disasters, such as earthquakes, fires, 
tsunamis [1], and heavy rain. Citizens should study the 
right knowledge information over many academic fields 
such as seismology, physics, tsunami science, psychology, 
geology, disaster science, safety engineering and 
information communication technology etc. in order to 
evacuate and reconstruct home towns with pleasant 
lifestyles. It is very difficult for the citizen to study the 
right knowledge and the latest information over many 
academic fields. Therefore education of the evacuation in a 
sequence of great disasters and man-made accident are 
very important for citizens to survive. We propose an easy 
disaster library system “d-Library” with field-agent and 
seven layered “core information” base over the many 
academic fields. d-Library with “field agent” not only 
provides the right knowledge and information but also 

gives citizens a chance to check their safety in a sequence 
of great disasters. Citizens should avoid catastrophe 
forgetting (CF) [14] by a deluge of strongly impressed 
occurrences that are delivered by mass-media and survive 
by d-Library if the government and some companies would 
conceal inconvenient high risk information for them. We 
also propose easy tools for learning the sequence of great 
disasters in order to quickly evacuate in the safe direction 
and ensure the safety against the disasters, man-made 
accidents, CF and the concealment. 

2 CORE KNOWLEDGE IN MANY 
ACADEMIC FIELDS AND HARD PREDICT 
OF DISASTERS  

People that live in the Pacific Rim had to evacuate from 
the sudden attack of a sequence of great earthquakes, 
tsunamis and the accidents of Fukushima nuclear power 
plants in the East Japan Great Earthquake. All towns in 
Sanriku coast of 400 km in Japan were hit by great tsunamis 
and earthquakes. Human caused the serious accident in 
Fukushima nuclear power plants and radioactive 
contaminants by the explosions of plants contaminated both 
the terrestrial within 80km radius from the Fukushima plant 
and the ocean. Therefore citizens should study right “core 
knowledge” including scientific knowledge over many 
academic fields such as seismology, physics, tsunami 
science, psychology, geology, disaster, safety engineering 
and information communication technology etc. in order to 
safely evacuate and reconstruct home towns with pleasant 
lifestyle. 

 

2.1 Hard predicts and concealing 
inconvenient information  

Citizens should understand right core information and 
knowledge since major association of seismology in Japan 
(SSJ: The Seismological Association of Japan) is 
incompetent to predict when great earthquakes happen and 
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both the Japanese Government at that time and “TEPCO 
(Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc.)” concealed the serious 
accidents of Fukushima nuclear power plants. There are lots 
of problems for both safe evacuation and reconstruction of 
home towns with traditional lifestyle. 
(a) Hard predicts and precursors of both earthquake 
and tsunami.  

Japanese citizens should watch earthquake precursor site 
in the world and prepare the evacuation since SSJ could not 
predict not only “Hanshin-Awaji great earthquake Mj7.3” 
but also “Great East Japan Earthquake Mw9.0” at all. All 
Japanese should ensure that seismology can not predict great 
earthquakes, and should also find the good analysis of 
ancient documents that describe the histories of great 
earthquakes more than a thousand years. People should find 
precursors of great earthquakes by a high energetic ring of 
Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere Coupling and strong 
low-frequency oscillation etc. 

Predict of the height of tsunami is also very hard since 
the height depends on the terrain, such as estuaries and saw 
tooth coastline. The time rug of big tsunami is between a 
few minutes and several hours. Great tsunamis sometimes 
come without feeling earthquakes from a far away point. 
Results of analysis of the old documents show that a great 
tsunami occurred once in about a thousand year that is more 
than ten times of the human life span.  
(b) Concealment of inconvenient information.  

The Japanese Government at that time and TEPCO 
(Tokyo Denryoku (power) Co.) had concealed serious 
accidents in Fukushima nuclear power plants and put off the 
start of evacuation of residents.  
Example 1. Long evacuation by bus and lots of death 
caused by the concealment of risk in nuclear power plants. 
Severe 34 patients of Futaba hospital and 98 people all 
residents of Long-Term Care Health Facility "Deauville 
Futaba" had to drive 230km in 14 hours to a high school 
gymnasium in Iwaki city on the third day although all 45000 
citizens in Puripiachi city in Russia were brought to a safe 
place for two hours forty minutes by 1100 large buses on the 
next day an accident in case of Chernobyl accident. In the 
end, 50 people in the 438 residents in both Futaba hospital 
and Deauville Futaba died in the moving. The major reason 
of the successful moving by the Russian Government was 
that the government had a set of rules of evacuation for the 
accident. The Japanese Government did not have such rules 
for the accidents because the Japanese Government created 
the myth “nuclear power plants are safe.”  
(c) Ruining concealment.  

Lots of children and young people were Atomic-bombed 
by strong radioactive contaminants since the government 
concealed a radioactive contaminant map that was urgently 
sent to the government from US embassy. The female 
victim would not be able to have a baby. “The long-term 
effects of "internal exposure" is also worried. The miserable 
life style of an Atomic-bomb victim might continue for 
several ten years. S/he feels sluggish and can not work well 
although the other persons can not watch the injured parts of 

body and misunderstand that the victim would be lazy. “[2] 
Victims must acquire objective information like such map 
with deep meanings and the latest right information like 
prediction of height of tsunamis as “dynamic core 
knowledge” by mobile terminals and SNS in the Internet. 

2.2 Normalcy bias and catastrophic forgetting 

(1) Normalcy bias (NB). Normalcy bias is the 
“characteristic of the human mind” in risk psychology. A 
victim gathers convenient data for himself/herself and 
ignores inconvenient data for himself/herself in order not to 
panic. The victim thinks that I would be safe because the 
first tsunami warning is that the height of tsunami was 3 
meters and the fence is taller than 3 meters. S/he repeatedly 
tells himself/herself “I am safe” and “This time is safe” 
although tsunami warning revised the height of the tsunami 
from 3 meters to 6 meters more. The victim with NB can not 
change his/her decision in serious situation in order not to 
panic. Citizens should mind that the first wrong predict of 
the height of tsunami causes serious damage.  
(2) Catastrophe Forgetting (CF). Japanese mass-media 
continually reports a torrent of remarkable happenings such 
as large fires, explosions of gas tanks, broken buildings in 
cities, stopped train, accidents in highway tunnel, North 
Korean nuclear missile, avian influenza and tsunamis. There 
are also accidents such as fallen bookshelves and fallen 
products that were caused in the house by earthquakes. A 
citizen often forgets old occurrences and reduces his/her 
awareness against tsunamis since heads of the residents 
were occupied by a torrent of remarkable happenings, 
success stories to keep the safety against tsunamis for 37 
years, and broken furniture by earthquakes in the house. 
Then frequent switch of such big topics in the wide range of 
different fields change citizen’s interesting into the newest 
topic and forced him/her to forget old but important 
occurrences. We call this “catastrophe forgetting (CF)” in 
disaster psychology. 
Example 2. Forgetting the accidents in nuclear power 
plants. All Japanese were surprised at the scenes such that 
tsunami swallowed a whole town including lots of cars and 
all houses, the fire spread over a town, and several ten 
thousands of people at the stations that could not come 
home. Residents living near Fukushima nuclear power 
plants and Japanese citizens could not help reducing the 
awareness of the accidents in Fukushima nuclear power 
plants because of CF although a BBC news caster suspected 
that serious accidents might happen in the Fukushima plants 
and French government distributed a message in the 
homepage that French government prepared free airplanes 
for the French people staying within 80km radius from the 
Fukushima plant so as to evacuate to France. 
(3) Bad environments by CF. Victims forgot the 
improvement of bad environments for weak persons and old 
patients in temporary shelters by CF after the Great East 
Japan Earthquake [11].  
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Fig. 2 Personal networks and bridges between  

beachside, plain-side and hillside zones 

Example 3. Mortality rate increased in the forgotten bad 
environments for the care after the evacuation. Sevier 
environments in bad mortality rate of aged persons. Death 
rate of aged people in temporary shelter was very high. 
Mortality rate of aged persons after the Fukushima I 
accident increased to about 2.7 (the worst shelter: 3.49) 
times of that before the evacuation [2]. Nutritional 
management just before the evacuation and both diet care 
and care after the evacuation is important for the mortality 
rate.   

3 FIELD-AGENT ORIENTED DISASTER 
LIBRARY SYSTEM  

Citizens should study how to avoid or reduce the serious 
damages by disasters and reconstruct home town and their 
life style. However safe evacuation has become difficult 
since a sequence of earthquakes, tsunamis, and serious 
accidents in nuclear power plants happened in Japan. 
Moreover concealing risk information by the government 
etc. and man-made accidents made the safe evacuation and 
the reconstruction more difficult. 

 We propose “field-agent” oriented disaster library system 
“d-Library” for citizens in order to safely evacuate and 
reconstruct home towns [15,16]. d-Library has major five 
roles (i) provide “right scientific knowledge with risks and 
ancestor’s experiences,” (ii) supplement “the latest 
information” that newly appears when disasters occur, (iii) 
keep “lists of serious problems and solutions in each field” 
and regularly open them to avoid CF, and (iv) give 
awareness to start communication in the Internet to ensure 
the safety of decision in order to avoid strong radiation and 
NB. Field-agent reminds the important problems with 
solutions if CF would force citizens to forget the important 
problems. The field-agent also gives citizen awareness and a 
chance to ensure the safety that s/he selected. Well 
experienced people and good watchers could find the danger 
and its solution with maps that shows the serious risks in 
place of him/her. (v) give a chance to make personal 
network [12] between communities including beachside 
zone community and hill-side zone community etc. (see 
Fig.2) The personal networks would be useful for the 
evacuation from the sequence of disasters. 

3.1 Damage Reduction and Damage 
Avoidance  

The library system should indicate a guideline to think 
disasters and start effective actions for safe evacuation and 
the reconstruction. Citizens should change the start point of 
thinking great disasters from the damage avoidance (DA) to 
damage reduction (DR) since major association of 
seismology (SSJ: The Seismological Association of Japan) 
could not predict great earthquakes and high fences beside 
the beach were not enough for the strongest tsunamis that 
are higher than ten meters. Citizens should consider DR at 
first and think relationships between useful seven thinking 
in order to safely evacuate, reduce the damage, and how 
easier they reconstruct the home town.     

(1) Damage Reduction (DR). Quick start of evacuation is 
the most important for the survival. Citizens should not only 
find the best way to survive but also the best combination of 
solutions in order to protect themselves from disasters and to 
reduce the damage. The nearest place of refuge is not always 
safe. Residents should find safer places than it. Affluent 
residents should not take an optimistic view against great 
disasters. We should also prepare barrier free environments 
for the evacuation like easy slopes for weak people and 
impaired persons.   
(2) Problem Discovery (PD). Citizens should be careful to 
find “omens of great disasters” utilizing the results of new 
methodologies in foreign countries and to consider 
embedded serious problems in the target area utilizing 
traditions from ascendants. Citizens should also think 
sudden occurrences like traffic jam. They should avoid 
traffic jams at the entrance of public facilities and run away 
by their own feet in the vertical direction of tsunami.  
(3) Consensus Creation (CC). Citizens should 
autonomously study major disciplines of serious damages by 
disasters in their area. They should request local government 
to held “technology assessment (TA)” in order to understand 
both “weak points” and strong points of new technology. 
Then citizens should discuss useful measures in the area and 
build a reasonable consensus [7] for the weak points so as 
not to lose people’s lives and life-style in the home town [3, 
4]. Local government and experts should hold TA and 
promote prior learning of unfamiliar risks for all residents 
over to the edge of the town. Easy prior learning systems are 
necessary for the study in the local area. 
(4) Community Utilization for evacuation and 
reconstruction (CU). A citizen should autonomously 
evacuate and lead a friend with the hand in order to start 
friend’s evacuation on the way to a safe place. A citizen 
should encourage surroundings not to stop running to a safe 
place. Utilization of social network systems and cloud 
computers quickly start autonomous collaborations in the 
wide areas such as making a “map of available roads.” 
Collaborations in a festival and making accessories that 
victims can start by themselves enables them to efficiently 
reconstruct both relationships between citizens and a good 
beginning of new businesses. 
(5) Damage Avoidance (DA). People should find the best 
solution to avoid the serious damages by disasters with 
collaboration in the world based on PD as soon as possible. 
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Figure. 3 Eight layered knowledge information base of d-Library to observe Problem vs. solutions and 
history of statements  

3.2 Seven layered information base and 
observation of high risk danger  

The right knowledge information should be accumulated 
in seven layered information base (see Fig.3) since there are 
deluges of catastrophic occurrences in the internet and TV in 
Japan. Citizens should autonomously study not only strong 
points of a technology but also the weak points either in 
technology assessment (TA) or in the information base in 
order to start with the right understanding and reasonable 
consensus in the local area. Field-agent gives citizen a 
chance to acquire dynamic change of situations and to 
ensure the safety that citizen selected.  

Wrong knowledge obstructed the important preparations 
of both back-up systems and emergency systems in the 
accidents of Fukushima nuclear power plants. TEPCO has 
been building dangerous facilities like radioactive water 
pools. TEPCO should open the safety of the facilities in the 
information base for citizens to check the safety and to find 
embedded risks by the assists in the world since 
technologies of nuclear power plant have many issues to be 
solved.  
(a) Collective unconsciousness [6]. A person unconsciously 
takes an action according to “social custom in the 
community” based on a personal experiences and memories. 
Concrete conditions of release from the duties should be 
defined for the city worker such as volunteer firemen and 
social workers in the local society. 
Example 5. Ms. Miki Endo working for Minamisanriku 
town kept announcing the tsunami warning for the residents 
without regard of her own death in the Great East Japan 
Earthquake and subsequent tsunami on 11th March 2011.  
Example 6. Mr. Sato brought Chinese students to a safe hill 
and was killed by tsunami since he went downtown to 
rescue the weak persons again.  

On the other hand side, citizens could not temporary 
move to the outside of home town since the other residents 
felt it treachery against the social custom.  
(b) Tradition from old time and video. Citizens should 
utilize experiences that were handed from old time by 
traditions, and short message in geographical remains on a 
serious stone.  
Example 7. Only a few people survived in Miyako city in 
case of Showa Sanriku Tsunami in 1933. They curved the 

message “Never build a house lower than here” on the stone. 
Analyzing videos of great tsunamis clarifies the transition of 
strange phenomenon and the detailed causes of the danger.  
(c) General Knowledge in home country. People should 
study how to start actions corresponding to the 
environments in emergency time by libraries, newspapers, 
TV and Web sites. General knowledge consists of major 
field: disaster, culture/social customs, experiences, 
map/mobility, industry, and education. Special education of 
a short term qualification for the reconstruction in stricken 
areas is indispensable for young residents to get jobs. 
 (d) Good ideas in other areas/foreign countries. Citizens 
should ask and share good ideas and back-up facilities from 
foreign countries in order to reduce a serious problem that 
nobody has experienced. d-Library should show the 
questions and introduce useful technologies to the public. 
Citizens should find advanced safe technologies in the world 
and compare it with the domestic solutions since even 
experts often could not know the cause of complex problem 
in advanced fields. 
Example 8. The Swiss built both a hand-operated vent and a 
remover of radioactive contaminants for a Mark I type of 
atomic reactor in case of no power source about twenty 
years ago. Mr. Bruno Pillow thought that thinking loss of all 
power resource was a basic job in the 1980’s and 
recommended Japanese of TEPCO to build these facilities. 
TEPCO people never prepared those. This caused 
tremendous explosions of hydrogen gas in the Fukushima 
nuclear power plants accidents.  
(e) Selected knowledge from SNS and the general public. 
Victims should ensure the safety during the evacuation by 
twitter since somebody could find the danger in latest 
information with photos etc. in the Internet. Public 
organizations could effectively solve problems in SNS in 
real-time and report the improved results.   
Example 9. Notice danger. Lots of victims from Namie 
town could find strong radioactive contaminants in Iitate 
village where US embassy reported the danger by e-mail if 
they tweeted to ask their safety. Because many Internet 
users found the map of radioactive area in home page of US 
etc. [9]  
Example 10. Unexpected problems of temporary shelters 
were discovered in Japan by twitter. The temporary shelters 
are not designed for a long time usage. “twitter” could 

(d) Good ideas in other  
areas/foreign countries 

(e) Selected knowledge from SNS 
 and the General Public 
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Figure 5. Readable explanations in a  
picture book and basic operations 

notice the managers of shelters and facilities the new 
problems. 
(f) Serious problems + solutions. d-Library reserve 
(problem + solutions/ current situation) and statements that 
person in charge talked. Field agent shows citizens them in 
order to avoid CF and to accept both no excuse and no 
concealment.   
 (g) Evolved knowledge (EK). EK should be chosen from 
(a) to (f) and ranked based on the votes by local citizens. EK 
should be translated into easy explanation since even aged 
citizens should well understand EK from technology point 
of view, social ideology and custom point of view in their 
community with local conditions and instantaneously take 
the right actions to survive in emergency time.  
Example 11. People that live either near a saw tooth coast 
line or on an active fault have the high risk of disaster. 
Anybody should easily access and study EK from various 
point views by a mobile terminal or an information 
distribution system. 

4 PRIOR LEARNING BY AUTO-FLOW 
PICTURE BOOK AND PRACTICE OF 
CHECKING SAFETY  

Prior learning, personal networks and a practice of 
checking safety are very important for citizens in order to 
avoid the misunderstanding and to quickly start effective 
actions for the safe survival against a sequence of great 
earthquake, fires, tsunamis, accidents in nuclear power 
plants, and concealment by companies and the governments. 
They are also indispensable for people without mobile 
terminal literacy. The personal networks that are built in 
daily life would provide the precious helps in the emergency 
time. However, it is difficult for the citizen to study many 
kinds of solutions since there are exact opposite actions 
between different disasters in the sequence of great disasters. 
We propose “Auto-flow Picture Book (APiBook)” (see 
Fig.4 and Fig.5) with automatic annotations for the prior 
learning and an application of practicing safety check in d-
library so as to easily study the quick start of effective 
actions and to ensure the safe evacuation.  

 
(1) Auto-flow Picture Book for Prior Learning 
“APiBook” allows citizens to easily study knowledge and 

information over many related academic fields for citizens 
by automatic annotation  with pictures and quiz [8].  
APiBook is especially indispensable for citizens without 
digital device literacy. The citizens need discriminately 
study many actions in an evacuation way for each disaster 
since there are exact opposite actions between the great 
disasters that subsequently happen. APiBook enables it by 
auto flow pictures with multimedia annotations. For 
example, APiBook shows that people should stay in a strong 
part of a house in case of earthquakes. They should go 
outside of the house and go up to a higher place in case of 
tsunamis. They should go to a strong building and stay in 
there in case of tornados. They should stay in the house at 
the explosions of nuclear power plants and quickly move to 
a safe place in the right direction. 

Citizens can naturally understand the flow of actions 
with the condition while just watching the flow of pictures 
with annotations. We examined the digital picture book with 
four screens for about thirty people between teen’s and 81 
yeas old at Makiki church in Honolulu. We ensured that all 
users could easily use APiBook. Adults explained their 
children detailed information of Japanese American 
immigrants [5] that encountered a plantation life and a 
prison life caused by World War II. All people shred the 
space in front of APiBook with four screens and 
investigated on prior learning of experiences of their 
ancestors. Then they talked about their history and 
strengthened the bind between the ancestor and the 
descendants after the prior learning. 
(2) Application of practicing safety check in d-library. 
Objective analysis of the serious damages by great disasters 
should be supplied citizens since citizens can not afford to 
find the useful information in emergency time, They are hit 
by earthquakes and traffic jams etc. and the companies and 
the government conceal inconvenient facts and data for 
them. We propose “field agent” that shows awareness by the 
icon “check the safety” in order to easily practice safety 
check based on the latest information. One push of the icon 
allows a user to acquire objective information and many 
kinds of risk map like radioactive contaminant map of the 
Energy Department of State in US  (see Fig. 7) from the 
outside of the interested parties or from foreign countries by 
one push of an icon (see Fig. 6).  
Interview. “Can you avoid the risk by radioactive 
contaminant Map?”  

 

 
Figure 4. A detailed information  
(a photo of Honolulu bay) in a  
display of picture book 
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Fig. 6 One push check of the safety by “E-Safe” with two changes of the          Fig7. The map of  radioactive height of 

tsunami in tsunami warming                                                                              contaminants sent by US embassy   

Subjects. A woman of 40’s, a woman of 20’s, two men of 
30’s, and two men of 60’s 
Answer. A woman of 40’s answered that she could easily 
understand the danger of strong radiation by the map and 
quickly refuge to a safe place in the safe direction if the field 
agent would find the map in d-Library and show her it. 
Because Japanese usually watch the density map of pollen 
on TV or newspaper in spring and defends the pollen allergy 
by a special mask and special glasses. The other subjects 
answered as same as her answer and agreed with her answer.  
Discussion. We could ensure that most Japanese could 
avoid the strong radiation by the map and the map was very 
useful since common Japanese citizens easily discover the 
danger in the maps. They could easily ensure his/her safety 
by the one push when they would worry their own situation. 
Here the most important preparations are that we should 
gather the excellent analyzers and watchmen all over the 
world in the Internet in order to find the indispensable 
knowledge and information from Big Data analysis. The 
daily cooperation between citizens in the internet is very 
important. The cooperation enhances the abilities of noticing 
strange changes and discovering embedded serious risks. 
We should prepare easy registration functions of new 
awareness and embedded risks for d-Library in order to 
expand the area of effective disaster cooperation and 
preliminary evacuation for the embedded risks. 

The tsunami warning changed the prediction of the 
height of tsunami twice. The first revision was “from 
3meters to 6meters” and the second revision was “from 
6meters to more than 10meters.” A citizen could also 
acquire awareness of the safety against giant tsunamis from 
field-agent in d-Library by only pushing the button of the 
check. The exercise of daily checking the safety by firemen 
and fishermen etc. is very important in this field since urgent 
check of the safety within several seconds after the revision 
would be very important in this field.  

5. CONCLUSION 

 We described the importance of disaster library “d-
Library” with field agent for citizens to autonomously 
grapple with embedded problems in both disasters and man-
made accidents. The combination of (1) prior learning of 
scientific knowledge and ancestor’s experience, (2) helps in 

personal networks, and (3) assists by field agent in d-Library 
become useful in the sequence of disasters.  The field agent 
gives citizens a chance so as to supplement additional 
solutions for new occurrences in collaboration through the 
Internet since even experts on each academic field could not 
predict both great disasters and the serious accidents in 
advanced system like nuclear power plants. We also discuss 
how to evacuate avoiding psychological weak points of 
human such as CF.  
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Abstract - Recently, many people use online recipe sites
when they cook. As recipe sites are rapidly increasing in num-
ber, even recipe sites that have over 1 million appear. When
the number of recipes is large, it is difficult for users to find
the recipe that meets their requirements. To solve this prob-
lem, several web sites provide useful search interfaces, and
several academic studies present methods to use the database
effectively. We can classify these studies into two approaches,
i.e., search for, and create recipes. In the studies to search
for recipes, although these methods recommend recipes to
users considering various aspect of users’ requirements, users
have no choice but to compromise because the recipe database
would not include the one that perfectly satisfy the users’ re-
quirements. On the other hand, the study to create recipes
only begins recently. Currently, many of them propose to rec-
ommend foodstuffs to add to, or delete from a base recipe.
So, users who are beginners in cooking cannot cook the rec-
ommended foodstuffs because they have no idea how to cook
them. In this study, we propose a method and a system to
help users create their own original recipes. Specifically, the
system first provides users with information that helps them
to add or delete foodstuffs with a base recipes to determine
the set of foodstuffs used in their original recipes. Next, it
provides reference recipes, which is the selected recipes re-
trieved from the database, to help users get useful ideas on
how to cook the set of foodstuffs determined in the previous
step. We evaluated the system through a test experiment, and
confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed system in creat-
ing users’ own original recipes.

Keywords: Cooking, Recipes, Recommending Foodstuffs,
Reference Recipes

1 Introduction

Recently, as reference materials for cooking, many recipe
sites (see Table 1) have provided various recipes in the Inter-
net, and are populated instead of the traditionally used mate-
rials such as books, magazines, and TV programs on cooking.
Having grown rapidly, these recipe sites include a significant
number of cooking recipes. For example, Cookpad [1], one
of the most famous Japanese recipe sites, includes more than
1 million cooking recipes. However, among these tremen-
dous number of recipes, it is difficult to find recipes for people
that meet their requirements. To solve the difficulty, not only
the recipe sites prepare keyword or categorical search in their
sites, but also many academic studies have been performed
that tries to enrich users’ experiments to satisfy users’ require-
ments[6]. These studies are classified to two approaches: one

Table 1: Recipe Databases

Site name # of recipes URL

Cookpad[1] 140 million http://cookpad.com/
CDkitchen[2] 120 thousands http://www.cdkitchen.com/
RecipeSource[3] 70 thousands http://www.recipesource.com/
All recipes[4] 50 thousands http://allrecipes.com/
E-recipe[5] 20 thousands http://erecipe.woman.excite.co.jp/

is to “search” recipes, andthe other is to “create” recipes.
The approach that “search” recipes typically computes the

similarities between recipes from various aspects to find or
recommend recipes that is likely to meet users’ requirements.
This approach enables us to retrieve recipes according to a
common characteristics between recipes that reflect require-
ments or testes of users. However, these methods only search
for recipes from a limited set of recipes in a database so that
users will possibly find recipes that nearly meets their require-
ments, but cannot do the perfect one that completely satisfies
their requirements.

On the other hand, the approach that “create” recipes is
potentially able to retrieve the perfect recipes that meets the
requirements, although they needs higher level techniques.
Towards this goal, several proposals are presented that help
users create their own recipes by modifying existing cook-
ing recipes. For example, there is a study that recommends
foodstuffs that are likely to be added/deleted in a recipe easily
[10]. However, because they do not support to design the op-
erational steps to cook dishes using the modified set of food-
stuffs, it is difficult for many beginners to complete the orig-
inal recipes, i.e., they do not know how to cook the modified
foodstuffs. We have to help constructing the operational steps
of cooking in their original recipes.

In this paper, we present a method and a system that not
only recommend foodstuffs that can be added/deleted in a
recipe, but also present information to help users construct-
ing the operatinal steps of their own original recipes. Specif-
ically, in recommending foodstuffs, we display several sorts
of supporting information that indicates the foodstuffs likely
to be added/deleted in the base recipe from several aspects. In
helping operational-steps design, we present reference recipes
that includes the operation steps to cook the added foodstuffs
in combination with the other foodstuffs in the base recipe.
With these two functions, we help users create their own orig-
inal recipes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we present the related work. In Section 3, we present
the design of our system to help users create their own original
recipes, and in Section 4 we give the algorithms and formula
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that underlie in our system.We evaluated the effectiveness of
our study in Section 5, and finally we conclude the work in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 The Current State on Recipe Sites

In the last decade, people have become to use recipe sites
as materials to refer cooking recipes, in addition to books,
magazines, and TV programs. These web sites are strongly
supported not only by young people but also by middle-aged
people, mainly because (1) they are free to access, (2) they in-
clude significant number of recipes, and (3) they are available
at all time.

In Febrary 2009, iShare Coorporation surveyed the media
to refer when people cook in Japan [7]. 274 people answered
for it, in which 53.3% is men and 46.7% is women, includ-
ing 11.6% of twenties, 46.3% of thirties, 31.6% of fourties,
and 10.5% of others. The result shows that people use recipe
web sites the most when they cook. Specifically, 58.8% of
men and more than half of the twenties and fourties (men and
women) answered to use web sites the most among other me-
dia.

The most outstanding reason that people refer to these recipe
sites is the number of recipes available in these site, which
is far larger than those of books or magazines. In general,
users has various and sensitive requirements for recipes such
as likes and dislikes of foodstuffs, allergies, foodstuffs stored
in refrigerater (so they want use them), etc. To find recipes
that satisfy these sensitive requirements, recipe sites where a
vast number of recipes are stored are convenient.

In the recipe sites, almost all sites provide keyword-search
function, with which users try to search for recipes that meet
their sensitive requirements. Keyword search alone, however,
hardly enables users to find the best recipe that meets users’
requirements, since the number of search results is also large
in proportion to the total number of recipes. For example,
if we search for recipes with two keywords “potatoes” and
“gratin” in a major recipe site “cookpad,” in which 1.4 mil-
lion recipes are stored in it, we will have about 4,000 recipes
retrieved from the database. Consider that an user checks the
results one by one to find recipes that satisfy his/her own re-
quirements the most. It is hard and laborious to find suitable
recipes with keyword search alone.

Many sites provide further functions to help users to find
suitable recipes effectively. Specifically, many sites provides
a function that narrow the search space using several prop-
erties such as objective (e.g., for health, for beauty, for body
building), categories (e.g., main course, soup), cooking time,
and cooking methods. Each sites provides various original
filters to help searching. As shown above, user interfaces to
support efficient recipe searching have been developed with
significant care.

It is, however, still hard to find recipes that completely sat-
isfies users’ sensitive requirements, as long as we tries search-
ing for recipes from a limited set of recipes. Customising
recipes is essential to achieve higher level recipe searvices on
the web.

2.2 Related Work

Studies that target recipe data are roughly classified into
two categories: studies that search for recipes, and those cre-
ate recipes. In this section, we describe the state of the art of
these two categories of studies.

Among the studies that search for recipes, we introduce
several searching methods based on foodstuffs, as the related
work with this paper. Ueda et al.[8] proposed a method to
recommend recipes that considers likes and dislikes of users.
Their method recommends recipes based on the frequency of
foodstuffs appearing in an user’s cooking history. Iwagami
et al.[9] proposed a method to recommend recipes that also
considers likes and dislikes of users. Their method first ac-
quires foodstuffs that the user likes to use from the history of
recipes users refer in the system, and second computes scores
of recipes according to the acquired information of each food-
stuff. These two proposals to recommend recipes help ef-
ficient searching for recipes that considers users’ tastes, by
utilizing additional data that include the history of recipes re-
ferred in the system.

On the other hand, the approach that creates recipes is still
in the stage of beginning. We can only introduce several stud-
ies that treat addition and deletion of foodstuffs in a recipe.
Shidochi et al.[10] proposed a method that suggests foodstuffs
to add to the base recipe. Their method is based on a typical
pattern of cooking steps in each sort of dishes; they suggest
an alternative foodstuff that can be used in each operational
step of cooking, under the assumption that the sort of dishes
and so the typical pattern in cooking is given. Tsukuda et
al.[11] also proposed a method to suggest foodstuffs to add
to, or delete from the input recipe, based on the conbination
of foodstuffs included in the set of recipes in the database.
They compute the stability of a combinations of foodstuffs
from the frequency of combinations that appear in the recipes
in the database. Based on this stability scores, their method
suggest a foodstuff to add that increases the stability of the
set of foodstuffs. Although these studies suggest foodstuffs
to add to, or delete from the input recipe, they do not consider
the operational steps of cooking in the newly created origi-
nal recipes. Thus, unless the users are accustomed to cook, it
would be difficult to complete the recipe with the new set of
foodstuffs by determining the operational steps to complete
their original recipes.

3 System Design

3.1 Requirements

As users of the proposed system, we suppose people who
are not so accustomed to cooking that they cannot modify
recipes by themselves, although they can cook by pursuing a
recipe that includes full description of operational steps. In
fact, this kind of people frequently refers recipe sites when
they try cooking. However, as mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, it is laborious for them to search for suitable recipes that
meets their sensitive requirements.

In this case, many people will come to the idea to modify
the existing recipes to meet their own requirements. We de-
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signed our system to beuseful in this case. In the case, users
first try to select a base recipe, and try to change foodstuffs to
meet the requirements they have. Users then find a problem
that they do not know which foodstuff is suitable to add/delete
in combination with other foodstuffs in the base recipe. To
help users on this point is the first task for us to perform.

When a set of foodstuffs is determined, users next try to de-
cide how to cook them. However, because the cooking oper-
ations are different among foodstuffs (i.e., imagine that some
foodstuffs such as fish require special handling or preliminary
operations, or even for basic foodstuffs, cutting size may be
different for each foodstuff), it is hard to find the appropreate
operation steps for the modified set of foodstuffs. To help
users on this point is the second task for us to perform.

In this paper, we design an information system that helps
users on these two points, so that users can create their orig-
inal recipes by modifying the base recipe to meet their sen-
sitive requirements, using helpful informations suggested by
the system.

3.2 Functional Design

We designed a system that provides valuable information
for users to help them in the two troublesome situations in
creating recipes, i.e., (i) the first is the situation where users
select foodstuffs to add/delete, and (ii) the second is the one
where users decide cooking operations over the selected set
of foodstuffs. In this section, we describe a basic design of
the functions in our system for these two target situations.

We first describe the functions to support users selecting
foodstuffs to add/delete. When people cook, they easily think
of several requirements such as: “I want to eat omuraisu,”
“I want to eat salmon in today’s dinner,” or “I want to use
spinach left in my refregirator.” These examples imply that
users can easily think of dishes (e.g., omuraisu) they want to
have, and also of the foodstuffs they want to use; they can
easily select the sort of dishes and foodstuffs to use. It is dif-
ficult, however, for users to judge whether a set of foodstuffs
goes well in cooking. Note that there are combinations of
foodstuffs that are easy or difficult to cook well together. So,
it is valuable that our system provides information that helps
users to be aware of good and bad combinations, for each soft
of dishes.

In our design, we implement a function that provides three
sorts of information that helps users select foodstuffs to add/delete,
as follows:

(a) Frequency of foodstuffs used in each sort of dishes.

(b) The degree of compatibility between a newly added
foodstuff and the other foodstuffs.

(c) Foodstuffs that have good compatibility with a current
set of foodstuffs.

First, (a) provides information that indicates which food-
stuffs are used frequently in the sort of dishes chosen by users.
For each sort of dishes (e.g., omuraisu), the foodstuffs used
frequently are considered compatible, and are suitable to use

in cooking it. This information is considered useful to know
the generally used foodstuffs for each sort of dishes.

Second, (b) provides information that indicates the degree
of compatibility between a newly added foodstuff and the
other foodstuffs included in the editting recipe. When a user
add a new foodstuff in our system, we display the compatibil-
ity between the new foodstuff and the other foodstuffs listed
in the screen. This function is useful for users to know which
foodstuff is suitable for the current set of foodstuffs through
trial and error of repeated addition and deletion of foodstuffs.
Also, it is useful to decide foodstuffs to delete, instead of the
newly added foodstuffs.

Third, (c) provides information that indicates the foodstuff
that have good compatibility with a current set of foodstuffs.
This function recommends foodstuffs to users to add into the
current set of foodstuffs.

These three sorts of information are displayed in the user
interface of our system with small icons beside the name of
foodstuffs. Because users see these icons easily, our system
enables users to operate it intuitively. The detail of the user
interface is shown in Section 3.3.

As the functions that help users to decide cooking opera-
tions over the selected set of foodstuffs, we display recipes re-
trieved from the database that in high probability includes the
cooking operations over the added foodstuff. Hereafter, we
call such recipes asreference recipes. The reference recipes
that the system displays should involve a similar set of food-
stuffs, and simultaneously should have similar pattern of cook-
ing operations with the base recipe.

The reference recipes are displayed for users in the order of
the similarity between the set of foodstuffs selected by users
and the set of foodstuffs in each reference recipe. By dis-
playing several reference recipes, users can refer variety of
cooking operations for the newly added foodstuffs, which we
expect users to refer to for an idea how to cook them in their
original recipes. Also, we can expect an effect that the system
suggests users not only conventional cooking operations, but
also rare and surprising operations, which give users a pre-
cious hint for their own original dishes.

3.3 User Interfaces

Based on the functional design described in the previous
section, we designed the user interface of our system. In this
section, we will show how users use our system by introduc-
ing our interface design.

The overview of the usage of our system is shown in Fig. 1.
Users use the system with the following three steps. First,
users select a sort of dishes to cook among several candidate
sorts of dishes provided by the system (1⃝). Hereafter, we
call the typical recipe of the selected sort of dishes abase
recipe. Second, users determine a set of foodstuffs to use in
their original recipes by adding (or deleting) foodstuffs to (or
from) the base recipe (2⃝). Third, users decide how to cook
the set of foodstuffs determined in step2⃝ with the help of ref-
erence recipes provided by the system (3⃝). In the following,
we explain the detail of steps2⃝ and 3⃝.

In step 2⃝, users determine a set of foodstuffs by modifying
the base recipe selected in step1⃝. The user interface of this
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Figure 2: User Interfaceof the System

step is shown in Fig. 2. InA⃝, the base recipe selected in step
1⃝ is displayed. InB⃝, users add or delete foodstuffs for their

original recipe. In this fieldB⃝, many candidate foodstuffs to
add or delete are listed, which includes all the foodstuffs in
the base recipe.

Because the number of all existing foodstuffs is tremen-
dous, we have to create a subset of them to be displayed in
this field. We limited the number of foodstuffs to display ac-
cording to the criterion (a), the frequency of each foodstuff
used in all the recipes that belong to the sort of dishes se-
lected in step1⃝. The criterion (a) is introduced in Section
3.2, and is described specifically in Section 4. Also, to have
users select foodstuffs to add/delete easily, we classified food-
stuffs into several categories according to “the standard tables
of food composition” [12]. In the user interface of our sys-
tem, each category of foodstuffs (e.g., vegetables, meat, fish,
mushrooms, etc.) forms an “island” with its own color, as
shown in Fig. 2.

In this field B⃝, users add or delete foodstuffs repeatedly by
clicking icons placed at the rightside of the text. (The zoomed
image of Field B⃝ is shown in Fig. 3.) For each operation of
users, the system reacts with the three types of information
(a)(b) and (c) recalculated and displayed at the rightside of
the foodstuff texts.

Figure 3: User Interface(Zoomed)
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Figure 4: Layout of aReference Recipe Displayed in the field
C⃝ of Fig.2

The first type of information, i.e., (a) the frequency of each
foodstuff used in the sort of dishes, is expressed by the text
size of each foodstuff. Fig. 3 is the zoomed snapshot of field
B⃝. Frequently used foodstuffs are shown with bigger fonts,
whereas rarely used foodstuffs are shown with smaller fonts.
Here, the numbers at rightside of foodstuff texts in brackets
are the number of recipes that includes the foodstuff.

The second type of information, i.e., (b) the degree of com-
patibility between a newly added foodstuff and the other food-
stuffs, is expressed by icons. The icons are displayed at the
rightside of foodstuff texts when a user newly adds a food-
stuff, where the different icons are displayed according to the
level of compatibility between them, as shown in Fig. 3. If
a foodstuff is very compatible with the new one, a star icon
appears. If a foodstuff is moderately compatible, a red arrow
with upper direction appears. If a foodstuff is not compati-
ble at all, no icon appears. And, if a foodstuff and the new
one are in bad combination, a blue arrow with lower direction
appears.

The third type of imformation, i.e., (c) foodstuffs that have
good compatibility with a current set of foodstuffs, is ex-
pressed with “heart” icons, displayed in the rightside of the
foodstuff texts. The arithmetic formula to compute the de-
gree of three criteria (a)(b) and (c) is presented in Section 4.

Next, in the step3⃝, users decide how to cook the set of
foodstuffs determined in step2⃝ with the reference recipes
provided by the system. When users add a foodstuff, the sys-
tem searches the database for the recipes that can be used for
reference in deciding the cooking operations, and the found
reference recipes are displayed in the fieldC⃝. As the ref-
erence recipes, the system selects the ones that include the
added foodstuffs, and simultaneously that the similarity of
the set of foodstuffs to those selected in step2⃝ is high. Fig. 4
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Table 2: Example ofReference Recipes Listed in the System

Chinese Yum White Leek Soybean Milk

Chicken gratin Cod gratin Shrinps and macaroni gratin
Chinese yum and shrimp gratin Chinese yum gratin Potatoes and shrimp gratin

Seafood and chinese yum gratinJapanese style Oysters and trout gratin boiled eggs and soybean milk gratin
Chinese yum gratin Chinese yum gratin Japanese styleSeafood and chinese yum gratinJapanese style

Chinese yum gratin Japanese style Chinese yum gratin Japanese style Mushroom gratin

shows the exampleof the layout of reference recipes displayed
in the field C⃝. In the field, there are several items of use-
ful information such as the similarity value, the additional
foodstuffs (i.e., the foodstuffs used in the reference recipe
only), and the unused foodstuffs (i.e., those used in the orig-
inal recipe only). When users click the field, users can refer
full information of the recipe in another window.

Table 2 shows the examples of the listed reference recipes
for each of added foodstuffs “chinese yum,” “white leeks,”
and “soybean milk,” in the case where the base recipe is “gratin”

4 Underlying Algorithms

4.1 An Algorithm to Recommend Foodstuffs

In this section, we introduce an arithmetic criteria to pro-
vide information to help users in step2⃝. We first present
the criterion (a), the frequency of each foodstuff used in all
recipes that belong to a sort of dishes. We define the set of
recipesR in the database as

R = (r1, r2, . . . , rn), (1)

whererk(1 ≤ k ≤ n) is a recipe andn is the number of
recipes in the database. We also define a set of foodstuffsM .
If a foodstuff m ∈ M is included in a reciperi, we write
m ∈ ri. Let C denote a sort of dishes selected in the step
1⃝. Then, the frequencyFc(m) of a foodstuffm in a sort of

dishesC is represented as follows:

FC(m) =
|{r|r ∈ C andm ∈ r}|

|{r|r ∈ C}|
. (2)

In our system, we usefour sorts of fonts according to this
valueFC(m).

Next, as for the criterion (b), the degree of compatibility
between a newly added foodstuff and the other foodstuffs, we
let the degree of compatibility among two foodstuffsmi and
mj beCompC(mi,mj), as follows:

CompC(mi,mj) =
|{r|r ∈ C andmi ∈ r andmj ∈ r}|
|{r|r ∈ C and(mi ∈ r ormj ∈ r)}|

.

(3)
In our system, we classifythe combinations of foodstuffsmi

andmj with the valueCompC(mi,mj) into four classes, and
display icons accordingly.

Finally, we present the criterion (c), foodstuffs that have
good compatibility with a current set of foodstuffs. We let
r0 be the original recipe created by a user, andS(r0, ri) be
the similarity between these two recipes. Then,S(r0, ri) is
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Figure 5: Computing Foodstuffs Compatible with The Origi-
nal Recipe (Criterion (c))

computed according to the ratio of commonly used foodstuffs,
as follows:

S(r0, ri) =
|{m|m ∈ r0 andm ∈ ri}|
|{m|m ∈ r0 orm ∈ ri}|

. (4)

In our system, we retrieve a set of recipes from the database
with all recipesri that satisfiesS(r0, ri) > 0.7, and display
the icon to the foodstuffs included in the retrieved recipe set,
except for the foodstuffs included inr0 (Fig. 5).

Note that the computational complexity for each criterion
(a)(b) and (c) isO(|R|), where|R| is the number of recipes
in the database.

4.2 An Algorithm to Select Reference Recipes

A list of reference recipes are displayed when users add
a foodstuff when they are creating their recipes. Thus, the
reference recipes are computed from the added foodstuff, the
sort of dishes, and the current set of foodstuffs in the origi-
nal recipe. Specifically, the system first retrieves all recipes
that belong to the sort of dishes, and that include the added
foodstuff. The system then sorts the retrieved recipes by the
similarity between each of them (ri) and the original recipe
(r0) presented as formula (4). Top 5 of the recipes are dis-
played as the reference recipes.

The time complexity for searching reference recipes is the
same as the algorithms presented in the previous section. That
is, we can compute all the criteria (i.e., (a)(b) and (c)) and the
reference recipes within a single scan for each recipe.
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Table 3: Foodstuffs Specified to Use in the Experiment for
each sort of dishes

Gratin Omuraisu

Chinese yum White radish sprout
White miso White leek
Mincemeat Ginger

5 Evaluation

5.1 Methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system in cre-
ating original recipes, we conducted an experiment. In the ex-
periment, we asked users to create their own original recipes,
i.e., to write down them, using the proposed system with the
following two conditions, and compared the results.

Condition 1: Using the proposed system with all functions.

Condition 2: Using the proposed system with all functions,
except for reference recipes.

Because what is new in this system in the literature is the
function to provide reference recipes, we confirm the effec-
tiveness of the reference recipes in creating original recipes
by comparing the systems with and without reference recipes.
Note that, to conduct fair comparison, when users use the
system without reference recipes (i.e., the case of Condition
2), we allow users to search recipes using the web site E-
recipe[5] to decide their cooking steps in their own original
recipes. The sorts of dishes we asked users to create recipes
were “gratin” and “omuraisu.”

In our system, we imported the recipes from the web site
E-recipe[5]. We select the site E-recipe because the recipes in
this site relatively includes low fluctuation of words and the
name of foodstuffs. Although the fluctuation is relatively low,
we integrated names of foodstuffs according to the reference
[12]. (E.g., if both “potato” and “danshaku” are used in the
recipes, we integrate them into a word “potato.”)

The experiment is done as follows: We form two groups
of users A and B. For users in group A, we first ask them to
create their own original recipes with the base recipe “gratin”
in Condition 1, and next asked them to do the same operation
with the base recipe “omuraisu” in Condition 2. For users in
group B, we asked them to do the same with the exchanged
base recipes, i.e., they first create recipes of “omuraisu” in
Condition 1, and next “gratin” in Condition 2. We also asked
them to write down the operational steps of their own original
recipes concisely and to answer the questionaire when they
finished creating each of their original recipes.

In the experiment, we specified foodstuffs that users must
use in their own original recipes, as a “requirements” in their
modification of recipes. Namely, for each of two sort of dishes,
we specified three foodstuffs to use, while other foodstuffs
are free to use. The three foodstuffs specified are shown in
Table 3. We selected these three foodstuffs because they are
not frequently used in the given sort of dishes, and also be-
cause they have more than one ways in cooking. By spec-
ifying foodstuffs that have several ways to cook, we intend

to have users being not easily able to decide the operational
steps to cook their original recipes.

In the questionaire, we have questions on how the three
sorts of information for steps2⃝ is useful in selecting the
foodstuffs in their recipes. Also, we have questions on how
the reference recipes for steps3⃝ are useful in deciding opera-
tional steps in cooking. For each questions, users answer with
a 5-grade rating, where 5 means “very useful” or “strongly
agree,” and 1 means “not useful at all” or “strongly disagree.”
Furthermore, we checked that the written operational steps in
their original recipes are proper or not, and compared them
between the cases with and without reference recipes.

5.2 Results

In Table 4, we show the results on usefulness of the three
sorts of information for adding/deleting foodstuffs. In the re-
sults of questions (i), (ii), and (iii), all medians and modes
are equal to or more than 4, meaning that users answered that
these three sorts of information were useful in selecting food-
stuffs to add/delete. However, for the question (iv), users an-
swered that they did not feel like sufficiently easy to select
foodstuffs to add/delete with this system. One of the possi-
blity that the results indicate is that, to select foodstuffs to
add/delete in creating recipes, users may require not only the
information on compatibility among foodstuffs, but also the
information that recall the idea of creating recipes.

In Table 5, we show the results on usefullnes of reference
recipes. In the results of questions (v)-(ix), all medians and
modes are equal to or more than 4 with reference recipes,
whereas they are equal to or lower than 3 without referene
recipes. There were big difference between the cases with
and without reference recipes. The difference was confirmed
by checking p-values in t-test of the two cases. The results are
shown in Table 6, where the statistical significance was con-
firmed in all the questions (v)-(ix). We also had a result that
most users answered that the reference recipes are better to
be recommended automatically. Consequently, we concluded
that the reference recipes are useful in deciding how to cook
foodstuffs in their own original recipes.

On the other hand, as a result of checking the recipes writ-
ten by users, we found that the recipes created with reference
recipes are all proper, i.e., it does not include wrong opera-
tions, whereas those without reference recipes includes sev-
eral faults. For example, in cooking gratin, some original
recipes cut raw chinese yum and throw directly into white
source. Note that chinese yum are usually lightly fried be-
fore mixed with white source. As another example, an orig-
inal recipe first bakes the gratin in an oven, and after that,
puts the fried ingredients on it. The ingredients are usually
mixed with white source before the gratin with white source
is baked. The reason why users made such mistakes would
be that they referred the recipes that belong to other sorts of
dishes. Consequently, they only understood how to cook it,
but not understood the timing and the sequence of operations
in gratin. This also indicates that the reference recipes recom-
mended from the same sort of dishes work effectively to de-
cide operational steps in cooking in their own original recipes.
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Table 4: Results: usefulnessof three sorts of information for adding/deleting foodstuffs
Evaluation

Questions 5 4 3 2 1 Median Mode
(i) The information “frequencyin the sort of dishes” was useful. 7 5 4 4 0 4 5
(ii) The information “the degree of compatibility between a newly added foodstuff

and the other foodstuffs”was useful. 5 13 1 1 0 4 4
(iii) The information “foodstuffsthat have good compatibility with a current set of

foodstuffs” was useful. 4 14 1 0 1 4 4
(iv) Selecting foodstuffsto add/delete was easily done. 2 7 5 6 2 3 4

Table 5: Results: usefulnessof reference recipes
Evaluation

Questions 5 4 3 2 1 Median Mode
With (v) I am satisfied withmy original recipe. 6 8 5 1 0 4 4
reference (vi) Deciding how tocook the selected foodstuffs was easily done. 8 8 4 0 0 4 5
recipes (vii) This system is usefulto get an idea in creating recipes. 10 9 1 0 0 4.5 5

(viii) I would lik e to use this system again. 4 15 1 0 0 4 4
Without (v) I am satisfied withmy original recipe. 0 6 7 6 1 3 3
reference (vi) Deciding how tocook the selected foodstuffs was easily done. 0 3 4 9 4 2 2
recipes (vii) This system is usefulto get an idea in creating recipes. 1 5 6 7 1 3 2

(viii) I would lik e to use this system again. 0 3 6 10 1 2 2
(ix) It is better thatthe reference recipes are automatically recommended.18 2 0 0 0 5 5

Table 6: Results: usefulnessof reference recipes (p-values)
With Without

reference recipes reference recipe p-value
Questions Average Stddev Average Stddev

(v) I am satisfied withmy original recipe. 3.95 0.89 2.90 0.91 0.0003
(vi) Deciding how tocook the selected foodstuffs was easily done. 4.20 0.77 2.30 0.98 0.00000003
(vii) This system is usefulto get an idea in creating recipes. 4.45 0.92 2.90 1.02 0.000001
(viii) I would lik e to use this system again. 4.15 0.60 2.55 0.83 0.00000001

6 Conclusion

In this paper,we proposed a method and a system to help
users to create original recipes. The proposed system provides
users with the information that helps users to select foodstuffs
to add to, or delete from their own original recipes, and also
with reference recipes that helps users to decide operational
steps in cooking in their original recipes. With this system,
users are able to create their original recipes that meet their
own requirements with the helpful computational aids.

We evaluated the system how effectively it helps users to
create their own original recipes. Through the experiment to
create original recipes, we confirmed that the proposed sys-
tem is useful in creating their own recipes, and this proves the
effectiveness of the system.

One of the challenges for the future is to recommend ref-
erence recipes for various objectives of users, e.g., reference
recipes for basic cooking methods, or those for stimulative
idea in cooking, etc. Other customizations and characteriza-
tions to fit the system to users’ various requirements would
also be a possible task for the future.
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Abstract - It is important to know the calorie consumption
at the time of life activities for prevention of Lifestyle dis-
eases. In this paper, we propose a method of measuring calo-
rie consumption with high precision. Although there are some
studies to calculate the calorie consumption by METs values
adapting the state estimation method of the person using an
accelerometer, it is insufficient to calculate calorie consump-
tion with high precision for the estimation of the states such as
road condition and moving speed. The proposed method aims
to calculate calorie consumption with high precision during
the life activity by estimating road condition and moving speed
in addition to the items of conventional estimation using the
accelerometer of smartphone. Finally, from the accuracy eval-
uation of the proposed method, estimation errors were able to
be reduced by about 83% from the conventional methods.

Keywords: Provide up to five keywords to be used for fu-
ture on-line publication searches and indexing.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lifestyle diseases occupy the biggest factor of cause of
death in Japan now [1]. For the prevention of these lifestyle
diseases, it is important to balance calorie intake and calo-
rie consumption. Recently, the calorie intake comes to be
recorded in many food and be easily known, but calorie con-
sumption is difficult to recognize. Therefore the method to
easily calculate calorie consumption is required.

The METs values [4] is known as the method to calculate
calorie consumption easily from the strength and the duration
of the activity depending on the types of life activities. By this
method, we can calculate calorie consumption if we can know
what kind of activity a person takes and how long the person
continued the activity. In various kinds of activities, activities
in daily living have a big influence on calorie consumption
of the day, because the activities occupy most of one-day ac-
tivities [2]. Therefore, we can calculate calorie consumption
if we can classify the state of daily living activities precisely.
But it is necessary to observe the continuous state of activities
to classify the state of daily living activities.

On the other hand, with the development of the mobile ter-
minals such as the smartphones, mobile terminals come to
equip with many sensors which can measure various phenom-
ena precisely. A kind of sensor such as the acceleration sen-
sor can sense motion of human beings and the various kinds
of sensors can record as data sequences. In addition, these
terminals are convenient for recording daily living activities,
because the terminal tends to be always worn in daily living

activities. Using these sensors equipped with by such termi-
nal, there are several methods to estimate daily activities [3]
and method to calculate calorie consumptions [5], [6]. How-
ever, though calorie consumption greatly varies with moving
speed and road conditions such as stairs or level ground, there
is few method to calculate calorie consumption precisely by
estimating these elements.

In this paper, we propose the method to estimate of daily
life activities precisely and to calculate calorie consumption
using the acceleration sensor on the smartphone.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 State Estimation using Acceleration
Sensor

There is a method of state estimation of daily activities us-
ing acceleration sensor [3]. This method makes multiple pa-
rameters from the data obtained from acceleration sensor, and
estimates states from the characteristic values in each state.
Figure 1 shows the variance of the acceleration, the power
spectrum derived from FFT of the acceleration(FFT power
spectrum) and the angle of the terminal in each state such as
”Sitting”, ”Standing”, ”Walking” and ”Running”. These val-
ues are obtained from the acceleration sensor in the pocket of
pants.

Figure 1: Variationof characteristic values

2.2 Measurement of Calorie Consumption

2.2.1 METs Values

There are many studies to apply the state estimation method to
calculate calorie consumption using METs(Metabolic Equiv-
alent of Tasks) values. The METs values [4] is the technique
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proposed by the AmericanCollege of Sports Medicine and is
expressed in the following expression (1).

EE = 1.05×METs×W × T (1)

EE means calorie consumption(kcal),W means the weight
of the subject person(kg) andT means the duration of the
activity(hours). The METs value means that the strength of
activities is equivalent to several times at resting condition.
The examples of METs values are the following table 1. For

Table 1: Examples of METs values
METs Activiteis

1.0 Sitting quietly and watching television
1.2 Standing quietly
1.3 Sitting and reading books
1.4 Sitting and talking, eating
1.8 Standing and talking
3.0 Walking(67m/min, Level ground)
3.3 Walking(81m/min, Level ground)
3.8 Fast walking(94m/min,Level ground)

10.0 Running(161m/min, Levelground), Swimming
15.0 Running up the stairs

example, we cancalculate calorie consumption on the follow-
ing expression (2) when the subject person weighs 60kg and
did normal walk of around 67m/min on level ground for 30
minutes.

1.05× 3.0× 60× 0.5 = 94.5(kcal) (2)

2.2.2 Measurement of Calorie Consumption using State
Estimation

The method considering the moving states [5] can estimate
the moving state such as ”Stopping” or ”Walking” or ”Run-
ning” or ”Bicycle” or ”Train, Car, Bus” using mobile termi-
nals. Furthermore, in the ”Walking” state this method dis-
tinguishes ”Level ground”, ”Up the stairs” and ”Down the
stairs”, and calculates calorie consumption from estimated
state and METs. The state estimation of this method uses
only the FFT power spectrum of the acceleration as the char-
acteristic value. The measured power spectrums are converted
into symbols decided beforehand. And each state is estimated
from these plural symbols

The method considering daily life activities [6] can esti-
mate the basic four states of daily life activities such as ”Sit-
ting” or ”Standing” or ”Walking” or ”Running” using sensors
on the market. The state estimation of this method uses the
values of variance, dominant frequency, the FFT power spec-
trum of the acceleration and the angle of the terminal as the
characteristic value.

2.2.3 Problems

Table 2 shows that the METs values are greatly different in
the difference of speed and the road condition. This has a big
influence on the calculated value of calorie consumption.

Table 2: Difference in METs between ”Walking” and ”Run-
ning”

METs Activiteis

2.5 Walking(54m/min)
5.0 Walking(107m/min)
8.0 Walking downthe stairs

Running(134m/min)
10.0 Running(161m/min, Levelground)
15.0 Running up the stairs

Though the method ofRef. [5] considers only moving state,
the estimation of ”Bicycle” or ”Train, Car, Bus” is unneces-
sary if we calculate calorie consumption only in daily life ac-
tivities. This method does not consider moving speed. As for
the method of Ref. [6], the road condition where the subject
person ”runs” or ”walks” such as ”up and down the stairs”, is
not estimated. For more accurate calcuration of calorie con-
sumption, it is necessary to be able to estimate these speeds
and conditions.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

We propose the method to calculate calorie consumption
in daily life activities. This method consists of two processes
such as the process of state estimation and the process of cal-
curation of calorie consumption. The process of state esti-
mation uses the acceleration sensor of smartphone, and the
process of calorie calcuration uses METs values. And the ba-
sic daily life activities shall be classified into four state such
as ”Sitting”, ”Standing”, ”Walking” and ”Running”.

When the acceleration value is measured using smartphone,
there is a problem that the acceleration values change by the
wearing place of smartphone. In the proposed method, smart-
phone is attached to the pocket of pants(Fig.2). In this way, it

Figure 2: Wearingplace of smartphone

becomes easy to distinguish the change of state by the angle
of foots at the time of ”Sitting” and ”Standing”. And at the
time of ”Walking” and ”Running”, it becomes easy to catch
the change of the acceleration.
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The frequencies of ”Walking” and ”Running” are usually
delivered to 0-10Hz. Therefore the sampling rate of the ac-
celeration sensor sets it to 20Hz. The state estimation process
uses the variance of the acceleration, the basic frequency de-
rived from FFT of the acceleration and the angle of the smart-
phone. The variance and the frequency of the acceleration are
calculated from 64 latest acceleration data.

3.1 Process of State Estimation

The proposed method estimates the states of ”Walking up
the stairs”, ”Walking down the stairs” and ”Running up the
stairs” in addition to ”Sitting”, ”Standing”, ”Walking” and
”Running” states of the conventional method. And the method
calculates the velocity of moving at the time of ”Walking”
and ”Running”. Figure 3 shows the overview of the proposed
method.
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Figure 3: Overview of state estimation

Reference [3] shows that four states ”Walking”, ”Running”
and ”Stopping” can be classified by the variance of the syn-
thesis acceleration. Furthermore, the proposed method esti-
mates the states ”Walking on the stairs” or ”Running at the
stairs” in addition to the states ”Walking” and ”Running”.
However, we cannot distinguish the states ”Walking on the
stairs” and ”Running at the stairs” from the states ”Walking”
and ”Running” by the variance of the synthetic acceleration
as shown in Fig. 4. The vertical movement of ”Walking on
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Figure 4: Varianceof the synthesis acceleration

stairs” is stronger than normal ”Walking”. Therefore I veri-
fied whether we could detect the characteristic by the verti-
cal component of the variance of the synthesis acceleration.
Figure 5 shows the result. There are great difference of the
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Figure 5: Varianceof the vertical component of the synthesis
acceleration

vertical component of variance of the acceleration, whether
the subject person walks on the stairs, In this way we can
estimate the states ”Walking”, ”Running” ”Walking on the
stairs”, ”Running at the stairs” and ”Stopping” only using the
value of variance.

The calculation procedures of the vertical component of the
synthesis acceleration are as follows.

1. About x-axis and y-axis and z-axis, the gravity compo-
nent of the acceleration is removed from the accelera-
tion of the x-axis and y-axis and z-axis.

2. The acceleration is composed from x, y, z component of
acceleration that removed gravity component, accord-
ing to the following expression.

Acc =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 (3)

3. The angleθ is calculatedfrom the inner product be-
tween the synthesis acceleration and the gravitational
acceleration.

θ = cos−1(
a⃗ · b⃗
|⃗a||⃗b|

) (4)

4. The vertical component of acceleration is calculated
from the angleθ.

Accv = Acc× sin θ (5)

Acc means synthetic value of the acceleration.x, y and z
mean x-axis(y-axis, z-axis) component of the acceleration that
removed a gravity component respectively.θ means the angle
between synthesis acceleration and the gravitational acceler-
ation,a⃗ means the acceleration that removed the gravity com-
ponent,g⃗ means the gravity component of the acceleration.
Accv means the acceleration of the vertical direction.

3.1.1 State Estimation

Each state is estimated using each threshold found experimen-
tally about the variance, the angle and the variation of the an-
gle(differences between 64 latest maximums and minimum of
the angle data) of measured acceleration. The setting of the
threshold is described in section 3.1.3.

At first, basic state such as ”Stopping”, ”Walking”, ”Walk-
ing on the stairs”, ”Running” and ”Running up the stairs” are
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estimated using the variance of the acceleration of the vertical
direction. Table 3 shows the threshold. The state is decided
where of the threshold range the varianceva of measured ac-
celeration is included in.

Table 3: Threshold of basic states
State Threshold

Stopping v < 0.07
Walking 0.07 ≤ v < 0.33

Walking on thestairs 0.33 ≤ v < 0.53
Running 0.53 ≤ v < 1.35

Running up the stairs 1.35 ≤ v

Then, when it isin the state of ”Walking on the stairs”,
the states of ”Walking up the stairs” and ”Walking down the
stairs” are estimated using the variation of the angle measured
at smartphone. Table 4 shows the threshold. The state is de-
cided where of the threshold range the variation of the angle
av is included in.

Table 4: Threshold of ”Walking on the stairs”
State Threshold

Walking up thestairs 0.67 < av
Walking downthe stairs av ≤ 0.67

Finally, when itis in the state of ”Stopping”, the states of
”Sitting” and ”Standing” are estimated using the angle data
measured at smartphone. Table 5 shows the threshold. The
state is decided where of the threshold range the angle dataa.
is included in.

Table 5: Threshold of ”Stopping”
State Threshold

Sitting 1.1 ≤ a < 2.0
Standing a < 1.1, 2.0 ≤ a

3.1.2 Calculation of theVelocity

The step is defined in Ref. [7], and calculates using the fol-
lowing expressions.Sw means stride in walking,Sr means
the stride in running andH means the height of the subject
person.

Sw(m) = H(m)× 0.45 (6)

Sr(m) = H(m)× 0.5 (7)

The velocity of the subject personv can be calculated on the
following expression.S means the stride andP means the
pace of walking/running.

v(m/min) = S(m/steps)× P (steps/min) (8)

The pace at the time of ”Walking” or ”Running” is calculated
by FFT of the acceleration data.
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Figure 6: Varianceof the acceleration at the time of ”Walk-
ing” or ”Running”

3.1.3 Setting of the Threshold

These thresholds are set using decision tree and the result
of preliminary experiment. As a preliminary experiment, six
subject people including man and woman continued each state
for about 300 seconds. The threshold is set by the variance,
the angle and the variation of the angle provided from this
experiment using decision tree. Figure 6 shows the value of
variance in each subject person at the time of ”Walking” and
”Running”. Though the variance tends to become small if the
subject person is short, the ranges of the variance are divided
clearly at the time of ”Walking” and ”Running”, and it is pos-
sible to distinct by the threshold.

3.2 Measurement of Calorie Consumption

The METs values corresponding to the state in the pro-
posed method is set by table 6. At the time of ”Walking” and

Table 6: METs values of each states
METs Activities

1.5 Sitting
1.8 Standing

Expression(9) Walking
Expression(10) Running

3.0 Walking downthe stairs
8.0 Walking up thestairs

15.0 Running up the stairs

”Running”, METs valuesdepend on the speedv and calculate
on the following expressions by Ref. [3].

Walking : METs = 0.0272(m)× v + 1.2 (9)

Running : METs = 0.0930(m)× v − 4.7 (10)

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

In this experiment, the proposed method is implemented
on iPhone4. And the precision evaluation is divided into two
evaluations. First one is the precision evaluation of the cal-
curation of calorie consumption. Second one is the precision
evaluation of the state estimation.
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4.1 Precision Evaluation of the Measurement
of Calorie Consumption

As an experiment scenario, six subjects move along the
original route and measure the state of activities. The esti-
mated precision is evaluated by comparison between the cor-
rect value and measured value by the proposed method and
the measured value by the conventional method. The correct
values are calculated from real activities and the METs val-
ues. The scenario is set as follows.

Table 7: The scenario of experiment
Order Activiteis Time

1 Walking 30sec
2 Walking up thestairs 30sec
3 Walking 30sec
4 Walking downthe stairs 30sec
5 Standing 60sec
6 Running 15sec
7 Running up the stairs 30sec
8 Sitting 60sec

Figure 7 showsthe result of the evaluation. As a result, the
proposed method can calculate calorie consumption closer to
the correct value than the conventional method.
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Figure 7: Result ofevaluation of the calcuration of calorie
consumption

4.2 Precision Evaluation of the State
Estimation

The correct answer rate of the state estimation process is
calculated according to the following expressions and evalu-
ates the precision of estimation.C means the correct answer
rate,Nc means the number of states estimated correctly and
Ne means the number of states estimated.

C(%) =
Nc

Ne
× 100 (11)

The proposed method aimsfor highly precise calcuration
of calorie consumption at the time of the daily life activ-
ity by improving the precision of individual state estimation.
Therefore it is desirable for the individual state estimation has
around 90% of the correct answer rate.

Table 8 shows the result of the precision evaluation of the
state estimation process. In this table, ”W u s” means ”Walk-
ing up the stairs”, ”W d s” means ” Walking down the stairs”
and ”R u s” means ”Running down the stairs”. The vertical
line expresses the real state and the horizontal line expresses
the estimated result.

The precision of the state ”Sitting” and ”Standing” reached
100%, and ”Walking” achieves 95.4%. On the other hand,
The precision of the state ”Walking up the stairs” achieves
70.7%, ”Running” achieves 84.4% and ”Running up the stairs”
achieves 74.2%. The precision of the state ”Walking down the
stairs” turned out low about 44%.

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Discussion about Precision of the Measurement of
Calorie Consumption

We consider about the proposed method’s precision of the cal-
curation of calorie consumption. From the result of Fig.7, the
measured value of the our method is almost the correct value
than the measured value of the conventional method. There-
fore, our method can calcurate calorie consumption precisely
at the time of daily life activity than the conventional method.
And the error average of the measured value of the proposed
method and the correct value is about 0.69 kcal. On the other
hand, the error average of the conventional method is about
3.6 kcal. These errors are errors per 4 minutes 30 seconds. If
exchanging this for 18 hours that are the mean activity time
of the person of the day, the error of the proposed method be-
comes equivalent to about 165 kcal. The error of the conven-
tional method becomes equivalent to about 860 kcal. There-
fore, the proposed method could reduce 86% of errors than
the conventional method. 860 kcal which is the error of the
conventional method is equivalent to 3-4 cups of rice bowls
because one cup of rice bowl(140g) is 235 kcal [8]. 165 kcal
which is the error of the proposed method does not reach
one cup of rice bowl. However, this value is an error when
exchanging the experiment scenario for 18 hours. Actually
”Sitting” or ”Standing” or ”Walking” which can be estimated
precisely by the proposed method is the major state of daily
life activities. Therefore it is expected that the error becomes
less than 165 kcal when the proposed method in daily life.

4.3.2 Discussion about Precision of the State Estimation

We consider about the proposed method’s precision of the
state estimation. From the result of table 8, ”Sitting” and
”Standing” and ”Walking” can achieve more than 95% of
high precision. In contrast, the estimated rate of ”Walking
down the stairs” is low with 44The ”Walking down the stairs”
causes many false estimates with the ”Walking up the stairs”
state. The reasons of increase of false estimations is the prob-
lem about the effectiveness of the thresholding. Figure 8 shows
the change of the angle of smartphone at the time of ”Walking
down the stairs” and ”Walking up the stairs”. From the result,
there are the parts which have a large difference of the change
of the angle and the parts which have a small difference of the
change of the angle. This depends on the individual differ-
ence in the way of going up stairs and going down stairs. In
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Table 8: Resultof evaluation of the state estimation
Sitting Standing Walking W u s W d s Running R u s

Sitting 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Standing 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Walking 0.0% 0.0% 95.4% 0.0% 4.6% 0.0% 0.0%

W u s 0.0% 0.0% 19.5% 70.7% 0.0% 9.8% 0.0%
W d s 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 32.0% 44.0% 12.0% 0.0%

Running 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 84.4% 15.6%
R u s 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.2% 22.6% 74.2%

Variation of the angle

Down 

the 

stairs

Up the 

stairs

Figure 8: Variationof the angle

particular, at the time of ”Walking up the stairs”, the change
of the angle grows larger at going up the stairs lifting foots
up highly. Therefore, the correct answer rate of estimation
can be improved by changing the threshold on individual ba-
sis dynamically. Figure 9 is one of the examples. Because the
threshold is not suitable in the middle, the wrong state is es-
timated. By adjusting the threshold according to the personal
characteristic, correct estimation is enabled as in the below
graph of Fig. 9.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the method to calcurate calorie
consumption precisely considering daily life activities. Our
proposed method achieved precise calcuration of calorie con-
sumption by considering the road condition and movement
speed.

We evaluated the precision of the proposed method by the
comparison experiments between the conventional method and
the proposed method. As a result, it was shown that the pro-
posed method could calcurate calorie consumption precisely
in comparison with the conventional method. However, there
is the room for improvement because the precision of the pro-
posed method is low in ”the case to walk down the stairs”.

For future work, we need the improvement of the estima-
tion accuracy of activities by applying plural learning models.
In addition, it is necessary to evaluate the calcuration of calo-
rie consumption in the daily unit because the experiments of
this paper depend on the original scenario.
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Abstract - This paper presents user's communication 
behavior in the pseudo same-room videoconferencing 
named “Being Here System,” in comparison with a 
conventional videoconferencing. The system extracts the 
remote person's figure and superimposes it on the local site's 
front view in a large display. In this way, the local person 
may feel as if the remote person was before him/her in 
his/her spatial environment. To investigate the influence of 
the system on user’s communication, the recorded video of 
the system evaluation experiment was analyzed. This 
revealed that the system significantly affected user's 
communication behavior such as turn taking, speech 
overlapping, total speech time, and gaze directions. 

 
Keywords: Videoconferencing; presence; video overlay; 
telecommunication; Kinect application. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Communication is a very important link with others, if we 
communicate well with others, we are able to better 
understand what others around us want, need, expect of us, 
and what they are able to do and likewise, they will 
understand what we want, need, etc. Communication can be 
carried out in face-to-face (F2F) or through media. In F2F 
communication, the exchange of information, thoughts, and 
feelings is made when the participants exist in the same 
physical space at the same time. In this communication, 
nonverbal cues (e.g., eye contacts, facial expressions, 
appearances, body movements, interpersonal distances, etc.) 
may influence the way the message is interpreted by the 
receiver. In contrast, although mediated communication 
including videoconferencing provides people with many 
advantages given the increased globalization and the need 
for rapid knowledge transfer across borders and time-zones, 
the absence of nonverbal cues and tacit knowledge transfer 
may make communication difficult. Hence communication 
process is affected in mediated communication. A person 
may feel less presence of remote participants in mediated 
settings, and he/she may fail to correctly and/or accurately 
interpret other people's behavior. Therefore, one of the 
design goals of a videoconferencing system is to create a 
medium setup that is as close as possible to F2F.  

  Many studies have suggested that generating a life-sized 
view is likely to enhance the user's sense of presence [8, 12, 
13, 24, 11, 16]. Here “presence” or “sense of presence” 
refers to the user's feeling of connection to the remote 
person with whom they are interacting [18].The life-sized 
view makes it easy to read the other person's behavior such 

as eye movements, facial expressions, gestures, and postures, 
which are essential for smooth communication.  

  Large displays can be used to achieve a life-sized view. 
However, typically, this will mean that a considerable 
region of the local person's front view will be replaced by 
the remote site's background, and this may decrease the 
user's sense of presence, as there is no integration or 
continuity in the local person's front view. Moreover, the 
remote site's background in some environments might be 
'cluttered' with static or movable objects. This may either be 
a distraction or be more engaging, giving a greater sense of 
the other person's environment [5]. 

  “Being Here System (BHS)” is a system to achieve 
pseudo same-room videoconferencing system using a large 
display [23]. The system provides the communication 
environment, in which the remote user's life-sized figure is 
visually situated in the local site (Figure 1) and vice versa. 
The display shows local site's front view, which would 
otherwise have been obstructed by the display, as a 
background. In this way, user feels as if remote user is 
present before him/her in the same room. In other words, the 
user feels co-presence of the other remote user. BHS was 
evaluated by a questionnaire filled by users after performing 
a videoconferencing experiment. The questionnaire results 
revealed that BHS achieved higher sense of co-presence of 
remote users, in comparison with a conventional 
videoconferencing system. 

 
Figure 1: A user talks to a remote user through BHS.    

 
  In this paper, we further investigated the user's behaviors 

when communicating using BHS. The motivated question is 
whether BHS affects verbal and/or nonverbal 
communication structure. The considered verbal 
communication parameters in this study are: turn taking, 
speech time, and speech overlapping. Regarding nonverbal 
parameters, person's gaze direction is considered. The user's 
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communication behaviour analysis revealed that BHS has 
significantly affected users’ conversational behaviours as if 
participants were in the same room1.   

2 RELATED WORKS 

2.1 Media Space Systems 

  There have been various studies done on remote 
communication and media spaces, and a host of systems 
have been developed over time. Many of these studies have 
been devoted to proposing and/or implementing methods 
aimed at enhancing the sense of presence in 
videoconferencing.  

  One early system called “Hydra” sought to enhance the 
sense of presence by supporting directional gaze cues and 
selective listening in 4-way videoconferencing [27]. A 
multi-party videoconferencing system called “MAJIC” was 
constructed by Okada et al. to support eye contact [24]. In 
this system, life-sized video images of participants were 
projected onto a large curved transparent display. Another 
line of research focused on the seating arrangement in 
video-mediated meetings, in order to enhance the sense of 
presence [12]. The system was designed for multiple 
participants so that the video image of any remote 
participant be always placed where a viewer need to make 
no effort to see it. A different approach to enhance the sense 
of presence was introduced by Morikawa et al. [20]. In this 
study, a system called “HyperMirror” was constructed, in 
which all participants were meant to feel as if they were 
sharing the same virtual space. To provide a greater sense of 
presence than had been achieved with conventional desktop 
videoconferencing, Gibbs et al. created the “TELEPORT” 
system [8], which was based on special rooms, called 
display rooms, in which one wall was a “view port” into a 
virtual extension. A side-by-side media space concept was 
proposed to enhance the presence feelings, which was 
suggested to be more appropriate for side-by-side style 
interactions such as collaborative writing and training [28]. 
Other effective attempts to enhance the presence feelings 
involved movable displays [22] and movable cameras [21]. 

  It is natural to devote more attention to people present 
before one, since the felt presence of remote people is 
considerably weaker [32]. To overcome this inclination, 
robotic means have been employed to convey the sense of 
presence in videoconferencing, enhancing the remote 
people's felt presence. In this regard, a study by Sakamoto et 
al. investigated the effect of using a humanoid robot system 
as a telecommunication medium [26]. Another study, by 
Yankelovich et al., introduced a system called “Porta-
Person” to enhance the sense of social presence for remote-
meeting participants [32]. This goal was achieved by 
providing a high-fidelity audio connection and a remotely 
controlled telepresence display with video or animation. In 
the same manner, Venolia et al. developed a telepresence 
device, called “Embodied Social Proxy (ESP)”, which 
represented a remote coworker at roughly human-scale [29]. 
In this system, they found that the physical presence of the 
                                                           
1 This research was partially supported by the JSPS Grant-in Aid 
for scientific research 22500104 and 23500158. 

ESP was a powerful reminder of the presence of the remote 
worker in the meetings. 

  The studies and implemented systems above focused 
primarily on creating a high-presence media space. Our 
study, in turn, makes its own contribution to this field. To 
mimic real situations, the remote person's figure should be 
presented locally, without his/her remote background. 
Typically, this can be achieved by using mixed-reality (MR) 
technology and special head-mounted display (HMD) 
equipment [11, 4, 15]. Using HMD for some people might 
be encumbering and uncomfortable. This setup is likely to 
decrease the sense of presence. In contrast, our proposed 
system can be easily implemented in both sites, allowing 
both participants to experience the same effects. 

2.2 Commercial Videoconferencing 

  In commercial videoconferencing business firms, many 
solutions have been introduced under the name 
“Telepresence” technology for high presence feelings. 
Telepresence is defined as an illusion that a mediated 
experience is not mediated [18]. In videoconferencing 
experience, telepresence gives you the feeling as if the 
remote participants are in the same room with you. To create 
the same-room illusion, some commercial telepresence 
solutions use a combination of technology elements, such as 
utilizing large displays for life-sized dimensions and hidden 
high-definition cameras strategically placed to create the 
appearance of a direct eye contact, and environmental 
design, such as consistent furniture arrangements across 
locations. The life-sized dimensions allow participants to 
see facial expressions, make eye contact, and read body 
language. Such solutions are: Cisco TelePresence TX9000 
Series 2 , Polycom® RealPresence™ Immersive 3 , 
TANDBERG4, PeopleLink TelePresence5 , etc. 

  In one hand these solutions simulate high presence 
meeting environments as if the other people were sitting 
across the table in the same room. But on the other hand 
these solutions are very expensive, require large-spaces, and 
have to be installed in a fixed environment with pre-installed 
matching furniture in both sides to achieve maximum 
telepresence feelings. In contrast, BHS can be implemented 
using an affordable equipments and can be installed easily 
almost anywhere. 

2.3 Verbal and Nonverbal Communication 
Analysis 

  It's well known that in F2F communication, people 
switch speaking and listening by using a complicated 
mechanism of verbal and nonverbal cues [2]. A major 
nonverbal cue in speaking involves the use of eye contact 
[1]. In F2F communications, failure to maintain eye contact 
is commonly considered to be a sign of deception, and leads 
to feelings of mistrust [2]. Vertegaal et al. concluded that 

                                                           
2 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps12453/ 
3 http://www.polycom.com/products/telepresence/_video/ 
4 http://www.tandberg.com/ 
5 http://www.peoplelink.in/telepresence.html 
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gaze is an excellent predictor of conversational attention in 
multiparty conversations [30]. A study by Karmer et al. 
proposed a method of measuring people's sense of presence 
in videoconferencing system based on linguistic features of 
their dialogues [17]. This study shows that 30% of the 
variance in self-reported presence can be accounted for by a 
small number of task-independent linguistic features.  

  The seating arrangements on group video communication 
affect participant's behaviors as well. A study by Inoue et al. 
presented a videoconferencing system “HERMES” that 
integrates F2F and video-mediated meetings [12]. In This 
study they observed that participants tended to pay much 
attention to the monitor when using lined-up seating 
arrangement. This problematic behavior solved by the 
combination of round seat arrangement and multiple 
monitors. Another study by Yamashita et al. revealed that 
seating arrangements affect speaker switches without verbal 
indication of the next speaker [31]. This study found that in 
some seating arrangement, the participants shared a higher 
sense of unity and reached a slightly better group solution.   

  Our study as well examined the proposed high-presence 
videoconferencing system for any verbal and/or nonverbal 
effects on communication comparing with a conventional 
videoconferencing system. 

3 BEING HERE SYSTEM 

  A videoconferencing system “Being Here System 
(BHS)” was constructed to achieve pseudo same-room 
environment to the users. The current system consisted of 
two isolated sites, 'Site A' and 'Site B'. The two sites were 
connected over a local network to permit the exchange of 
live video. Each site was equipped with a display installed 
upright 70 cm above the floor, a USB camera fixed behind 
the display, a Kinect™  depth camera, a computer connected 
to the network, two speakers and a microphone, and a chair. 
The user was seated at 1.2 m distance from the display since 
this was considered to be appropriate distance for F2F 
meetings [10].  

  The processing of BHS is shown in Figure 2. We used a 
USB camera to capture the local site's front view, that is, the 
region concealed behind the display. The USB camera was 
placed behind the display in the center, and the camera's 
angle and zoom were calibrated so that the area behind the 
display was exclusively captured. This captured image (640 
by 480 pixels) was used as a background for the display.  

  To capture the site view and extract the user's figure from 
it at run-time, we used a Kinect depth camera. The Kinect 
was placed centrally over the display and focused on the 
person's face. This is considered to be a best placement 
given the constraints of the environment [5]. OpenNI API is 
used to analyze the Kinect image depth data by identifying 
the user in the scene and replacing the background with a 
transparent color. The resulted image is transmitted to the 
other site at 15 frames per second rate. 
  The final step in the process was to superimpose the 
received remote user figure onto the local front view. This 
was accomplished by merging the extracted user's figure and 
the background. Finally, the resulting view (640 by 480 
pixels) was presented on a large display. 

  With this simple system architecture, the system can be 
easily expanded to the multi-point distributed conferencing 
system that connects three or more sites. This is a 
noteworthy feature that other existing systems have not 
achieved because of their limited spatial alignment and/or 
expensive customized devices. 

 

 
Figure 2: The process diagram of BHS.    

4 SYSTEM EVALUATION 

An experiment was conducted to evaluate BHS. The main 
objective of this experiment was to study the influence of 
using BHS on user's communication behaviour, in 
comparison with conventional videoconferencing. Two 
remote sites were constructed (Site A and B). In Site A, a 
large flat-panel display (46 inches) was used (Figure 1), 
while in Site B, a 30-inch display was used. The 30-inch 
display was fixed in a vertical portrait position, presenting a 
life-sized image of an adult's upper body (Figure 3). We 
used the portrait mode to study the effects of different 
background sizes if any. 

 
Figure 3: The 30-inch portrait display setup.    

4.1 Conditions 
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  Two videoconferencing modes were established to enable 
the participants to communicate with each other: 
“Conventional mode”, in which the remote site view was 
displayed as is in the local site's display; and “Superimpose 
mode”, in which the remote person's figure was extracted 
and superimposed on the local site's front view.  

  In this experiment, we considered the following 
videoconferencing conditions, to evaluate the constructed 
system: 

• Large Superimpose (LS): superimpose mode via large 
display. 

• Portrait Superimpose (PS): superimpose mode via 
portrait display. 

• Large Conventional (LC): conventional mode via 
large display. 

• Portrait Conventional (PC): conventional mode via 
portrait display. 

4.2 Participants 

  A total of 18 participants took part in the experiment, 7 
females and 11 males. The participants' ages ranged from 23 
to 36 years old, most were undergraduate or graduate 
students from the same university, and 17 participants had 
had previous experience using videoconferencing systems. 
Most used the videoconferencing principally to talk to a 
remote family member and/or remote close friend. The 
participants were divided into groups of two. Within each 
group, we made sure that the participants were familiar with 
each other as we wanted the interaction to be as smooth as 
possible. 

4.3 Procedure 

In each experiment, a group of two participants were 
recruited to perform videoconferencing tasks with each 
other. One of the participants used the system at Site A, 
while the other used Site B. Before performing the 
videoconferencing tasks, the participants were asked to 
complete a basic demographic survey. After this, the 
researcher introduced the system to the participants. The 
experiment began with a familiarization session for five 
minutes. Each participant performed four videoconferencing 
sessions to test the conditions (two sessions at Site A, and 
two sessions at Site B). In each session, participants were 
instructed to talk about a selected general topic for an 
average of 10 minutes. After that they were asked to 
complete the questionnaire about the system they 
experienced, independently of each other. The four general 
topics were:   

• Study life in X city: discuss with the other person the 
pros and cons of studying in X city; how long you 
have been in X city; why you choose X university, 
compare X city with other cities you have been in, 
etc.  

• Buying a new laptop: discuss the laptop's 
specifications; the suggested shops; prices; usage; etc. 

• Planning a trip: for the coming summer vacation, 
discuss the trip's options; where to go; locally or 
abroad; cost; weather; attraction; etc.  

• What your plans after graduation: discuss with the 
other person your plans after graduation, the 
possibility of pursuing a higher degree; work options, 
etc. 

The conditions orders were counterbalanced across 
participants, to ensure that the order of the tested conditions 
would not affect the result.   

4.4 Questionnaire 

  In the questionnaire, we asked participants to evaluate 
each of the statements according to the feeling they 
experienced during the videoconferencing session. The 
principal aim of the study was to assess participants' sense 
of the other person's co-presence while using the constructed 
media space. To investigate the participants' sense of co-
presence in each condition, the following statements were 
used: [10]     

• Q1: “I felt as if the other person existed in the same 
room.” 

• Q2: “I didn't feel as if I were talking with the other 
person in the same room.” 

• Q3: “I felt as if I were facing the other person in the 
same room.” 

  The feeling of spatial distance between the participants is 
one aspect of the sense of co-presence. In this research, our 
focus was limited to the social distance communication 
range, which is best for business meeting activities and 
social interactions. We assumed that participants who 
experienced the superimpose mode would feel as if the other 
person were much closer, almost as if 'here', in comparison 
with the conventional mode. To evaluate this aspect, the 
following statement was used: 

• Q4: “I felt that the distance between me and the other 
person was comfortable for chatting.” 

  In addition, we asked the participants to roughly estimate 
the distance between themselves and the other person while 
videoconferencing: 

• Q5: “I felt that the distance between me and the other 
person was around:__________ “ 

  All of these statements, except Q5, were rated on a 9-
point Likert scale for precise assessment, where 1 = strongly 
disagree, 3 = disagree, 5 = neutral, 7 = agree, and 9 = 
strongly agree. 

4.5 Session Recording Setup 

  Two cameras were used to record the experiment 
sessions at HD 720 resolution (1280 by 720 pixels). The 
first camera was placed over the display facing the 
participant in order to capture his/her facial expressions, 
gestures, and postures. The second camera was installed 
upright 1 m above the floor beside participant in order to 
capture him/her from the left side and the display content.  

5 RESULTS 

5.1 Questionnaire Data 
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  Figure 4 shows the average results of the participants' 
sense of the other person's presence while 
videoconferencing, under the four conditions. A comparison 
was done using a two-factor ANOVA test. The first factor is 
the videoconferencing mode (i.e. Conventional and 
Superimpose). The second factor is the used display (i.e. 
Large and Portrait). We found a main effect of 
videoconferencing mode over the participants' sense of other 
person's presence as if in the same room, (Q1: F(1,68) = 
55.26, p<0.01), (Q2': F(1,68) = 14.08, p<0.05), and (Q3: 
F(1,68) = 31.71, p<0.01). This indicates that the 
superimposed videoconferencing mode enhanced the 
presence feelings more than the conventional 
videoconferencing mode. On the other hand, the results 
shows no main effect of the used display over the 
participants' sense of other person's presence as if in the 
same room, (Q1: F(1,68) = 0.31), (Q2': F(1,68) = 0.0), and 
(Q3: F(1,68) = 0.06). The result also shows that there is no 
interaction between the used mode and display over the 
presence feelings, (Q1: F(1,68) = 2.31), (Q2': F(1,68) = 
2.73), and (Q3: F(1,68) = 1.34). 

  Moreover, we found a main effect of videoconferencing 
mode over the feeling of comfortable distance between the 
user and the other person (Q4: F(1,68) = 7.14, p<0.01), 
while no main effect of the used display was reported (Q4: 
F(1,68) = 0.89). The result also shows that there is no 
interaction between the used mode and display over the 
distance, (Q4: F(1,68) = 0.62). This indicates that the 
superimposed videoconferencing mode enhanced the feeling 
of comfortable distance between the user and the other 
person. In addition, participants who used the superimpose 
videoconferencing mode were able to estimate the distance 
more accurately. The average estimated distance was as 
follows:  
•   LS: 1.3 m (s.d. = 0.6). 
•   PS: 1.3 m (s.d. = 0.6). 
•   LC: 2.2 m (s.d. = 1.2). 
•   PC: 1.8 m (s.d. = 1.0). 
(The actual distance between the participant and the 

display was 1.2 m). 
 

 
Figure 4: The participants' average sense of presence results. 

(Note: Q2' result is the positive form of the original Q2). 

5.2 Analysis of Video Data 

  Communication behavior was analyzed using video data. 
The analysis was made from quantitative viewpoint. We are 
aware qualitative viewpoint such as what were talked and 
how they were talked could add more results, but that is 
future work.  

ELAN1  tool was used to annotate the recorded video of 
experiment sessions. A total of 36 recorded video (9 groups 
by 4 conditions) were annotated for user's communication 
behaviors such as talking and gaze. Only the middle 2 
minutes of each session were analyzed at this stage of 
analysis (a total of 72 minutes of data). Figure 5 shows a 
screenshot of one of the ELAN's annotated video. 
  The following terms were used in annotating and 

analyzing the recorded video sessions: 
•  Talking: happens when a person speaks for at least 

1.5 seconds [14].  
•  Turn Taking: In conversation analysis, turn taking 

term is defined as the manner in which orderly 
conversation normally takes place. The principles of 
turn-taking were first described by sociologists Sacks 
et al. in [25]. In this study, we adopted the same turn 
definition from [27] as the person's number of 
continuous segment of speech between silent 
intervals for at least 1.5 seconds.  

•  Overlapping: is a simultaneous speech by two 
persons. This might happen as talking turn change or 
as simultaneous reply to other person's speech while 
talking. 

•  Gaze: happens during a conversation when two 
people look at one another [1]. 

•  Gaze-off: this term is defined for the analysis in this 
paper. It happens when the person avert his/her gaze 
from other person. 

 

 
Figure 5: Screenshot of one of the ELAN's annotated video. 

5.3 Talk Analysis 

  Figure 6 shows the average results of the participants' 
number of turn taking while videoconferencing, under the 
four videoconferencing modes.  A comparison was done 
under the four conditions using a one-way repeated-
measures ANOVA test. We found a significant difference in 
number of turn taking (F(3,51) = 6.49, p<0.05). A Tukey’s 

                                                           
1 http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/   
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HSD post-hoc test was performed in order to determine 
which condition’s mean was different from the others. For 
this aspect we found that the superimpose conditions were 
significantly different from the conventional conditions.  

Figure 7 shows the average results of participants' 
percentage of individual speech while videoconferencing. 
For this aspect, we found no significant difference between 
the tested conditions (F(3,51) = 0.48).  

 

 
Figure 6: The participants' average number of turn taking 

per minute.  
 
 

 
Figure 7: The participants' average percentage of speech 

per minute. 
 
Figure 8 shows the average results of the participants' 

percentage of overlapping talk while videoconferencing. We 
found a significant difference in percentage of overlapping 
(F(3,51) = 11.69, p<0.01). For this aspect we found that 
both the superimpose conditions were significantly different 
from the conventional conditions.  

 

 

Figure 8: The participants' average percentage of talk 
overlapping per minute. 

 

5.4 Gaze Analysis 

  Figure 9 shows the average results of the participants' 
number of gaze-off while videoconferencing. We found a 
significant difference in number of gaze-off (F(3,51) = 4.83, 
p<0.05). For this aspect we found that both the superimpose 
conditions were significantly different from the 
conventional conditions.  

6 DISCUSSION 

  We expected that the results could be different depending 
on the display sizes because of the different background 
sizes. One participant mentioned that the portrait display's 
wide border consumed a considerable amount of the front 
view compared with the large display, which may be related 
to the study by Bi et al. on the effects of bezels of large tiled 
display that the bezels affected tunnel steering [3]. But the 
results were almost very close over the same 
videoconferencing mode. In the large superimpose 
condition; a large part of the front view was displayed as a 
background. While in the portrait superimpose condition; a 
small part of the front view was displayed as a background. 
However, in this condition the participants were able to see 
more actual front view around display. This indicates that 
the display size has no major effect as long as the displayed 
background is integrated with the actual front view. 

 

 
Figure 9: The participants' average number of gaze-off per 

minute. 
 
The superimpose videoconferencing mode, using either 

large or portrait display, improved participants' sense of co-
presence of the other person, in comparison with the 
conventional mode. This result supports our assumption that 
displaying the remote site's life-sized figure alone (after 
removing the remote site background) would increase the 
realism of the view and the sense of the other person's co-
presence.  

  The superimpose mode simulated an actual F2F 
communication configuration. Some participants noted that 
the superimposition of the other person's figure onto the 
local front view made it appear as if they were seeing the 
other person in three dimensions. Some of the participants 
enjoyed the superimposing mode, with some attempting to 
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shake hands with each other through the system, and others 
moving and rotating and asking the other person to do 
likewise. In the conventional mode, nothing curious in 
participants' behavior was noticed.  

  Regarding the estimation of the distance between the 
participants during the videoconferencing sessions, the 
superimpose mode tended to result in a better distance 
assessment, compared to the conventional mode, possibly 
owing to the fact that participants managed to compare the 
relative distance of the remote person's figure with respect to 
the local site's front view shown in the display. 

  Furthermore, in this paper we show that the superimpose 
mode significantly affected participants' verbal 
communication. The results revealed that under superimpose 
conditions more speaking turns were taken compared with 
conventional conditions (Figure 6). The superimpose mode 
increased the number of turns by 1.4 more than the 
conventional mode. The participants' average percentage of 
speech wasn't affected by the tested conditions (Figure 7). 
The result shows that each participant talked for 48% of the 
session time on average. This result is consistent with a 
related research by Sellen [27]. We found that the 
percentage of speech overlapping in the superimpose 
conditions were twice more than the conventional conditions 
(Figure 8). Because Cohen’s study [7] and Sellen’s study 
[27] found that face-to-face imposes more simultaneous talk 
compared with video conditions, we can conclude that our 
proposed superimpose mode was closer to the F2F in this 
aspect.  

Gaze awareness has been shown to be an important aspect 
of nonverbal communication [6,  9,  27]. In our study, we 
investigated the gaze-off (avert) aspect while 
communicating under the tested conditions. The result 
shows that the participants tended to avert their gazes more 
when they used the superimposed conditions compared to 
the conventional conditions (Figure 9). In F2F conversations, 
people use more gaze when they are further apart [1]. This 
means that the participants who used the superimposed 
conditions might feel closer to the other person.  

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In BHS, the pseudo same-room effect is achieved by 
superimposing the remote person's figure, which is extracted 
from the remote site view using a Kinect depth camera, with 
the local front view on a large display. BHS effectively 
reduced the psychological distance between the remote 
participants. 

In this study, we investigated user’s verbal and nonverbal 
communication behaviors while using BHS, in comparison 
with a conventional videoconferencing. The analysis of the 
recorded video of the system use revealed that using BHS 
significantly affected user's communication behavior. This 
result suggests that considering the local site front view as a 
background is one practical way to create the same-room 
illusion, which facilitates communication. 
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Abstract - For realizing dependability and maintainabil-
ity of software, Design by Contract is one of useful notions,
which utilizes constraints as contracts between the caller and
the callee routines in programs. Some verifiers for programs
are able to check whether given source code satisfies given
constraints. It is, however, hard to measure the exhaustive-
ness for specification, i.e., how much constraints cover ideal
specification for the source code. This paper proposes Vari-
able Coverage, a simple set of metrics to check the exhaus-
tiveness of specification with source code for Java and other
Object-Oriented programming languages. The proposed cov-
erage observes occurrence of variables in constraints, such
that the variables are also used in the target method/construc-
tor. We applied the metrics to three concrete programs in or-
der to evaluate that Variable Coverage is able to help to find
variables which should have been referred in specifications as
important variables. As a result, we found some shortage of
JML annotations in target programs, which shows the useful-
ness of the proposed metrics.

Keywords: DbC, Coverage, Specification,Testing, Metrics

1 Introduction

Formal methods[1], mathematical techniques for the spec-
ification, development and verification of software and hard-
ware systems, have attracted much attention because they are
said to play important roles for designing software as increas-
ing the size of software. The larger program sizes, the more
frequently software testing misses corner-case. On the other
hand, formal methods have potential for exhaustive checking.
In the industry, some real large projects succeeded ussing for-
mal methods, such as the public transportation systems[2].
Formal methods are classified into three technologies: de-
ductive methods, model checking, model-based simulation or
testing.

Design by Contract (DbC) [3] is a well-known notion to
clarify the responsibility between callers and callees. Java
Modeling Language (JML) [4]–[6] is a specification language
for Java based on DbC. Program based on DbC can be verified
with some techniques, static checking and runtime checking.
For example, ESC/Java2[7] and jml4c[8] are such tools for
Java. For another language, Spec# [9] is a superset of C#, and
the static checker for Spec# developped by Microsoft uses
Boogie[10].

It is, however, hard to determine whether the speficication
is well-written (exhaustive) or not. If the specification is low
exhaustive, the correctness of the program is not clear. Take
runtime checking as an example. A runtime checker pro-

duces a violation when source code and its specification do
not meet. No violation is reported by runtime checkers if the
code has no specification because there is not any constraint
to check. Consequently we cannot anything about the quality
of the source code.

Some papers have studied coverage metrics for hardware
verification. Paper[11] summarizes some coverage metrics
for simulation-based verification such as code coverage, as-
sertion coverage. In order to generate test efficiently, Paper
[12] has proposed functional coverage as the amount of con-
trol behaviors covered by the test suite using abstraction tech-
niques. Nevertheless, there are few coverage metrics which
can be applied to general purpose programming languages at
the implementation level such as JML.

In this paper, we propose Variable Coverage as coverage
metrics for formal specifications at the implementation level.
Variable Coverage consists of the coverage for pre-condition,
post-condition, assignable and invariant.

We have experimented it to apply the three kinds of pro-
grams using a prototype which measures Variable Coverage.
As a result, we found some shortage of JML annotations in
the target programs, which shows the usefulness of our pro-
posed metrics.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
definitions of some words as preliminary, and Section 3 men-
tions the related works. Section 4 will show our proposed
method, Variable Coverage, followed by experiments and dis-
cussion in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7
concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section provides some concepts and the definition of
as preliminaries.

2.1 Design by Contract

Design by Contract (DbC) is a notion proposed by Bertrand
Meyer [3]. In DbC, suppliers (caller routine) and clients (callee
routine) make contracts each other. Clients should satisfy the
pre-conditions, and suppliers should satisfy the post-conditions
under pre-conditions. This mechanism makes it easy to iden-
tify bugs.

Some programming languages support DbC as standard,
others have the specification language separately from the
core grammer of the language. Eiffel[13] supports DbC as
standard. C# and Java have no standard contract system but
some specification languages are proposed separately. Spec#[9]
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is a superset of C# to describe contracts. For Java, Java Mod-
eling Language[4] is the de-facto standard specification lan-
guage.

2.2 Constraints

Pre-condition for a routine (method) is a set of boolean con-
straints. It should be true prior to the routine execution.
Clients are responsible to meet pre-condition.

Post-condition for a routine is a set of boolean constraints.
It should be true after the routine execution provided that
its associate pre-condition holds. Suppliers are responsible to
meet post-condition under the pre-condition.

The routine is permitted to assign values to only the vari-
ables specified in Assignable. The constrains provide to de-
tect side effects for developers.

Invariant is a set of boolean constraints. It should be always
true. Depending on the target of constraint, invariants are
divided into class invariant and loop invariant. This paper
deals with only the class invariant.

2.3 Java Modeling Language

Java Modeling Language (JML) is a specification language
based on Design by Contract for Java. JML supports pre-
condition, post-condition, assignable and invariant. We ex-
plain them through class BankAccount, an account for cus-
tomer of a bank, as example.

Figure 1 is the source code of class BankAccount with
JML.

Pre-conditions Keyword@requires is used to express the
pre-condition. In Fig. 1, methods withdraw and
deposit have pre-conditions at lines 12,13 and 20.

Post-conditions Keyword@ensuresmeans the post-condition.
The constructor and methods withdraw, deposit
and getBalance have post-conditions. Line 6 in Fig.
1 means that field balance is 0 after instance cre-
ation.

Assignables @assignable is used to express assignable.
The following@assignable classes, fields which can
be assigned are listed. If every field is prohibited to be
assigned, describe@assignable \nothing like line
28 in Fig. 1. Furthermore, @pure is equivalent to
@assignable \nothing; this is used to make it
short.

Invariants The JML description of invariants is
@invariant. Also, if an attributeawith @non_null,
it is equivalent to @invariant a != null. In Fig.
1, line 4 is invariant clause which means fieldbalance
must be 0 or more at any time.

2.4 Global Variables

Generally, the word “global variables” are not used in object-
oriented programming language. In this paper, as a matter of
convenience, we define global variables as follows.

1 public class BankAccount {
2

3 private int balance;
4 // @invariant balance >= 0;
5

6 // @ensures balance == 0;
7 // @assignable balance;
8 public BankAccount() {
9 this.balance = 0;

10 }
11

12 // @requires amount >= 0;
13 // @requires balance >= amount;
14 // @ensures balance == \old(balance) -

amount;
15 // @assignable balance;
16 public void withdraw(int amount) {
17 this.balance -= amount;
18 }
19

20 // @requires amount >= 0;
21 // @ensures balance == \old(balance) +

amount;
22 // @assignable balance;
23 public void deposit(int amount) {
24 this.balance += amount;
25 }
26

27 // @ensures \result == balance;
28 // @assignable \nothing;
29 public int getBalance() {
30 return this.balance;
31 }
32

33 // @pure
34 public void inquiry() {
35 System.out.println("Balance is " + this.

balance);
36 }
37

38 }

Figure 1: Source Code of Class BankAccount with JML

Definition 2.1 (Global Variables)
When a method m is a member of class c, a global variable g
is defined as:

• g is not a member of c, and

• g is visible from m

Figure 2 shows an example of a global variable. A variable
font of class Config is a global variable for methoddraw.

3 Related Work

This section introduces some works related to this paper.

3.1 Program Verification

ESC/Java[16], an Extended Static Checker for Java, is the
practical usable checker among early verifiers. Currently, its
successor version, ESC/Java2[17] is widely used, and it sup-
ports JML2.

Supporting the newer Java, Mobius[18] attracts rising at-
tention as a program verification environment (PVE), includ-
ing static checkers, runtime checkers and verifiers. It is pro-
vided as an Eclipse[19] plug-in. ESC/Java2 is also integrated
into Mobius.
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1 public class Config {
2 public static Font font;
3 }
4

5 public class Customer {
6 public void draw(Graphics g) {
7 g.setFont(Config.font);
8 g.drawString("An example for a global

variable", 10, 10);
9 ...

10 }
11 }

Figure 2: An Example of a Global Variable

3.2 Verification Coverage

Coverage metrics for formal verification are called verifi-
cation coverage in mainly the field of hardware. Verification
coverage falls into two categories: syntactic coverage and se-
mantic coverage[11]. As syntactic coverage, code coverage
for model-based simulation is the metrics derived from soft-
ware testing[20]. The ratio of executed code during the sim-
ulation is code coverage. As simple coverage, line coverage,
the code of block without control transition.

Coverages depending on control flow graph (CFG), are branch
coverage, expression coverage, path coverage.

For semantic coverage, there are functional coverage and
assertion coverage. Assertion coverage is the measuring method
which users determine variables which to observe. The asser-
tion coverage measures what assertions are covered with a
given set of input sequence[11].

In order to generate test suite and analyze it, paper [12] pro-
posed functional coverage which is the amount of control be-
havior covered by the test suite using abstraction techniques.

3.3 Assertion Density

Assertion density is the number of assertions per line of
code[21]. Without sufficient assertion density, the full ben-
efits of assertions are not realized. Assertions must be veri-
fied, which are behaviors as design intents, i.e., statements for
properties.

4 Variable Coverage

This section defines Variable Coverage, our proposed method.

4.1 Motivation

Formal verification checks consistency between source code
and its constracts based on Class Correctness formula. Pa-
per[11] also states that “Measuring the exhaustiveness of a
specification in formal verification has a similar flavor as mea-
suring the exhaustiveness of the input sequences in simulation-
based verification for hardware.” Applying the idea to soft-
ware, the input sequences of a method/constructor correspond
to variables. Consequently, we propose a coverage metric
which observes variables.

4.2 Policies

We propose a set of metrics which supports these policies:

1. Our metric checks all variables as input and output.
It is oriented from verification coverage.

2. Our metric is simple.
The execution of measuring the coverage requires enough
short time. The metric targets developers who describe
assertions in JML. Our metric should be checked in
short time on a frequent basis when they want to check.

3. Our metric uses only static information.
Using only static information (source code and JML)
without execution trace enables to measure coverage
for a part of incomplete code.

4.3 Constraints Development Process with
Variable Coverage

Quickly measuring Variable Coverage (VC in short) en-
ables to high-frequently measure it. Implementators can im-
prove constraints description by the iterative process:

Step1 Implementators describe assertions

Step2 VC is measured

Step3 Iterate Step1 if implementators find lack of their asse-
tions

We call such an iteration “Quick VC revise.”

4.4 Definition of Variable Coverage

VC consists of four kinds of metrics, including coverage
for pre-condition, post-condition, assignable and invariant.
Tables 1 and 2 show VC metrics for a single constraint and
multiple constraints, respectively .

4.4.1 The Coverage for Pre-conditions

Pre-conditions should check all input variables, i.e., param-
eter of the method, attributes and global variables refered in
the method. Thus, the Coverage for Pre-conditions consists
of Parameters Coverage, and Refered Attributes Coverage.

Definition 4.1 (PrPC)
Let P (m), and Pheld−by−pre(m) be a set of parameters de-
fined in method m, and held by pre-condition in method m,
repsctively. Equation (1) definesPrPC(m), Parameters Cov-
erage for pre-conditions of method m.

PrPC(m) =
| Pheld−by−pre(m) |

| P (m) | (1)

For Fig. 3, | Pheld−by−pre(m) | = | {age} | = 1, and
| P (m) | = | {name, age} | = 2 hold. Hence, we have
PrPC(m) = 1/2.

Definition 4.2 (PrAC)
LetAreferred(m), andAheld−by−pre(m) be a set of attributes
referred in method m, and held by pre-condition in method
m, respectively. Equation (2) defines PrAC(m), Referred
Attributes Coverage for pre-conditions of method m.

PrAC(m) =
| Aheld−by−pre(m) |
| Areferred(m) | (2)
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Table 1: Variable Coverage (single-constraint)
Coverage Name Constraint Target Variables Measuring Unit
PrPC Pre-Condition Parameters Method
PrAC Refered attributes Method
PrGC Refered global variables Method
PoRC Post-Condition Return value Method
PoAC Assigned attributes Method
PoGC Assigned global variables Method
AAC Assignable Assigned attributes Method
IAC Invariant Attributes Class

Table 2: Variable Coverage (multi-constraint)
Coverage Name Constraint Target Variables Measuring Unit
PrIAC Pre-condition + invariant Refered attributes Method
PoIAC Post-condition + invariant Assigned attributes Method

1 //@ requires age >= 0;
2 // no requires holds ’name’
3 public Customer(String name, int age){
4 this.name = name;
5 this.age = age;
6 }

Figure 3: An Example to Explain Parameters Coverage for
Pre-condition

Definition 4.3 (PrGC)
Let Greferred(m), and Gheld−by−pre(m) be a set of global
variables referred in method m, and held by pre-condition in
methodm, respectively. Equation (3) definesPrGC(m), Re-
ferred Global Variables Coverage for pre-conditions of method
m.

PrGC(m) =
| Gheld−by−pre(m) |
| Greferred(m) | (3)

4.4.2 The Coverage for Post-conditions

Post-conditions observe output variables which affect the out-
side of method, i.e., return value, attributes and global vari-
ables assigned in the method. Hence, the coverage for post-
condition is composed of Return Value Coverage, Assigned
Attributes Coverage and Assigned Global Variables Cover-
age.

Definition 4.4 (PoRc)
Equation (4) definesPoPC(m), Parameters Coverage for post-
conditions of method m.

PoRC(m) =

{
1 (return value is held by post-condition)
0 (otherwise)

(4)

Definition 4.5 (PoAC)
LetAassigned(m), andAheld−by−post(m) be a set of attributes
assigned in method m, and held by post-condition in method
m, respectively. Equation (5) defines PoAC(m), Assigned

Attributes Coverage for post-conditions of method m.

PoAC(m) =
| Aheld−by−post(m) |
| Aassigned(m) | (5)

Definition 4.6 (PoGC)
Let Gassigned(m), and Gheld−by−post(m) be a set of global
variables assigned in method m, and held by post-condition
in method m, respectively. Equation (6) defines PoGC(m),
Assigned Global Variables Coverage for post-conditions of
method m.

PoGC(m) =
| Gheld−by−post(m) |
| Gassigned(m) | (6)

4.4.3 The Coverage for Assignables

Constraints assignable are written on methods or construc-
tors. Some variables are assigned in the method or construc-
tor, among them attributes have the scope of method outside.
Thus, coverage for assignable includes Assigned Attributes
Coverage.

Definition 4.7 (AAC)
LetAassigned(m), andAheld−by−asgn(m) be a set of attributes
assigned in method m, and held by assignable in method m,
respectively. Equation (7) defines AAC(m), Assigned At-
tributes Coverage for assignable of method m.

AAC(m) =
| Aheld−by−asgn(m) |

| Aassigned(m) | (7)

4.4.4 The Coverage for Invariants

Class invariants are described in a class. The variables owned
by classes are attributes. Hence, coverage for invariants has
Attributes Coverage for invariant.

Definition 4.8 (IAC)
LetA(c), andAheld−by−inv(c) be a set of attributes owned by
class c, and held by invariants in class c, respectively. Equa-
tion (8) defines IAC(c), Attributes Coverage for invariant of
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class c.

IAC(c) =
| Aheld−by−inv(c) |

| A(c) | (8)

4.4.5 The Coverage for Pre-conditions and Invariants

Definition 4.9 (PrIAC)
Let assume that Class c owns methodm. Also letAreferred(m),
Ahold−by−pre(m), and Ahold−by−inv(c) be a set of attributes
referred in methodm, held by pre-condition in methodm, and
held by invariants in class c, respectively. Equation (9) defines
PrIAC(m), Referred Attributes Coverage for pre-conditions
and invariants of method m.

PrIAC(m) =
PrIACNR(m)

| Areferred(m) | (9)

, where PrIACNR(m) =
| Areferred(m) ∩ (Aheld−by−pre(m) ∪Aheld−by−inv(c)) |

4.4.6 The Coverage for Post-conditions and Invariants

Definition 4.10 (PoIAC)
Let assume that Class c owns method m. Let Aassigned(m),
Ahold−by−post(m), andAhold−by−inv(c) be a set of attributes
referred in method m, held by post-condition in method m,
and held by invariants in class c, respectively. Equation (10)
defines PoIAC(m), Assigned Attributes Coverage for post-
conditions and invariants of method m.

PoIAC(m) =
PoIACNR(m)

| Aassigned(m) | (10)

, where PoIACNR(m) =
| Aassigned(m) ∩ (Aheld−by−post(m) ∪Aheld−by−inv(c)) |

4.4.7 Ignored Variables

Constants are ignored from measuring the coverage because
such variables do not affect on communication among meth-
ods. For example, in Java, the variables decorated by final
modifier are ignored.

5 Evaluation

This section gives the experimental evaluation and the re-
sults.

5.1 Overview

We performed experimentation using our prototype tool in
order to evaluate our proposed coverage metrics. We mea-
sured (1) execution times, and (2) the numeric results of our
proposed coverage. Here is the experimental environment;
Machine is HP Z800 Workstation (Xeon E5607 dual core
2.27GHz, 2.26GHz and main memory 32GB); It was installed
Windows 7 Professional for 64bit with Service Pack 1 and
Java Version 1.7.

5.2 Target Programs

We apply our approach to three programs: Warehouse Man-
agement Program (WMP)[22], HealthCard (HC)[23],[24], and
Syllabus Management System for a university (SMS). Table
3 summerizes the target programs including the size of pro-
grams and available assertion types which the program has.

Table 3: Target Programs
Target Program N Available JML Assertions
WMP 53 requires,ensures,

assignable,invariant
HC 197 requires,ensures,assignable
SMS 562 requires,ensures

N = The number of target methods and constructors

WMP is developped by an ex-member of our research group.
This program has all of requires, ensures, assignables and
invariants, and they are whole passed by the static checker,
ESC/Java2.

HC is a medical appointment application which is written
as a master thesis work by Joao Pestana Ricardo Rodrigues
from University of Madeira. It is based on JavaCard, the plat-
form of IC card devices. In general, the embeded systems
need more strictly quality because it is hard to update their
software. The HealthCard has two versions: running version
and JML version. We utilize JML version as experimental tar-
get because JML version contains more JML description than
running version. HealthCard program has no @invariant
in JML because model is used instead of @invariant.
Thus, in this evaluation, Attributes Coverage for Invariant are
not measured.

SMS is implemented in Java by a software company as an
educational resource for IT Specialist Program Initiative for
Reality-based Advanced Learning (IT Spiral), a national edu-
cational project leading by MEXT. Members of our research
group added only preconditions and postconditions in JML
into the system, and the system produces no violations by
jml4c, a runtime checker.

We add the standard libraries (e.g.,java.lang.Object)
with JML descriptions[17] into target programs. Thus, into
the class which inherits a class or implements a interface, the
contracts of its superclass or interface are added. For exam-
ple, the contracts of java.lang.Object#toString()
are added into all methods toString(). As well, the re-
sults of coverage do not include the methods of the standard
libraries. Furthermore, we excluded abstract classes, inter-
faces, test classes and the main method because they should
not have necessarilly contracts.

5.3 Results of Execution Times

Table 4 shows the results of execution times. We measured
three excecution times for each program; it shows the average
of them.
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Table 4: Execution Times
Target Program Execution Time
WMP 9.3 sec
HC 16.0 sec
SMS 14.0 sec

5.4 Results of Variable Coverage

Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the results of coverages for pre-
conditions, for post-conditions, and for assignable, respec-
tively.

Table 5: Results of Coverage for Pre-conditions
Target Program PrPC PrAC PrIAC
WMP 99.17% 9.09% 96.97%
HC 79.22% 46.24% NA
SMS 41.82% 2.77% NA

Table 6: Results of Coverage for Post-conditions
Target Program PoRC PoAC PoIAC
WMP 100.00% 94.12% 100.00%
HC 84.11% 48.39% NA
SMS 99.68% 99.38% NA

Table 8 shows the results of coverage of invariant for Ware-
house Management System.

6 Discussion

This section discuses the experimental results and the threats
to validity.

6.1 Warehouse Management Program

The following method does not cover Parameter Coverage
for pre-conditions:
StockManagement.Request#

Request(java.lang.String, int,

StockManagement.Customer, java.util.Date,

byte).
We found that parameterrqst is not covered byrequires

in source code of the constructor Request. The byte-type
parameter rqst means the request state instead of Enum, as
SHORTAGE=0, SATISFYED=1, DELIVERED=2, WAIT=3.
Threfore, constraints of class Request in JML lack because
its attribute rqst must be any of 0 to 3.

Table 6 shows that every return value is held by its post-
conditions. No problem was found when we read the source
code and JML.

For Assigned Attributes Coverage for Post-condition, the
following method does not cover it:
StockManagement.ReceiptionDesk#

ReceiptionDesk().
Developers who described the souce code and JML seemd

to recognize the shortage of post-condition, because there is

Table 7: Results of Coverage for Assignable
Target Program AAC
WMP 100.00%
HC 41.94%
SMS NA

Table 8: Results of Coverage for Invariant (Warehouse Man-
agement Program)

Class Name P IAC
ContainerItem 3 / 3 100.00%
Customer 3 / 3 100.00%
Item 2 / 2 100.00%
ReceiptionDesk 2 / 2 100.00%
Request 4 / 6 66.67%
StockState NA NA
Storage 3 / 3 100.00%

P=The number of attributes held by invariants / the Number
of attributes

a comment “ensures are included in invariants” in the source
code (Fig. 4).

1 //ensures are included in invariants.
2 //@ public behavior
3 //@ assignable requestList, storage;
4 public ReceiptionDesk() {
5 requestList = new LinkedList();
6 storage = new Storage();
7 }

Figure 4: Constructor ReceptionDesk which is Not Covered
by Post-conditions

In the source code of class ReceptionDesk (Fig. 5),
attributes requestList and storage are held by invari-
ants.

Also, the result of Assigned Attributes Coverage for Post-
condition and Invariant is 100%. Even if Assigned Attributes
Coverage for Post-condition is low, we can conclude that the
source code does not have the problem because the value
of Assigned Attributes Coverage for Post-condition is high.
Hence, VC helps us to clarify that source code has no prob-
lem.

Like the case of class ReceptionDesk, it is hard to know
the reason why post-conditions are omitted in a general case.
One solution is the designer should describe a comment or
some keyword when the post-conditions are included in the
class invariants.

Table 7 shows that all assigned attributes are held by assignables.
Therefore, we can see that every assignable is described rightly
in Warehouse Management Program.

Table 8 shows that Attributes Coverage for Invariant of
most of classes have 100%, but the coverage of class Request
is 66%. Class Request has six attributes but the two of
all are not held by invariant constraints. We found that at-
tributes deliveringDate and requestState in class
Request, are the cause. deliveringDate is defined as
java.util.Date type field which means the date of de-
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public class ReceiptionDesk {
private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/ List

requestList;
private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/ Storage

storage;
//@ public invariant \typeof(requestList) ==

\type(Request);
...

}

Figure 5: Invariants in Class ReceptionDesk

Table 9: Extracted Results of Coverage for HealthCard

T N PrPC PrAC PoRC PoAC AAC
(1) 197 79.22 % 46.24 % 84.11% 48.39% 41.94 %
(2) 38 82.61% 42.86 % 88.89% NA NA

T=The Type of Targets
N=The Number of Targets
(1):All methods and constructors
(2):Except for constructors, setters and getters

livering. Any field of type java.util.Date except for
deliveringDate in class Request has a constraint “the
field is not null.” Thus, the implementor has no idea about the
constraints of deliveringDate becausedeliveringDate
can be null before delivering. The same is true respect to field
requestState. Figure 6 shows our suggested revised ver-
sion of constraints for them based on the results.

1 public class Request implements Comparable {
2 private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/ Date

receiptionDate;
3 private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/ String

itemName;
4 private /*@ spec_public @*/ int amount;
5 private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/

Customer customer;
6

7 private byte requestState;
8 private Date deliveringDate;
9 //@invariant

10 (requestState != delivered &&
deliveringDate == null) ||

11 (requestState == delivered &&
deliveringDate != null);

12 ...
13 }

Figure 6: Class Request with JML We Suggest

6.2 HealthCard

From the manual inspection we conclude that the JML as-
sertion for HealthCard is described in the following way. No
constructors has JML description because JML description is
on interface. Setters and getters have no JML description. We
discuss constructors, setters and getters later. Table 9 includes
the results of HealthCard except for constructors, setters and
getters.

According to Table 9, the following methods have no pre-
condition with their parameters though they are setters/getters

nor constructors:

• commons.CardUtil#byte[] clone(byte[])

• commons.CardUtil#void cleanField(byte[])

• commons.CardUtil
#boolean validateObjectArrayPosition
(java.lang.Object[], short)

• commons.CardUtil
#short countNotNullObjects
(java.lang.Object[])

The parameters of the methods are array type, and any
caller or any callee dose not guarantee that each of the pa-
rameters is not null. We found the shortage of JML descrip-
tions by applying Variable Coverage. In addition, the meth-
ods do not check whether their parametera are null or not in
their body. NullPointerException is thrown when the
parameter array is null. It shows that these methods have
potential bugs.

Also, there is a method with comments in natural language
instead of constraints in JML. Figure 7 shows the source code
of method
validateObjectArrayPosition of class CardUtil
. Line 1 in the figure indicates that the developers know the
lack of JML descriptions. We consider, as future work, that it
is possible to infer contracts from useful comments.

1 //Returns false if position points to a null
value or if position is out of bounds.

2 //@ assignable \nothing;
3 public /*@ pure @*/ static boolean

validateObjectArrayPosition (Object[]
array, short position) {

4 if(position < 0 || position >=
countNotNullObjects(array))

5 return false;
6 else
7 return true;
8 }

Figure 7: Comments Instead of Contracts

For Referred Attributes Coverage for Pre-condition, the re-
sults of 23 methods are not full coverage. For methodstoString
ocuppying 8 of 23, they are eliminated from the results be-
cause their source code have the comments, “Testing code.”

One behalf of other 15 methods, we explain a method
validateAllergyPosition. It does nothing other than
calling utility method
validateObjectArrayPosition of class CardUtil
(Fig. 8).

1 public boolean validateAllergyPosition(short
position){

2 return CardUtil.validateObjectArrayPosition(
this.allergies, position);

3 }

Figure 8: Source Code of Method validateAllergyPosition
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It is preferable that contract violations are produced at pre-
vious step than later because it makes easy to identify bugs.
Thus, methods validateAllergyPosition
and validateVaccinePosition should be written more
JML descriptions.

For Return Value Coverage for Post-condition, in analogy
with pre-conditions, the following methods have no post-conditions
in spite they are setters/getters nor constructors:

• commons.CardUtil#byte[] clone(byte[])

• commons.CardUtil
#short countNotNullObjects
(java.lang.Object[])

• commons.CardUtil
#boolean validateObjectArrayPosition
(java.lang.Object[],short)

The JML descriptions of the methods can be improved. For
method clone, we suggest the post-conditions
@ensures \result != null. Also, we have the idea
like Figure 9 for methodvalidateObjectArrayPosition,
from its comment “//Returns false if position points to a null
value or if position is out of bounds.”:

/*@ ensures
(\result == false) ==>
(array == null ||
position <= 0 || position >=

countNotNullObjects(array))
@*/

Figure 9: Post-condition of Method validateObjectArrayPo-
sition which We Recommend

For method countNotNullObjects,
we suggest @ensures \result >= 0;.

About Assigned Attributes Coverage for Post-condition, the
result is not available because there are no methods which as-
sign to the attributes.

There are no methods which assign the attributes except for
constructors, setters and getters.

In general, constructors and setters tend to change the at-
tributes. Although every getter does not change the attributes,
its return value is used by other methods. In order to guaran-
tee the behavior of the class, constructors, setters and getters
should have JML desciriptions.

We recommend for developers to describe the JML descip-
tion of constructors, setters and getters like Figure 10. To set-
ters, developers should write pre-condition which means that
parameters equals attributes assigned. To getters, develop-
ers should write post-condition which means that return value
equals attributes returned.

6.3 Syllabus Management System

The parameters of 207 methods are not held by pre-conditions;
144 of them are setters, and 63 are others. As an instance of
setters, Figure 11 shows the source code of method
setJugyouKamoku of class
JikanwariJugyouKamokuDTO.

public class Person {
private String name;

//@requires name != null;
//@ensures this.name == name;
public Person(String name) {
this.name = name;

}

//@requires name != null;
//@ensures this.name == name;
public void setName(String name) {
this.name = name;

}

//@ensures \result == this.name;
//@assignable nothing;
public String getName() {
return this.name;

}

}

Figure 10: Source Code with JML of Setter and Getter We
Recommend

When parameter jugyouKamoku is null,
the attribute jugyouKamoku is set to null.

If method setJugyouKamoku are called again, the null
reference is occured at line 2. Thus, pre-condition should
have the constraints for parameter jugyouKamoku which
means jugyouKamoku != null.

1 //@ ensures this.jugyouKamoku.equals(
jugyouKamoku);

2 public void setJugyouKamoku(final JugyouKamoku
jugyouKamoku) {

3 this.jugyouKamoku = jugyouKamoku;
4 }

Figure 11: An Example for Setter of Syllabus Management
System

Only the following method does not have full coverage for
Return Value Coverage for Post-Condition:
service.UserServiceImpl#

boolean authenticate(java.lang.String,

java.lang.String, entity.UserKubun)

The methodauthenticate of class UserServiceImpl
returns true or false depending on its parameters. We
found no post-condition in its source code; It is hard to dis-
tinguish from forgetting constraints. Therefore, for such a
method, we recommend to write explicitly these contract to
alternate from oversights:
ensures \result == true|false;.

For Assigned Attributes Coverage for Post-condition, the
result of the below method is not held by post-conditions:
entity.Soshiki # void add(entity.Soshiki)

Figure 12 shows the source code of the method
add of class Soshiki. Post-condition at Line 3 calls get-
ter method getKaiSoshiki. From The source code of the
getter (Figure 13), the getter just returns the attribute
kaiShoshiki without changing it. We recommend to de-
scribe
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ensures this.kaiSoshiki.contains(soshiki);
instead of line 3.

1 //@ requires soshiki != null;
2 //@ ensures this.getKaiSoshiki().contains(

soshiki);
3 public void add(final Soshiki soshiki) {
4 if (getKaiSoshiki() == null) {
5 this.kaiSoshiki = new LinkedHashSet<

Soshiki>();
6 }
7 soshiki.setJouiSoshiki(this);
8 getKaiSoshiki().add(soshiki);
9 }

Figure 12: Source Code of Method add of Class Soshiki

1 //@ ensures (this.kaiSoshiki != null) ? (this.
kaiSoshiki.size() == \result.size()) && (
\forall Soshiki s; this.kaiSoshiki.
contains(s); \result.contains(s)) : \
result == null;

2 // anotation OneToMany(cascade = CascadeType.
ALL, targetEntity = Soshiki.class,
mappedBy = "jouiSoshiki")

3 public Set<Soshiki> getKaiSoshiki() {
4 return this.kaiSoshiki;
5 }

Figure 13: Source Code of Method getKaiSoshiki of Class
Soshiki

Calling the setter of the attribute in the methods is the same
as assigning the attribute. For example, line 5 at Figure 14 is
equivalent to assigning the attribute SESSION. Assigned At-
tributes Coverage should be extend to target calling the setter
of the attribute additionally.

1 public static Session currentSession() {
2 Session s = SESSION.get();
3 if (s == null) {
4 s = SESSION_FACTORY.openSession();
5 SESSION.set(s);
6 }
7 return s;
8 }

Figure 14: Example for the Unmonitored Case of Assigning
to An Attribute

7 Conclusion

This paper proposed Variable Coverage, a set of metrics for
the exhaustiveness of specification with source code based on
Design by Contract. Our proposed coverage observes some
variables depending on constraints. We applied our approach
to three programs in order to evaluate that Variable Coverage
is able to help to find variables which should have been re-
ferred in specifications as important variables. As a result, we
found some shortage of JML annotations in target programs,
which shows the usefulness of our proposed metrics.

Future work includes to infer the constraints to describe.
The first idea is suggesting constraints to describe from the
comments in the source code. The second idea is using the
modifiers of method; static methods should not have assignable
clause except for static variables, which means no attributes
are permitted to assign, because static methods do not change
the internal state (i.e., attributes). Such a modifier helps to
generate helpful assertions.
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Abstract - We developed teaching materials for students 

to increase their interest in computer programming. We 
employed a robot specified by ET Robocon (Embedded 
Technology Software Design Robot Contest). Although the 
robot in ET Robocon is controlled by a program running in 
the robot itself, a program written by a student runs on a 
separate PC and also controls the robot through wireless 
communication via Bluetooth. As for the programming 
language that students learn, we selected Python because of 
its simplicity and similarity with object-oriented 
programming. A student can start programming simple 
sequential control of the robot and extend it to programming 
that realizes line tracing. 

 
Keywords: Embedded Systems, ET Robocon, Python, 
Teaching Materials, Line Tracing 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper reports the development of teaching materials 
(sometimes shortened to “materials” in this paper) for 
computer programming. When a student is learning 
computer programming, the initial stage is important. The 
student generally takes a long time to become familiar with 
abstract programming concepts such as data types, 
structures, and classes of object-oriented programming. 
These concepts are separate from physical instances and 
difficult to learn. If we educate students under the false 
assumption that they will easily understand these abstract 
concepts, the students may abandon learning because of a 
loss of interest. 

We participated in the ET Robocon (Embedded 
Technology Software Design Robot Contest) so that 
students could learn embedded systems [1]. In this contest, 
students analyze and design a computer program using 
UML (Unified Modeling Language) to control the robot, 
which contains strictly defined hardware with no 
modifications allowed. We observed that students who 
participated in this contest tended to become enthusiastic 
about computer programming. From this experience, we 
expect that more students will show an interest in computer 
programming if we incorporate the robot into the 
programming education. Based on this motivation, we 
developed teaching materials for computer programming 
using the robot defined by ET Robocon.1 

                                                           
1 The work reported in the paper was supported by the Special 
Research Grant-in-Aid of Fukui University of Technology. 

2 OUTLINE OF ET ROBOCON AND 
OBJECTIVES OF THIS WORK 

2.1 ET Robocon 

The objective of ET Robocon is to improve the capability 
of software technology for embedded systems. This contest 
uses control software targeting a two-wheel self-balancing 
robot using LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT [1]. Figure 1 
shows the appearance of the robot and its components. The 
robot consists of an ultrasonic sensor, a gyro sensor, a light 
sensor, and three motors for the right wheel, left wheel, and 
tail. It is equipped with a 32-bit ARM7 microprocessor. 
Students develop control programs that enable the robot to 
autonomously trace a line around a specified course. Figure 
2 shows a photo of the ET Robocon 2011 course. 
 

 
Figure 1: The robot and its components 

 

 
Figure 2: ET Robocon 2011 course 
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The robot runs along the black lines drawn over white 
areas, which are surrounded by green “ground”. Students are 
required to develop a control program that makes the robot 
run along the black line at high speed. All teams in the 
contest use the same robot, which has a limited number of 
sensors (an ultrasonic sensor, a gyro sensor, and a light 
sensor). The ET Robocon consists of two parts: modeling 
and a time trial. The modeling part is a competition of the 
UML modeling skill used in developing the program, and 
the time trial part is a run-time competition of the robot. The 
total score is determined from the results of the two parts. 

2.2 Objectives of this work 

The intention of this work is to develop teaching materials 
for computer programming and to promote the enjoyment of 
computer programming for beginner students. We are 
aiming at the following goals: 

1) The control of the robot is realized by a simple 
program (i.e., a small number of program steps). 

2) A student can start programming without 
understanding abstract programming concepts. 

3) The basics of programming skills, such as 
conditional branches, loops, functions, etc., can be 
studied through the developed materials. 

4) The materials can be applied to the education of 
object-oriented programming and multi-thread 
programming. 

3 THE BASIC ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 Outline of the materials 

In ET Robocon, a control program is written in the C or 
C++ language and the program is compiled to produce a 
binary file which is loaded into the robot through a USB 
interface. After the program is invoked, the robot is 
autonomously controlled by the program. Although this 
scheme can enable accurate and efficient control of the robot, 
debugging is limited since the robot has only a small display 
to show internal information and status. Another problem is 
the time and work required for students; each time a 
program is modified, the students must compile, link, and 
download the binary file through the USB interface. After 
considering these drawbacks, we apply the following 
scheme for a program running on a PC to control the robot. 

1) A fixed control program is pre-loaded into the robot. 
This program executes basic commands from the PC. 
Students do not modify the program in the robot. 

2) The basic commands are sent from the PC through 
wireless communication via Bluetooth. 

3) Control of the robot is achieved by the program 
running in the PC. This program describes 
combinations of basic commands. 

4) As the programming language, Python [3] is selected 
for the program in the PC. 

3.2 Adoption of Python 

As mentioned above, we adopted Python as the 
programming language for students to learn. Python is an 
object-oriented scripting language and has the following 
features: 
 Since a program can be executed without compiling, 

a student can modify his program easily and test it 
quickly. 

 Python is well defined and easy for beginners to 
learn. 

 Python is used globally. 
 A student can learn object-oriented programming 

easily by Python. 
 Python is available at no cost and is supported by 

multiple platforms, including Windows and Linux. 
 Because indents are mandatory in Python, a program 

can generally be read easily. In addition, differences 
in the programming style between students are small. 

Adoption of Python has the following drawbacks: 
 Python has a compatibility problem between 

versions 2 and 3. 
 Performance of the program is slow because it is a 

scripting language. 
 Indentation is employed for identifying program 

blocks; this programming style is different from 
other languages, such as C and C++. 

 
For compatibility between Python versions, we use 

version 2. Our focus is on the educational aspect, and so we 
do not seek to realize high running speed of the robot. 
Concerning the indentation used in Python, we think that 
this is not a serious problem for students, who will study the 
C or C++ programming language after learning Python. 

3.3 Configuration of the materials 

Figure 3 shows the total configuration of the developed 
materials. The robot and the PC are connected through 
wireless communication via Bluetooth. The program 
running in the PC controls the robot remotely. 

The Python program running in the PC sends a command 
through wireless communication; the robot moves forward 
or makes a left or a right turn by following the program 
commands. The running speed of the robot is also controlled 
by the program. 

A fixed program running on the ARM 7 microprocessor 
inside the robot controls the movement of the robot; students 
do not modify this program, which is developed in the C++ 
language and runs on the Real-Time Operating System 
nxtOSEK [4]. This program performs the following 
functions: 
 Controls the posture of the robot 
 Receives commands through Bluetooth and 

interprets them 
 Executes commands from the PC 
 Sends log data to the PC every 40 ms 
 
The Python module, which was developed for this setup, 

calculates data to get information about the robot, including 
the X- and Y-coordinates of the robot, the angle of the robot, 
and the total running distance from the start point. 
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Figure 3: Configuration of the developed materials 
 

When students write programs, they can use variables 
concerning these data by importing the Python module. The 
module also provides a log file, including all log data, in the 
CSV format. Using EXCEL, students can analyze the log 
file to obtain, for example, a trace of the robot. 

Table 1 summarizes the basic functions and commands 
that students can use in their Python programs. For 
simplification, the specification commands are limited to 
one character, whereas extended commands consisting of 
multiple characters are also provided for future use. 

The variable “bt” is the object to control the robot. At the 
head of a program, the object is generated from the defined 
class “nxt_bluetooth” as follows: 

 
from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
bt = nxt_bt("00:16:53:0c:82:39", 0). 

 
The first line imports the class “nxt_bt” from the module 

“nxt_bluetooth”. This mandatory class was developed for 
the materials used. The second line generates the object “bt”, 
where the parameter "00:16:53:0c:82:39" is an example of 
the MAC address of the robot. Bluetooth employs a 48-bit 
MAC address, which is the same as that of LANs. As the 
“nxt_bt” class hides the Bluetooth communications and 
updates of the robot variables from students, the students 
can develop their programs without knowing the internal 
details. 

Table 1: Basic functions and commands 
Function Command Meaning 

bt.send (character) 

“f” Move forward 
“r” Make a right turn 
“l” Make a left turn 
“b” Move backward 

“0”–“9” Set speed 
bt.swait (seconds) - Wait specified 

seconds 
 

Table 2 summarizes the variables of the robot status and 
sensors. The values of these variables are updated every 40 
ms, and so students can use these variables to control the 
robot. For example, students can quantitatively control the 
robot, such as moving it forward 500 mm or making a 90-
degree left turn. 
 

Table 2: Variables of robot status and sensors 
Variable Meaning 

bt.x X-coordinate of the robot 
bt.y Y-coordinate of the robot 
bt.angle Angle of the robot 
bt.distance Total running distance from the start point 
bt.diff_light Value of the light sensor 

4 INTERNAL REALIZATION SCHEME 
OF THE MODULE 

Students import the module “nxt_bluetooth” at the head of 
their program. The class “nxt_bt”, which has been 
developed in the materials, is included in this module. This 
class has the functions of communication via Bluetooth, 
processing log data, and synchronization between the robot 
and the program running in the PC. As the details are hidden, 
students have to be aware of only the MAC address of the 
robot. 
When we consider the implementation of the Python class, 

it is natural to use two separate threads for sending and 
receiving functions. However, to simplify the 
implementation, we realize the functions by a single thread, 
since the robot sends log data every 40 ms. We can 
eliminate the complexity of the multi-threading and extend 
the materials to realize the control of multiple robots simply 
by multi-threading. 
Inside the nxt_bt class, sending and receiving functions via 

Bluetooth are realized by importing the Bluetooth module. 
This module is provided by python-bluez [5], which is a 
wrapper function that enables Python to use BlueZ [6]. The 
robot employs the virtual serial port communication by the 
serial port profile (SPP) of Bluetooth. BlueZ supports this 
profile. Although python-bluez is for Linux, PyBluez is also 
available for the Windows environment. This means that the 
materials can be used on both platforms, if Python is 
installed. 
Each communication via Bluetooth is initiated by 

generating a socket with the required parameters and 
connecting it as follows, where “bt_addr” holds the 
character string of the MAC address. 
 

self.etrobo_address = bt_addr 
        self.port = 1 
        self.sock = BluetoothSocket( RFCOMM ) 
        try: 
            self.sock.connect((self.etrobo_address, self.port)) 
        except IOError: 
            print "Robot is not invoked." 
            sys.exit() 
        print "connected address = ", self.etrobo_address 
 
After the socket has been connected, the program enters a 

wait state, if it calls the receive() function. As we mentioned 
before, since a single thread performs both sending and 
receiving, the program has to call the receive() function to 
enter the receive wait state after its process has completed. 
This is actually done by calling the wait() or swait() 
functions. The wait() function specifies a number of 40 ms 
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units as the wait duration, while the swait() function 
specifies the wait time in seconds.  
 

    def wait(self, n): 
        self.i = 0 
        while self.i < n: 
            self.receive() 
            self.i = self.i + 1 
 
    def swait(self, time): 
        self.n = time // 0.04 
        self.wait(self.n) 

 
In the wait() function, the program waits for the receiving 

data by the self.receive() function. Since the robot sends log 
data periodically, completion of the receive occurs within 40 
ms. The initial part of the receive() function executes the 
following code. 
 

    def receive(self): 
        self.starttime = time.time() 
        self.data = self.sock.recv(34) 
        if len(self.data) != 34: 
            print "receive byte length =", len(self.data) 
            sys.exit() 
        self.udata = unpack('<2BI2bH3i4hi', self.data) 

 
The second line records the receive time of the log data, 

and then the third line extracts the received data. As the 
length of the log data is fixed in units of 34 bytes, the log 
data is divided into pre-defined formats and stored, if the 
data length is normal (unpack process). The unpacked data 
is used to calculate X- and Y-coordinates and the angle of 
the robot. These calculated values are stored in the Python 
variables, which students can use in their programs. 
As mentioned above, one of the features of the materials 

described in this paper is that the module and programs, 
including the one used inside the robot, are completely open 
(i.e., white box). We are able to customize the robot itself 
and the Python module for future requests from students as 
well as teachers. 

5 EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMS USING 
THE DEVELOPED MATERIALS 

To explain the use of the developed materials, it is 
appropriate to show some program samples. We will show 
examples of a simple sequence control, usage of loops, 
usage of functions, and a simple line trace in the following. 

5.1 Example 1 

The program shown in Figure 4 is a basic program that 
controls the robot sequentially. After the program is invoked, 
the robot moves forward for 2 seconds, turns right for 2 
seconds, moves forward for 2 seconds, turns left for 2 
seconds, and then stops. Each time a command is sent, the 
next command is issued after the time specified by the 
“swait()” function. Since the program is written in Python, 
the program file has the extension “py”. If the name of the 

program is “sample1.py”, the program is invoked by typing 
the following command in a terminal window. 
 

python sample1.py 

5.2 Example 2 

The program shown in Figure 5 uses a “while” loop to 
check the value of a variable repeatedly. The execution 
leaves the loop if the variable takes a specific value. Here, 
the robot moves forward 500 mm (50 cm), then it makes a 
180-degree left turn. After this it moves 50 cm forward 
again and then stops. By using the variable “bt.distance” that 
indicates the total distance from the start point and the 
“while” loop, the program can control the moving distance 
quantitatively. When the robot makes a turn, the angle of the 
robot can also be controlled in the same manner. 
 

 
 

5.3 Example 3 

The program shown in Figure 6 defines functions 
concerning an advance and a left turn. Each function takes a 

from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
bt = nxt_bt("00:16:53:0c:48:1e", 0) 
 
print "START" 
bt.send( "f" ) 
bt.send( "3" ) 
while bt.distance < 500: 
    bt.swait(0.04) 
bt.send( "l" ) 
while bt.angle < 180: 
    bt.swait(0.04) 
bt.send( "f" ) 
target_dist = bt.distance + 500 
while bt.distance < target_dist: 
    bt.swait(0.04)   
bt.send( "0" ) 
print "END" 

Figure 5: Example 2—while loops 

from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
bt = nxt_bt("00:16:53:0c:48:1e", 0) 
 
print "START" 
bt.send( "3" ) 
bt.send( "f" ) 
bt.swait(2) 
bt.send( "r" ) 
bt.swait(2) 
bt.send( "f" ) 
bt.swait(2) 
bt.send( "l" ) 
bt.swait(2) 
bt.send( "0" ) 
print "END" 

Figure 4: Example 1—sequential control 
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parameter: a distance or an angle. This program makes the 
robot move forward 300 mm, make a 180-degree left turn, 
and then move forward 300 mm. The program repeats these 
actions four times by using the “for” loop. 
 

 
 

5.4 Value of the light sensor 

Figure 7 shows changes in the light sensor value as the 
robot moves over the course illustrated in Figure 8. In this 
case, the robot crosses the black line on the course several 
times to measure the characteristics of its light sensor. The 
sharp dips observed in Figure 7 occur when the robot 
crosses the black line. While the robot moves over the white 
part of the course, the sensor value is approximately 900. 
When it crosses the black line, the sensor value decreases 
below 400. Students confirm the characteristics of the light 
sensor by themselves. Based on these results, black and 
while colors can be identified by using some threshold value, 
for example, 700.  
 

 
Figure 7: Change of the light sensor value, where 

horizontal axis is time 
 

If the value of the light sensor is larger than 700, it seems 
that the robot is running over the white part; otherwise, the 
robot is running on the black line. Students can know that 
the robot movement is tracing the black line by using this 
threshold value. 
 

 
Figure 8: Course for line tracing 

5.5 Example 4 

Making use of the characteristic of the light sensor and the 
threshold value, the student can realize line tracing by the 
robot. 

Figure 9 shows the simple program that realizes the line 
tracing. The variable “target” holds the threshold value. In 
the infinite “while”, the variable “diff_light” holds the value 
of the light sensor. If the value of the light sensor is less than 
the threshold value, the robot makes a right turn; otherwise 
it makes a left turn. The program repeats this process 
endlessly every 40 ms. This simple program is able to make 
the robot move along the black line. Students can learn 
conditional branching through this example. 
 

 
Figure 9: Example 4—Line tracing by simple control 

5.6 The log file 

Each time a program is executed, a log file is produced. 
This file includes a record concerning the details of the 
robot every 40 ms. Table 3 summarizes the items included 
in each record of the file. The log data is recorded in CVS 
format. Figure 10 shows an example of the log file opened 
in EXCEL. Students can analyze the log file and obtain a 

from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
bt = nxt_bt("00:16:53:0c:48:1e", 0) 
 
def forward(distance): 
    t_distance = bt.distance + distance 
    bt.send( "f" ) 
    while bt.distance < t_distance: 
        bt.swait(0.04) 
 
def left_turn(angle): 
    t_angle = bt.angle + angle 
    bt.send( "l" ) 
    while bt.angle < t_angle: 
        bt.swait(0.04) 
 
print "START" 
bt.send( "3" ) 
bt.swait(0.04) 
for var in range(0, 4): 
    forward(300) 
    left_turn(180) 
 
bt.send( "0" ) 
print "END" 

Figure 6: Example 3—“for” loop 

from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
bt = nxt_bt("00:16:53:0c:48:1e", 0)  
 
print "START" 
target = 700 
bt.send( "2" ) 
bt.send( "f" ) 
while True: 
    print bt.diff_light 
    if bt.diff_light < target: 
        bt.send( "r" ) 
    else: 
        bt.send( "l" ) 
    bt.wait(0.04) 
     
bt.send( "0" ) 
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trace of the robot by using some mathematical calculations. 
Figure 11 shows an example of a trace of the robot obtained 
from calculations. The trace is almost the same as the course 
depicted in Figure 8. We can observe zigzag lines in the 
trace, which is the effect of the simple “ON and OFF” 
control by the program listed in Figure 9. 
 

Table 3: Items recorded in the log file 
Item Meaning 
Time Elapsed time (ms) 
Dt1 PWM value for right motor 
Dt2 PWM value for left motor 
Batt Voltage of battery 
Mtr1 Rotate angle of tail motor 
Mtr2 Rotate angle of right wheel motor 
Mtr3 Rotate angle of left wheel motor 
ADC s1 Gyro sensor value 
ADC s2  Ultrasonic sensor value 
ADC s3 Light sensor value 
ADC s4 Touch sensor value 
I2c Distance measured by the ultrasonic sensor 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 EXTENSION OF THE PROGRAM FOR 
CONTROLLING MULTIPLE ROBOTS 

The examples explained above concern basic programs 
that control a single robot. The materials can be applied to 
the advanced case where multiple robots are controlled by 
threads. Figure 12 shows the configuration of this case, 

where two robots are controlled by a single program. A 
program developed by a student generates two threads for 
two robots. Each thread executes the same program and 
controls one of the two robots. Figure 13 shows the sample 
program for this.  

 

Robot 1

Thread 2

X coodinate
Y coodinate

Angle
Disatnce

Light sensor

Right wheel
Left wheel

Ultrasonic sensor

Thread 1

Robot 2
Main program

Command

Log data

Bluetooth

Command

Log data
Bluetooth

Python
Program

Student

PC (Windows)

CSV file 1 CSV file 2

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
The part of the program surrounded by the dashed line is 

the definition of the class that defines the movement of the 
robots. Two threads are generated from the same class in the 
main part; the movement of the two robots is the same in 
this case. Advanced students can learn thread mechanisms 
through this example. 

import threading    # thread model 
import time 
from nxt_bluetooth import nxt_bt  
 
class test(threading.Thread): 
    def __init__(self, s): 
        threading.Thread.__init__(self) 
        self.setDaemon(True) 
        self.bt = nxt_bt(s, 0) 
 
    def run(self): 
        self.bt.start() 
        self.bt.send( "3" ) 
        self.bt.send( "f" ) 
        self.bt.swait(5) 
        self.bt.send( "r" ) 
        self.bt.swait(5) 
        self.bt.send( "0" ) 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    t1 = test(""00:16:53:0c:48:1e") 
    t2 = test("00:16:53:0c:82:39") 

print "Hit enter key, if you are ready." 
    raw_input() 
    t1.start() 
    t2.start() 
    time.sleep(20) 

Figure 12: Configuration of the developed materials 
for controlling two robots

Figure 13: Program controlling two robots 

Figure 10: Example of a log file opened in EXCEL 

Figure 11: Example of a trace of the robot 
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7 APPLICATION OF THE MATERIALS 
TO AN ACTUAL CLASS 

We applied part of the materials to sessions of an actual 
experimental class in the first semester of this year. We 
conducted 9 sessions. The total number of students who 
participated in the sessions was 45. Approximately half of 
the students had no experience in programming. The 
duration of each session was 3 hours and the number of 
students for one session was at most 7. We explained the 
material for the first 40 minutes. Two robots were employed 
to execute the programs. Then students were asked to write 
four simple programs, including one for line tracing. 
Although some students had difficulty in understanding 
Python, 87% of the students indicated a positive impression 
of the session and expressed their satisfaction when the 
robot moved correctly. Although students with no 
programming experience had strong concerns about Python 
programming, after the session, most of them stated that it 
was easier than they had thought it would be. 

 
Table 4 shows the summary of their impressions of the 

materials. Students of Group A had not taken a class in the 
C programming language as university students, whereas 
Group B students had, although some students in Group A 
had learned the C programming language in high school. 
Students also pointed out aspects of the materials that could 
be improved.  

 
Table 4: Summary of impressions by students 

Impression Excellent Good No comment
Group A 28 1 4 
Group B 17 0 1 

 
We also demonstrated the materials and explained a 

simple program to high school students. A large number of 
these students found the materials highly interesting. 

Through the experience of the actual class, we could 
identify advantages of the developed materials, summarized 
as follows: 
 The materials could attract more attention from students 

who had no programming experience. 
 As students could edit and execute a Python script 

directly, program errors were modified quickly. Most of 
the students could complete the given exercises within 
the prescribed class hour. 

 Students were strongly impressed when the robot 
performed as they intended. 

 Students were also surprised when they got a trace of 
the robot from the log file. 

However, we found drawbacks of the materials from the 
experience:  
 Much effort was needed for preparing and guiding a 

session. 
 Support by teaching assistants was needed for every 

three or four students to help when they encounter 
programming problems. 

 The difficulty level of programs that students have to 
develop should be reconsidered. Natural steps from 
simple to advanced are required. 

 We have to improve the assignments before the session 
to shorten the time needed to explain the materials. 

 The number of robots is too small in the case of 7 
students. 

 Because the quality of components in the robot varied, 
the robot could not go straight accurately after it 
received the forward command. Compensation for the 
error caused this variation in the components is needed. 

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we reported the development of teaching 
materials for computer programming. Our objective is to 
give beginner students the satisfaction of creating programs 
that control a robot. Students can implement line tracing by 
a simple program consisting of a small number of program 
steps. 

Several products target the education of programming by 
using the robot of LEGO Mindstorms NXT [1]. The typical 
product is NI LabVIEW for LEGO MINDSTORMS 
software [8], which makes it possible for students to develop 
programs by combining predefined blocks graphically. The 
difference between our materials and this product is that our 
materials control the robot remotely by the scripting 
language Python. Students can learn programming through 
widely used high-level programming language. As a result, 
they become accustomed to the conventional programming 
paradigm. 

One of the features of the teaching materials is that the 
module and programs are in a white box state. We are able 
to flexibly customize the robot itself and the Python module 
for future requests. Since the characteristics of the students 
vary depending on the number of students, their interests, 
their scholastic ability, and characteristics of the university 
or college, the capability of customizing the materials is 
considered to be important. We will improve the teaching 
materials based on the experiences of this semester and 
extend them for teaching the basics of object-oriented 
programming. 

We are also planning to extend the materials by integrating 
them with the programming language SCRATCH [7], which 
is intended for students in elementary or junior high school. 
The boxes surrounded by the dashed lines in Figure 3  show 
this extension. We will report on this development in the 
future. 
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Abstract -This paper proposes a design method of optimal 
H2 integral servo controller. The optimal H2 integral 
controller is to establish a way to find the admissible 
controller such that the controlled plant is stabilized and 
guarantee to track a constant reference signal while 
minimizing the H2 norm of the closed-loop transfer function 
of the controlled plant from disturbance to the controlled 
output. The effectiveness of the proposed method controller 
is verified reducing the torsional vibration of two-inertia 
system with comparing the traditional optimal servo 
controller is shown by computer simulation and 
experimental results. 
 
 
Keywords: Optimal controller, Integral servo, Torsional 
vibration  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In sense of modern control, designing a state feedback for 
a linear dynamical system which not only stabilizes but also 
dampens the responses of closed-loop system is generally 
required [1]. It is also required that the output of a system 
has no steady-state error for a desired input even if the 
parameter variations or disturbances exist. Consequently, 
the integral servo problem was initiated by H. W. Smith 
and E. J. Davison [2], in which they proposed the state and 
output integral feedback approaches by the differential 
transformations, and gave some suggestions on 
measurement feedback schemes. In addition, optimality in 
control was primarily concerned by R.E. Kalman [3] to 
minimize the quadratic performance index of state variables 
and inputs. These two concepts were then combined and the 
design method of an optimal tracking system by 
introducing the integral action for the system using 
regulator theory was obtained and reported by T. Takeda 
and T. Kitamori [4]. However, it is difficult to select the 
proper values of the weighting matrices of performance 
index in the optimal servo problem to mitigate under 
damped responses of dynamic systems. Besides, the 
optimal H2 servo problem is to find the optimal control 
such that the output tracks the desired trajectory, 
minimizing the tracking error cost and state excitation cost 
in the sense of an optimal H2 control [5]- [6]. On the other 
hand, Anderson and Moore [7] introduced an optimal 
controller with a prescribed degree of stability affecting the 
locations of all closed-loop poles. However, it dose not 

necessarily reduce the under damping of the closed-loop 
system. Recently, the optimal H2 control for oscillatory 
system minimizing a performance criterion involved time 
derivatives of state vector was formulated to levitate under 
damped responses of dynamic systems [8]-[11]. 
In this paper, the optimal H2 integral servo controller 

which stabilizes an oscillatory system with the prescribed 
degree of stability is derived such that the optimal control 
law is much effective to control an under damped steady-
state tracking error by H2 control framework.  The proposed 
controller obtained from derivative state constrained H2 
integral servo theorem is applied to the two-inertia system. 
The verification of the effectiveness of the proposed 
controller in mitigating an under damped responses of 
dynamic system is also shown in the paper. 

2 H2 INTEGRAL SERVO PROBLEM 

In order to obtain the optimal H2 integral servo controller, 
the following controlled plant equations are given as 
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where y(t) denotes the controlled vector. Using Eq. (1) and 
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In order to the steady state tracking error )(lim te
t ∞→

should 

be vanished, the derivative augmented state vector defined 
as

dt
tdxI )(   which should be vanished for approaching 

infinity of t . The derivative augmented system is given by 
combining of the derivative state equation of Eq.(1) and the 
derivative state equation of (3) as 
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where 211211111111 ,,,,,,, DDDDCCBB III and ID21 are 
denoted the design parameter matrices to obtain the 
derivative constrained integral servo controller.   
The disturbance 
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is continuously differentiable in time. By definition of the 
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Statement of Derivative State Constrained  H2 integral servo 
problem: 
 Let )(tr  denote the step reference vector. Derivative State 
Constrained Optimal H2 servo integral problem is to find an 
admissible optimal integral controller such that the 
controlled plants with augmented integrator is stabilized and 
the output )(ty  tracks the constant reference signal )(tr  
while minimizing the H2 norm of  the closed-loop transfer 
function with controlled plant from )]([ twL &  to )]([ tzL &  of 

)(ˆ
2 sP .  

  

3 SOLUTION OF STATMENT 

The solution to the derivative state constrained H2 optimal 
control defined above is given by the following procedure. 

 In order to consider the effect of the prescribed degree of 
stability α to a controller, each vector variable is 
exponentially weighted as follows. 
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Hence, the generalized plant ( )P sα
% shown in Eq. (9) after 

applying the transformed vector variables Eq.(6)-Eq.(8) is 
given by  
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The solution to the derivative state constrained H2 optimal 
control defined above is given by the following procedure.  

3.1 Singular value decomposition 

There always exist unitary matrices 2,1,, =jUV jj  for

 the singular value decomposition of 12D
(

 and 21D
(

;  
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where 1, 2i iΣ =  are the diagonal singular value matrices. 
Using the results obtained above, the input and output 
vectors as well as the generalized plant are accordingly 
transformed as shown in the following sub-section. 

 

3.2 Variable transformations 

The generalized plant can be obtained by using the 
following variable transformations defined by 
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Substituting Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (9), then the 
transformed generalized plant ˆ ( )P sα  which is reduced to 
the standard form of the H2 control problem is then 
obtained as 
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Suppose that the transformed generalized plant ˆ( )P s α of Eq. 
(14) satisfy the following relations: 
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The first assumption (A1) is for the stabilizability of the 
transformed generalized plant (14). The assumption (A2) is 
sufficient to ensure the controller is proper. The assumption 
(A3) and (A4) guarantee two Hamiltonian matrices belong 
to dom(Ric). 

3.3 Hamiltonian matrices 

Under the above assumptions, the optimal H2 solution to 
the transformed generalized plant (14) is given as follows; 

A couple of Hamiltonian matrices are constituted as 
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to the transformed generalized plant (14), where  
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A general control formulation with the derivative state 
constrained optimal H2 integral servo controller

α2HK̂ is 
given by the general configuration shown in Figure 1. 
Consequently, the assumptions supposed above (A1), (A2), 
(A3) and (A4) can be reduced to the following expressions.     
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Lemma: Suppose the system parameter matrix in equation 
(14) satisfy the assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3) and (A4), 
then following assumptions hold; 
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Proof of Lemma: It is clearly shown that the optimal 
solution for the transformed generalized plant (14) can be 
obtained under the assumptions (A1)’ ~ (A4)’, as the 
following facts of the rank properties, Eq. (19) to Eq. (24). 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the structure for  closed-
loop system with equation (18) 
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This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
 

4 MAIN RESULT 

By integrating the transformed generalized plant (14) with 
respect to time t with all initial values equal to zero, the 
optimal servo controller is obtained by following theorem. 
Thus, the optimal H2 servo control solution for the system 
(14) is given by Eq.(18) of the theorem under the 
assumptions (A1)’, (A2)’, (A3)’ and (A4)’. We have the 
following main result. 

Theorem (Derivative State Constrained Optimal H2 
Integral Servo.) 

The derivative state constrained H2 integral servo 
controller for the controlled plant (5) is given as 
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under the assumptions (A1)’, (A2)’,(A3) and (A4)’, 
where 
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This theorem can be proved as follow. 

Proof:  As the facts of the rank properties of Eq.(19)-
Eq.(24), this immediately shows that the optimal solution 
(25) for the generalized plant (5) implies the theorem under 
the assumptions of (A1)’, (A2)’, (A3)’ and (A4)’. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. □ 
 

5 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

A torsional vibration is occurred to the speed of motor by 
connecting flexible shaft. The vibration is an impediment to 
improve the characteristics of the two-inertia system. The 
simulation and experimental results of the speed control of 
the two-inertia system using the proposed controller will be 
shown in this section. A structure of two-inertia system is 
shown in Figure 2.  
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The linear dynamic equation of the two-inertia resonant 

system with constant disturbance LT is represented by  
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where LmLm FFJJ ,,,  and sK are the inertia of motor, the 
inertia of load, the friction of motor, friction of load and 
spring constant of the shaft, respectively. The integral 

)(txI of the error vector )(te  between the reference input 
)(tr  and controlled output )t(mω is defined as 

)()()()( tytrtetx
dt
d

I −==    (27) 

The augmented controlled plant (3)  is then given by 
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where, [ ]TIdLm txttttx )()()()()( τωω= , )(tmω  
denotes the speed of motor at time t, )t(Lω  denotes the 
speed of load at time t and )t(dτ  represents the torque of 

shaft. The numerical values of , ,m L sJ J K are shown in 
Table 1. In the case of the numerical values, the friction of 
motor, friction of load and spring constant of the shaft are 
neglected, respectively.  

Table 1:  Numerical values of two-inertia system 

][ 2mKgJ m ⋅  ][ 2mKgJ L ⋅  ]/[ mNK s  

0.0866 0.0866 400 
   

The designing parameters 

211211111111 ,,,,,,, DDDDCCBB III and ID21  in the 
generalized plant of Eq.(4) are chosen as: 
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 (29). 

 
       

The variation of closed-loop poles when ni varying from 
ni = -9 to ni = -2 is shown in Figure 3. It is seen that the 
original poles of the open-loop system locate on the 
imaginary axis. It verifies that the pair of poles with 
imaginary part approach to the real axis when the parameter 
ni becomes large.  

 

The simulation results for step responses of the speed of 
motor with step disturbance shown in Figure 4 clearly 
explain the effectiveness of the proposed controller when 
the reference speed of the two-inertia system and the 
prescribed degree of stabilityα are assigned to be 1500 
rpm and 20, respectively. Significantly, the torsional 
resonance of two-inertia system is removed when the 
designing parameter ni is equal to -2 as shown by the dotted 
line. It is also seen that the torsional resonance of two-
inertia system cannot be rejected by 9−=ni .   

On the other hand, the effectiveness of the prescribed 
degree of stability is also verified by simulation when the 
designing parameter ni is equal to -2. The speed responses 
of two-inertia system at the reference speed 1500 rpm are 
shown in Figure 5. In the case of 20=α , it is seen that the 

Figure 2: Structure of the two-inertia system 

Figure 3:Closed-loop poles location for ni 
varying from ni=-9 to ni=-2 
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speed of motor can reach the target speed at 1500 rpm 
rapidly than 0=α .   

 

 

 

 

The proposed controller is implemented to control the 
speed of the motor of the two-inertia system with the same 
condition used in simulation. It is shown that the 
effectiveness of the controller can be confirmed by the 
experimental results shown in Figure 7. In Figure 6, the 
oscillatory response occurred for selecting the weak design 
parameters 10−=ni in Eq.(29) as  

][ 101010
11

−−−= eeediagD . 

 However, in Figure 7, the oscillatory response can be 
reduced for selecting the design parameter s 0=ni as 

][ 000
11 eeediagD = . 

Significantly, the torsional resonance of two-inertia 
system is removed by the designing parameter ni as shown 
in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

The optimal H2 integral controller using derivative state 
constrains has been proposed. The proposed controller is 
effective to control an under damped responses of the 
controlled system by H2 control framework. It is recognized 
that the controller can be applied to the systems whose 
reference inputs as well as disturbances are all given by step 
functions. The simulation and experimental results have 
verified that the proposed schemes can be applied to reduce 
the oscillation for the two-inertia system. 
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Abstract - Hitorinishitekure, meaning "leave me alone" in 
Japanese, is a simple puzzle played on an n x n grid. All 
cells of the grid contain numbers. The goal of 
Hitorinishitekure is to paint some cells black in such a way 
that no number is repeated in any column or row. There are 
two rules to follow in painting cells: No two black cells 
should share an edge, and black cells should not divide the n 
x n grid into separate parts. 

In this paper, the subgrid search algorithm is proposed as a 
method for solving Hitorinishitekure quickly. Three kinds of 
subgrid, I-type, L-type, and S-type, are used to reduce the 
search space. 

The algorithm is evaluated using forty 8x8 and forty 12x12 
puzzles. On average, Subgrid Search solves 8x8 and 12x12 
puzzles in 0.014 and 0.099 seconds, respectively. We 
developed a smartphone application which solves printed 
puzzles by using number recognition. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Hitorinishitekure is a puzzle game played on an n x n grid 
[1]. In this puzzle, all cells of the grid contain numbers and 
the goal is to paint some cells black in such a way that no 
number is repeated in the same column or row. There are 
two rules in painting cells: No black cells share an edge, and 
black cells should not divide the grid into separate parts. 

Hitorinishitekure is similar to Sudoku. Sudoku is expressed 
as Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and can be solved 
by Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers [2][3]. The 
performance improvements of SAT solvers in the last 
decade are remarkable, and SAT has been a widely used for 
solving practical applications [4][5][6]. Sugar (SAT-based 
constraint solver) [7] shows excellent performance for 
solving various kinds of puzzles including Hitorinishitekure. 

In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm for solving 
Hitorinishitekure. It has been implemented in a smartphone 
application that handles printed puzzles. Hitorinishitekure 
and its rules are introduced using examples in Section 2. The 
proposed algorithm is described in Section 3. The 
performance of the algorithm is evaluated in Section 4. The 
smartphone application using number recognition is 
introduced. This work is discussed in section 5 summarized 
in Section 6. 

2 RULES 

Hitorinishitekure has the following three rules for painting 
cells black. 

 
1. No number should repeat in the same column or row. 
2. No black cells share an edge. 

3. Black cells should not divide the n x n grid into separate 
parts.  
 

There is no restriction in the grid size. Commonly used 
sizes include 4x4, 8x8, and 12x12. Since all repeated cells 
are considered for being painted black, an upper bound on 
the number of patterns searched is 2^m  where m denotes 
the numbers of repeated cells in the grid.  Thus, the puzzle 
difficulty increases as the grid size increase. 

Figure 1 shows an example of the puzzle. The example 
consists of a 4x4 grid with all cells of the grid containing 
numbers. Some numbers repeat in some rows and columns. 
For example, both cell (1 1) and cell (1 3) contain the same 
number, one, in the first row, and both cell (2 1) and cell (3 
1) contain the same number, two, in the first column. The 
goal is to paint such repeating cells black in such a way that 
no number is repeated in any column or row. Figure 1(b) 
shows the solution. Cell (1 1), cell (2 4), cell (3 1), and cell 
(4 3) are painted black.  

 

 
(a) puzzle (b) solution 

Fig. 1: Example of Hitorinishitekure 
 
No repeating cells are in the solution (rule 1), and no black 

cells share an edge (rule 2).   
To check rule 3, spanning trees are constructed by 

connecting remaining white cells as vertices. When two or 
more trees exist, the grid is defined to be divided. It is clear 
that one spanning tree can be constructed by remaining 
white cells. Black cells do not divide the n x n grid into 
separate parts (rule 3). 

 

3 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

This section describes the proposed method for solving 
the puzzle. 

3.1 Subgrid Search 

In the proposed method, a subgrid is a series of cells that 
have specific number patterns. Three types of Subgrid are 
defined:  

I-type: linearly oriented cells containing the same 
number in the start and end cells. (1) Two cells of 
the same number sharing an edge. (2) Two or 
more cells of the same number sharing no edge 
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L-type: L-shaped series of cells containing the same 

number in the start, end, and corner cells. The 
other cells beside the start, end, and corner cells 
containing any numbers but the number of the 
start, end, and corner cells 

S-type: four cells arranged in a square containing the 
same number  

 
In addition, black cells and white cells are defined: 

Black cell: cell determined to be painted black  
Black cells have to be checked by rule 2. 

White cell: cell undetermined to be painted black.  
White cells have to be checked by rule 1 and 3. 

 
Since the painting patterns of a subgrid are limited by the 

rules, the search space can be reduced. The three types of 
subgrid are explained in order. 

Figure 2 shows examples of the first type of subgrid, I-type. 
Cells from (2 2) to (2 6) form an I-type subgrid. Cells (2 3) 
and (2 5) can contain any number but one. Only one of cells 
(2 2), (2 4), and (2 6) should be a white cell; the remaining 
two cells should be black cells. The number of patterns to be 
searched is three. The number of patterns to be searched by 
the brute-force method is eight (2^3). Thus, the search space 
size is reduced by a factor of 3/8 by identifying this I-type 
Subgrid. 

When an I-type subgrid consists of n cells having the same 
number, the number of patterns to be searched is n, whereas 
the number is 2^n by the brute-force method. Thus, the 
search space size is reduced by a factor of n/(2^n) by 
identifying this I-type subgrid. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Examples of I-type subgrids 

 
Figure 3 shows examples of the second type of subgrid, L-

type. Cells (2 2), (2 4), and (4 2) define an L-type subgrid, 
which has three cells with the same number. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Examples of L-type subgrids 

 
Cells (2 3) and (3 2) can contain any number but one by the 

definition. There are two cases of cell painting. When cell (2 
2) is black (white), the (2 4) and (4 2) cells must be white 
(black). In this example, the number of patterns to be 
searched is two. The number to be searched by the brute-
force method is 2^3. Thus, the search space size is reduced 
by a factor of 1/4 by identifying this L-type subgrid. 

Two patterns are used in the proposed algorithm in order to 
satisfy rule 1. However, remaining white cells, like (2 4) and 
(4 2) in the example may be painted black in the later search. 
It depends on other cells’ placements. 

Figure 4 shows examples of the third type of subgrid, S-
type. There are two cases of cell painting. In the left-hand 
example, when cells (2 2) and (3 3) are black (white), cells 
(2 3) and (3 2) are white (black). The number of patterns to 
be searched by the brute-force method is 2^3. Thus, the 
search space size is reduced by a factor of 1/4 by identifying 
this S-type subgrid. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Examples of S-type subgrids 

 
Repeating cells always belong to an I-type subgrid, but this 

subgrid can change to L-Type or S-type by adding other 
cells.  

 

3.2 Algorithm 

In this subsection, the algorithm for solving the puzzle is 
explained using examples. It consists of the following steps. 

 
1. Processing of self-determined cells  
2. Reduction by Subgrid search  
3. Brute-force search 
 
Firstly, this algorithm searches for self-determined cells. 

Then identified self-determined cells are determined as a 
black or white cell from the initial number placement. 
Secondly, the algorithm searches for any Subgrid which is 
adjacent to a black cell. For any subgrid found, the adjacent 
cell in the subgrid is determined to be a white cell by rule 2. 
The other cells in the Subgrid are determined to be white or 
black. The algorithm keeps searching until it finds all 
subgrids adjacent to a black cell.  

Finally, other cells, including those in remaining subgrids, 
are processed to find a solution by a brute-force search.  

 

3.2.1. Process of Self-Determined Cells 
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The initial puzzle includes self-determined cells. Self-
determined cells are defined to be white or black cells 
without search by rules. 

 
Figure 5 shows examples of self-determined cells. The 

three cells (2 2), (2 3), and (2 4) have the same number, one. 
Both the end cells, (2 2) and (2 4), must be the cells to be 
painted black because of rule 2. 

The three cells (4 1), (4 5), and (4 6) have the same 
number, three. In this case, cell (4 1) is determined to be a 
black cell because either cell (4 5) or (4 6) should be a white 
cell by rule 2. In the same manner, cell (6 7) is determined 
to be a white cell by rule 2, and so cell (6 4) is determined to 
be a black cell. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Examples of self-determined cells 

 

3.2.2. Reduction by Subgrid search 

Reduction by subgrid search is explained using an example. 
Let Figure 6 show the result of the processing of self-
determined cells. Blank cells have had numbers omitted for 
simplicity. 

 

 
Fig. 6: First stage of reduction by subgrid search 

 
In this process, subgrids adjacent to black cell (2 4) are 

searched for. An L-type Subgrid defined by cells (3 4), (5 4), 
and (5 7) is found. Cells (3 4) and (5 7) are determined to be 
white cells, and cell (5, 4) is determined to be a black cell. 
Figure 8 shows the results. 

 
Fig. 7: Second stage of reduction by subgrid search 

 
In the next stage, subgrids adjacent to black cell (5 4) are 

searched for. An S-type subgrid defined by cells (6 3), (6 4), 
(7 3), and (7 4) is found. Cells (6 4) and (7 3) are determined 
to be black cells, and cells (6 3) and (7 4) are determined to 
be white cells. Figure 9 shows the results. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Third stage of Reduction by subgrid search 

 
In the next stage, subgrids adjacent to black cell (6 3) are 

searched for. An I-type subgrid defined by cells (6 2) and (6 
7) is found. Cell (6 2) is determined to be a white cell, and 
cell (6 7) is determined to be a black cell. Figure 9 shows 
the results. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Fourth stage of reduction by subgrid search 

3.2.3. Brute-force search 

Cells remaining after subgrid search are processed by 
brute-force search [4]. Let Figure 10 shows a state of before 
brute-force search. 
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Fig. 10: State of before brute-force search 

 
There are two cells, (2 8) and (8 8), having the same 

number, eight, in the eighth column. Either cell can be 
painted black. However, if cell (2 8) were to be painted 
black, the n x n grid would be divided into two parts, which 
would be in violation of rule 3. Thus, brute-force search 
finds that the other cell, (8 8), should be painted black. 
Figure 11 shows the result.  

 

 
Fig. 11: Found solution 

4 EXPERIMENTS 

  In this section, we present experimental results to 
demonstrate how well the proposed method works. We 
implement the proposed method using Java (Ver. 7) and 
evaluate it on a Microsoft Windows 7 computer with an 
Intel Core 2 duo CPU (2.40 GHz, 2 GB RAM). 
   The proposed method was evaluated using examples, 
which consist of forty puzzles each of 8x8 and 12x12 grids.  
On average, the algorithm required 0.014 and 0.099 seconds 
to solve 8x8 and 12x12 puzzles, respectively. 

The results are compared with the results by Sugar (SAT-
based constraint solver) [7] using the same forty puzzles. On 
average, Sugar required 0.166 and 0.408 seconds to solve 
8x8 and 12x12 puzzles, respectively. This total time 
includes encoding CSP to SAT, solving SAT and decoding 
SAT output. The unit time of solving SAT required 0.052 
and 0.280 seconds on average, respectively. 

Figure 12 shows the comparison results for solving 8x8 
puzzles, where SSA denotes Subgrid Search Algorithm. In 
Figure 12(a), the total time is shown. In Figure 12(b), the 
unit time by MINISAT (SAT solver) is shown. Figure 13 
shows the comparison results for solving 12x12 puzzles.  

The proposed algorithm was applied to solve 17x17 
puzzles by the proposed algorithm, but most of them could 
not be solved. 

  

(a) SSA and Sugar (total)  

(b) SSA and Sugar (MINISAT) 
Fig. 12: Comparison of processing time of 8x8 puzzles 

 

(a) SSA and Sugar(total) 
(b) SSA and Sugar(MINISAT) 

Fig. 13: Comparison of processing time of 12x12 puzzles 
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We have developed a smartphone application which solves 

printed puzzles by number recognition. Figure 14 shows the 
flow to obtain problems from a captured image. 

 

 
Fig.14: flow of image recognition solution  

 
Figure 15 shows an example of a captured image and the 

output image by the developed smartphone application. 
Zeros in the output image denote black cells. 

 

  
Fig.15: Captured image and output image 

 

5 CONSIDERATION 

The proposed method for solving Hitorinishitekure is a 
modification of the brute-force method. Since search space 
size for the brute-force method grows exponentially, it is 
important for us to know how to reduce the search space 
before applying brute-force search.  

The proposed method reduces the search space by 
introducing subgrids. Experimental results show that the 
proposed method using three types of subgrid (I-type, S-type, 
and L-type) is effective. 

The proposed method solves Hitorinishitekure faster than 
Sugar (SAT-based Constraint Solver) for 8x8 and 12x12 
puzzles. 

However, Sugar solves 17x17 puzzles [7], which could not 
be solved by the proposed algorithm. This means that the 

proposed heuristics are not enough for 17x17 or larger 
puzzles.  

6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a fast method for solving 
Hitorinishitekure. We modified the brute-force method in 
order to reduce the search space by introducing subgrid 
search. Three types of subgrid (I-type, L-type, and S-type) 
are implemented.  

The experimental results demonstrate that Subgrid Search 
is effective for solving 8x8 and 12x12 Hitorinishitekure. 

We have developed an Android application based on the 
proposed method which solves printed problems by using 
image recognition. 
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Abstract -
The demand for embedded systems have increased in our

society. Ensuring the safety properties of these systems has
also become important. Model checking is a technique to en-
sure such systems. Our target is formal verification of hybrid
systems which contain both continuous and discrete behav-
iors. For the goal, we have studied properties of a line tracing
robot built using LEGO Mindstorms with a control program
written in LeJOS. We have already presented verification of
safety properties of a control program for the application us-
ing model checker UPPAAL. In the previous study, we were
in a preliminary stage and set limitations. In this presenta-
tion, we extend our previous study. In general, a real course
can be expressed in combinations of straight and arc courses.
First, we verify properties of the same control program for arc
courses. Next, in case of the line tracer can not keep track,
we analyze turning angle using counter examples. Above-
mentioned two approaches are necessary from the standpoint
of design phase.

Keywords: Embedded Systems, Formal Verification, Timed
Automaton

1 INTRODUCTION

The demand for embedded systems have increased in our
society. In these circumstances, it is important to ensure safety
properties of embedded systems. Formal methods are math-
ematical based techniques for verification and development.
Model checking is one of formal methods and is widely used
in order to ensure properties. Model checking techniques take
model and logical formula as their input. Given a model that
represents a system under consideration, model checking au-
tomatically determines whether or not the model satisfies a
given property by exhaustively searching for the state space
of the model.

There are various kinds of model checking techniques. Most
model checking techniques are based on the finite state ma-
chine. For example, a conventional model checking is based
on Kripke structure and only deals with discrete variables.
However, some embedded systems require time properties in
their specification. Several models have been proposed to deal
with such real-time systems. One of such approaches is the
timed automaton [1]. Timed automaton uses clock variables
which range over real numbers. Therefore, timed automa-
ton model can naturally represent the behavior of real-time
systems. One of major verifier for timed automaton is UP-
PAAL [2] in which extended timed automata is used to con-
struct models. UPPAAL can deal with bounded integer vari-

ables and guard expressions on transitions which allow ex-
pressions of constraints on variables.

Embedded systems sometimes consist of continuous and
discrete dynamics. Such systems are called hybrid systems [3].
We are motivated to verify the behavior of embedded control
systems. Especially if these embedded systems are consid-
ered to be hybrid systems. For the goal, we have presented
verification of safety property of a control program for a line
tracing robot using model checker UPPAAL. In the previous
study, we were in a preliminary stage and set limitations. For
example, we only considered a straight line as a course.

In this study, we extend our previous study. First, we verify
that the same control program can trace an arc course. This
is because a real course can be expressed in combination of
straight and arc courses. Therefore, verifying the tracer for arc
courses should be important to show applicability of model
checking. Next, if the line tracer is not able to run along an
arc course, we analyze turning angle using counter examples.
Above-mentioned approaches will be be useful to check per-
formance properties in the design phase.

The roadmap of this paper is as follows. Sec. 2 outlines
the foundations of our work and briefly describe our previous
study. Sec. 3 show specification of a line tracer, and its im-
plementation is described in Sec 4. Then, formal models used
in verification are described in Sec. 5. Verification results are
presented in Sec. 6, and Sec. 7 offers some discussion of these
results. Finally, Sec. 8 provides a concluding summary and
outline our future work.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we outline the background to our work and
briefly show our previous study.

2.1 Model Checking

Model checking [4] is an automatic formal verification tech-
nique. Given a model that represents a system under consid-
eration, and a logical formula that represents a property to be
verified, model checking automatically determines whether
or not the model satisfies a given property by exhaustively
searching for the state space of the model. There are vari-
ous kinds of model checking depending on expressive power
of model and logical formula. In this study, we use timed au-
tomata to express models and Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
for formulas. We use a model checker UPPAAL which takes
timed automata as models and CTL formulas as property.
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2.1.1 Timed Automata

A timed automaton is an extension of the conventional au-
tomaton with clock variables and constraints for expressing
real-time dynamics. These are widely used in the modeling
and analysis of real-time systems.

Definition 1 (constraints) We use the following constraints
on clocks.

1. C represents a finite set of clocks.

2. Constraintsc(C) over clocksC are expressed as in-
equalities in the following BNF (Bacchus Naur Form).

E ::= x ∼ a | x− y ∼ b | E1 ∧ E2,

wherex, y ∈ C,∼∈ {≤,≥, <,>,=}, anda, b ∈ R≥0,
in whichR≥0, is a set of all non-negative real numbers.

Time constraints are used to mark edges and nodes of the
timed automata and for describing the guards and invariants.

Definition 2 (timed automaton) A timed automatonA is a
6-tuple(A,L, l0, C, T, I), where

• A: a finite set of actions;

• L: a finite set of locations;

• l0 ∈ L: an initial location;

• C: a finite set of clocks;

• T ⊆ L×c(C)×A×2C ×L is a set of transitions. The
second and fourth items are called a guard and clock
resets, respectively; and

• I : L → c(C) is a mapping from location to clock
constraints, called a location invariant.

A transitiont = (l1, g, a, r, l2) ∈ T is denoted byl1
a,g,r→

l2.
A mapv : C → R≥0, is called a clock assignment (or clock

valuation). We define(v + d)(x) = v(x) + d for d ∈ R≥0

and somex ∈ C.
For guards, resets and location invariants, we introduce

some notation for clock valuations. For each guardg ∈ c(C),
a functiong(v) stands for the valuation of the guard expres-
sion g with the clock valuationv. For each resetr, where
r ∈ 2C , we introduce a function denoted byr(v), and let
r(v) = v[x 7→ 0], x ∈ r. For each location invariantI, we
shall introduce a function denoted byI(l)(v), which stands
for the valuation of the location invariantI(l) of location l
with the clock valuationv.

The dynamics of a timed automaton may be expressed via
a set of states and their evaluations. Changes from one state to
a new state may be as a result of either the firing of an action
or an elapsed time.

Definition 3 (state of timed automaton) For a given timed
automatonA = (A,L, l0, C, T, I), let S = L × RC

≥0 be the
complete set of states ofA , whereRC

≥0 is a complete set of
clock evaluations onC.

The initial state ofA can be given as(l0, 0C) ∈ S. For a
transitionl1

a,g,r→ l2, the following two transitions are seman-
tically defined. The first one is called an action transition,
while the latter one is called a delay transition.

l1
a,g,r→ l2, g(v), I(l2)(r(v))

(l1, v)
a⇒ (l2, r(v))

,
∀d′ ≤ d I(l1)(v + d′)

(l1, v)
d⇒ (l1, v + d)

Thesemantics of a timed automaton can be interpreted as
a labeled transition system.

Definition 4 (semantics of a timed automaton)For a timed
automatonA = (A,L, l0, C, T, I), an infinite transition sys-
tem is defined according to the semantics ofA , where the
model begins with the initial state. ByT (A ) = (S, s0,

α⇒),
the semantic model ofA is denoted, whereα ∈ A ∪ R≥0.

Definition 5 (run of a timed automaton) For a timed automa-
ton A , a runσ is finite or infinite sequence of transitions of
T (A ).
σ = (l0, ν0)

α1⇒ (l1, ν1)
α2⇒ (l2, ν2)

α3⇒ · · ·

2.1.2 Computation Tree Logic

In model checking, properties are written as logical formulas.
Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [5] is a temporal logic suited
to dealing with such formulas. Using CTL we are able to
describe properties relating to behaviors of a program for a
line tracer robot.

Let APbe a set of atomic propositions. The syntax of CTL
is defined as follows:

φ ::= ⊥ | ⊤ | p | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | φ ∧ φ | φ → φ
| AXφ | EXφ | A♢φ | E♢φ | A□φ | E□φ
| A[φ1 Uφ2] | E[φ1 Uφ2],

wherep is an atomic proposition inAP. The symbols⊥, ⊤,
¬, ∨, ∧ and→ have their usual meanings. The symbolsX
(“next”), ♢ (“eventually”),□ (“globally”), andU (“until”) are
temporal operators. The symbolsA (“always”) andE (“ex-
ists”) are path quantifiers. Intuitively, temporal operators rep-
resent statements of a path, and path quantifiers represent
statements on one or more paths which are branching for-
wards from a state. In a CTL formula, temporal operators
are preceded by a path quantifier. Due to space limitation, we
omit semantics. Please refer to Emerson [5] for details of the
semantics of CTL.

For example, a safety property that “variablex is less than
10 for all paths” is written as a CTL formulaA□(x < 10).

2.1.3 UPPAAL

UPPAAL [2], is a popular model checker for extended timed
automata. It supports model checking for both conventional
and timed automata. UPPAAL allows verification of expres-
sions described in an extended version of CTL. Note that, a
property to be verified is called a query in the field of ver-
ification of timed automaton. Given a model and a query,
UPPAAL checks whether or not the model satisfies the query.
If the query does not hold, UPPAAL returns a counter exam-
ple. A counter example is a run of the model, and presents
sequence of locations that query does not hold. In addition,
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UPPAAL supports localand global integers and primitive op-
erations on integers, such as addition, subtract and multipli-
cation with constants. Such expressions are also allowed on
the guards of transitions. System models can be created from
multiple timed automata which are synchronized via a CCS
(Common-Channel Signaling)-like synchronization mechanisms.
An important point is that, with the exception of clocks, the
extended timed automaton used in UPPAAL cannot deal with
real valued variables. We, therefore, have to round real values
to integer values when we model the target systems.

2.2 Results from a Previous Study

In this subsection, we briefly mention about our previous
study [6], [7]. The question at the core of our research is
formal verification of embedded systems as hybrid systems.
For that goal, our first step is verifying time-related proper-
ties of a real embedded application using UPPAAL. We set
our application to a line tracing robot constructed by LEGO
Mindstorms [8] with a control program written in Java base
language LeJOS [9].

We presented verification of safety properties of the pro-
gram for line tracing robot in terms of design verification.
In the verification, we constructed two models expressed by
timed automata, one for the control program and one for the
motion control depending to the course. To construct these
models, it is required that behaviors have to be modeled in dis-
crete steps except for time clock. Sampling and quantization
techniques are applied for the purpose. We showed experi-
mental results of verification and presented model checking
has power to check behaviors. We considered time-delay in
the verification. However, the study was in preliminary stage
because we set some limitations, such as no disturbance and
handling only straight lines. Even limitations were set, we
think that our previous study showed applicability of model
checking for verifying real embedded systems.

3 SPECIFICATION

The whole system of line tracer consists of two parts; courses
and a line tracer. We describe specifications in this section.

3.1 Course

For a line tracer robot, acourseis a black line painted on
white ground. Assume that course widthw is constant. In
general, a real course can be expressed in combination of
straights and arcs. We verified that our control program can
trace a straight course in our previous study. Therefore, we
consider arc courses in this study. An arc course is expressed
by radiusr and central angleα.

3.2 Line Tracer

A line tracer is a vehicle which traces a course. In this
study, we fix a line tracer that consists of a body, two mo-
tors, and two color sensors. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationships
between constants and state variables.

A color sensor can discriminate colors. In this study, we
assume that read value of the color sensor is two-valued, black

Figure 1: Constants andState Variables

Table 1: Logic for Color Sensors
RightSensor

black white

LeftSensor
black go straight turn left
white turn right go straight

and white, by settingthreshold. Then the line tracer reads
colors of the course using two color sensors, and determines
its motion by changing left or right wheel speeds. Table 1
shows the controller logic associated with read values of two
color sensors. If, for example, the left sensor and the right
sensor sense white and black respectively, then the line tracer
will “turn right”. This is done by setting left wheel speed to
high speedHS and right wheel speed to low speedLS. Note
that there are delays in sensors and actuators, for example
sleeping time before next sense-act loop and motor reaction.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

LEGO Mindstorms NXT [8] is a kit for assembling robots
and machines with various actuators and sensors. The default
programming language for LEGO NXT is Mindstorms, but
there are other languages such as NXC (Not eXactly C) [10]
and LeJOS [9] which supply various classes for NXT sensors
and actuators. We use LeJOS for making the control program
of the tracer. This is because Mindstorms is GUI base lan-
guage and does not suit for modeling. Instead, LeJOS is Java
based language and is easier to construct models from a pro-
gram.

Fig. 2 shows our implemented controller program written
in LeJOS. In this research, we use the same program used in
our previous study mentioned in Sec. 2.2. Then, we try to
verify that the program can trace arc courses.

5 MODEL

The line tracer system described in Sec. 3 is converted int
two models;Controller model andMotion model. We
introduce these models in this section,
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import lejos.nxt. * ;
public class Controller {

public static void main(String[] args)
throws Exception {

int rid,lid;
final int HS = 420, LS = 120, BLACK = 7,
MS = 360, HSEC = 500;
Color colorR ,colorL;
ColorSensor sensorR =

new ColorSensor(SensorPort.S3);
// 1(S3):right

ColorSensor sensorL =
new ColorSensor(SensorPort.S4);
// 2(S4):left

Motor motor = new Motor();
motor.B.setSpeed(MS);
motor.C.setSpeed(MS);
Thread.sleep(HSEC);

// wait for devices to be stable
motor.B.forward();
motor.C.forward();
while(true) {

rid = sensorR.getColorID();
lid = sensorL.getColorID();
if (rid == BLACK)

motor.B.setSpeed(LS);
else

motor.B.setSpeed(HS);
if (lid == BLACK)

motor.C.setSpeed(LS);
else

motor.C.setSpeed(HS);
if (Button.readButtons()

== Button.ENTER.getId())
break;

}
}

}

Figure 2: Controller Program in LeJOS

Both Controller model andMotion model are ex-
pressed in timed automata. However, most of the state vari-
ables used in a line tracer have real values, and UPPAAL can
only handle integer variables except for clock. Therefore, it is
required to approximate state variables for discrete values to
construct models in timed automata. We presented approxi-
mation of the state variables by applying sampling and quan-
tization techniques in our previous study. In this study, we
use the same models. Please refer papers [6], [7] for detail
information of discretization techniques. Note that, we have
modeled in the relative scale in this study. Therefore, units
are not specified.

5.1 Controller Model

Controller model is a timed automaton which repre-
sents controller program for the line tracer. Fig. 3 shows
Controller model which corresponds to the implemen-

Table 2: State Variables of a Line Tracer
variable description
x: x-coordinate of the center
y: y-coordinate of the center
θ: direction
lsensor: sensed value of the left sensor
rsensor: sensed value of the right sensor
slx: x-coordinate of the left sensor
sly: y-coordinate of the left sensor
srx: x-coordinate of the right sensor
sry: y-coordinate of the right sensor
wl: revolution speed of the left wheel
wr: revolution speed of the right wheel

tation in Sec. 4.Table 2 summarizes principle state variables
in Controller model.

As described in Sec. 3,Controller decides motor speeds
according to the four possible combinations of read values of
the two color sensors. From the initial location represented as
double circle, there are four transitions. Each of the transition
corresponds to a pair of real value of sensors.

5.2 Motion Model

Motion model is a timed automaton which represents mo-
tions of the line tracer’s coordinates of the gravity center and
read values of color sensors. The line tracer keep on mov-
ing while the control program does not work because of de-
lay or sleep time. Therefore, coordinates of center should
be updated as independent of theController model to
express behavior of the tracer. Fig. 4 shows the timed au-
tomaton which updates states variables at regular, discrete
time intervals. The automaton ofMotion model periodi-
cally calls functionsupdateX, updateY, updateTheta, up-
dateLSensor, andupdateRSensor which update state vari-
ablesx, y, θ, lsensor andrsensor, respectively.

Read values of sensors depend on the coordinates of grav-
ity center, the angle of the line tracer, and the course. Grav-
ity center and angle are expressed by integer variables in this
model. It is also required discretely handling of the course.
There will be two methods for handling. First one is quantiza-
tion, mapping the continuous course to discrete values. Sec-
ond one is equation representation, the course is expressed in
a formula. In this study, we adopt the second method. Let
(sx, sy) be the coordinates of left or right sensor. Then, the
read value of the sensor is decided to be black if(sx, sy) sat-
isfies the following formula. Otherwise, the read value is de-
cided to be white.(

r − w

2

)2

≤ s2x + s2y ∧ s2x + s2y ≤
(
r +

w

2

)2

wherer is radius of acircle course, andw is line width.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We obtain models representing the line trace system de-
scribed in Sec. 5. In this section, we verify correctness of
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Figure 3:Controller Model

Figure 4:Motion Model

the control program.Verifications were performed using UP-
PAAL 4.0.13 running on Windows 7 (64 bit), Intel Core i5-
2400, 3.10GHz, with 8GB memory.

6.1 Verification of Specification

A line tracer is expected to trace a course. First, we verify
whether or not the controller program satisfies the property.
Therefore, what we need to verify is, i) the tracer runs along
the course within a certain range, and ii) the tracer keeps on
taking its route, i.e., does not get stuck.

To verify these requirements, we need to fix some initial
values. Let initial values be as follows.

• coordinates of gravity center(x, y) = (0, 0)

• direction of the tracerθ = 90◦

• width of the coursew = 100

We then check the correctness of the line tracer by verifying
the following queries.

1. A□(firstquadrant→ inrange)
where firstquadrant is x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 0, inrange is(
r − w

2 − ds
)2 ≤ x2+y2∧x2+y2 ≤

(
r + w

2 + ds
)2

,
andds is a distance betweencenter and a sensor,i.e.,
ds = |−→ros| = |−→los|.

2. E♢(x < 0 ∧ y > 0)

Query 1 represents that the gravity center of the tracer is al-
ways located within a certain range,w/2 + ds, from the line
in the first quadrant. Note that we consider the gravity center
(x, y) in this query, thereforeds is added to the allowable dis-
tance from the course. Here, target domain is limited to the
first quadrant, because if the whole area is set to be a target,
state explosion problem occurs. In addition, even if the target
area is restricted, query 1 can not be verified because of the
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state explosion problem.
To solve these problems, we slightly modifiedMotion

model. We added a new location namedSTOPto Motion
model. If the gravity center goes outside the first quadrant,
then transit to the locationSTOP. This modification works
on verification of query 1. Instead, we also have to modify
query 1 considering the new locationSTOP. New query1′ is
as follows.

A□(firstquadrant→ inrange ∨ M.STOP)

whereM is the variable name forMotion model in UPPAAL
andM.STOP represents the locationSTOPin Motion model.

It is easily understand that the verification result for query1′

depends on the radius of the arc course. We verified query1′

by changing radiusr. As a result, query1′ holds if r ≥ 277
and does not hold ifr ≤ 266.

Query 2 is reachability checking that the line tracer eventu-
ally reaches to the second quadrant. This query is necessary
to check behavior of the tracer, because query 1 only describe
the distance from the course and does not describe movement.
It makes no sense to check query 2 if query1′ does not hold.
According to the above-mentioned results for query1′, we
verified query 2 forr ≥ 277. Then, we obtain verification
results that query 2 holds forr ≥ 277.

Ideally, conjunction of the two queries should be verified at
once. Unfortunately, UPPAAL does not allow nesting of path
quantifiers in a formula. Therefore we verified the queries
one by one. However, when we consider both two queries to-
gether, it is possible to judge whether or not the tracer satisfies
the specification. Note that, we verified dependency of radius
by hand, but it is possible to be automated by generating UP-
PAAL model.

6.2 Analysis of Turning Angle

It is easily understand that verification results of query1′

depend on wheel speeds of the tracer. For example, if the
tracer moves slowly, it will be able to keep on tracing longer.
However, verification results of query1′ and query 2 do not
describe distance from the initial position.

We calculate turning angle of the tracer by analyzing counter
examples of query1′ for various wheel speeds. For that pur-
pose, high wheel speedHS and low wheel speedLS are
changed intoHS′ = CmsHS andLS′ = CmsLS where
Cms is a coefficient. Then, we verify query1′ for someCms.
When the query does not hold, we obtain a counter exam-
ple which consists of a sequence of locations in evidence.
UPPAAL has a function to generate the shortest trace as a
counter example. By analyzing the counter example, it is
possible to calculate the coordinate where the tracer turns
off from the course. As an example, let radiusr be fixed
to 250. This is because that we know the tracer is not able
to keeps on track in the first quadrant from the verification
results in Sec. 6.1. Then, we think about intersection of the
course and orbit of the tracer. Let the intersection beP , co-
ordinates of before turning off beQ, and coordinates of af-
ter turning off beQ′. Then,P is an intersection of circle
x2 + y2 = (r ± (w/2 + ds))2 and a line passing throughQ
andQ′.

Table 3: Speed Dependency and Turning Angle (r= 250)

Cms Q Q′ P α (deg)
1/2 — — — 90<
2/3 (214, 428) (213, 435) (213.7, 429.8) 63.6
1 (262, 394) (262, 405) (262.0, 402.2) 56.9
2 (310, 360) (314, 384) (310.9, 365.7) 68.5
3 (310, 336) (213, 396) (310.9, 365.7) 68.5
4 (306, 306) (213, 384) (310.9, 365.7) 68.5

Figure 5: Orbit ofthe Tracer, Intersection, and Turning Angle

Table 3 showsCms, Q,Q′, P andα, whereα (deg) is an-
gle between x-axis and line passing through the origin and
point P , obtained from the shortest counter examples. Note
that there are no results forCms = 1/2 in Table 3, because
query1′ holds. It is not surprisingly that verification results
depend on wheel speeds. Query1′ holds forCms = 1/2
should be reasonable because this setting means slower move
that arrows the tracer keeping on track. Fig. 5 shows a re-
sult of the orbit of the tracer obtained from the counter exam-
ple, intersectionP , and turning angleα for Cms = 2/3 and
r = 250. From the results except forCms = 1/2, central an-
gleα is roughly constant. This result can be interpreted that
angleα is the minimum turning radius forr = 250. This re-
sults seems natural, however, it indicates that model checking
can be applied to analyze properties relating to turning angles.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our experiments and future work.

7.1 Discussion on the Experiments

We briefly return to our basic focus on our research ques-
tion. We are motivated to know applicability of formal ver-
ification to real embedded systems, especially control con-
tinuous systems. Continuous systems are essentially hybrid
systems, but we set our first target to verifying time-related
properties. We also set another research question that we want
to know applicability of verification techniques from the view
point of design verification.
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In this study,we divided the circle course into an arc course,
the first quadrant, because of the state explosion problem.
Here, we consider possibility of verification for tracing the
entire route of the circle. To tackle this problem, straight-
forward modeling seems unpromising according to the ver-
ification results in Sec. 6. To reduce the size of state space,
one possibility is applying abstraction techniques such as data
mapping and predicate abstraction. Another possibility will
be combination of theorem proving and model checking.

Experimental results combined with our previous study, be-
havior of a line tracer is verified based on specification and a
control program. We think our verification results indicate
usefulness of model checking. However, there are still prob-
lems remained to verify real embedded system. One prob-
lem is scalability. Through our studies, parameters used in
verification are not the same as those used in implementa-
tion and differ from LEGO Mindstorms kit in size. How-
ever, we believe that our parameter settings are acceptable to
show applicability of model checking. The reason why we
adjust parameters is the state explosion problem. If we set
parameters as the same as real used values, the size of state
space becomes too large, and model checker cannot respond
in a reasonable time or it exhausts its available memory. This
problem is widely known in the field of model checking.

Another problem is that we are not yet consider effects of
errors and distributions. When we think of real embedded
system, behaviors of the systems are disordered by distur-
bances or errors. It is natural that disturbances and error prob-
abilistically occur. However, timed automaton is not suited
for probabilistic event. Here, we give a little more thought to
the tracer constructed by LEGO Mindstorms as a real embed-
ded system. It is reported in [11] that motor speed of LEGO
Mindstorms kit is approximately proportional to the parame-
ter, but has error. Through this study, we have tried to handle
errors associated with wheel speeds. We assumed that wheel
speed includes a certain amount of error. If such error exists,
errors are cumulated and make an impact on the position of
the tracer. We confirmed that such errors affect to the result
of verification. Unfortunately, we have not yet obtained sys-
tematic results.

7.2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly describe related work on formal
verifications associated with control engineering.

One of similar researches is verification of real-time control
program using UPPAAL [12]. In this paper, the authors con-
structed a brick sorter system using LEGO RCX and wrote
control programs in Not Quite C (NQC). The paper presents
verification of safety and liveness properties by automatic trans-
lation from the control program into UPPAAL models. Through
the research, abstraction and reduction techniques are applied
to construct discrete models from continuous systems. This
approach is similar to ours, however, the brick sorter system
is essentially a discrete system even though it contains time
dependencies.

As with many control systems, a line tracer can be consid-
ered as a hybrid system by describing their movements using
differential equations and their control programs in discrete

time. It is generally accepted that real embedded systems are
too big to fully verify. Therefore, it is usual to focus on im-
portant behaviors. As an example of hybrid approaches, pa-
per [13] described the verification of the behaviors of a line
tracer by constructing a model using hybrid I/O automata and
correctness proofs. In that paper, the authors presented veri-
fication of safety property, that is, a line tracer should move
along a straight line and never run off. However, the authors
noted that some time details, such as time delay between two
motors, were not considered

In verification of robotics, a survey of model checking of
the control system of robotics systems is reported [14]. In this
survey, the authors summarize various techniques for verifica-
tion and show verification of a robot control system. Safety
and liveness properties are verified, but these properties were
not related to continuous dynamics. Even though the survey
does not cover the handling of continuous dynamics, it is a
good resource. As a similar area, the verification of a real
vehicle is presented [15]. Even though our aim is the verifi-
cation of continuous systems, our approach in reflects those
above,i.e., conversion to timed automata using quantization
and sampling.

8 CONCLUSION

In our previous study, we have verified that a line tracer
runs along a straight line. In this research, we used the same
control program for the tracer and showed the same models
can keep track on arc courses. These are verified using UP-
PAAL with timed automata and logical formulas. We also
presented that if the tracer cannot run from the first quadrant
to the second quadrant, it is possible to calculate turning angle
by analyzing counter examples.

We hope to extend this study to the analysis of more real
embedded systems including disturbances and errors. To that
purpose, expressive power of timed automaton is not suffi-
cient as described in Sec. 7. We plan to express models in
probabilistic timed automata (PTAs). We also intend to use
the latest version of probabilistic model checker PRISM [16]
which supports PTAs.

Another direction of future work includes a PID controller
(proportional-integral-derivative controller), which is a widely
used feedback control system. We used simple specification
to control the line tracer, but PID control is widely used in
control systems and control engineering. When PID control
is applied to a line tracer, it enables smooth motion. How-
ever, PID control is essentially hybrid system, which contin-
uous and discrete dynamics are mixed with time progression.
Several approaches have been proposed to handle hybrid sys-
tems. One of these approach is hybrid automata [17] which is
a formal model for describing discrete-continuous systems.
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Use of data for insight of NOW
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Evolution in Keitai

First wave Second wave Third waveFrom car-
phone

The third wave in the evolution in Keitai

1991
mova

1999
i-mode

2011
Smartphone

★ ★ ★ More growth inSubscribers Packet traffic

- 3 -

★ ★ ★
【NW technology】
Separation of circuit 
switch and packet 
traffic, All-IP

【Nw technology】
Increased the 
capacity in switches

More growth in 
Packet traffic and
Substantial change 
in the characteristics

Subscribers
growth

Packet traffic
growth

33

Rich contents
・Long time high res movie

Smartphone traffic

Data volume

EE

Correspondences in Network

Characteristics in Smartphone traffic

・Long time, high res movie
・ Handle PC site…

Periodical/long connection
・Session management
・Updates in background

Data volume

Control traffic
（signaling）

E
n
h
a
n
c
e
d
 c

a
p

E
n
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a
n
c
e
d
 c

a
p

- 4 - 4

Always ON
(continuous connectivity)

# of
Simultaneous
connectivity

p
a
b
ility

p
a
b
ility
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Our research on power efficiency…

Topic: Battery longevity in smart phone
 Issue: apps runs Tasks in background while screen turned off, 

that causes extra energy consumption

Dissatisfaction Ratio While screen is off Mostly sleep
Dissatisfaction
in smart phone

Ratio
(%)

1 Short battery 
life 

68.5

2 Usability in touch 
panel

33.3

3 No water proof 25.1
4 Expensive and 

b d bilit
23.4 communication

Frequent 
wakeup

Feature phone

Smartphone

While screen is off Mostly sleep

Time

- 5 -

BG 
Task

BG 
Task Time

BG 
Task

BG
Task

BG
Task

2011 Aug,  Macromill Survey

bad usability

Looking into the data to see the behavior of the back 
ground tasks in Android

Unexpected Traffic on Screen Turned On

 Wakeup clock on Android

Apps updates info with server on Screen ON
Making connection at 8:00

IP communication starts on the Alarm Clock Ring

Making connection at 8:00

Weather
Service

- 6 -
6

Turned
On 

In morning

User
operation

Screen OFF Alarm Screen Home Screen
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Global Synchronization

 If many terminal start sending packets at the same time,
 Global Synchronization：Traffic Concentration
 It may overload routers and switches in networkPack

Traffic
concentra

tion

Traffic
concentra

tion

ket transm
ission

Time

- 7 -

Many terminals
Sending packets exactly the same 

time

AndroidTM Appli Development Guideline ~For Efficient Communication Control~

 Describes appli implementation methods to achieve balanced improvement of 
application responsiveness and battery consumption

 Released on October 18, 2012

 The Guideline explains how to implement applications to improve application 
responsiveness and battery consumption while keeping their balance and 
provides background knowledge on mobile networks and specific 
improvement methods.

Traffic 
concentration

Traffic 
concentration

- 8 -
 http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/service/developer/smart_phone/technical_info/etc/
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Use of Massive data: Mobile Spatial Statistics

Generation of  “mobile spatial statistics“ or estimation of nationwide demographics, 
etc. based on the network’s operational data to support public sector activities

City planning Disaster preparedness plan

Support of city planning

Confidentiality

Mobile Spatial Statistics

Support of anti‐disaster plan 
improvement

Population
distribution
Population
distribution

Demographic 
composition

Demographic 
composition

- 9 -

Peta mining technology Workshops by experts

非識別化処理

非識別化処理Impersonalization

1000 servers in operation

Operational 
data

Aggregation

Cellular

Network

Cellular network is managing 

the registration from handsets to 

the base stations so that the phone can 

receive call and e-mail at anytime, 

anywhere. （Not GPS）

How Mobile Spatial Statistics (MSS) works

MSS

Operational Data:

Necessary data for providing

mobile phone service, 

Such as location by 

registration and subscription
Population
Estimation
Population
Estimation

Using operational data 
in location management of user’s 

handset,  we count the number of users 
in the area by user’s attribute such as 

demography, and adjust by the penetration 
rate of DOCOMO, 

we can estimate population. 

Operational
data

- 10 -

94万人

77万人

91万人

58万人

15万人

050,000100,000150,000

～20歳

～25歳

～30歳

～35歳

～40歳

～45歳

～50歳

～55歳

～60歳

～65歳

66歳～

0 50,000100,000150,000男性 女性

MSS

Population distribution Population Composition
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Example of Mobile Spatial Statistics

Population distribution

Poputation distribution in the Area
Distribution in Japan
Distribution in Tokyo metro

⇒ Geographical Distribution

Population Composition

Sex/Age/Dwelling area-wise stats
Akihabara area / Harajuku area

⇒ Population stats by attributes

- 11 - 11

Non resident population in
Tokyo Chiyoda area

⇒ Population in dwelling area

Effectiveness of mobile spatial statistics in the public sector  
confirmed in joint research projects

Disaster preparedness planDisaster preparedness plan

(R h bj ti ) T ti t th b f t d d(R h bj ti ) T ti t th b f t d d

City planningCity planning

(Research objective) To estimate the demand for(Research objective) To estimate the demand for

Mobile Spatial Statistics: application in public sector

(Research objective) To estimate the number of stranded 
people in Tokyo when hit by an epicentral earthquake
(Research objective) To estimate the number of stranded 
people in Tokyo when hit by an epicentral earthquake

(1000 people)

(Research objective) To estimate the demand for 
public transportation to the city center
(Research objective) To estimate the demand for 
public transportation to the city center

多い

少ない

多い

少ない

多い

少ない

多い

少ない

Number of visitors from each area to the city 
center

Many

Few

4.25 million people will be stranded in entire Tokyo 
are (worst case scenario: hit by  major earthquake at 
3.pm on a weekday)

- 12 -

Useful for discussions on measures to support 
stranded people
Useful for discussions on measures to support 
stranded people

340 thousand people will be stranded 
in Shinjuku ward

～ 50

50 ～ 100

100 ～ 150

150 ～ 300

300 ～

(Example)
中心市街地中心市街地

Useful as fundamental data for future discussions 
on public transportation 
Useful as fundamental data for future discussions 
on public transportation 

City 
center
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Vision and Research Activity
For Near Future

- 13 -

04
2010 NTT DOCOMO INC All Rights Reserved.

Social contribution beyond
borders, across generations

”Pursuing Smart Innovation”

MM

Global changes and challenges
Accelerating globalization
Serious environmental issues
Quality of personal communication   
changing

Challenging the 
Mobile Frontier

, g

Advance industries through      
convergence of services

Evolution of service  
and network

Creating joy through   
connections

Support for safe, secure,   
f

M
obile

M
obile––

part of th
e fabric

part of th
e fabric

- 14 -

pp
and comfortable living

c of life
c of life

2013 NTT DOCOMO INC All Rights Reserved.
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Shaping a Smart Life

- 15 -

・A futuristic mobile phone:  a wearable terminal with all functions on its glass‐type device

・Numerous sensors embedded in the device enable hands‐free videophone,  virtual office, 

vital monitoring, etc.

・A thin‐client terminal composed of a human interface device (HID) and radio equipment 

alone; data analysis and accumulation are performed on the cloud.

Glass‐type Wearable Device

; y p

Picture/video 
data base (life 
logs, etc.)

Signal processing server (speech 
recognition, biometric 
authentication, etc.)

Biological 
information analysis 
server (biological gas, 

Image analysis 
server (image 
synthesis, etc.)

- 16 - Copyright (c) 2013 NTT DOCOMO INC. All Rights Reserved.

pulse waves,  body 
temperature, etc.)
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・Wearing these glasses, you can talk over the videophone 
while showing the other person your front face image.  You 
do not have to keep holding the phone while talking.
・You can “take a photo of yourself” through multiple super‐
wide angle cameras set on the grasses frame.
Thi d i li i i i h i l

Hands‐Free Videophone

Glass‐type terminal Camera to shoot the 
background 

・This device can eliminate some issues with conventional 
videophones such as “you need to keep holding the camera 
while talking “ and “the person shown on the screen always 
look at somewhere off‐center.” 

Images of the face and the body of the user wearing the glass‐type 
terminal captured by cameras on the terminal.

Super‐wide angle camera (to shoot the user 
wearing the glass‐type terminal)

A user wearing the grass‐type 
terminal is taking on the videophone.

- 17 -

Composite Image

Copyright (c) 2013 NTT DOCOMO INC. All Rights Reserved.

・Acetone is generated in the blood as a metabolic product of fat breakdown.
・Acetone is released out of the body through the lungs as a component of 

breath gases.
・ It is difficult to detect Acetone due to its low concentration (normal average 
concentration: 0 5ppm = 0 00005%)

・Acetone is generated in the blood as a metabolic product of fat breakdown.
・Acetone is released out of the body through the lungs as a component of 

breath gases.
・ It is difficult to detect Acetone due to its low concentration (normal average 
concentration: 0 5ppm = 0 00005%)

What is Breath Acetone?

Body fat
(fatty acid/part of amid acid)

Breath
acetone

concentration:  0.5ppm = 0.00005%)concentration:  0.5ppm = 0.00005%)

Shortage of insulin 
(diabetes), exercise, hunger, 
and starvation accelerate  

fat breakdown.

OO

CC
CH
3
CH
3

H3

C
H3

C

- 18 -

(fatty acid/part of amid acid)

Useful indicator of the 
effectiveness of 

dieting

Useful indicator of the 
effectiveness of 

dieting

Copyright (c) 2013 NTT DOCOMO INC. All Rights Reserved.
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Diet Support  Using Breath  Measurement

- 19 -

 Exhibited at CEATEC 
Japan 2011

 Exhibited at CEATEC 
Japan 2011

Copyright (c) 2013 NTT DOCOMO INC. All Rights Reserved.

World’s smallest gas analyzer
（exact calculation using columns performing 

Patented
Technology

Sensor2Sensor2Sensor１Sensor１

Calculation of breath acetone concentration through signal processing using 
two types of semiconductor‐based bio‐sensors with different gaseous 
sensitivity characteristics without gas separation 

Calculation of breath acetone concentration through signal processing using 
two types of semiconductor‐based bio‐sensors with different gaseous 
sensitivity characteristics without gas separation 

Breath Measurement Device

g p g
gas separation)

Our deviceOur device

BatteriesBatteries

Radio 
communication
circuit

Radio 
communication
circuit

Concentration
calculation
circuit

Concentration
calculation
circuit

Conventional 
device
Conventional 
device

- 20 - Copyright (c) 2013 NTT DOCOMO INC. All Rights Reserved.

Weight reduced from 6kg to 125g. Its 
lightweight & compactness enables anytime 
anywhere measurement

(Case size)
65×100×25mm,125g（with batteries)
(Power consumption)
DC 3V, 100mA or less, approx. 10‐hour 
operation time with 2 AA batteries
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Overview of Green Base Station

Green Base StationGreen Base StationGreen Base StationGreen Base Station

Deployment of eco‐friendly, 
disaster‐resilient base stations

・All direct current (DC) power control
・Li‐ion batteries’ backup control, power visualization 
technology
・Power diversification/control (fuel cells, wind power, etc.)

Green Base StationGreen Base StationGreen Base StationGreen Base Station
Reduction of Peak PowerReduction of Peak Power

Eco‐friendly power 
generators

Eco‐friendly power 
generators

Utilization of Eco‐Power 
Generation

Utilization of Eco‐Power 
Generation

Peak shift through use 
of storage batteries

Peak shift through use 
of storage batteries

AC DC
AC/DC 

conversion Optimum charging & 
discharging

Power supply

Base
Station

Electric Power 
Company

Lithium‐ion Battery

Communication 
i

Solar panel

Bio‐fuel cell

Storage batteries
Lithium‐ion batteries
Storage batteries

Lithium‐ion batteriesWind power

Fluctuation of 
generated power

Solar/wind power generation
Bio‐fuel cells

Solar/wind power generation
Bio‐fuel cells

Green power 
controller

Green power 
controller

Use of solar panels + night 
time power during peak hours
Use of solar panels + night 

time power during peak hours

- 21 -

Lithium‐
ion 

battery

EquipmentBio fuel cell

Secure power during power outagesSecure power during power outages

Bio‐fuel
cell

Lead 
battery

Wind power 
generator

1/5 the size1/5 the size

Wind power 
generatorSolar panel

Electric power 
company

Lithium‐ion 
battery

Diversification of power sources Smaller batteries to provide 
24‐hour backup

FY2011   Lab development & system 
evaluation
FY2012   Partial start of field tests

DisasterDisaster‐‐Resilient Base StationsResilient Base StationsDisasterDisaster‐‐Resilient Base StationsResilient Base Stations

time power during peak hourstime power during peak hours

(1) Green Base Station: Lab Test System (at R&D Center)

Solar panels
(800W)Green Base Station Equipment

Radio equipment

- 22 -

Radio equipment
(electric load 

equipment 300W)
Lithium‐ion
batteries
(4.5kWh)

Battery 
controller

Solar panel 
controller

Green power 
controller
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(2) Field Test (started in March 2013)

Planned 

Field test is underway in 3 separate regions: 
the Pacific side, the Sea of Japan side, and the 
inland (3 base stations installed, others under 
construction)

sites

- 23 -

More utilization of solar energy and smart grid
Power reallocation between base stations
Deployment of a smart grid to Green Base Stations

Thank youThank you

- 24 -
2013 NTT DOCOMO INC All Rights Reserved.
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Improving of Terminal-Independent Handover Method with SIP Mobility  
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Abstract - With the development of mobile 

communication technology in public wireless LAN, 

handover technologies become more important. The purpose 

of this study is to improve the communication performance 

of the terminal-independent handover method, and to 

achieve handover between different types of network. We 

propose the method to implement the expanded SIP 

Mobility to wireless LAN routers, and the method to shorten 

the acquisition time of the IP address by dynamically 

changing the transmission timing of the router. And we 

evaluate these proposed methods by the simulation 

experiments.  

 

Keywords: Handover, SIP, Wireless LAN. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, IPv4 addresses hare in danger of depletion, and 

the use of IPv6 addresses is promoted. However, the 

incompatibility between IPv4 and IPv6 has prevented the 

wide use of IPv6 address. IPv6 shift test [1] is carried out on 

a global scale in 2011, and it is expected that use 

environment of the IPv6 is regulated well. 

There are also significant developments in the use of 

public wireless LAN and mobile terminals such as note PCs 

and smart phones. Therefore, the opportunities for 

communicating terminal to change communicating wireless 

LAN router by its movement are expected to increase. 

However, in the current public wireless LAN environment 

when a communicating mobile terminal moves over 

multiple domain of different wireless LAN router, the IP 

address of the mobile terminal changes. When an IP address 

is changed, the TCP which is transport protocol cannot 

maintain the connection, and disconnection of 

communication is occurred. Therefore, the importance of 

handover techniques which keep communication when the 

mobile terminals move between wireless LAN routers has 

been increasing. There are some researches of handover 

techniques such as a PMIPv6 (Proxy Mobile IPv6) [2] and 

the method using a SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) 

Mobility method [3, 4]. 

The PMIPv6 is one of the terminal-independent handover 

methods. This technology is consisted of the LMA (Local 

Mobility Anchor) and the default routers. The LMA is the 

position management server of the mobile terminals. The 

PMIPv6 switches over the communication path between the 

LMA and the default routers during the handover of the 

mobile terminal. Therefore, even mobile terminals can use 

the PMIPv6 without the need for any special features. 

However, communication passes is through the LMA. As a 

result, the LMA is predisposed toward bottleneck when the 

number of communicating mobile terminals on the increase. 

SIP runs sessions establishing, changing, and cutting 

between terminals. The SIP Mobility is session changing. 

Terminals can have a communication path of choice after 

SIP session consisting. Therefore, communication is 

insulated from the influence of bottlenecks. SIP Mobility 

enables handovers when it is implemented in the mobile 

terminals. However, every mobile terminal cannot run a 

handover with this method because it presupposes 

implementation to the mobile terminal.  

We propose a handover method that uses SIP Mobility 

expansion. This method involves introducing the SIP 

mobility expansion into the ingress router. The router can 

establish and change the SIP session. The communication 

does not pass through a specific server, and the mobile 

terminal can use this technology without the need to have 

any special feature. However, the number of mobile 

terminals becomes depleted by a handover because the 

mobile terminals that take this IP address are long. We 

focused on the RA (Router Advertisement) packet, which is 

sent by a wireless LAN router. The RA packet assigns IP 

addresses to the mobile terminal. We propose dynamically 

changing the sending timing of the RA packet and thus 

reducing the amount of time needed for the mobile terminal 

to receive IP addresses and thus improve communication 

and present the evaluation result of the simulation. 

 

2 RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

This chapter is an overview of the PMIPv6 and the SIP 

Mobility.  

2.1 PMIPv6 

The PMIPv6 is a terminal-independent handover method 

in which the mobile terminal runs a handover without the 

need for any special features and can hold the TCP 

connection. This technology consists of the LMA and the 

default router. It constructs a tunnel between the LMA and 

the default router, and the terminal’s communication path is 

controlled. IPv6 consists of a Network Prefix and Link 

Local Address. The Network Prefix is a network identifier, 

and terminals are assigned this by the network. The Link 

Local Address is derived from the MAC address of 

terminals. The LMA keeps tabs on the Network Prefix and 

identifier of the mobile terminal, and the mobile terminal 

assigns the same Network Prefix to the LMA after a 

handover. Therefore, the mobile terminal can keep up the 
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same IP address even though it runs a handover. However, 

the mobile terminal cannot run a handover between MAGs 

that connect other LMA. Therefore, the mobile terminal can 

use the PMIPv6 only if the mobile terminal runs a handover 

between MAGs that have the same connection as the LMA. 

The processing of the PMIPv6 is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Processing of PMIPv6 handover 

 

This process premises on connecting the mobile terminal 

to the MAG 1, and the mobile terminal communicates to a 

correspondent. A tunnel is constructed between the LMA 

and the MAG 1, and data communication is run by way of 

the LMA (Figure 1 (1)). The mobile terminal sends a RS 

(Router Solicitation) packet to the MAG 2 when it switches 

over to MAG (Figure 1 (2) - (3)). A RS packet is a required 

of a RA packet. The MAG 2 sends the information of the 

mobile terminal to the LMA when the MAG 2 receives the 

RS packet (Figure 1 (4)). The LMA updates the information 

of the mobile terminal, and it sends an acknowledgement to 

the MAG 2 (Figure 1 (5)). The MAG 2 constructs the LMA 

and sends the RA packet to the mobile terminal (Figure 1 (6) 

– (7)). The mobile terminal resumes communication and 

completes a handover (Figure 1(8)).  

The mobile terminal communicates by way of the LMA 

with the PMIPv6 and uses the PMIPv6 without the need for 

any special features because a tunnel switches over between 

the LMA and MAGs. 

2.2 SIP Mobility 

The SIP is a session initiation protocol and runs a SIP 

session establishing, changing, and cutting between more 

than one terminal. The SIP Mobility is the SIP session 

changing. The SIP can establish a SIP session that only 

terminal handles and the SIP message is sent and received 

by way of the SIP server. After establishing the SIP session, 

mobile terminals can communicate without the SIP server. 

The mobile terminal describes the IP address that gives out 

the destination wireless LAN router to the SIP message, and 

re-establishes the SIP session with a correspondent, and is 

able to switch over to communication path. The processing 

of the SIP Mobility is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: Processing of SIP Mobility handover 

 

This process premises on connecting the mobile terminal 

to wireless LAN router 1, and the mobile terminal and 

correspondent handle the SIP (Figure 2 (1)). They establish 

the SIP session and communicate data (Figure 2 (2)). The 

mobile terminal sends a RS packet to wireless LAN router 2 

when it switches over to wireless LAN routers, and wireless 

LAN router 2 sends a RA packet to the mobile terminal 

(Figure 2 (4) – (5)). The mobile terminal acquires the IP 

address after receiving the RA packet (Figure2 (6)). The 

mobile terminal sends this IP address to the correspondent 

and re-establishes the SIP session (Figure 2 (7) – (14)). Then, 

they restart data communication (Figure 2 (15)). 

The mobile terminal can maintain data communication 

because it re-establishes the SIP session. A portion of the 

terminal converges into a load because data communication 

is done by way of SIP server.  

2.3 Tasks 

There are five problems with the existing method 

 

i. Bottleneck-prone 

The PMIPv6 impedes data communication because 

this technology gets centered on data communication to 

the LMA, where bottlenecks tend to occur. 

 

ii. Technology not available in a different network 

The mobile terminal cannot run a handover with the 

PMIPv6 in a different network because this technology 

can only be used between MAGs connecting the same 

LMA. 

 

iii. Unsustainable TCP connection 

The mobile terminal cannot run a handover as the 

TCP connection is unsustainable with the SIP Mobility 

because the mobile terminal changes the IP address. 
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iv. Need for specific features for the mobile terminal 

The SIP Mobility must be implemented in the mobile 

terminal. 

 

v. Disconnection for an amount of time during handover 

The PMIPv6 and the SIP Mobility take long to get the 

IP address, disconnect for an amount of time, and proceed 

with communication after a handover with the mobile 

terminal because they do not implement any specific 

features to the mobile terminal. As a result, we thought 

they impede communication performance. 

3 PROPOSED METHOD 

This chapter is an overview of the proposed method. 

Details on the system are given in our past research [5]. 

Therefore we expound shortening the time of taking IP 

address because we are not expound research past of ours. 

3.1 Overview 

In this study, we purpose a terminal-independent handover 

method in which the mobile terminal uses a handover 

technology without the need for any special features and 

accepts a handover in a different network. The SIP Mobility 

no longer needs to be the communication path by way of 

SIP server. We focus on the SIP Mobility for problems i, ii, 

iii, and iv in Section 2.3. Routers are implemented in the SIP, 

which establishes and changes the SIP session between 

routers and supports the handover of a mobile terminal. 

Therefore, the mobile terminal uses our proposed method 

without the need for any special features. This method can 

run a handover in a different network by setting up a SIP 

server in internet. Only one SIP cannot maintain the IP 

address of the mobile terminal. Therefore, wireless LAN 

routers give out the same Network Prefix for all mobile 

terminals. The mobile terminal does not change the IP 

address even if it connects to every wireless LAN route, and 

it can maintain TCP connection. We call this method using 

expanded SIP Mobility method. 

We explain problem v of Section 2.3. The most part of 

disconnection time during a handover is said to be the time 

spent receiving a RA packet to the mobile terminal after 

finishing off the L2HO (Layer 2 handover) and the time 

spent on DAD (Duplicate Address Detection) [6]. We 

measured the time between disconnection and reconnection 

to wireless LAN routers for the mobile terminal, and this 

time was determined to be about 3.8 seconds. The time 

spent for DAD was about 1 second. Therefore, the mobile 

terminal took over 2 seconds to receiving the RA packet. 

Therefore, we propose improving the communication 

performance by means of shortening the time spent on 

taking the IP address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Prerequisite 

The proposal deals with the possibility of the IPv6 

network. An example of the network configuration is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Network configuration example 

 

The mobile terminal moves between network1 and 

network N, and this network is a different ISP. 

3.1 Using expanded SIP Mobility method 

A handover method that uses SIP Mobility expansion is a 

terminal-independent handover method. This method is a 

SIP to introduce and add function for a handover to the 

default routers of terminals. The SIP Mobility expansion has 

function of sending the identifier from the mobile terminal 

to the SIP server, sends passage of the mobile terminal to 

other routers, and establishes SIP session between routers. 

This method expands the SIP server to have the information 

that manages the mobile terminals. This information is 

connecting wireless LAN routers and correspondents in the 

mobile terminal, thus expanding the functions of routers to 

giving out the same Network Prefix for all mobile terminals, 

running encapsulation and decapsulation for packets and the 

detection of the passage of mobile terminals, and taking the 

information from the SIP server. 

When the mobile terminal communicates, routers establish 

the SIP session between routers and runs encapsulation for 

the packets of the mobile terminal. The mobile terminal can 

maintain communication after a handover because the 

destination wireless LAN router changes the SIP session. 

The process for using expanded SIP Mobility method is 

shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Processing of using expanded SIP Mobility 

method handover 
 

This process premises on connecting the mobile terminal 

to the wireless LAN router1, and the mobile terminal is 

communicating to a correspondent. Wireless LAN routers 

monitors the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) 

and it sizes up the movement of the mobile terminal. A SIP 

session is established between wireless LAN router 1 and 

wireless LAN router 2, and data communication is run 

between the mobile terminal and correspondent (Figure 4 

(1) – (2)). Wireless LAN router 1 sends the MOVE message 

to other wireless LAN routers by way of the SIP server 

when the RSSI drops to a lower value by moving the mobile 

terminal (Figure 4 (3) – (6)). The MOVE message is the 

identifier of the mobile terminal and the information. 

Wireless LAN routers that receive this message keep up a 

definite period of time. The mobile terminal sends a RA 

packet to wireless LAN router 2 when it switches over to 

wireless LAN router 2 (Figure 4 (8)). Wireless LAN router 2, 

which receives this message, makes a comparison between 

the identifier of the mobile terminals with the MOVE 

message and the information. If it agrees with the identifier 

of the mobile terminals, wireless LAN router 2 establishes 

the SIP session with the information (Figure 4 (9) – (14)). 

Wireless LAN router 2 sends a RA packet to the mobile 

terminal after a definite period of time (Figure 4 (15)). The 

mobile terminal that receives this packet acquires IP address 

and proceeds with communication (Figure 4 (16) – (17)). 

The SIP message goes through SIP server, but data 

communication is not needed for the SIP server. Therefore 

this method uses communication path of choice. In addition, 

the mobile terminal can use this method without the need for 

any special features because switching over to the 

communication path is run between wireless LAN routers. 

This method accepts a handover in a different network 

because SIP server exists on the internet.  

3.2 Shortening the time spent taking 

 IP addresses 

Then we expound shortening the time spent taking IP 

address. The processing of the current mobile terminal 

handover is shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5: Processing of present mobile terminal handover 

 

The general wireless LAN router broadcasts the Beacon 

that it passes on the SSID to the mobile terminal (Figure 5 

(1)). The mobile terminal that receives the Beacon starts the 

L2HO and establishes the Association to the wireless LAN 

router (Figure 5 (2) – (5)). The mobile terminal stands ready 

to receive the RA packet after the completion of L2HO 

(Figure 5 (6)). The transmission interval of RA packet is 

regular, and the setting range of this interval is between 3 

and 1800 seconds. The wireless LAN router sends a RA 

packet to the mobile terminal after a definite period of time, 

and the mobile terminal runs the L3HO (Layer 3 handover) 

and gets the IP address (Figure 5 (7) – (10)). If the mobile 

terminal does not receive the RA packet for a long time, it 

sends a RS packet to the wireless LAN router 2. Therefore, 

the handover of the mobile terminal takes over 2seconds 

after finishing the L2HO because it comes no later than the 

starting of the L3HO.  

The proposal reduces delay that wireless LAN routers 

send the RA packet to the mobile terminal as soon as the 

L2HO. The processing of the proposed handover is shown 

in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Processing of proposed handover 

 

The L2HO runs conventionally (Figure 6 (1) – (5)). Layer 

3 of the wireless LAN router monitors layer 2. The wireless 

LAN router sends a RA packet to the mobile terminal after 

receiving the Ack of the Association response (Figure 6 (6)). 

The delay does not occur between finishing the L2HO and 

starting L3HO, as the mobile terminal receives the RA 

packet the L2HO is finished, and the mobile terminal 

acquires the IP address (Figure 6 (7) – (8)). Therefore, the 

mobile terminal is shorter than the current mobile terminal, 

so it proceeds with communication early. 

4 EXPERIMENTATION AND 

EVALUATION 

In this chapter, we explain our evaluation. We evaluated 

the proposed method with the NS2 (Network Simulator 

version 2) [7] and by running and not running a handover of 

throughput and the number of packet drops. As a target for 

comparison is the PMIPv6. 

4.1 Comparative evaluation 

This section is a comparative evaluation of the PMIPv6 

and proposed method. This comparative evaluation is shown 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Comparative evaluation 

 PMIPv6 Proposed method 

Bottleneck Easy to generate Hard to generate 

Running a 

handover between 

different networks 

Impossible Possible 

Time taking  

IP address 
Long Short 

 

First, we explain the bottleneck. The PMIPv6 easily 

converges into a load at the LMA because the mobile 

terminal runs communication by way of the LMA. The 

proposed method easily generates a bottleneck because the 

mobile terminal runs communication without the need for a 

specific server. 

Second, we explain a handover between different 

networks. The mobile terminal cannot use the PMIPv6 

between different networks because it can only run a 

handover between MAGs connected with the same LMA. 

The proposed method can establish a SIP session even if the 

mobile terminal runs a handover between different networks 

because the SIP server is put on the internet. Therefore the 

proposed method can be used between different networks. 

Finally, we explain the time spent taking IP addresses. 

PMIPv6 is an amount of time spent taking IP address as in 

Section 3.2 because it assumes common mobile terminals. 

The proposed method can take IP address to quickly because 

wireless LAN routers send a RA packet to the mobile 

terminal immediately after L2HO by using the mobile 

terminals. Therefore, the proposed method shortens the time 

spent taking IP address. 

4.2 Experimentation description 

In this section, we explain experimentation environment 

and simulation parameters. We used version ns-2.27 of NS2, 

and this simulator was run on the Ubuntu-9.04. An 

evaluation of proposal topology is shown in Figure 7, the 

evaluation of PMIPv6 topology is shown in Figure 8, and 

the simulation parameters are shown in Table 2. 

 

 
Figure 7: proposed method topology 

 

 
Figure 8: PMIPv6 topology 
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Table 2: Simulation parameters 

Transmission speed of wireless 

LAN routers (Mbps） 
54 

Bandwidth (Mbps) 100 

Simulation time (sec) 500 

Traffic FTP 

Packet size (byte) 1000 

Delay the internet (ms) 40 

Delay except the internet (ms) 10 

Number of                        wireless 

LAN routers (routers) 
50 

Number of fixed terminal 

(terminals) 
50 

 

We referred to references [8] what the topology of 

PMIPv6 and set the topology of proposed method similar to 

the topology of PMIPv6. 

We assumed a wireless LAN standard of IEEE802.11n, 

and set the bandwidth that does not become bottleneck. The 

application protocol is FTP because we assumed the file 

transfer. We send ping to yahoo.co.jp, determined RTT and 

set delay the internet with this RTT. Delay except the 

internet is set lower values than delay the internet because 

physical distance of except the internet is shorter than the 

internet. 

The communication direction was from a fixed terminal 

to a mobile terminal. These terminals are one-to-many. The 

mobile terminal connects the wireless LAN routers. These 

are one-to-one or one-to-two. 

4.3 Evaluation results and examination 

This section shows the results and the examination of 

running and not running a handover. We experimented on 

several TCP congestion control algorithms. Evaluated TCP 

congestion control algorithms are Tahoe, New Reno and 

Vegas. This section shows only Tahoe because there is little 

difference in these TCP congestion control algorithms. 

4.3.1. Not running a handover 

The average throughput for 500 seconds is shown in 

Figure 9, and the number of packet drops is shown in Table 

2.  

 

 
Figure 9: Average throughput for 500 seconds 

 

Table 3: Number of packet drops 

Number of 

Mobile terminal (terminals) 
25 50 75 100 

Proposal (packets) 16 25 330 913 

PMIPv6 (packets) 
All 0 0 222 609 

LMA 0 0 192 602 

 

For 25 and 50 mobile terminals, the proposed method 

obtained 1.25 times higher throughput did The PMIPv6. The 

proposed method did not generate bottlenecks easily 

because the mobile terminal ran communication without the 

need for a specific server. However the proposed method 

had a much higher number of packet drops than did PMIPv6. 

The proposed method overflowed the queue that connected 

routers with fixed terminals. This queue overflow is thought 

to be caused by TCP window size becoming large by 

communicating without the need for a specific server, and 

the router’s queue reached the maximum number of packets 

that can be stored. For 75 and 100 mobile terminals, the 

throughput of the proposed method dropped to a lower value. 

It is thought that queue overflow occurred often due to the 

increase in the number of communicating mobile terminals. 

The queue overflow did not occur due to the one router that 

connected the fixed terminals. This overflow occurred 

routers that connected fixed terminals. The most packet 

drops for PMIPv6 occurred at the LMA. These drops 

occurred due to converging packets to the LMA. Therefore, 

it is thought that the communication performance of 

PMIPv6 deteriorated due to the increase the number of 

communicating mobile terminals. In the case where a low 

number of mobile terminals communicated with the same 

fixed terminal, the communication performance of the 

proposed method did not get worse but rather improved 

more than did PMIPv6. 

4.3.2. Running a handover 

Each mobile terminal ran five handovers in 500 seconds. 

The average throughput for 500 seconds is shown in Figure 

10. 

 

 
Figure 10: Average throughput for 500 seconds 

 

The proposed method improved the throughput by 

shortening the time spent taking the IP address because the 

mobile terminal could run communication quickly after a 

handover. The throughput of PMIPv6 and the proposed 

method is nearly equal with the increasing number of mobile 
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terminals. It can be said that this is said the same as not 

running a handover. Therefore, the communication 

performance of the proposed method improved. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this study, we purposed a terminal-independent 

handover method in which the mobile terminal uses a 

handover technology without the need for any special 

features and accepted a handover in a different network. We 

proposed using expanded SIP Mobility method and 

shortening the time spent taking IP addresses. We 

experimented with and evaluated the method with a 

simulator. PMIPv6 impeded on the communication of 

mobile terminals by going through the LMA. Using 

expanded SIP Mobility method limited the influence on 

communication performance by not going through a specific 

server. The current mobile terminal caused a delay between 

the completed L2HO and the starting L3HO. Shortening the 

time spent taking IP addresses cut down on delays by 

sending RA packet immediately after the completion of the 

L2HO.We evaluated PMIPv6 and the proposed method. A 

comparative evaluation showed the effectiveness of the 

proposed method in that it is rarely generates bottleneck, 

runs a handover between different networks and shortens the 

time spent taking IP addresses. Experimentation showed the 

improvement in the communication performance of the 

proposed method from using expanded SIP Mobility method 

and the shortening of the time spent taking IP addresses. 

In the future, we will consider evaluating massive 

topology to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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Abstract -Wireless M2M market is expanding with maturity 
of a mobile phone infrastructure, and development of the 
sensor network. Usually, wireless M2M are constituted by 
one system with an antenna, a radio module, and the router 
that equipped various interfaces. In order to make it operate 
as a system without people, the communication stability of a 
radio module and a router is especially important 
requirements. In this paper, the radio module and router 
which are used for this wireless M2M router system were 
observed. In this paper, the radio module and router which 
are used for this wireless M2M router system were observed. 
and requirement for wireless M2M router system was listed 
and integrated. Moreover, the function mounted in this 
paper was proved using the system, and was adopted as the 
settlement-of-accounts machine of coin parking, and the 
large-scale solar power system. 

 
Keywords: Wireless M2M, Router, Stability, Low cost, 
Flat-rate, Metered-rate 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

As indicated by the name, wireless M2M refers to 
“machine-to-machine,” in which communication is carried 
out between machines using a wireless connection, without 
going through a human intermediary[1]. The market scale 
was ¥41.8 billion in FY2010, and grew 13.2% year on year 
to ¥47.3 billion in FY2011. The market scale is expected to 
grow an average of 18.4% annually over six years beginning 
in 2010, reaching ¥115.2 billion in FY2016[2] . 

As a long tail market, it differs from the high-cost mobile 
phone market (the traditional customers) in which the 
average monthly unit price per handset is ¥7,357[3]. It 
requires a low ARPU with a monthly unit price of a few 
hundred yen, acquisition cost (customer acquisition cost), 
and aftercare cost[4]. The potential market for M2M overall, 
both wired and wireless, is over 20 times the population of 
Japan, or in other words, a demand of over 3.1 billion[5] . 
With the reuse of existing products and expansion of the 
range of application, the market is strong. In addition, in the 
case of wireless M2M, in which data is sent and received via 
a wireless connection, the antenna and wireless module and 
the router that provides each type of interface to control 
communication and relay transmissions between different 
networks constitute a single communication control system. 
This paper defines the aforementioned system as a “wireless 
M2M router system” (Figure 1, Figure 2). Unlike existing 
systems that utilize a wired connection, machines connected 

to a wireless M2M router system via each type of interface 
are operated wirelessly at separate locations, without going 
through a human intermediary. Further, in contrast to 
consumer services, there is the risk that service will be 
interrupted if the communication bandwidth is restricted 
during times of congestion, so the stability of 
communication and the cost of the system are important. 

 

 
 
Figure 1 Wireless M2M Router System Block Diagram 
 

 
Figure 2 Wireless M2M Router System in the Market 
 

2 PROPOSED METHOD 

T Reducing the cost of communication is extremely 
important for the operation of wireless M2M. Recently, flat-
rate SIMs with an upper bandwidth limit of 100 Kbps are 
available for smartphones for a fee of ¥500 or less per 
month. However, because this type of communication plan 
is provided as a consumer service, it is not suited to wireless 
M2M, for which communication cannot be terminated 
through an upper bandwidth limit or other means during 
times of communication congestion, etc. Further, best-effort 
basis flat-rate data contracts provided by individual 
telecommunications companies have monthly fees that are 
comparable to those of mobile phones, and the high cost of 
operation means that it cannot be adopted for this system, 
which does not go through a human intermediary. 
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Accordingly, this paper investigates the possibility of use 
based on a metered packet rate that enable the selection and 
use of communications costs that are suited to the specific 
operation, in an effort to provide stable communication 
services. 

Although utilization of a metered packet rate can become 
a factor in reducing the minimum monthly fee, if the actual 
number of transmitted packets is high, the cost will 
ultimately be higher than a flat-rate system, even if the 
minimum monthly fee is decreased. Because of this, a 
significant issue will be how the number of packets can be 
reduced under a metered rate. 

Accordingly, in order to consider whether it is possible to 
build a wireless M2M router system that uses a metered 
packet rate, we used the wireless M2M router system shown 
in Table 1 and Table 2 to investigate how many packets not 
requested by the system are received from outside, other 
than data that has been sent intentionally by the router 
program. 

 
Table 1 Wireless M2M Router System Specification 1 
Part Items Specification 

Router Wireless Module HUAWEI EM701 
HUAWEI EM770J 
NTT docomo UM-01HW 

Internal I/F PCI Express mini card 
External I/F WAN x 1 

LAN x 3 
RS232 x 1 
DIN x 1 

WiFi Type IEEE802.11n 1T1R 
WiFi Auth. WEP 64/128bit 

WPA/WPA2 
Router Function DHCP Server 

DMZ 
IP Sharing 
MAC Access Control 
MAX. Connection : 256 
Multi BSSID 

Power Supply 5V Φ2.1 DC Plug 
Size H 116 x W 189 x H30 (mm) 
Power 
Consumption 

Standby : 4W 
Operation : 5W 
（Use 3G/WiFi/WAN/LAN） 

Temp. 
Humidity 

Operation : 0 ~ 50 Degree 
Storage : -30 ~ 70 Degree 
Humidity : 10% ~ 95% 

 
Table 2 Wireless M2M Router System Specification 2 
Part Items Specification 

Antenna Type Monopole(V)，1/2λ 
Frequency 824MHz ~ 885MHz 
 1920MHz ~ 2170MHz 
Impedance 50Ω 
VSWR < 1.9 
Horizontal 
Radiation Pattern 

Non-directional 

MAX. Gain 824MHz : 1.0dBi 
885MHz : -2.1dBi 
1920MHz : 0.0dBi 
2170MHz : -2.0dBi 

Connector Type SMA-P 
Cable 2.5m 

Withstand Voltage 10W 
Operation Temp. -20 ~ 90 Degree 
Water Proof IPX6 

 

3 INVESTIGATION 

Because there are two types of SIM in 3G networks, 
namely, a SIM that uses a global IP address (global IP) and 
a SIM that uses a private IP address (private IP), we 
acquired each set of data for 12 hours each, divided them 
into well-known ports and non-well-known ports, and 
compared them. Figure 3 shows the configuration diagram, 
and Figure 4 shows the actual environment used for the 
investigation. 

 

 
Figure 3 Investigation Environment of Packet Block 

Diagram 
 

 
Figure 4 Investigation Environment of Packet 

 

3.1 Investigation of Reception of Unrequested 
Packets with a Global IP 

The following is an investigation of packets not requested 
by the system that are received from outside. The IP 
addresses used for the actual confirmation of transmissions 
will not be disclosed in this paper; however we have 
indicated the countries to which the IP addresses have been 
allocated from the IP addresses used to confirm 
transmissions. 

 
Test date: 2012/06/18 21:39 - 2012/06/19 10:06 
Result: Total 100 packets 
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Table 3 Received packet which is not requested in Global IP. 
Kind of Port Items Received Count 

Well-Known Port ms-sql-s 8 
ms-wbt-serve 5 
telnet 8 
Smtp 1 
Pmdfmgt 1 
targus-getdata1 1 
Ssh 2 
z39-50 2 
http 2 
Mcntp 1 
sybase-sqlany 1 
ctp-state 1 
ewdgs 1 
remotedeploy 1 
cisco-sccp 1 
Issd 1 
http-alt 1 
swispol 1 
https 1 
Dns 2 

Others - 13 

 
Table 4 Received packet detail in Global IP. 

Sender Country Total Byte Frequencies 

China 1553 28 
United States 437 6 

Holland 240 4 
Germany 212 4 
Turkey 160 3 
Taiwan 120 2 

South Korea 67 1 
Luxembourg 59 1 
Saudi Arabia 56 1 

Belgium 55 1 
Uruguay 55 1 
Canada 53 1 

Russian Federation 53 1 
Hong Kong 53 1 

 

3.2 Investigation of Reception of Unrequested 
Packets with a Private IP 

We investigated the number of packets for which reception 
cannot be restricted with a private IP, in the same manner as 
with a global IP. 

 
Test date: 2012/09/06 18:31 - 2012/09/07 13:08 
Result: Total 8 packets 
 

Table 5 Received packet which is not requested in Private IP. 
Kind of Port Items Received Count 

Well-Known Port - 0 

Others - 4 

 
Table 6 Received packet detail in Private IP. 

Sender Country Total Byte Frequencies 

United States 287 1 
South Korea 94 2 

Japan 59 1 

 

3.3 Tendencies of Received Packets with 
Global IPs and Private IPs 

As can be seen from the data, 76% of the unrequested 
packets received by a SIM with a global IP contract during 
the investigation period were to well-known ports, and the 
country of transmission varied. However, with a private IP, 
not a single packet was received by a well-known port, and 
the only countries of transmission were the United States 
(Google), Japan (NHN Japan), and South Korea (NHN 
Corp.). In addition, when using a global IP, the majority of 
packets sent unilaterally is received by a well-known port, 
and the possibility that they are malicious packets that target 
open ports is high. Conversely, with a private IP, the senders 
were Google or NHN (a LINE service provider), and none 
of the destinations were well-known ports. Accordingly, 
because the network used in this investigation is the same as 
the low-fixed-rate SIMs with limited communication speed 
that are recently being sold for smartphones, and the 
applicable SIM cards are assigned private IPs, we can 
conclude that applications installed from smartphones are 
randomly sending packets. 

 

3.4 Comparison of the Total Number of 
Packets with Global IPs and Private IPs 

Wireless M2M must be available 24 hours per day, 365 
days per year. Accordingly, it is necessary to take into 
consideration the actual operation, cost, and security when 
selecting the type of network to use. Calculating the total 
number of packets for an entire month based on the number 
of packets for each period of 12 hours used in the 
investigation, we find that with a global IP there are 5,519 
bytes, or approximately 43 packets (calculated with 128 
bytes per packet). This becomes 86 packets per day, with 
2,850 packets generated over a period of 30 days by access 
from outside. Similarly, there would be approximately 300 
packets over a period of 30 days with a private IP. 

 
The cost benefit of a metered rate over a flat-rate system is 

generated in the range of 50,000 to 100,000 packets, and 
based on the observations of this investigation, it appears 
that the more convenient option can be selected in 
accordance with the operation specifications as long as well-
known ports are closed. The ability to access terminals with 
a global IP via wireless M2M will likely provide many 
benefits. 
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3.5 The Risks of Global IPs and Well-known 
Ports 

Ultimately, there is data received using a global IP 
without closing well-known ports. 
 

The following shows the number of packets that were sent 
and received before the session was terminated because the 
communication session was not closed for a period of 24 
hours and data continuously flowed. 
 

When an unrequested packet is sent to a non-listening port, 
the sent data and received data both have approximately the 
same number of packets. In the environment used for this 
packet investigation, only a telnet client, NTP client, and 
DNS resolver provide the ability to create listen ports. 
Accordingly, with this data, we can presume that there was 
some type of access to a listening well-known port telnet, 
and 7.14 million packets (approximately 872 MB) of data 
were generated over a single 24-hour session, combining 
both sent and received data. 

 
Table 7 Illegal Access to Global IP Well-Known Port. 

Session 
Start Time 

Session 
End Time 

Transmit 
Packet 

Receive 
Packet 

2012/6/10  
1:19:49 

2012/6/11  
1:19:49 

165955.3 6977849.5 

2012/6/11  
1:21:18 

2012/6/11  
2:00:30 

4328 815.7 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In order to provide stable service in the current wireless 
M2M market, systems must be built with attention given to 
the line type and line cost. A stable line is one to which band 
limitations cannot be applied, and stable line cost requires a 
communications infrastructure that can be used at a cost that 
is low enough that it will seem natural for it to be there, 
similarly to electricity, gas, and water that is continuously 
received without going through a human intermediary. If, as 
has been mentioned, the usage fees for a mobile phone have 
an average monthly unit price of ¥7,357 per month,[3] 
wireless M2M, which does not go through a human 
intermediary, will be 1/10 to 1/20 of that amount. The 
metered rate examined in this investigation is currently the 
most effective way to meet these requirements for stability. 
The reason is that the data that is sent and received by 
machines is, in the first place, sensor information acquired 
through a machine or commands to control a machine, and 
by building sent/received packet control that is suited to the 
system, it is possible to significantly reduce the number of 
requested packets. Further, through this investigation we 
were able to determine that it is possible to reduce the 
reception of unrequested packets. In addition, we were able 
to obtain a guideline for operation. This will enable the 
construction of an environment in which small amounts of 
data will flow naturally like air or water, in a context of an 
increasing shift to broadband and wireless communication. 
The utilization of the wireless M2M router system proposed 

and verified through this investigation and research has been 
adopted for a variety of systems, and metered rates are 
keeping communications costs down. As of July 2013, a 
cumulative total of 3,000 units have been shipped and are in 
use. Further, this system is gradually being introduced in 
coin parking meter systems, home energy management 
system (HEMS) and building energy management system 
(BEMS) energy monitoring systems,[6]  and electric power 
confirmation systems in mega solar systems. 
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Abstract - Any content has tag, which makes a search en-
gine easy to find a particular work. Each tag can be classified
into any categories. For example, each ofDragon Ball and
One Piececan be classified as agenre’s name. Each ofSon
GokuandMonkey D. Luffycan be classified as acharacter’s
name. If a search engine could not distinguish a tag as any
category, the search engine and its user cannot recognize a
category of the tag when the tag attached to the content is
recognized by them.

We researched the method to extract a tag representing genre’s
name (called aGenreafter this) and character’s name (called a
Characterafter this) by analizing tags of content. The method
focuses on inclusion relations between content’s tags which
are frequently attached to content. To demonstrate validity
of the proposed method, we classify Character and Genre ac-
cording to pictures uploaded to Pixiv1. Pixiv is one of the
famous Social Networking Service in Japan. Its users can up-
load a fan art to Pixiv. A picture of fan art is involves tags
that can be recognized as Character or Genre. And we con-
firmed that the method enables to classify tags into Character
or Genre. This paper states description of the method and an
experiment of the method.

Keywords: Folksonomy, Tag, Pixiv, Grouping pictures

1 Introduction

A tags are assigned to the content of a picture, thesis and
movie so that a search engine finds a particular works easily.
A tag can belongs to any classification. For example, each of
Dragon BallandOne Pieceis a genre’s name as the series of
work, each ofSon GokuandMonkey.D Luffyis a character’s
name.

It will simplify matters, if users can classify a tag on their
own as if it is like to attach a tag to any work. In such case,
users will be able to classify a tag correctly. Classifications
made by users must be useful for a search engine. However,
not all of search engines has a faculty of such function.

Developers cannot develop an intelligent search engine in
case of that tags are not classified. For example, a system
recommends relative works related to particular character of
which users would fond by analyzing tags of character’s
name. To develop such a system, they will need a classifi-
cation of Character, otherwise the system cannot recommend
any character. Our proposed method extracts genre’s name
and character’s name from tags for such a situation.

We researched to classify a tag’s name assigned to any con-
tent into a genre’s name or character’s name. Our method

1Pixiv : http://www.pixiv.net/

focuses inclusive relations between tags that frequently as-
signed to works. A fan art represents a character drawn by a
creator. Any fan art is based on a particular genre so that a
drawn character is a dramatic person on its work.

We verified a validity of a method for to classify tags at-
tached to pictures via Pixiv. The method is able to classify
tags into genre’s name or character’s name. Pixiv is one of
the Social Networking Service in Japan. Its users will up-
load pictures. According to Pixiv, a tag which is frequently
attached to the fan art represents genre’s name or character’s
name. We focused the fan art’s traits, and researched tags in
order to classify them to genre’s name and character’s name.

Furthermore, we confirmed whether the proposed method
classifies genre’s name or character’s name correctly. Ac-
cording to the verification, we applied the method to a picture
which has tag representing a particular genre’s name or char-
acter’s name, and we studied accuracy of the results. More-
over, we studied comprehensiveness of the method by apply-
ing it to pictures that were randomly chosen.

The paper describes the method and its experiment.

2 Research background

In this chapter, we defines Genre, Character and the current
state of the classification of tags.

2.1 Genre

In this paper, Genre represents a title of the series of works
(e.g, Cartoon Animation, Manga, Movie, Novel and so forth).
For example,Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stoneis not
Genre. Harry Potter is regarded as a Genre.The Philoso-
pher’s Stoneis one of the tittle of the series. However,
each of work in the same series may have different outlook
on the each work’s world. In this case, the Genre represents a
work’s title. For example,Precureis not regarded as a Genre.
Both Heart Catch PrecureandSmile Precureare regarded as
a Genre of the work’s title.

Such concept of Genre was born fromComic Marketof
Doujinshi fair. Doujinshi is a kind of fan art.　 By all rights,
genremeanstypeor field. Booths for selling the goods are di-
vided in order by such category on the site for Comic Market.
However, particular fan arts had occupied almost all areas on
the site when some fan arts are getting popular. This is why
some fan arts had been recognized as an individual Genre for
convenience.
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2.2 Character

In this paper, Character represents existence (e.g, human,
animal, machine and so forth) that has a proper noun in the
work’s series. However, the existence who is not related to
the stories of the work’s series is not regarded as a Character.
Accordingly, a human or a car only going through somewhere
on the screen is not Character.

Sometimes, a certain tag is regarded as a Genre in the same
light as a Character.Harry Potterseries is representative ex-
ample. On the one hand,Harry Potter is a dramatic person,
and on the other hand, it is a Genre also.

2.3 A State of Tag’s Classification

Tags was attached to content on user’s own. Such tags are
utilized to search for content.

A user attaches a tag because the user has any intention to
do so. For example, a tag having genre’s name or character’s
name can be classified into a Genre or Character. Accord-
ingly, an existence of a tag must accompany with any reason,
and it may be possible to classify such reasons into some su-
perordinate concepts.

Users can attach the tag to the content on the many Web
Services. However, it is uncommon that a Web Service per-
mits to classify tags into some categories. Danbooru and
Sankaku Channel permit to classify a tag into a Genre and
Character. Their users share uploaded pictures. They permit
to classify some tags to any classification on the user’s own
decision.

On the other hand, there are many Web Services whose
tags of content are not classified. It is difficult to classify tags
newly and immediately for them. They will need to manually
or automatically classify tags into some categories. Our target
of this research is such the services. The proposed method an-
alyzes the tag’s regularities and relations, so that our research
conducts automatically extracting tag’s classification[1]. This
paper describes the method to extract Genres and Characters.

3 Proposed Method

This chapter describes the method to extract classifications
of tags of pictures.

3.1 Description

The method is applied to tags of pictures, and extracts Gen-
res or Characters from them. The proposed method have two
types, one is the method to extract Genres, the other is to ex-
tract Characters.

A common feature of each method is to evaluate a score
of each tag. Each method regards its regular result as a tag
which has the highest score in whole of results.

According to the method to extract Genres, it focused a
tendency for every tag to be attached together each other to
particular picture. According to the method to extract Char-
acter, it focused a tendency for a tag representing Character
attached to a picture together with a Genre.

3.2 Words and functions

This section describes the method of basic words and func-
tions in this paper.

We describe each of tag ast. Tags attached to a picture
meanT = {t|t1, t2, ..., tn}. n is a number of tags in a pic-
ture. In case the pictures is searched (the query is tag), the
results are given asP (x) = {T |T1, T2, ..., Tm, x ∈ T}. m
is a number of the results to search pictures. The number of
pictures including the tag is|t|.

A tag of Genre isg, and a tag of Character isc. In case
such the tag attached to a picture, the picture is described as
Tg or Tc.

3.3 The method to extract tags of Genre

The function to extract Genres isG(T ). This is given be-
low.

G(T ) = max
t∈T

∑
t′∈T |P (t′) ∩ t|

mn2
(1)

3.4 The method toextract for tags of
Character

The method to extract Characters isC(T ). This is given
below.

C(T ) = max
t∈T

|P (Tg) ∩ t|
m

(2)

Then a tag ofCharacter gotten byC(T ), it must satisfies
0 < |Tc| < |Tg|. If it does not satisfy the condition, we
obtainC(T ) = ϕ.

4 Evaluation experiment

We examined accuracy of the method. This experiment
evaluates a recall ratio and precision ratio. We set a condi-
tion asn = 10 andm = 10. The reason ofn = 10, the target
of experiment is pictures of Pixiv, and uses of Pixiv is able to
attach no more 10 tags to each picture.

4.1 Purpose of experiment

A purpose of the experiment is to assess performance of the
method. We assessed its accuracy and comprehensiveness.

Accuracy is an index that represents how correctly tags are
extracted from any picture. We evaluated accuracy by apply-
ing the method to tags chosen at random, and calculated the
ratio that represents how frequently a correct tag is extracted.
This verification finds a precision ratio. If precision ratio were
high, the method would extract correct tags from any picture.

Comprehensiveness is an index that represents how cor-
rectly tags are extracted from pictures which are given ar-
bitrarily. We extracted correct tags beforehand, so that the
pictures must include correct tags. If comprehensiveness ra-
tio were high, the method would extract tags from pictures
without passing correct tags over.
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4.2 Environment of experiment

We constructed the Crawler2 for Pixiv as the environment
of experiment. This Crawler is implemented by Ruby 1.9.3[6].

Crawler retrieved 1,559,391 existing user ID in ascending
order. In addition, Crawler retrieved 1,033,001 user’s pic-
tures posted by themselves. And, Crawler retrieved 1,009,544
types of tag, 17,751,104 tags from pictures. We used these
datas for the experimnet.

4.3 The method for Genre

This section describes an experiment of the method to ex-
tract Genres.

4.3.1 Precision ratio

This paragraph describes an experiment of the method. To
evaluate precision ratio, we used a thousand pictures includ-
ing two types, which given by random sampling.　One type
indicates that pictures given by random sampling wholly. The
other indicates that pictures including Genres given by ran-
dom sampling. Because, this experiment is used tom =
1000. The results are shown below.

Table 1: Precision of the method for Genres
precision

Random sampling 64.9
To include Genre 56.0

The method is able to extract Genre with a half probability
of success as shown in Table 1.

4.3.2 Recall ratio

According to the experiment for evaluation recall ratio, we
used three types of Genres. They areThe Melancholy of
Haruhi Suzumiya(A), Lucky Star(B)andTouhou(C). This ex-
periment is used tom = |t|. The results are shown below.

Table 2: Recall of the method for Genres
total success recall

A 2733 1,661 0.608
B 4329 3,948 0.912
C 110597 108,938 0.985

Table 2 indicatesthat the results are separated into Gen-
res with high recall ratio or low recall ratio. As a regularity
of Genres with low recall ratio, correct tags were more fre-
quently passed over when there are more pictures containing
particular tag than pictures containing the Genre. In particu-
lar, there are many tags representsOriginal or Copyright in
correct tags passed over by the method.

2The Crawler isalso referred to as the Bot, Robot or Spider.

4.4 The method to extract for Character

This section describes experiment of the method for Char-
acters.

4.4.1 Precision ratio

We examined three types of Genre to calculate precision ra-
tio. They areK-ON!(A),Lucky Star(B)andA certain scientific
railgun3(C). The results are shown below.

Table 3: Precision of the method for Characters
total success precision

A 5,341 4,519 0.846
B 4,282 3,561 0.831
C 1,121 997 0.889

The experiment ofTable3 indicates that ignored correct
tags has many orthographical variant4 that were included with
an average ratio of 5%. And, 1% of ignored correct tags are
attached to a picture which expresses a character not related
to the Genre, in spite of the tag of the Genre is attached to the
picture. Approximately 5% of ignored correct tags are related
to the Coupling5.

4.4.2 Recall ratio

In the experiment, we applied the method for Character to pic-
tures. We adopted three types of tag of Characters, they are
Rei Ayanami(A)(from Neon Genesis EVANGERION),Mikoto
Misaka(B) (from A certain scientific railgun) and Chihaya
Kisaragi(C)(from THE IDOLMSTER). The results are shown
below.

Table 4: Recall of the method for Characters
total success recall

A 628 628 1.000
B 621 621 1.000
C 1,003 1,003 1.000

We experimentedwith limited a number of kind of Charac-
ter. Given the results of Table 4, we confirmed the probability
that represents how correctly tags of Character are extracted
was 100% when we limited the number of kind of Character
analyzed by the method.

5 Discussion

We confirmed that the method for Genres has deficiency
in its performance because it was depending on the situation.

3A certain scientific railgunis a common name other than Japan.
4Words with the same pronunciation and meaning, but different written

forms.
5The Coupling is a tag represents a relation between particular two char-

acters. Usually, the Coupling was written in each Character’s omitted name
in a row. For example, the Coupling ofMio AkiyamaandRitsu Tainakais
Mio Ritsu.　 First name means the character tend to have activeness. Second
name means the character tend to have passiveness.
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However, we also confirmed the method for Characters was
succeeded because it could extract tags of Characters with
high probability.

According to the method to extract Genres, we confirmed
a particular regularities between tags leaked from regular re-
sults. Expressly, the leakage was caused by tags that were ex-
isting more than the number of Genres, which are not related
to the targeted Genre. And tags representOriginal or Copy-
right are also the cause of the leakage. We suppose it might
be possible to extend useful filters for the proposed method
by considering such the regularities.

The method for Character was the most certain way. A tag
related to Coupling summarizes multiple tags. Thus, opinions
will be divergent according to whether such tag should be in-
cluded to a precision ratio or not. Actually, the leakage of
tags included many tags of Coupling however. Accordingly,
we suppose that it might be possible to grow up accuracy of
the method by implementing a filter which recognizes a Cou-
pling.

6 Related works and services

This chapter describes the related works, the relative ser-
vices and those different points of the proposal method.

6.1 Danbooru

There are many search engine using classified keywords as
tags. Danbooru is one of them.

Danbooru is a image board system6. It is derived from
Futaba Bulletin Board System. There are a lot of clones of
Danbooru because it is the open system. Users can attach key-
words to pictures on Danbooru. Moreover, it has a wiki. The
wiki has many volunteers that explain meaning of each key-
word. Users of wiki can assign any category of keyword, Au-
thor, Copyright or Character. Danbooru utilizing this classifi-
cations which edited on the wiki for the search engine. When
tags attached to pictures are classified as Author, Copyright or
Character, it can indicate tags with colored state (Figure 1).

Danbooru’s classifications of keywords are depending on
volunteer’s editing. For this reason, it couldn’t be the sys-
tem that has classifications of keywords, If it don’t have many
volunteers or its users who intend to be volunteers.

The classified keywords are edited manually by users. Our
method is able to extract keyword means Genre or Character.
Thus, the method doesn’t need any manual work to classify
keywords into any category.

6.2 Murakami’s research

The study reported by Murakami et al[3] shows the way
to create a stratified structure from a lot of complicated key-
words. The research analyzed a lot of video’s tags on Niko
Niko Douga7. They evaluated relations between a lot of video’s
tags for their method. Their method utilized ISR(Inter-section
Ratio). They described that they can control a precision ratio
by using ISR and adjusting the value of threshold(α) . On the

6It can also berecognized as BBS(Bulletin Board System)
7Niko Niko Douga is video hosting service.

Figure 1: Danbooru’stags list.
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one hand, their methodis able to stratify the keywords exactly
when the value ofα is high that means precision ratio is high.
On the other hand, they wasn’t able to stratify the keywords
appropriately when the value ofα is low that means precision
ratio is low. Their system set an argument as parent tag. That
suggest 10 child tags that have higher ISR value to uses. They
succeeded to recommend the unpredictable stratified structure
to users by considering conformity noise.

They researched stratification of tags. Stratification of tags
is useful because users are able to grasp current directory at
which each of them is now. Users are able to understand re-
lations between other tags by looking a parent-child relation-
ship. For example, their method is useful for users, when the
users want to know the Characters that appear in the Genre.

However, Murakami’s research didn’t indicated most ad-
equate value ofα. Their prototype system may not suggest
stratification adequately because of conformity noise. Their
method is not able to extract keywords that can be classified
as Genre or Character like our method.

6.3 Wikipedia

We can exemplify the Wikipedia as one of the system re-
lated to our study. Wikipedia has many articles with key-
words. Wikipedia is made the stratum by setting hyperlinks
in the article. Users is understood the position the stratum by
wikipedia’s stratum.

We had already considered that to classify tags into Genre
or Character by using resources Wikipedia has. Actually, lists
of the media (Anime, Manga, Movie, ..., etc) are prepared in
Wikipedia by users. It may be possible to classify particu-
lar keyword as Genre. As another opinion, the method will
be able to classify keywords into Character. Wikipedia made
the list of Characters in the article that can be recognized as
Genre. It may be possible crawling it and get keywords of
Character.

These 2 suggestions seems efficient ways. However, they
are not able to cope with many orthographical variants in
Wikipedia’s articles. And, Wikipedia doesn’t include each
Coupling as its article. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, for
this reason, its users do not add an unpopular and uncommon
things or extremely informal things to it as articles. Thus,
Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that focuses on defining words
correctly, instead of gathering the casual and informal words
that users use topically.

Our method extract not only keywords of Genres or Char-
acters, but also orthographical variants, Coupling and topical
and informal words. Our method is able to extract words that
are more actually used by users than the words Wikipedia has.

6.4 Tag Cloud

Tag cloud is a method to classify keywords extracted from
particular contents[4]. It indicates tags of keywords in order
to suggest them to users in the order of ascending priorities.

The method extracts keywords as tags from a particular
content. This method suggests keywords only. Accordingly,
we don’t understand that category of each keyword. And the

Figure 2: Pixiv’s tag cloud by Gisarume (the user number of
266252).

method appends tags to a content automatically in spite of that
it is not supposed to be connected to any tag.

On the other hand, our method focuses on classification of
keywords. It is able to gather keywords which are supposed
to be attached to particular contents and extract keywords that
can be classified into Genres or Characters.

6.5 Application of Research

The both method,G(T ) andC(T ), extract Genre or Char-
acter from each set of tags. Each of the method is imple-
mented with high recall ratio. Therefore, the method will be
able to extract them with high precision, if the method uses
the Machine Learning.

The method is useful for making the dictionary of proper
names. In particular,C(T ) is able to fit orthographical vari-
ants of Character. Therefore, compared with other dictionar-
ies, the method is able to make more accurate orthographical
variants. We expect that this dictionary is used by Morpholog-
ical Analysis, and it would be able to distinguish Character or
Genre from contests. And, the machine learning for the image
recognition is useful when species data is given. In particular,
if the machine learning specializing Genre or Characetr is im-
plemented, we are able to develop the new image recognition
featuring Anime and Comics.

7 Conclusion

This paper described the method to extract Genres or Char-
acters from pictures. A user attaches a tag to a pictures in
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accordance with the user’s intention. We supposed it is ben-
eficial to improve usefulness of a search engine by proposing
a method of classification that considers user’s intention.

We noticed that there are regularities between Genres and
Characters. A Genre has a tendency to be attached to a pic-
ture together with similar tags. A Character also has a ten-
dency to be attached into a picture together with of Genre.
Based on these factors, the method focused on relations be-
tween many tags, and we researched the method to extract
Genres and Characters from pictures.

We implemented experiment for evaluating a recall ratio
and precision ratio in each method. According to the method
for Genres, we conformed that results of the method depend
on the kind of Genre, and confirmed both valid results and
invalid results. In contrast, according to the method for Char-
acter, we conformed that almost all results were valid results.

We will make a dictionary from Genres and Characters in
future research. We aim to build the system which can rec-
ommend Genres or Characters by using the dictionary, which
considers own user’s individuality.
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Abstract - In VANET (vehicular ad hoc network), to deliver
messages to a specific location is difficult due to the high mo-
bility of vehicles, and VANET is easy to be disrupted. In this
paper, we propose a method for efficient message delivery
in VANET utilizing the route information in the car naviga-
tion system of each vehicle. In the proposed method, each
vehicle periodically exchanges its positional information and
scheduled route in the car navigation system with neighbor-
ing vehicles in the radio communication range. By referring
to the exchanged information, each vehicle forwards a mes-
sage to the neighboring vehicle that will approach the closest
location to the destination of the message. Through simula-
tions about the message delivery ratio, the message overhead
and the message delay, we have confirmed that the proposed
method achieves better message delivery ratio with less mes-
sage overhead than the conventional methods: the flooding
method, a GeoCast-based method and the Epidemic routing.

Keywords: VANET, message routing, route plan, naviga-
tion, DTN

1 Introduction

There are considerable research efforts that made to realize
efficient communication between vehicles [1]–[9]. A VANET
(vehicular ad hoc network) is a network that uses multi-hop
wireless communication among vehicles and devices on road-
sides. By using a VANET, various novel services can be real-
ized inexpensively. However, due to the high mobility of the
vehicles, it is generally difficult to make a stable data trans-
fer between two specific locations in a VANET. Recently, a
technology called a DTN (disruption/delay tolerant network)
has been paid attention and it has a potential to improve the
message delivery ratio in an unstable network [10]. In a DTN,
each node does not forward a message if no suitable relaying
neighbor nodes exist in its radio communication range. The
node forwards the message later when such suitable nodes
appear in its radio communication range [7], [11]. Thus, a
DTN can efficiently deliver messages even in the case where
the network partition occurs frequently. It can improve the
message delivery ratio to utilize the unique characteristics of
both a DTN and a VANET, in which nodes can move in high
speed while carrying messages and their moving route can
be accurately predicted by referring to information in the car
navigation system.

In [1], we targeted a vehicular application such that each
vehicle collects traffic or weather information and stores the
collected data to the roadside device at an intersection. In or-

der to realize such an application, we have proposed a method
for delivering messages on a VANET with high message de-
livery ratio and less communication overhead utilizing the
route information in the car navigation system of each vehi-
cle. In the proposed method, vehicles periodically exchange
the route information and forward messages to other vehicles
that will get closer to the message destination according to the
exchanged route information.

In this paper, to evaluate the proposed method, we have
conducted simulations using a traffic simulator NETSTREAM
[12] and a network simulator to check the performance of the
proposed method. We conducted 10 minutes of simulations
with a road system of an urban area in a 1.4km × 1.6km
region. We have evaluated our method compared with the
following three message routing methods: a simple flooding
method, Geocast [2] and the epidemic routing [3]. Through
the evaluations about the message delivery ratio, the message
overhead and the message delivery delay, we have confirm
that the proposed method performs better than the conven-
tional methods.

2 Related Work

A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) is a kind of mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANET). Especially in VANET, the mo-
bility of nodes is different from that in general MANET, and
vehicles run fast and usually go along a road. There are well
known routing protocols for MANET including DSR (Dy-
namic Source Routing) and AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Dis-
tance Vector) [4], [13]–[15]. In those protocols, a message is
forwarded along a routing path from its source to destination
with multi-hop manner, and the path should be connected at
a time. In VANET, the connectively of the network is fre-
quently changing and unstable because of the mobility of the
nodes and its heterogeneous density. Thus, the routing proto-
cols for general MANET do not work well in VANET.

DTN (delay/disruption tolerant network) is a network that
is easily disrupted, and DTN is used for distributing delay tol-
erant messages[10]. In DTN, when a node has a message to be
delivered and there are no neighboring nodes that are appro-
priate to relay the message, the node runs to a different place
to find another node and to relay the message[3], [5]–[7]. This
manner is called the store and forward or the store, carry and
forward. Since vehicles are able to move fast, VANET can
adopt the store, carry and forward manner.

As mention above, VANET is a DTN. Thus, conventional
message delivery protocols for MANET cannot work well in
VANET. The most simple message delivery protocol is the
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flooding method. The flooding method is easy to exhaust
the communication bandwidth, and it is a significant prob-
lem. The epidemic routing protocol[3] is a improvement of
the flooding method that lets nodes relay messages with a cer-
tain probability, and it reduces the overhead and avoids the
congestion of communication.

Each vehicle in VANET can comprehend its location be-
cause it is equipped with a car-navigation system and a GPS
receiver. GeoCast[2] is a protocol for a vehicle in VANET
to select one of neighboring vehicles to relay a message. It
considers the geographical distance to the destination of the
message. GeoCast reduces the message overhead in the net-
work widely.

The driver in a vehicle equipped with a car-navigation sys-
tem may go along a route that the navigation system sug-
gested. If neighboring vehicles go along their route plan, we
can select relaying vehicles considering the route plan and
may reduce the wasted message relaying. GeOpps[8] utilizes
this feature.

In GeoCast, a message is relaying along the straight line to
its destination. If there are void areas on the line, the message
could not be delivered. GeoDTN+NAV[9] is based on Geo-
Cast, and it solves the above problem utilizing the information
about the route plan of each vehicle when it meets such void.

Our proposed method utilizes the information about the
route plan of each vehicle as same as GeOpps. GeOpps just
considers the situation where there are less messages in the
network and the congestion does not occur. The proposed
method considers the situation where there are lots messages
in the network too. GeoDTN+NAV utilizes the route plan just
when a vehicle is near the destination of a messages. The
proposed method utilizes the route plan more aggressively to
improve the message delivery ratio and to reduce the message
overhead.

3 Target VANET

In this section, we describe the target VANET model in this
paper. A road map is represented as a graph, and a vehicle
is represented as a token that transits on the graph. We also
describe the assumptions about message delivery and wireless
communication.

3.1 Network Model
The target VANET in this paper consists of a road map and

vehicles. A road map is represented as a graph G = (V,E)
as follows:

• V : Set of all intersections. Each element is accompa-
nied with its position.

• E : Set of all streets between any two intersections.

The set of vehicles is denoted by C, and each vehicle c(∈
C) has the following information:

• ID : Vehicle ID.

• route : Route Plan (A list of e(∈ E)) that c will go
along.

Each vehicle is equipped with the following hardware:

• IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN communication device. Its
communication radius is denoted by rc.

• Data storage.
• Digital road map (G = (V,E)).
• Route navigation function (can calculate route).
• GPS receiver.

A message is generated in a vehicle, and it is delivered to its
destination. Each message has the important attribute, dead-
line. A message should be delivered to its destination before
its deadline. A message has the following information:

• ID : ID of the message

• b : The destination of message

• deadline : The deadline to be reached at the destina-
tion.

In this paper, we assume that the destination is one of some
intersections B(⊆ V ), and b ∈ B. Each of the intersection
is equipped with wireless communication infrastructure. Its
communication radius is denoted by rb.

3.2 Message Delivery
As mentioned in Sec. 2, VANET is a DTN, and it adopts the

store, carry and forward manner. The vehicles use only one
channel during the communication via the WiFi devices. We
also assume that each message consists of only one packet.

When a vehicle c enters the communication range, the ra-
dius of which is rc, of another vehicle c′, c and c′ can commu-
nicate each other. When a vehicle c enters the communication
range, the radius of which is rb, of the roadside unit b in an
intersection, c can send a message to b.

4 Proposed Method

In our method, we aim at maximizing the number of mes-
sages delivered to the destination before their deadline comes.
Here, we assume that a vehicle c can obtain the route plan c.r
from its car navigation system, and it strictly follows the route
c.r. We also assume that the car-navigation system can calcu-
late the shortest distance between a route and the destination
of a message. In our method, each vehicle selects appropri-
ate the next vehicle to relay a message considering the route
plans of the vehicle and its neighboring vehicles.

The proposed method consists of the following three oper-
ations: the information exchanging operation, the message
buffering operation and the message forwarding operation,
and these operations are executed in parallel.

4.1 Information Exchanging Operation
In this operation, hello messages are exchanged between

vehicles. A hello message sent from vehicle c consists of the
ID c.ID, the current position of c and the route information
c.r. Each vehicle has a table called neighbor table to store the
received hello messages as shown in Table 1. We store the all
contents in a hello message and the time to expire (described
below) in a table entry.
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Table 1: Example of Neighbor Table

Vehicle ID Route information Current pos. TTL
12 75→31→95→… (5433,2390) 3
27 75→39→83→… (5420,2380) 1
55 not equipped with (5430,2385) –

the proposed system

In this operation, the following two actions are performed
every second.

Step 1. Each vehicle broadcasts a hello message every P sec-
onds.

Step 2. We subtract 1 from the “time to expire” of each entry
in the neighbor table, and if “time to expire” becomes
0, we delete the entry.

If a vehicle receives a hello message from a neighboring
vehicle, the message is stored in the neighbor table.

4.2 Message Buffering Operation
Whenever a vehicle generates a message or receives a mes-

sage, the vehicle inserts the message into the message queue.

4.3 Message Forwarding Operation
In the message forwarding operation, each vehicle forwards

the messages according to the neighbor table. The basic idea
of our message routing method is to select the closest neigh-
bor vehicle to approach the destination of a message as relay-
ing vehicle. For example, suppose that vehicle V and W are
now located in the top left corner of Fig. 1, and they will fol-
low the route shown in the figure. Since vehicle W will get
closer to the message destination than vehicle V, the message
will be received and carried by vehicle W.

Message Destination

Route of vehicle W

Route of vehicle V

Figure 1: Example of message forwarding
The following process starts when meeting neighboring ve-

hicles.

Step 1. Pop a message from the message queue and check its
destination.

Step 2. Calculate the distance between the destination of the
message and the closest point on the route of each of
neighboring vehicles.

Step 3. Also calculate the estimated time distance to carry
the message to the destination with each vehicle.

Step 4. Select the vehicle that can carry the message closest
to its destination by its deadline. If the vehicle is it-
self, keep the message. Otherwise, send the message
to the vehicle via wireless communication, and remove
the message from the queue.

We assume that the distance can be calculated with a func-
tion in the car navigation system.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed method, we have conducted com-
puter simulation and have evaluated the message delivery ra-
tio and the message overhead, comparing with several con-
ventional methods.

5.1 Simulation Setting
5.1.1 Mobility of Vehicles

To generate the traffic on the road system, we used a traffic
simulator NETSTREAM [12] developed by Toyota Central
R&D Labs. It has functions for reproducing behaviors of ve-
hicles in a road system taking account of speed limits, inter-
vals of traffic light changes, etc.

The road map for the simulation is shown in Fig. 2. The
size of the road map is 1.4km × 1.6km. All streets in the
road system have one lane for each direction. In order to re-
produce the situation with disrupt network connectivity and
non-uniform traffic density, we generated 462 vehicles in 10
minutes. The maximum number of vehicles in the road map
is 166, the vehicle density of which is considerably low.

C

D B

A

Figure 2: The simulation road map

5.1.2 Wireless Communication

To simulate the wireless network, we developed a simulator
which reproduces the behavior of IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN.
We used only 1 channel for the wireless communication, and
its bandwidth is 12 Mbps.

We assume that both the communication radius rc and rb

of a vehicle and a roadside unit respectively are 150 meters.
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In order to reproduce the behavior of CSMA/CA in the
MAC layer, we implemented a carrier detection and collision
avoidance mechanism in the simulator. We used the Nak-
agami fading model [16] to determine if a reception of each
packet is successful. In this model, the success rate is deter-
mined by the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Nakagami fading model

5.1.3 Message

A vehicle generate new message with the rate g. Its unit is
[messages/sec/vehicle]. We use the range [0.1, 0.5] for g.

We assume that the deadline of each message is 300 sec-
onds after the message generated. Messages should be de-
livered within 300 seconds; otherwise the messages will be
discarded. Each message is randomly set a destination which
is either A, B, C or D in Fig. 2.

The size of a message is 1.5k bytes.
The size of the message buffer (queue) is unlimited.

5.1.4 Route Plan Sharing

We set the parameter P to 3 seconds to broadcast the hello
messages because we need to make vehicles exchange mes-
sages when they pass each other. If the vehicles move in
16.67m/s (60km/h) and two vehicles pass each other at this
speed, they stay within 150m of the radio communication
range of each other for 4.5 sec. Thus, we set P to 3 with
a 1.5 sec. of safety margin. The size of a hello message is 100
bytes

The all parameters’ value are summarized in Table 2.

5.2 Compared Methods
We compared our method with a simple flooding method,

the Geocast and the epidemic routing protocols.

5.2.1 Flooding

Whenever a vehicle generates or receives a message, the ve-
hicle broadcasts the message to its neighboring vehicles.

Table 2: Simulation parameters
Area size 1.4km × 1.6km

Max speed of vehicles 60km/h
Number of crossings 26
Number of vehicles 462

Number of the messages 500 – 5000
Radio range 150m

WiFi bandwidth 12Mbps
Hello message size 100byte

Message size 1.5kbyte
The time duration to the deadline 300 seconds

Buffer (queue) size unlimited
Simulation period 10 minutes

In the case that the number of vehicles and the message
generation ratio are low and there are no message conges-
tions, in other words there are no limit of bandwidth and the
size of message buffer, the flooding method performs the up-
per bound of the message delivery ratio. In most cases, the
flooding causes message congestion and it degrades the per-
formance.

5.2.2 GeoCast

In GeoCast, a vehicle exchanges the location information of
neighboring vehicles by hello messages. Each vehicle relays
a message to the geographically closest vehicle to the des-
tination of the messages. GeoCast can reduce the message
overhead significantly.

5.2.3 Epidemic Routing

Epidemic routing is like a probabilistic flooding. To select the
appropriate rate, the epidemic routing works well.

In this paper, we use 30% as the relaying probability.

5.3 Evaluation Items

To evaluate the methods, we have derived the following
metrics: the message delivery ratio, the message overhead and
the average message delivery delay.

The message delivery ratio is calculated as the number of
delivered messages by their deadline divided by the number
of generated messages.

The message overhead is calculated as the sum of the to-
tal amount of hello messages and the total amount of relayed
messages.

The average message delivery delay is calculated from only
the delivered messages to their destination.

5.4 Simulation Results

We have conducted the following three types of simula-
tions: Changing the message generation ratio, changing the
penetration ratio of the system and changing the size of the
message buffer (queue).
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5.4.1 Changing Number of Messages

First, we evaluated the methods changing the message gener-
ation ratio.

Figure 4 shows the message delivery ratio. The proposed
method performs the best. When the message generation ra-
tio is low, the flooding also performs as well as the proposed
method, but the message generation ratio gets higher, the mes-
sage delivery ratio of the flooding degrades more because of
the message congestion.

Figure 4: Messages generation ratio vs. Message delivery
ratio

Figure 5 shows the message overhead. The message over-
head of the flooding is much larger than the other methods,
so the flooding is easy to cause the message congestion. The
message overhead of the proposed method is as low as Geo-
Cast.

Figure 5: Messages generation ratio vs. Message overhead

Figures 6 and 7 show the average message delivery delay
and the commutative message delivery ratio, respectively. As
shown in the figures, the proposed method utilizes the delay
tolerance (the time margin to the deadline) in order to im-
prove the message delivery ratio and to reduce the message
overhead.

5.4.2 Changing System Penetration Ratio

Seconds, we evaluated the methods changing the penetration
ratio of the proposed method. It is difficult to disseminate the

Figure 6: Messages generation ratio vs. Average message
delivery delay
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Figure 7: Message delivery delay vs. Commutative message
delivery ratio

system to all vehicles. To make the proposed system practical,
the system should work well in the situation that the system
and other conventional systems are mixed. Here, we assume
that a vehicle is equipped with the epidemic routing method
if the vehicle is not equipped with the proposed method. The
message generation ratio is 0.10 messages/sec./vehicle.

Figure 8 shows the message delivery ratio. The penetration
ratio gets higher, the proposed method performs better.

Figure 9 shows the message overhead. When the penetra-
tion ratio is less than 70%, the message overhead of the pro-
posed method is higher than the epidemic routing. However,
the penetration ratio is more than 70%, the proposed method
reduces the message overhead widely, keeping the message
delivery ratio high.

Figure 10 shows the average message delivery delay.

5.4.3 Changing Storage Size

Lastly, we evaluated the methods changing the size of the
message buffer (queue). Heretofore, the size of the message
buffer was unlimited. Here, the size is limited, and if a mes-
sage is generated or received and the message buffer is full,
the oldest message is discarded and the new message is put
into the message buffer. The data generation ratio is 0.10 mes-
sages/sec./vehicle.
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Figure 8: Penetration ratio vs. Message delivery ratio

Figure 9: Penetration ratio vs. Message overhead

Figure 11 shows the message delivery ratio. The proposed
method performs the best. It is interesting to note that the
flooding method gets better when the size of the message
buffer gets larger. It is because the flooding method broad-
casts lots of messages and the vehicles need to keep such
amount of messages.

When the message generation ratio is low, the flooding also
performs as well as the proposed method, but the message
generation ratio gets higher, the message delivery ratio of the
flooding degrades more because of the message congestion.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the message overhead, the av-
erage message delivery delay and the commutative message
delivery ratio, respectively.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a DTN-based method for deliv-
ering messages utilizing the route information in car naviga-
tion systems. Our simulation-based evaluation showed that
our method achieves a higher message delivery ratio with less
message overhead compared with some existing routing pro-
tocols.

As a future study, we will design and implement a proto-
col to deliver a message from a road side device to a specific
vehicle.

Figure 10: Penetration ratio vs. Average message delivery
delay

Figure 11: Size of message buffer vs. Message delivery ratio
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SOCIAL COMPUTING

September  3, 2013
Yoshimi Teshigawara
Tokyo Denki University

IWIN2013 Panel Session Panelists

 Prof. SadaoObana
The University of Electro‐
Communications

 Prof. Teruo Higashino
Osaka University

 Dr. Hiroshi Inamura
Research Laboratories, NTT DOCOMO 
Inc.

2

Discussion points

 Which area are you involved in?

 What  issues should be considered?

 How they will be solved, if possible?

 What are the future prospects?

 Others 

3

What is Social Computing?

 Social computing is a general term for an area 
of computer science that is concerned with the 
intersection of social behavior and 
computational systems. It has become an 
important concept for use in business.

 Social computing refers to the use of “Social 
software”

 Enables people to connect or collaborate 
through computer‐mediated communication 
and to form online communities. 

4

Definition of Social Computing

 “Social Computing” refers to systems that 
support the gathering, representation, 
processing, use, and dissemination of 
information that is distributed across social 
collectivities such as teams, 
communities,organizations, and markets. 

 Moreover, the information is not 
"anonymous" but is significant precisely 
because it is linked to people, who are in turn 
linked to other people.[

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_computing
5

What is Social Computing?

http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom‐
Mexico/Local%20Assets/Documents/mx(es‐mx)Social_computing.pdf 6
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Examples

 Online Identities
social identity that network users establish in 
online communities

 Blogs

 Social Networking Websites

 Social Media Sharing

 Social Network Analysis
collecting data from social network websites

Use of semantic web technologies to determine 
social behavioural patterns

7

http://www.authorstream.com/Presentation/h
anuman108‐1698944‐social‐computing/

In addition

 Collaborative e‐learning

 Face‐to‐face meeting
play a big role in social computing

8

Semantic Web
Connects Knowledge

The Metaweb
Connects Intelligence

The Web
Connects Information

Social Software
Connects People

Artificial Intelligence

Personal 
Assistants

Ontologies

Taxonomies

Knowledge
Bases

Knowledge
Management

Semantic
Webs

Intelligent Agents

Enterprise
Minds

Group
Minds

Lifelogs

Semantic
Weblogs

The
“Relationship”

Web
Decentralised
Communities

Smart
Marketplaces

The Global
Brain

Search Engines

Content Portals

Databases

File Servers

“Push”

PIMs

Web Sites

Enterprise
Portals

Pub‐Sub

Marketplaces
Auctions

Groupware

Weblogs

Wikis

RSS

Community
Portals

eMail

P2P File‐sharing

Conferencing

IM

USENET

Social
Networks

Permission to re‐use with attribution to: Nova Spivack www.mindingtheplanet.net9

From M2M to H2H

 Networks accelerate connections or associations 
among people 

 H2H 
Human to Human
Internet of People (IoP)

 Collaborative work 
Hand to Hand

 Establish emotional bonds
Heart to Heart

10

Issues to be considered

 Trust and Security

 Privacy

 Intellectual property

 Energy –saving

 Human‐centered

 Unselfconsciously supported

11

Requirements for Social 
Computing

 Usability
 Comfortableness
 Use and Gratification, satisfaction

In addition,
 Pleasantness
 Euphoria, feeling of happiness

12
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Prospects for Social 
Computing
 Provision of more realistic face‐to‐face 
communications

 3D Internet

 Sensible networks to five senses
touch, taste, hearing, eyesight, smell

 Possible to shake hands and hug

 In the future, sensing of six sense

13

Utilization of 3D printers

 Real objects will be presented.

 Authentic‐looking faces and hands are used.

14

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION.
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+

Social Computing

Teruo Higashino
Osaka University

+
Spread of Social Computing

 Social Computing:  the intersection of social behavior and 
computational systems
 weaker sense (tools for supporting social behavior): blogs, email, 

instant messaging, social network services, wikis, social 
bookmarking, cookpad

 stronger sense (wisdom of crowds): collaborative filtering, online 
auctions, prediction markets, reputation systems, computational 
social choice, tagging, and verification games

 James Surowiecki (2004)
 The Wisdom of Crowds (“集合知” in Japanese): Why the Many Are 

Smarter Than the Few and How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, 
Economies, Societies and Nations

+
Usage of Social Computing

 In order to carry out collaborative filtering and computational social
choice, we need to collect several knowledge from many people. Then,
such knowledge is got in shape as “the wisdom of crowds”.
 e.g.: tripadvisor, tabe-log, cookpad

 Crowd computing (from Wikipedia)
 Crowd computing is an overarching term which defines the myriad human

interaction tools that enable idea sharing, non-hierarchical decision
making and the full utilization of the world’s mind space. Examples of these
tools (many falling under the Web2.0 umbrella) include collaboration
packages, information sharing software, such as Microsoft’s SharePoint,
wikis, blogs, alerting systems, social networks, SMS, MMS, Twitter, Flickr,
and even mashups. Business and society in general increasingly rely on the
combined intelligence, knowledge, and life experiences of the “crowd” to
improve processes, make decisions, identify solutions to complex
problems and monitor changes in consumer taste.

+
How we can construct the wisdom 
of crowds 

 Important factors:
 Good tools for collecting valuable knowledge

 Incentive for individuals so that they can provide valuable 
information

 Intellectual filtering mechanisms for removing wrong/invaluable 
information

 Democratic editing/mining/decision mechanisms

 etc.

 It is very important for individuals to know real situations for their 
target, which include not only good aspects but also bad ones.

+
Research for Social Computing

 Following research themes are considered:
 Development of software tools for collecting valuable knowledge

 e.g.: lecture support tool: Teacher and his/her students can jointly make the 
wisdom of crowds for the lecture so that better lecture can be provided

 Development of techniques for data mining from a large amount of data

 e.g.: Big voice should not mean big influence. Intellectual and democratic 
mining mechanisms are needed.

 Development of the wisdom of crowds using pervasive sensing from the real 
world

 e.g.:  more intellectual driving assistance, guidance for travellers, evacuation 
from disasters

 Usage of multiple social computing information

 e.g.:  cookpad is useful for making dinner tonight. If we can combine it with 
information from neighboring supermarkets, one might make nice dinner 
with low costs.

+Thank you very much
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Social Computing for 
Collaboration

Hiroshi Inamura
NTT DOCOMO 
Research Labs.

What is Social Computing?

• Connecting people, maintain relationship – SNS?
– Deriving useful information from people for the people

• Recommendation, Preference in Similar and Closer people

• Next step?
– What we can do with the social computing?
– May be a social group with productive goal?
– Do more with “intersection of social behavior and 

computational system”

Kasparov v.s. world  
• Challenge: Beat the world champ with large number of less ranked 

players in chess game
– Anyone in the world can participate to vote the next move
– 75 country, 50,000 people, 5,000 vote per move
– Fund by Microsoft and First USA bank, 1999
– Contrary to expectations, the game produced a mixture of deep tactical 

and strategic ideas, and although Kasparov won, he admitted that he had 
never expended as much effort on any other game in his life

• Reasons for the Success
– Taking enough time for collaboration between game (24H)
– Organize information for new participants in communication forum. 

Recruit point experts
– With rough consensus and contribution, a leading person emerged to 

steer discussion
• A women US chess champ, Iriana Krush, 15yr old at the time

Social Computing for 
Open Collaboration

• Vision:
– The social computing for organizing mass‐human capability 

to focus on specific goal.
• Goal: 

– Effective collaboration
• win a game, problem solving...

– Wider view of the world
• participatory sensing, defining problem in society...

• How: 
– Mass‐collaboration

• What is Productive  Goal?

More data? Open Data Innovation
• Open Data, Open Government

– The computing for assisting the collaboration of 
participants

– Collect ideas for problem definition for the society
– In US

• Data.gov, Code for America
– In Japan,

• 「オープンデータ流通推進コンソーシアム」
～公共情報等のオープンな利活用の実現により社会・地域・産業
の活性化を推進～

• With social computing,
– Collect data for surrounding environment

• Traffic Jam, Graffiti, etc…

Conclusion

• We can define, solve problem in society with the 
power of crowds
– Social Computing for Open Collaboration, Open data 
– Open data X Collective Intelligence X Collective Sensing

• ICT community can contribute here with
– Novel computing tools

• to encourage mass‐collaboration
• to analysis data to visualize the changes in issues
• to collect data surrounding environment

• Code for Japan ?
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